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INTRODUCTION

Background

The Caribbean Information System for Economic and Social Planning (CARISPLAN) was instituted in 1979 by ECLAC’s Caribbean Documentation Centre in response to a mandate by member governments of the Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee (CDCC). It is the first sectoral network to be established within the Caribbean Information System.

The First Meeting of Caribbean Planning Officials held in Havana in January 1979 resolved to strengthen the Caribbean Documentation Centre in its efforts to establish CARISPLAN and to link the System with INFOPLAN, the Information System for Planning in Latin America, developed by ECLAC’s Latin American Centre for Economic and Social Documentation (CLADES).

The objective of CARISPLAN is to facilitate Caribbean development and co-operation activities and to provide a relevant and up-to-date information service to policy-makers, planners of socio-economic development projects and programmes, managers of such projects and programmes, researchers and teachers of development planning, financiers who provide resources and technical assistance, communicators of information about these programmes, and library and information personnel.

CARISPLAN is a co-operative effort of Caribbean countries. The information units of the national planning agencies (or units designated by them) serve as the focal points. It is the responsibility of the national focal point to identify and collect the national literature relevant to the scope of the network, prepare bibliographic and analytic summaries according to an established standard, assign indexing descriptors and organize the documents for easy retrieval. The Caribbean Documentation Centre is responsible for preparing bibliographic records of documents produced by ECLAC and documents relating to studies on the Caribbean in general. Caribbean integration agencies and sub-regional bodies such as CARICOM, CDB, OECS, research institutes specializing in Caribbean problems and international agencies operating in CDCC countries, are expected to participate in the System and to input bibliographic records relating to information which they themselves produce.

The bibliographic records of all participating centres are sent to the Caribbean Documentation Centre. The Computer output is produced by CLADES and from this CARISPLAN Abstracts is printed.

The Caribbean Documentation Centre received financial assistance from the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) to enable it to provide training and advisory services which would

INTRODUCCIÓN

Antecedentes

El Sistema de Información del Caribe para la Planificación Económica y Social (CARISPLAN) fue formado en 1979 por el Centro de Documentación del Caribe de la Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL), respondiendo a un mandato proveniente de los gobiernos miembros del Comité de Desarrollo y Cooperación del Caribe (CDCC). CARISPLAN es la primera red sectorial que se establece en el contexto del Sistema de Información del Caribe.

La Primera Reunión de Funcionarios de Planificación del Caribe organizada en La Habana en enero de 1979, resolvió fortalecer el Centro de Documentación del Caribe en lo que respecta el establecimiento de CARISPLAN, y vincular el sistema con INFOPLAN, el Sistema de Información para la Planificación en América Latina, desarrollado por el Centro Latinoamericano de Documentación Económica y Social (CLADES) que pertenece a CEPAL.

El objetivo de CARISPLAN es el de apoyar las actividades de desarrollo y cooperación del Caribe, y de proporcionar un servicio de información relevante y actualizada a los ejecutivos de gobierno, planificadores de proyectos y programas de desarrollo económico, administradores de tales proyectos y programas, investigadores y profesores de planificación del desarrollo, financistas que proporcionan recursos y asistencia técnica, difusores de información acerca de estos programas, y personal de bibliotecas y centros de información.

CARISPLAN es un esfuerzo de cooperación de los países del Caribe. Las unidades de información de las agencias nacionales de planificación (o aquellas unidades designadas por estas últimas) constituyen los puntos focales. El punto focal nacional es responsable por la identificación y recolección de la literatura nacional relevante al alcance de la red de información, la preparación de bibliografías y resúmenes analíticos de acuerdo a estándares previamente establecidos, asignación de descritores de índices, y la organización de documentos para su búsqueda más expedita. El Centro de Documentación del Caribe es responsable por la preparación de archivos bibliográficos de documentos producidos por CEPAL, y otros documentos relacionados con estudios sobre el Caribe en general. Se espera que participen en el Sistema las agencias de integración del Caribe y algunos otros organismos subregionales, tales como: CARICOM, CDB, ECCM, los institutos de investigación especializados en problemas del Caribe y las agencias internacionales que operan en los países del CDCC. También se espera que estas instituciones contribuyan con insumos de registros bibliográficos relacionados con la información producida por ellos mismos.
ensure the active participation of national centres and to produce CARISPLAN Abstracts.

CARISPLAN Abstracts is a quarterly abstracting journal designed to disseminate bibliographic information on Caribbean planning and development literature as provided by participating centres. The journal helps the user to identify existing documentation and to appraise the value of available literature and its relevance to his/her area of interest. It further helps the user to understand the present status and trends in Caribbean socio-economic development and the implication of these trends for the future. It makes a much wider range of resources available to anyone of the information components in the System. The Caribbean Documentation Centre provides a free document delivery service to Caribbean government institutions and regional organizations.

Scope

The scope of the journal is flexible, since planning is mission-oriented and draws on all sectors of economic and social activity. Publications are included if they provide information relevant to the priority areas outlined by the CDCC for development and co-operation activities. National participating centres enter the national literature which they consider relevant to the furtherance of their country's economic and social development.

Included in the System are serial publications, books and non-conventional, less widely distributed, documents such as reports, conference papers, feasibility studies, etc., which relate to the planning activity in the Caribbean. Special emphasis is placed on the latter since these unpublished documents are not commercially available and are often of value to other users of the System.

The period of coverage is 1970 onwards with priority being given to the most current material. Earlier literature of special importance may be included.

At present, the System restricts itself to documents written in English, Spanish, French and Dutch - the four official languages of the CDCC member states. Participating centres prepare input sheets for their national literature with abstracts of the documents written in the language of their country. Participating centres in Suriname do not prepare abstracts for entries until the OECD Macrothesaurus is translated into Dutch. Original language titles are retained.

CARISPLAN Abstracts is structured to capture the documents generated by its target audience and the Caribbean documents which they are likely to use in the course of their planning and development activities. Such supporting information is primarily produced by or for the national statistical offices, central banks, ministries which feed the planners with the necessary sectoral data, departmental planning offices, universities and research institutes and some private organizations. Since the system works towards control of the literature at the institutional level, it is expected that CARISPLAN Abstracts will represent a fairly complete coverage of the type of literature which it aspires to capture.

Los registros bibliográficos de todos los centros participantes son enviados al Centro de Documentación del Caribe. CLADES produce un resultado computarizado que se usa para publicar los CARISPLAN Abstracts.

El Centro de Documentación del Caribe recibió ayuda financiera del Centro Internacional de Investigación del Desarrollo (IDRC) que le permitió proporcionar entrenamiento y servicios de asesoría que permitirían asegurar la participación activa de los centros nacionales, así como también, la publicación del CARISPLAN Abstracts.

El CARISPLAN Abstracts es una publicación de resúmenes bibliográficos cuatrimestral diseñada para diseminar información bibliográfica acerca de la planificación en el Caribe y literatura sobre el desarrollo que son proporcionadas por los centros participantes. La publicación ayuda al usuario a identificar los documentos existentes y a evaluar la literatura disponible y su relevancia con respecto a su área de interés. Aún más, ayuda al usuario a entender el estado actual y las tendencias del desarrollo socioeconómico del Caribe y las implicaciones de dichas tendencias para el futuro. Hace disponible a cualquiera un rango mucho más amplio de recursos de los componentes de información del Sistema. El Centro de Documentación del Caribe proporciona un servicio de entrega de documentos sin cargo alguno a instituciones de gobierno del Caribe y a organizaciones regionales.

Alcance

El alcance del CARISPLAN Abstracts es flexible, puesto que la planificación está orientada a tareas específicas y cubre todos los sectores de actividad económica y social. Se incluyen las publicaciones que proporcionan información relevante a las áreas prioritarias que han sido identificadas por el CDCC para las actividades de cooperación y desarrollo. Los centros nacionales que participan, incorporan la literatura que ellos consideran relevante al proceso de desarrollo económico y social de sus respectivos países.

Se incluyen en el Sistema otras publicaciones que están relacionadas con la actividad de planificación en el Caribe, tales como: publicaciones periódicas, libros y material no-convencional, material de distribución menos amplia, informes, documentos de conferencias, estudios de factibilidad, etc. Se ha puesto un énfasis especial en estos últimos, puesto que son documentos que no se publican y que no se encuentran disponibles en el mercado pero que a menudo son de utilidad para otros usuarios del Sistema.

El período de cobertura es desde 1970 hacia adelante, dándoselo prioridad al material más reciente. También puede ser incluida literatura anterior de importancia especial.

Por el momento, el Sistema está restringido a documentos escritos en inglés, español, francés y holandés, que son los cuatro idiomas oficiales de los estados miembros del CDCC. Los centros que participan preparan las hojas de insumos para su literatura nacional con resúmenes de los documentos escritos en el idioma de su respectivo país. Los centros que
Arrangement of CARISPLAN Abstracts

There are approaches to finding material in CARISPLAN Abstracts - the Abstracts, Subject Index (in English, Spanish and French), Geographic Index (in English, Spanish and French), Author Index (personal and corporate), Conference Index and the Symbol Index.

The main entries which appear in the Abstracts are prepared in accordance with rules outlined in the:

- CARISPLAN Manual of Indexing Procedures,
- CARISPLAN Abstracting Manual and
- CARISPLAN Manual for the Use of the Bibliographic Record Card.¹

The sample entry indicates the elements in the record format. The records are organized according to the DEVSIS categories² which represent the purpose for which the document was written. Many of CARISPLAN’s users will need to better understand the present status and trends in the economies and societies for which they take decisions and draw up plans. The bibliographic file is therefore arranged to facilitate the identification and extraction of basic information on current situations and their extrapolations into the future.

Again, many users will be seeking access to information on programmes and projects closely related to those on which they are working, in order to be able to benefit from the experience of others and to effect co-ordination of efforts. CARISPLAN Abstracts is therefore arranged to ensure rapid identification of material on plans, programmes and projects.

Those who wish digested background information on major trends in development theory and experience can easily locate this information and the alternative sources from which it can be obtained.

²DEVSIS Study Team. DEVSIS: preliminary design of an international information system for the development sciences. Ottawa, IDRC, 1976.

participan de Suriname no preparan resúmenes para los documentos presentados, sino que presentan descriptores temáticos en inglés para tales documentos hasta que se traduzca en holandés el Macroteauro de la OECD. Los títulos de los documentos se dejan en su idioma original.

El CARISPLAN Abstracts se estructura de manera tal que puedan capturarse los documentos que se originan en la comunidad a la cual se dirigen, así como también, los documentos del Caribe que con mayor probabilidad serán usados en el curso de las actividades de planificación y desarrollo. Dicha información de apoyo es producida, fundamentalmente, por o para oficinas nacionales de estadísticas, bancos centrales, y ministerios que proporcionan la información sectorial necesaria a los planificadores, oficinas departamentales de planificación, universidades, institutos de investigación y algunas organizaciones privadas. Puesto que el Sistema está orientado hacia el control de la literatura al nivel institucional, se espera que el CARISPLAN Abstracts representa una cobertura más o menos completa del tipo de literatura que aspira capturar.

Organización del CARISPLAN Abstracts

Existen varios enfoques para la búsqueda de material en el CARISPLAN Abstracts, estos son: los Resúmenes, el Indice Temático (en inglés, español y francés), el Indice Geográfico (en inglés, español y francés), el Indice de Autores (Personales e Instituciones), el Indice de Conferencias y el Indice de Símbolos.

Los ingresos principales que aparecen en los Resúmenes son preparados de acuerdo con las reglas que se presentan en los siguientes documentos:

- Manual de Procedimientos de Indización de CARISPLAN,
- Manual de Resúmenes de CARISPLAN, y
- Manual para el Uso de la Tarjeta de Registro Bibliográfico de CARISPLAN.¹

La muestra de ingreso indica los diferentes elementos en el formato del archivo. Los registros están organizados de acuerdo a las categorías DEVSI² que representan el propósito para el cual el documento fue escrito. La mayoría de los usuarios de CARISPLAN necesitarán de una mejor comprensión del estado actual y las tendencias de las economías y sociedades para las cuales ellos toman decisiones y formulan programas y planes. El archivo bibliográfico se organiza de manera de facilitar la identificación y extracción de información básica sobre las situaciones actuales y sus extrapolaciones en el futuro.

¹Traducción modificada del Manual Nº 2 de DOCPAL, Procedimiento para la utilización de la tarjeta de registro bibliográfico. CEPAL/CELADE, Santiago, Chile, 1980.
Del mismo modo, muchos otros usuarios buscarán información acerca de programas y proyectos que se relacionan estrechamente con aquellos en los cuales están trabajando, con el objeto de obtener beneficios provenientes de la experiencia de otros, como asimismo hacer efectiva una mayor cooperación de esfuerzos. El CARISPLAN Abstracts está organizado de manera tal que se puede obtener de forma rápida la identificación de material acerca de planes, programas y proyectos de desarrollo.

Aquellas personas que deseen información general, previamente analizada, acerca de los aspectos principales de la teoría y práctica del desarrollo pueden localizar fácilmente esta información y las fuentes alternativas donde puede encontrarse.
CARISPLAN Abstracts appears in two sections:
— the first section includes abstracts of the documents analysed (see entry formats in the inside front cover);
— the second section contains the indexes needed to carry out manual searches for the information contained in each issue.

The entries are arranged by DEVSIS categories, and within these categories, by the code of the main country dealt with in the document.

The DEVSIS categories are part of a system for classifying information on the basis of the various phases in the economic and social development planning process (see the information on the back cover).

In addition to the system of codes mentioned above, provision is also made for the code assigned to the language of the text and the name of the institution from which the documents may be obtained.

The indexes included in CARISPLAN Abstracts are as follows:

**Subject index**

The subject index is presented in English, Spanish and French.

Arranged in alphabetical order of the English, Spanish or French descriptors, depending of the index; followed by the geographical code or region corresponding to the document and the title of the document. It includes the abstract’s number and the year of publication in parentheses.

**Geographic index**

The Geographic Index is presented in English, Spanish and French.

Arranged in alphabetical order of the English, Spanish of French names of countries, depending of the index, followed by the title of the document. It includes also the abstract’s number, year of publication in parentheses and mention to other countries dealt in the publication.

CARISPLAN Abstracts consta de dos partes:
— la primera presenta los resúmenes de los documentos analizados (véase formato de los registros en la contratapa anterior);
— la segunda contiene los índices correspondientes para hacer búsquedas manuales de la información presentada en cada número.

Los registros están ordenados según las Categorías DEVSIS, y dentro de éstas, por el código del país principal tratado en el documento.

Las Categorías DEVSIS corresponden a un esquema de clasificación según las diversas etapas del proceso de planificación del desarrollo económico y social (véase esquema en la tapa posterior de la revista).

En los formatos, aparte del código antes mencionado, también se incluye codificado el idioma del texto y el nombre de la institución donde pueden solicitarse los documentos.

El desarrollo del nombre de los códigos de países, de idiomas y las abreviaturas usadas en la revista, se encuentran en la contratapa posterior.

Cada uno de los índices se estructuró de modo de facilitar y guiar al usuario en la recuperación manual de la información. Para ello, se incluyeron, tanto en el Índice Temático en el Índice Geográfico y en el Índice de Autores, los titulares de los documentos, el año de publicación y los descriptores asignados —sean éstos de materias o geográficos.

Los índices que se incluyen en CARISPLAN Abstracts son los siguientes:

**Índice temático**

El Índice temático se presenta en inglés, español y francés.

Se organiza en orden alfabético de descriptores en inglés, español o francés, según sea el índice; en seguida por el código geográfico correspondiente al país o región principal tratado en el documento y por último por el título del documento. Incluye el número del resumen, el año de publicación entre paréntesis y el resto de los descriptores asignados a la publicación.

**Índice geográfico**

El Índice geográfico se presenta en inglés, español y francés.

Se organiza en orden alfabético de países en inglés, español o francés, según sea el índice, seguido de los títulos de los documentos. Incluye también el número del resumen, año de publicación entre paréntesis y los otros países tratados en la publicación.
Author index

Arranged in alphabetical order by authors, either personal or corporate bodies, and followed by the titles of the documents in alphabetical order. It also includes the abstract’s number and the year of publication in parentheses.

Conference index

Arranges in alphabetical order the name of conferences, seminars, courses, etc., followed by the place where and data on which each event took place with the number of the corresponding abstract.

Symbol index

Alphabetical arrangement of the letters and numbers identifying the document followed by the numbers of the corresponding abstracts.
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### ABBREVIATIONS/ABREVIATURAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGMED</td>
<td>Antigua. Ministry of Economic Development Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSMEA</td>
<td>Bahamas. Ministry of Economic Affairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSPTC</td>
<td>Bahamas. Public Service Training Centre Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCB</td>
<td>Barbados. Central Bank Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCCC</td>
<td>Barbados. Community College Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBMEA</td>
<td>Barbados. Ministry of External Affairs Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>Barbados. National Archives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBBSN</td>
<td>Barbados. National Standards Institution Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBPL</td>
<td>Barbados. Public Library Services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQEH</td>
<td>Barbados. Queen Elizabeth Hospital Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBWIISER</td>
<td>University of the West Indies. Institute of Social and Economic Research (East Caribbean). Cave Hill Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBWILL</td>
<td>University of the West Indies. Law Library. Cave Hill Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBWML</td>
<td>University of the West Indies. Main Library. Cave Hill Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZNA</td>
<td>Belize. National Archives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARICOM</td>
<td>Caribbean Community Secretariat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>Caribbean Development Bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDB</td>
<td>Caribbean Documentation Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMI</td>
<td>Caribbean Meteorological Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRC</td>
<td>Caribbean Tourist Research Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADEC</td>
<td>Christian Action for Development in the Caribbean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDICT</td>
<td>Cuba. Academia de Ciencias de Cuba. Instituto de Documentación e Información Científico Técnica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUB</td>
<td>Cuba. El Banco Central.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBNC</td>
<td>Cuba. El Banco Nacional de Cuba.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCIEN</td>
<td>Cuba. Centro de Estudios de la Economía Mundial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCNICHM</td>
<td>Cuba. Centro Nacional de Información de Ciencias Médicas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCECT</td>
<td>Cuba. Comité Estatal de Ciencia y Técnica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCICE</td>
<td>Cuba. Comité Estatal de Colaboración Económica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCIE</td>
<td>Cuba. Comité Estatal de Estadísticas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCIF</td>
<td>Cuba. Comité Estatal de Finanzas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCIEP</td>
<td>Cuba. Comité Estatal de Precios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUCINDE</td>
<td>Cuba. Escuela Nacional de Dirección de la Economía.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIUHE</td>
<td>Cuba. Instituto de Investigaciones Económicas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUIPF</td>
<td>Cuba. Instituto de Planificación Física.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMES</td>
<td>Cuba. Ministerio de Educación Superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMINSAPE</td>
<td>Cuba. Ministerio de Salud Pública.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUODCCE</td>
<td>Cuba. Oficina de Documentación de los Estudios sobre Africa y Medio Oriente y Europa Occidental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUONDID</td>
<td>Cuba. Oficina Nacional de Diseño Industrial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPL</td>
<td>Dominica. Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYBG</td>
<td>Bank of Guyana Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYCA</td>
<td>Guyana. Central Agricultural Research Station Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYCPSL</td>
<td>Guyana. Central Public Service Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYICA</td>
<td>Guyana. Inter-American Institute for Co-operation on Agriculture Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYUSICA</td>
<td>Guyana. JFK Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYMS</td>
<td>Guyana. Medical Science Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCCS</td>
<td>Cultureel Centrum Suriname.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAOB</td>
<td>Suriname. Algemeen Onderwijs Bibliotheek.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRIIR</td>
<td>Suriname. Bibliotheek Instituut voor Internationaal recht en Internationaal Betrekkingen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRIINDEX</td>
<td>Suriname. Centrum voor Industrie Ontwikkeling en Exportbevordering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRDBH</td>
<td>Suriname. Dienst Buitenlandse Handel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREB</td>
<td>Suriname. Energie Bureau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRGMD</td>
<td>Suriname. Ministerie van Natuurlijke Hulpbronnen + Energie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRLAD</td>
<td>Suriname. Islands Archief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Suriname. Staatsarchief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRPS</td>
<td>Stichting Planbureau Suriname.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRTELESUR</td>
<td>Telecommunicatiebedrijf Suriname.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRUVS</td>
<td>Universiteit van Suriname.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRUVSUNDP</td>
<td>UN/OAS/UNESCO Depository Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTB</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Central Bank Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTMDC</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Management Development Centre Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTM</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Metrication Board Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTMEA</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of External Affairs Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance and Planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTTCP</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance. Town and Country Planning Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTMLA</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Legal Affairs Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTParl</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTUWI</td>
<td>University of the West Indies Library. West Indian Collection. St. Augustine Campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A00. FACTS, TRENDS AND ANALYSES

A00. HECHOS, TENDENCIAS Y ANALISIS

A10. BASIC INFORMATION AND DATA:

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

A10. INFORMACION Y DATOS BASICOS: NACIONALES E INTERNACIONALES

10-001
BS Bahamas. Department of Statistics
Request from: CDC 2353
- Preliminary results of the census of population and housing in the Bahamas. Gives a breakdown of population by island, district, sex and number of households.
- [POPULATION CENSUSES] [HOUSING CENSUSES] [STATISTICAL DATA] [BAHAMAS]

10-002
BS Pedersen, H.
Bahamas. Department of Statistics
1980 General
Request from: CDC 2369
- [NATIONAL ACCOUNTS] [MANUAL] [STATISTICAL DATA] [BAHAMAS]

10-003
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
Censo nacional 1980: preliminar
San Jose, 1981. 106p: graphs 1981 General
Request from: CDC 1803
- Studies the differential levels and trends of fertility during the period, reviewing briefly fertility patterns from the beginning of the century. Uses the Own-children method of W.A. Grabil and L.J. Cho to collect and assess data, described in detail in Annex 1. Stratified sampling methods were used 68,046 residences being considered in the first analysis followed by a re-interview of 3,016 units. Socio-economic and geographic variables were analysed and the level of education proved to be the most significant-women with a higher level of education residing in western urban zones were found to be more closely associated with the lower levels of fertility. The century begins with low levels in the 1920's increasing in the early 1960's - after the revolution, is necessary to consider the lower levels of fertility in the early 1960's - after the revolution.
- Giving gross birth rate at 34.4 per thousand in 1964 and 14.7 per thousand in 1979.
- [FERTILITY] [DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS] [EDUCATION] [SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [CUBA]

10-004
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1982 General
Request from: CDB 2983
- Bring the information correspondiente a una seleccion de indicadores de los diferentes sectores de la actividad economica y social: poblacion, industria, construcciones e inversiones, comunicaciones, comercio interior, exterior, educacion, cultura y arte, salud publica y deportes. Las cifras corresponden a los ultimos quince anos con los totales por quinquenios, a fin de mostrar comparativamente el desarrollo alcanzado en ese periodo. Las mismas han sido elaboradas a partir de la publicadas por el Comite Estatal de Estadisticas, principalmente en el anuario estatistico - distico, incluyendo las observaciones metodologicas. Las dadas para 1980, son preliminares.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [COMERCIO] [COMUNICACION] [CONSTRUCCIONES] [EDUCACION] [INDUSTRIA] [INVERSIONES] [POBLACION] [SALUD PUBLICA] [AGRICULTURA] [TRANSPORTE] [CUBA]

10-005
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1981 General
Request from: CDB 2983
- Se tiene en cuenta que para entender la evolucion de la poblacion cubana despues del triunfo de la Revolucion, es necesario disponer de informaciones estadisticas acerca de la situacion demografica existente en los anos precedentes a 1959 y, dada la carencia de datos al respecto, se considera un buen punto de apoyo los censos - realizados en el periodo de la republica mediatizada; por ello este trabajo se basa en los resultados de los censos correspondientes a 1943 y 1953. Se presentan las estimaciones para ese periodo y se calculan las tablas de mortalidad para el mismo y para los anos 1952-1954.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [ANALISIS DEMOGRAFICO] [MORTALIDAD] [TABLAS DE MORTALIDAD] [CUBA]

10-006
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1982 General
Request from: CDB 2984
- Muestra resumidamente las cifras oficiales sobre la explotacion del ferrocarril de uso publicos reportado en los modelos del SIE-N (Sistema de Informacion Estadistica Nacional) y un gran numero de indices de explotacion derivados - de las mismas en forma comparativa para el periodo 1977 a 1981. Se informa sobre la utilizacion del referido medio de transporte en la produccion asi como la situacion del parque con su capacidad y empleo, incluyendo los rendimientos de este en el servicio.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE FERROVIARIO] [CUBA]

10-007
DM CDB
Crop costs and returns: information for Dominica and Grenada. Wilden. 1981. 47p
1981 Restricted
Request from: CDB
- Gives information obtained from small farm operations

CUBA: el descenso de la fecundidad 1964-78.
10-008
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1982 General
Request from: CDB 2984
- Muestra resumidamente las cifras oficiales sobre la explotacion del ferrocarril de uso publicos reportado en los modelos del SIE-N (Sistema de Informacion Estadistica Nacional) y un gran numero de indices de explotacion derivados - de las mismas en forma comparativa para el periodo 1977 a 1981. Se informa sobre la utilizacion del referido medio de transporte en la produccion asi como la situacion del parque con su capacidad y empleo, incluyendo los rendimientos de este en el servicio.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE FERROVIARIO] [CUBA]

Cuba: el descenso de la fecundidad 1964-78.
10-009
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1982 General
Request from: CDB 2984
- Muestra resumidamente las cifras oficiales sobre la explotacion del ferrocarril de uso publicos reportado en los modelos del SIE-N (Sistema de Informacion Estadistica Nacional) y un gran numero de indices de explotacion derivados - de las mismas en forma comparativa para el periodo 1977 a 1981. Se informa sobre la utilizacion del referido medio de transporte en la produccion asi como la situacion del parque con su capacidad y empleo, incluyendo los rendimientos de este en el servicio.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE FERROVIARIO] [CUBA]

Cuba: el descenso de la fecundidad 1964-78.
10-010
CU Cuba. Comite Estatal de Estadisticas
1982 General
Request from: CDB 2984
- Muestra resumidamente las cifras oficiales sobre la explotacion del ferrocarril de uso publicos reportado en los modelos del SIE-N (Sistema de Informacion Estadistica Nacional) y un gran numero de indices de explotacion derivados - de las mismas en forma comparativa para el periodo 1977 a 1981. Se informa sobre la utilizacion del referido medio de transporte en la produccion asi como la situacion del parque con su capacidad y empleo, incluyendo los rendimientos de este en el servicio.
- [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE FERROVIARIO] [CUBA]
in Dominica and Grenada relating to the cost of production and returns of various food crops (per acre) for use by persons engaged in project evaluation of commercial agricultural enterprises.

[AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [DOMINICA] [GRANADA]

10-008

Part V111

1981 General
Request from: GYBOG:CCDUN
Examine trends in economic activity and development in Guyana.

[ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [GUYANA]

10-009

1981 General
Request from: HTSEP
 Presents the results of an enquiry, undertaken in Haiti, on the fertility rate. The methodology is a good example of how official statistics can be used to help populations make informed choices about their fertility, and the distribution of the population over time is of particular interest to fertility policy-makers.

[FECONDITE] [CONTRACEPTION] [ENQUETES SOCIALES] [PLANIFICATION FAMILIALE] [MARIAGE] [HAITI]

10-010

1980 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Revise the rainfall data for Jamaica. The input data were for 3200 rain gauges in 1979 and the output data were for 900 rain gauges in 1980. The results are presented in tabular form and include rainfall data for the three periods.

[SWINE] [FARMING] [AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES] [JAMAICA]


1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
Divides into four major sections the data contained in this report: i) a table with the monthly and quarterly rainfall data; ii) a table with the annual rainfall data; iii) a table with the annual rainfall data and the number of days with less than 0.2mm rainfall; iv) a table with the annual rainfall data and the number of days with less than 0.5mm rainfall.

10-011

1980 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Revise the rainfall data for Jamaica. The input data were for 3200 rain gauges in 1979 and the output data were for 900 rain gauges in 1980. The results are presented in tabular form and include rainfall data for the three periods.

[SWINE] [FARMING] [AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES] [JAMAICA]

10-012
Agricultural Planning Project: meat statistics

1980 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Presents a comprehensive report on the pig industry. Points out that the data contained is more detailed than the last surveys and encompasses the total population of pig farmers in Jamaica. Shows that there was considerably more farmers than the previous surveys in that there were fewer pigs. The survey also shows that the increased consumption of meat is due mainly to increased consumption of imported and locally produced pork. The local meat production index shows that livestock production has been increasing at a steady rate for the years 1974 and 1980. Posits that the fall in production in 1974 was due mainly to a fall in pork population while 53% of farmers in 1980 it was due to a decrease of 1.5% in the number of pigs.

[AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION] [MEAT] [IMPORTS] [DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [JAMAICA]

10-013

1980 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Presents a comprehensive report on the pig industry. Points out that the data contained is more detailed than the last surveys and encompasses the total population of pig farmers in Jamaica. Shows that there was considerably more farmers than the previous surveys in that the number of pigs was increased at a rate of 3.8%. Population increased at a rate of 1.5%.

[AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [JAMAICA]
some sites, place names and collecting localities are given. Includes glossary of terms and appendix with explanation of reference terms applied to Jamaican maps.

[AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES] [EMPLOYMENT] [FARMS] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [JAMAICA]

10-018
JM Jamaica. Department of Statistics

1983 General
Request from: JM NPA

Presents statistical data on number and acreage of farms by size group of farms, major income earning activity, age of holder, principal means of livelihood of holder and legal status of holder. Data are given for all Jamaica and for individual parishes. Includes copy of questionnaire in an appendix.

[AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES] [EMPLOYMENT] [FARMS] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [JAMAICA]

10-019
JM Simmons, W.K.; Jutsum, P.J.; Fox, K.; Spence, M.

1980 General
Request from: JM NPA

Reports the findings of the first island-wide survey conducted on nutrition anaemia in pre-school children and pregnant and lactating women. Details the mechanics of the survey - selecting a sample of 3,000 children and 697 women, the measurements used. Finds that anaemia is a serious problem here. 61.6% pregnant women had haemoglobin levels below 11.8/g/dl, 58.7% lactating women had levels below 12.0 g/dl, 69.1% pre-school children had levels below 11.0 g/dl. St. James had the lowest levels, St. Elizabeth the highest. Says that no detailed dietary investigations were carried out, but St. Elizabeth's diet seemed more balanced than St. James', which could account for the difference in haemoglobin levels. Concludes that the government and CFNI are reviewing programmes initiated to improve the nutrition of these vulnerable groups.

[ANAEMIA] [BREAST FEEDING] [CHILDREN] [NUTRITION] [WOMEN] [SOCIAL SURVEYS] [JAMAICA]

10-020
MS CDB

Crop costs and returns: information for Montserrat and St. Kitts.
Wildey, 1981. 37p
1981 Restricted
Request from: CDB

Gives information, based on returns from small farm operators in Montserrat and St. Kitts relating to the cost of production and returns of various food crops and cotton (per acre) for use by persons engaged in project evaluation of commercial agricultural enterprises.

[AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [MONTSERRAT] [ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA]

10-021
MS Montserrat Electricity Service

1982 General
Request from: MSDU

Tables provide statistical information on the balance sheet, the income statement, statement of retained earnings, administration expenses, statement of change in financial position, notes to the financial statement, current cost balance sheet, current cost profit and loss account, notes on current cost accounts. Also includes reports of the directors and auditors.

[FINANCIAL STATISTICS] [ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY] [ELECTRICITY] [MONTSERRAT]
the mid-fifties. However, its increase has not been the population size in 1980 is down to its 1967 level. 4 
emigration has not helped much to mitigate the development of the working age population indicates that played an important role. Analysis of the numerical consequence of the mass emigration in the last decade, 

SURINAME e 

■ [MONTSERRAT] 

■ [NATIONAL ACCOUNTS] [STATISTICAL DATA] 

■ Follows and replaces the Preliminary National Accounts Statistics 1975-1982 issue in January 1982. Publication is part of the OECS/UNDP Statistics Project. It records for 1982, a growth of 1.4% in real terms, an 10 -023

MS Greer, Clarence 

Montserrat. Statistics Office 


Request from: MSDU 

■ Records a 15% increase in visitor arrivals over 1981 and a decline in the number of hotel beds. Considers marketing necessary for selling local hotel accommodation internationally. Suggestions are made for increasing tourism revenue by catering for a wider group of visitors instead of the present specialised group. Tables showing passenger arrivals by month and mode of travel, by country of origin, by intended place of stay, visitor departures, tourist expenditures and hotel occupancy rates are included. Figures are given for 1975 to 1982 period. 

■ [TOURISM] [STATISTICAL DATA] [MONTSERRAT] 

■ Records a 16% increase in visitor arrivals over 1981 and a decline in the number of hotel beds. Considers marketing necessary for selling local hotel accommodation internationally. Suggestions are made for increasing tourism revenue by catering for a wider group of visitors instead of the present specialised group. Tables showing passenger arrivals by month and mode of travel, by country of origin, by intended place of stay, visitor departures, tourist expenditures and hotel occupancy rates are included. Figures are given for 1975 to 1982 period. 

■ [TOURISM] [STATISTICAL DATA] [MONTSERRAT] 

■ Follows and replaces the Preliminary National Accounts Statistics 1975-1982 issue in January 1982. Publication is part of the OECS/UNDP Statistics Project. It records for 1982, a growth of 1.4% in real terms, an 10 -024

MS Montserrat. Statistics Office 


Request from: MSDU 

■ Follows and replaces the Preliminary National Accounts Statistics 1975-1982 issue in January 1982. Publication is part of the OECS/UNDP Statistics Project. It records for 1982, a growth of 1.4% in real terms, an 10 -025

SR Monsels-Thompson, Lilian 

University of Suriname. Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences 


1981 General 

Request from: SRSPS 

■ This article illustrates the consequences of international migration on population growth, fertility, age and sex composition of the Surinamese population by statistical analysis of demographic data. As a consequence of the mass emigration in the last decade, the population size in 1980 is down to its 1967 level. Fertility also declined as a result of this emigration although the increasing use of birth control measures played an important role. Analysis of the numerical development of the working age population indicates that emigration has not helped much to mitigate the unemployment problem as the working age population is larger than ever before resulting from the babyboom of the mid-fifties. However, its increase has not been matched by an equal growth in employment opportunities. Of course the employment problem would have been greater if international outmigration did not decrease the size of the working age population. De gevolgen van internationale migratie op de bevolkingsgroei, vruchtbaarheid, werkloosheid en het werkgelegenheidsprobleem zou groter zijn geweest als de internationale migratie de omvang van de werkloosleanorpest niet had verminderd. 

■ [DEMOGRAPHY] [EMIGRATION] [EMPLOYMENT] [UNEMPLOYMENT] [SURINAME] 

10-026 
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Central Statistical Office 


1981 General 

Request from: CDC 1855 

■ Volume 1 gives background details of the survey - its organisation including administrative and technical aspects - as well the substantive findings. Volume 2 presents the tabular data. 

■ [STATISTICAL TABLES] [SOCIAL SURVEYS] [FERTILITY] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] 

10-027 
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Central Statistical Office 


1981 General 

Request from: CDC 2912 

■ Presents a breakdown of population in each enumeration district by number of households, total population and subgroups by sex and age. 

■ [STATISTICAL TABLES] [POPULATION] [HOUSEHOLD] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] 

10-028 
Xi CDB 

Crop costs and returns: information for Antigua, Montserrat, St. Lucia and St. Vincent.. Wildey, 1980. 63p 

1980 Restricted 

Request from: CDB 

■ Gives information obtained from small farm operators in Antigua, Montserrat, St. Lucia and St. Vincent, relating to the cost of production and returns of various food crops (per acre) for use by persons engaged in project evaluation of commercial agricultural enterprises. 

■ [AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [ANTIGUA] [MONTSERRAT] [ST. LUCIA] [ST. VINCENT] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] 

10-029 
Xi CTRC 


1980 General 

Request from: CTRC 

■ This publication gives an analysis of trends covering twenty-three (23) countries over the period 1970-1979. Visitor arrivals, seasonality, cruise business, and
Agricultural Marketing Protocol (AMP) commodities for the history, membership and organisation of the Community. Also provides an outline of the Secretariat's organising structure and its functions. Section II contains statistical information on trade in figures for both intra-regional and extra-regional imports and exports for the 1978-1979 period. Also includes a format for market arrangements for the period November 1980-April 1981.

Section III includes country profiles while Sections IV and V contain a historical outline of Heads of Government meetings and abbreviations respectively.

A15. BASIC INFORMATION AND DATA: SUB-NATIONAL

A15. INFORMACION Y DATOS BASICOS: SUBNACIONALES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
A20. EXTRAPOLATIONS AND FORECASTS: NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

10-037
GY Guyana Cooperative Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank.


10-038

10-039

administrative regions both in absolute volumes and regional percentage of national targets; tables 4-9 show targets for six regions with projections for sowing in the main seasons - May/June and Nov./Dec. Crops such as plantains, bananas, black-eye peas, peanuts and tomatoes are covered for 1979 and 1980, and figures for the former were too high and should be in the vicinity of those now projected for.

■ [PRODUCTION TARGETS] [AGRICULTURAL ASPECTS] [GUYANA]

10-040
Xi Hope, K.R.

10-041
Xi Howard, M.

10-042

Meeting of Experts of CDC Countries on Strategy for the Third Development Decade, Bridgetown, 19-21 May 1980.

Extract from ST/ESA/SER.R/33.

Request from: CDC 2269

■ On the basis of a case study of the countries of Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago, this paper assesses the growth trends and possible scope of tax revenues, in the Caribbean in the future. The study shows that despite the growing significance of external borrowing by the Caribbean countries, the role of tax revenues is still of major importance in the development process and an important fiscal tool. The conclusion reached is that while no definite answer can be given to the question of what is the optimum taxation level that could be carried by Caribbean economies, the elastic nature of the total direct taxes in all of the countries, make them prime candidates for increased tax rates. These increased rates must be considered within the context of increased revenue, encouragement to non-inflationary impact, and administrative flexibility. Includes tables presenting data on tax revenues for the countries of Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago.

■ [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC FORECASTS] [GUYANA]

10-043
XI Gough, E.
Macro-economic analyses of the developing countries of the Caribbean. December 1980.

Extract from ST/ESA/SER.R/33.

Request from: CDC 2269

■ The paper attempts to look into the future of Caribbean economies, a future which appears particularly gloomy in the light of continuing increases in the price of oil, natural hazards and socio-political changes.

■ [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC FORECASTS] [GUYANA]
10-043
XL IDB
AR-789
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2999
■ The study is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 presents investment requirements for energy development in 1980-1980 based upon an analysis of energy reserves and the outlook for the major sources of energy, demand and supply prospects for each country in the region and their investment programs in the energy field. Investment requirements are assessed alternatively on the basis of assumptions of low and higher rates of economic growth and due consideration is given to oil price trends. Investment requirements for non-fuel minerals are presented in Chapter 2, and take into account the prospective demand for various minerals in Latin America and externally and the outlook for supply. To establish orders of investment magnitude two approaches were taken and compared: a survey was made of the principal mining projects in the region scheduled for implementation and global projections were made of investment requirements based on expected world demand for major minerals and the probable supply share of Latin America. Chapter 3 presents financing prospects for energy development, assessing the outlook for external financing as well as the sizeable financial gap that is in prospect. Chapter 4 discusses the sources and availability of financing for mining projects and emphasises the special characteristics of such projects and the need for financial magnitudes and arrangements suited to mineral development.

10-045
BB UNIDO Division for Industrial Studies. Regional and Country Studies Branch
UNIDO/IS.238
1981 Limited
Request from: CDC 1847
■ Provides a statistical and economic analysis of the Barbadian industrial sector, its growth, present status and future prospects. An overview of the manufacturing sector is presented in terms of resource endowments, infrastructure and location of industry, ownership and type of industry, market composition, development measures and main constraints. The structure, characteristics, and trade patterns of the manufacturing sector are also described.

10-046
CU Hidalgo Gato, F.
1980 General
Request from: CUMES; CDC Serial
■ La base general de los precios en la economia socialista es el valor, cuya magnitud viene determinada por el volumen de los gastos de trabajo socialmente necesarios para la produccion de las diferentes mercancias, reguladas planificadamente. Los precios tambien cumplen varias funciones principales: la funcion de registro, la de estimulo economico, la de redistribucion del producto social y el ingreso nacional, y dentro de ciertos limites, la de agente niveladas de la oferta y la demanda. En la cumplimentacion de algunas de estas funciones es preciso que los precios se desvien del valor. Pero es necesario que esas desviaciones no desvien el cometido fundamental para la determinacion de la eficiencia economico y el estimulo a la reproduccion.

10-047
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1801
■ Reviews the development process of pre- and post-revolutionary Cuba from 1920's - 70's examining in particular aspects of economic and social policies, with the aim of understanding the specific context within which Cuba implanted a system of Socialist development guided by Marxist-Leninist theory. The 1920's - 50's are shown as fraught with social problems - inequalities, poverty and unemployment (20% out of sugar harvest). The post revolutionary period is characterized by planning, rural development and diversification of agriculture. The establishment of SDPE^system of managing and planning the economy and JUCEPLAN in 1970 contributed to development of planning during this period. The economy grew at a rate of 9.4% on a continuous basis from 1971-75. The post revolution reached practically all 6-12 year olds and 4/5 of the 3-17 age group. Health and social security services are seen as undertaken, both are universal and supported by strong infrastructures.

A30. EXISTING SITUATIONS: NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

A30. SITUACIONES EXISTENTES: INTERNACIONALES Y NACIONALES

10-044
BB CEPAL Office for the Caribbean
E/CEPAL/L.250/Add.10
1981 Limited
Request from: CDC UN
■ Utilizing preliminary figures for 1980 and data for earlier years, the report examines current economic trends and developments in Barbados and seeks to identify their determinants. In 1980 the growth rate of the Barbadian economy decreased to about 4% in real terms, as the volume of output did not keep pace with price increases. A 16% increase in sugar production and a 22% increase in revenue from tourism did not prevent an increase in the merchandise trade deficit which worsened by almost 28% from the 1979 level. An estimated increase of nearly 30% in the value of imports brought the import bill to some US$620 million and contributed to a negative balance on current account of some US$49 million. Capital account transactions, however secured an overall balance of payments surplus of US$19 million with an increase in international reserves of the same amount. In recognition of the increasing cost of conventionally derived energy and its adverse effects on the balance of payments, steps were taken to develop institutional capabilities in the energy sector and much activity in the areas of petroleum exploration and research on alternative energy resources were taken and wage and salary increases, were major determinants of the 19.2% increase in the total money supply by the end of 1980. The Central Bank sought to neutralize the adverse effect of wage increase on the general level of prices by encouraging savings and at the same time discouraging commercial banks from seeking temporary advances from the Central Bank.
■ [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC GROWTH] [ENERGY POLICY] [BALANCE OF PAYMENTS] [EXTERNAL DEBT] [INCOMES POLICY] [CONSUMER PRICES] [FINANCIAL POLICY] [MONETARY POLICY] [BARBADOS]
unable to meet demand despite increases in cement production; in the area of trade there has been diversification and Cuba now exports citrus fruits and nickel.

- [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [SOCIAL POLICY] [EDUCATION] [HEALTH SERVICES] [HOUSING] [AGRICULTURE] [CUBA]

10-048
CU Gugler, J. 
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1916

The "urban explosion in Third World countries is increasing becoming a matter of serious concern. In examining Cuba's experience in implementing urbanization policies the author first considers mortality and fertility trends in Cuba from the beginning of the century to the present. Cuban efforts to eliminate the rural-urban contradiction and redefine the role of Havana are analysed in terms of available data on urbanization patterns since January 1959, taking into account prorervolutionary urbanization trends. The author concludes with a provisional assessment of the consequences of these trends for the equity of distribution and the efficiency of production.

- [URBANISM] [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [CUBA]

10-049
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1737

- Gives detailed information on the situation of Cuban women in the areas of education and training, employment, health and nutrition and political participation. Includes a review of legislation relating to the condition of women and discusses the role which the mass media plays in promoting the equality of the sexes and women's incorporation in production. Chapters are also devoted to describing the status of rural women and the work carried out by the federation of Cuban women.

- [WOMEN] [EDUCATION OF WOMEN] [FEMALE MANPOWER] [HEALTH SERVICES] [POLITICAL PARTICIPATION] [LEGAL STATUS] [MASS MEDIA] [RURAL AREAS] [WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS] [CUBA]

10-050
CU Diaz-Briquets, S.
1981 General
Request from: CDC Serial

- Trends in course-specific mortality are examined in the light of Cuba's social, economic, medical, and public health history to provide an insight into what factors contributed to declines in the mortality rates of developing countries before the Second World War. The Cuban experience suggests that in this country public health and sanitary reforms and nutritional improvements were largely responsible for declines in mortality throughout the first half of the twentieth century. One important finding is that the impact of these reforms and improved nutrition were greatly influenced by prevailing economic conditions. Periods of economic prosperity facilitated declines in mortality but in times of adversity, the reverse occurred. With the appearance of sulphonamides in the late 1930's, and residual insecticides and other specific measures at the end of the Second World War, the relevance of economic conditions as a determinant of mortality decline diminished. Although the analysis points to the aforementioned trends, the Cuban experience also suggests that other factors enter into the process of declining mortality that this phenomenon can only be explained as the result of the complex interplay of many forces.

- [MORTALITY] [CAUSES OF DEATH] [TRENDS] [MORTALITY DECLINE] [CUBA]

10-051
CU Jameson, K.P.
1981 General
Request from: CDC SERIAL, GYBOG

- This paper examines the post-independence experience of Cuba, Jamaica and Guyana, using Kalecki's framework of the 'intermediate regime'. Jamaica most clearly fits that category and Cuba least. This categorization should allow a differentiation among countries in terms of the policies needed to stabilize such a regime. Examining first domestic and international structural transformation, it is found significant differences among the three countries, and for the most part, little evidence of a substantial change in the period since the countries became independent. In the area of basic human needs, however, the differences are more pronounced. The implication is that the choice of economic system will have substantial importance for the well-being of the different segments of society; but, at least in the three cases of small Caribbean countries presented here, this importance derives from differences in the provision of specific services and the distribution of goods rather than from differences in success in transforming production from its colonial pattern. The model thus provides a different perspective on economic policy, linking it with political pressures, and predictions from the model are partially verified in the data examined.

- [POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT] [POLITICAL STABILITY] [ECONOMIC POLICY] [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [DEVELOPMENT POLICY] [BASIC NEEDS] [CUBA] [JAMAICA] [GYANA]

10-052
CU Cardonne Molina, Miriam I.
1981 General
Request from: CUECOUH; CDC Serial

- Se realiza un breve recuento historico del origen de los contenedores. Se analiza a mas rasgo los estudios tendentes a la reestructuración del sistema de transporte general y del subsistema que determina la transportación en contenedores en particular. De ahí se concluye que esos estudios permitieran que se tomen las medidas necesarias para elevar la eficiencia del sistema de transporte en sus diferentes componentes, a la vez que perfilaran la organización correspondiente al movimiento de los contenedores en el país.

- [CONTENDORES] [CUBA]

10-053
CU Ayala Castro, Hector
1981 General
Request from: CUECOUH; CDC Serial

- Se analiza la transformación de la propiedad privada sobre los medios de producción y su evolución durante el periodo 1961-1963 y las circunstancias relacionadas con ella. Se citan las intervenciones y nacionalizaciones del periodo. Se explica la nacionalización del comercio minorista. Se exponen las dos leyes de reforma agraria llevadas a cabo por la
Revolucion Cubana. Se plantea que con la primera ley paso al estado un 40% de las tierras y que se repartio un 30% mas a unos 100,000 campesinos. Ademas se dice que la segunda ley de reforma agraria vendria a completar el dominante cuadro socialista de la estructura econmic del pais.

[REFORMA ECONOMICA] [REFORMAS AGRARIAS] [NACIONALIZACION] [PROPIEDAD PUBLICA] [CUBA]

10-054

CU Jamaica. National Planning Agency


1980 Limited

Request from: JMNP

The areas observed were the structure and organization of the Central Planning Board of Cuba (JUCEPLAN); the relationship between branch and regional planning; education and training in the field of planning; energy planning; education and health planning; labour and employment (manpower) planning. Looks at such other issues as structure and organization of JUCEPLAN, regional planning, people’s power organization and physical planning. The work sessions took the form of addresses by representatives of the relevant organizations followed by question and answer sessions. Outlines the process of the planning system. Point out that there are four main factors related to planning at the regional level; the branches of the economy to be developed in a province; the unique socio-economic character of a province; territorial concerns for the environment; efficient use of resources.

[EDUCATIONAL PLANNING] [REGIONAL PLANNING] [HEALTH PLANNING] [ENERGY POLICY] [MANPOWER PLANNING] [DEVELOPMENT PLANNING] [CUBA]

10-055

DM Ringel, G.; Wylie, J.


1982 General

Request from: CDC 2500

Reviews the concept of God held by the villagers and examines the way in which this concept affects the people’s perceptions of themselves, their environment and their social reality. The thesis of the paper is that this concept of God and his relationship to the environment and their perception of the nature of man determines their modes and levels of interaction amongst themselves and in dealing with the environment. Analyses both marine and terrestrial environments and relationships and suggests that it is the conception of God as a benevolent and generous deity and man as his antithesis that retard collective attempts at resource conservation and utilisation even where such attempts are sponsored by government, competition not cooperation being the operating ethic.

[PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS] [CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT] [DOMINICA]

10-056

DO Republica Dominicana. Centro de Investigacion para la Accion Femenina

Jornada de denuncia a la violencia contra la mujer. Santo Domingo: Centro de Investigaciones para la Accion Femenina, 1981. 60 p.: il.

1981 General

Request from: DOCIPAF

Breve historia sobre las hermanas Mirasel, quienes fueron asesinadas bajo la dictadura de Trojillo (1930-51). Es un resumen sobre todos los articulos que fueron presentados a la prensa por un conjunto de organizaciones e instituciones que trabajaron con la problematica de la mujer, durante la semana en la cual se realizaron eventos para denunciar la violencia contra la mujer en todos los ambitos. Nombres de las instituciones participantes: Accion Femenina Incorporada. AFI //Union de Mujeres Dominicanas. UMD //Circulo de Estudios Feministas. CEF //Comite Gestor por un Movimiento Socialista //Centro de Investigacion para la Accion Femenina. CIPAF //Centro Dominicano de Estudios de la Mujer //CEDEE //Comite por la Unidad y Derechos de la Mujer. CUDEM //Comite Feminista Socialista.

[MUJERES] [DERECHOS DE LA MUJER] [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]

10-057


1981 Limited

Request from: CDC UN

Utilizing preliminary figures for 1980 and data for earlier years, the report examines current economic trends in Grenada and seeks to identify their determinants. The statistics indicate that real GDP suffered a drastic contraction, for it is estimated to have increased by only about 10% in current terms, while prices rose almost 21% on an annual average basis. All of the main sectors registered decline. In this context, it is assumed that the current account deteriorated substantially, although complete data are not available. In any event, the current value of merchandise exports declined by more than one-fifth, and this reduction, together with the 15% rise in merchandise imports, resulted in a 50% jump in the deficit on visible trade. However, partial data suggest that the deficit was largely offset by grants and concessional loans from abroad. The rate of inflation accelerated from about 12% in the previous year to almost 21%. A rise in money wages on the other hand averaged 16% - an increase substantially below the rate of price inflation but appreciably above the nominal rate of growth of the economy. The supply of external finance in the 1980 exceeded the deficit on total government spending with the result that the internal public debt was reduced for the second consecutive year. Finally, the external public debt outstanding was equivalent to only 18% of GDP, while the servicing of the debt claimed a mere 1.7% of the value of exports in 1979.

[ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC GROWTH] [BALANCE OF PAYMENTS] [EXTERNAL DEBT] [CONSUMER PRICES] [INFLATION] [MONETARY POLICY] [FISCAL POLICY] [GRENADA]

10-058

GY Women’s Revolutionary Socialist Movement


1980 Limited

Request from: GYP

The Women’s Revolutionary Socialist Movement was motivated to convene the Workshop after deliberations with UNICEF officials who advised on the results of the exhibition of energy-saving appliances for cooking, held in March 1979. The workshop was timely since Guyana - non-oil producing country had then been experiencing the effects of rising price in oil, and through urgency, if not necessity, had to seek alternative energy sources. Thus, the main aim was to investigate ways of finding simple appropriate technology devices which could be used to support and make more efficient, the various tasks performed by women at home or in the field, and stimulate them to initiate income - generating projects based on small-scale production.

[APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY] [GYUYANA]

10-059

HT Casimir, J.


1981 General

Request from: CDC 1363

An investigation is made into the historically
constitué de spécificité du Hautsien et une formulation de la logique de son évolution est présentée. La particularité de la classe sociale dans l’époque de l’esclavage, les conflits de classes et leurs solutions successives pendant l’ère XVe-XVIIme siècle. Le mécanisme de la marche sociale qui a été formulée comme résultat de ces processus est examiné en même temps que sa compatibilité avec les intuitions sociales, les définitions de la classe sociale, la notion de social instruments of perception and action, il est argumenté que l’esclave créé pendant la période XVIIe siècle a travaillé dans une manière qui permet à l’auto-expression contre les obstacles formulés dans le creole culture par les groupes locaux dominants. Une théorie et la définition des classes sociales sont proposées et c’est aussi que l’examen des pourcentages de la population en Haïti, similaires à la croissance culturel de la totalité de Latin America. La conclusion fait un état des choses avec une organisation des données de la classe sociale au XVe siècle Haïti, après une description de son évolution comme bien que les États-Unis d’Amérique.

■ [SOCIAL STRUCTURE] [SOCIAL CLASSES] [SOCIOMETRICS ANALYSIS] [CULTURAL PLURALISM] [CULTURE] [HAITI]

10-060

Services de Ressources Humaines et de l’Impôt 1982 Limitée
Request from: HTSEP


■ [EMPLOY] [MAIN D’OEUVRE] [RESSOURCES HUMAINES] [HAITI]

10-061

1980 Generale
Request from: HTSEP HAS

■ Analyse quantitative des principales composantes du système d’enseignement: les effectifs scolaires, le personnel enseignant et les promotions de chaque niveau de l’école. Congrégation une annexe statistique qui constitue une source de renseignement pour ceux qui s’intéressent à la gestion du système éducatif haïtien.

■ [SYSTEMES D’ENSEIGNEMENT] [STATISTIQUES DE L’EDUCATION] [HAITI]

10-062

1981 Limitée
Request from: HTSEP


■ [FISCALITE] [RECETTES FISCALES] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [HAITI]

10-063
HT Saint-Louis, Collo
1981 Limitée
Request from: HTSEP


■ [ACCROISSEMENT DE POPULATION] [DEMOGRAPHIE] [DYNAMIQUE DE LA POPULATION] [MAIN D’OEUVRE] [REPARTITION DE LA POPULATION] [HAITI]

10-064
HT Haïti. pp. 168-193

1980 Generale
Request from: CDC 2599

■ The outstanding feature of this case study of rural women’s employment, health and education in Haiti is the extent to which women contribute to the rural economy through their highly efficient marketing of the country’s subsistence foodstuffs. In Haiti where women have for a long time been in charge of the trade in subsistence goods, it is they who have increasingly concentrated their productive efforts on a highly specialized system of marketing, leaving the better part of cultivation also highly specialized, and a fair share of childcare and household work in the hands of men and boys. A number of activities for rural women have been proposed within the framework of UNDP supported projects under way in Haiti. These activities give special attention to the economic roles and needs of rural women, with particular stress on the training of women and girls, the extension of credit and loan facilities to women, and their participation in grass-roots and community level organizations, such as co-operatives.

■ [WOMEN] [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [HAITI]

10-065
HT Hurbon, L.

1982 Generale
Request from: CDC 2500

■ Reviews the psychological perceptions of the Haitian peasant as a response to the colonial situation. Explains his ever present preoccupation with flight as a psychological response to and a product of his socio-cultural environment. Placed in an environment which by the nature of its institutions denies him his humanity, he creates a new social space which Africa and the spirits of his ancestors form the reference point. Analyses the development of Haitian creole as a product of the search for 'being', the whole social context of language provides a link with the cosmic aids in the development of subjective consciousness. Faced by an environment which renders him impotent, voodoo symbolizes the peasant with a means of protecting himself from forces he cannot fully understand.
and control.  
■ [PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS]  
■ [CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT] [HAITI]

10-066  
JM Allen, V.  
Problems in implementing programmes to control or stabilize staple food prices in Jamaica.  
pp.66-77: diags.  
In: Solimano, G.: Taylor, L.Q. UNE. Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America.  
Workshop on Impact of Food Price Policies on Nutrition, Mexico City, 22-25 March 1978.  
WHTR-2/UNUP-128  
1980 General  
Request from: CDC 1986

■ Examines the efforts made by the government to control or stabilize staple food prices through the following 4 institutions: the Prices Commission, the Agricultural Marketing Corporation (AMC), the Jamaica Nutrition Holdings and the Food Intelligence Division of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. These institutions are discussed within the context of attempts to solve the problems of undesirable movements in the prices of staple foodstuffs.  
■ [PRICE POLICY] [FOOD] [JAMAICA]

10-067  
JM IBRD  
1985-JM  
1982 General  
Request from: JMINPA

■ Reviews the decline of the economy 1973-1980, its recovery in 1981, the prospects for 1982; discusses the major structural features affecting economic performance and analyses export development and private investment issues. Per capita GDP declined by over 25% vis-à-vis economic performance of the previous decade. The increase in oil prices and consequent effects internationally, the expansion of public sector interests and government's policies contributed to this decline. The present government's strategy is to have the private sector develop export oriented, job-creating industries. With public capital assistance this brought a 2% economic growth in 1981. Better is expected in 1982. Government plans to promote domestic savings, rationalize public investments, encourage private investments, improve the balance of payments position, reform agricultural industrial policies for better allocation of resources - thus to restructure the economy. Energy conservation, development of the tourism and bauxite/alumina industries and tax reform are expected.  
Looks at government's measures to remove anti-export bias and suggests incentives which discriminate against sales to the domestic market. Includes annexes.  
■ [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [EXPORT PROMOTION] [IMF] [IBRD] [PRIVATE INVESTMENTS] [PRIVATE SECTOR] [PUBLIC SECTOR] [TOURISM] [JAMAICA]

10-068  
JM Wright, R.  
The author is the Director of Exploration, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica.  
1981 General  
Request from: JMINJ

■ Outlines the continuous increase in energy costs worldwide and its effect on Jamaica. The need for the development of energy sources alternate to petroleum is recognized. Jamaica's National Energy Plan lists the identification and development of local energy sources as a priority and points out that the earth science relate to some of these priority areas. Discusses the feasibility of alternate energy sources found in Jamaica and this forms the bulk of this paper. Examines such sources as petroleum, geothermal power, ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) and geothermal energy. Challenges students sciences to tackle necessary research in this field. Concludes that the best way to avoid external energy sources alternate to petroleum is to develop indigenous resources.  
■ [ENERGY SOURCES] [EARTH SCIENCES] [PEAT] [HYDROELECTRIC POWER] [GEOTHERMAL ENERGY] [THERMAL ENERGY] [JAMAICA]

10-069  
JM Orane, M.R.D.: Davis, L.A.  
UNIDO: Export potential of Jamaica's woodworking industry. Vienna: UNIDO, 1981. 7p  
ID/WG.338/22  
1981 Limited  
Request from: CDC UN

■ Briefly examines the export potential of the woodworking industry in Jamaica with reference to existing incentives for its growth and problems facing the industry. The furniture industry is seen as having the greatest potential for export development but there are a number of problems which need to be solved before any significant export growth and efficiencies can be achieved. These are: the problems of generating working capital and obtaining long-term financing; inadequate raw material supplies; insufficient facilities; absenteeism and low labour productivity; low levels of managerial, supervisory and technical skills; absence of export trading companies; lack of co-operation within the industry and absence of standards.  
■ [WOODWORKING INDUSTRY] [OBSTACLES TO DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-070  
JM Morgan, J.  
1983 General  
Request from: JMINPA: CDC Serial

■ Comments on Jamaica's economic development since November 1980. Glances at conditions of the 1960's. Economic growth was 9% per year, real per capita income 6.3%: social services and the economic infrastructure were extended. Notes the contrast of the 1970's with government expenditure declining from a surplus to a deficit of 15% in 1978; rising unemployment; the failure of external attempts to shore-up the economy; inflation; devaluation; massive shortages. Discusses sugar, banana, bauxite, tourism, the mainstay of the economy; their decline since the 70's and current plans to resuscitate them. Observes tourism's outstanding improvement since 1981 and government's counter-trading in bauxite. Other efforts to revive the economy are the emphasis on export-oriented industries; the development of indigenous craft and foods for export; attracting overseas investors with favourable incentive; the collaboration of Jamaican and American business interests and the contribution of JNIP and JNEC in these areas. Israeli, and Japanese activities in vegetable and coffee farming are discussed. Describes the HEART Trust, a tool to expedite training and employment of youths. Mention the search for oil and experiments with alternative sources of energy; sea and transport problems; the immediate effects of the world-wide recession and the impact of the parallel market. Concludes that US support will always be available and that the Prime Minister will need to be a skillful tight-rope walker to raise the money he needs and maintain the people's confidence.  
■ [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE] [JAMAICA]
10-071
JM Taylor, B.A.; Irving, M.D.J.; Mercer, L.A.; Thomas, D.G.B.
Survey of market opportunities for selected Jamaican garments in West Germany and the Netherlands: appendices. Manchester: Shirley Institute, 1982. 79p, v.2
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
■ Contains inter alia, comments on the quality of the finish on the samples from the three countries; a summary of the conditions under which Jamaican textile products may enter the EEC; a list of retail and import businesses with the contact person in each; discussion schedule which includes guidelines for testing reaction to Jamaican garments; names of garment manufacturers visited in Jamaica. Also the objectives of the survey which aim at bringing Jamaica into the European ready-to-wear market.
■ [CLOTHING INDUSTRY] [MARKET STUDIES] [SURVEYS] [JAMAICA] [EUROPE]

10-072
JM Sharpley, J.
3761-JM 1982 Restricted
Request from: JMNPA
■ Examines government's plans for economic recovery to see if the country qualifies for further external assistance. Discusses the performance of each sector 1970-1981, giving reasons for the decline in all areas. Stated reasons include recession and the bauxite levy; devaluation and the removal of subsidies; foreign exchange shortage and inefficient allocation; poor export performance, flight of private capital; lack of exploited domestic energy sources. Finds some improvement by the end of the period but more than 50% of GDP and unemployment showed a slight decrease, but the current account deficit almost doubled because exports fell below projections. Says recovery will depend on (a) restoring the socio-economic infrastructure to promote economic growth; (b) reducing unemployment through increased industrial and agricultural activity; (c) concentrating on exports to earn foreign exchange. Expected a growth rate of 4% to 5% in three years. Foreign exchange needs will be met by IMF support of SDR 536 million. Development strategies include efforts concentrating on exports to earn foreign exchange. Seeks to provide information to assist in solving the many-faceted problems of women in development. Elicits from statistical data between 1970 and 1978 that although there are more women than men in the population, there are far more males in the labour force; a higher percentage of the male labour force than of the female is employed; generally women tend to be employed below their potential. Uses the criteria of family, education and religion to show how the social system impacts on women. Discusses briefly: legislation of the Women's Bureau - established to improve the status of women. Decides that Jamaican women are of theoretical equality, women are treated as second class citizens and must find ways to change this situation.
■ [DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [ECONOMIC ASPECTS] [ECONOMIC POLICY] [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [JAMAICA]

10-073
JM Shearer, H.L.
M.P. 183/01 1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
■ Announces Belize's new status and records the welcome statement which includes Jamaica's willingness to consult with Canada, the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth Caribbean countries should Belize be attacked. Declares that independence was delayed 17 years because of Guatemala's intransigence. Outlines the efforts of the Commonwealth Caribbean countries, the Non-Aligned and the United Nations to help Belize achieve independence. Points out that Guatemala has severed consular relations with Belize and the United Kingdom. Says the latter will continue to keep troops in Belize as a deterrent against external attack.
■ [INDEPENDENCE] [BILATERAL RELATIONS] [JAMAICA] [BELIZE]

10-074
JM Shearer, H.L.
1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
■ Analyses the causes of Jamaica's economic instability, the role of the IMF and the government's attempts to manage the country's affairs since 1972. Discusses the performance of the economy and structural changes affecting the demand for non-oil imports, the supply of exports and net inflow of foreign exchange. Rising import prices, magnified by domestic wage increases beyond the rate of inflation, consumer prices caused inflation, and Government's indecisiveness towards stabilization, its social welfare programmes which led to domestic and foreign borrowing, and monetary polices of increased taxes, price controls and a fixed exchange rate, which narrowed profit margins and reduced production and investment incentives, further deflated the economy. The impact of the increasing price of oil, the bauxite production levy which financed government's social and economic programmes and the introduction of Democratic Socialism are seen as crucial to the developments after 1976. Details the different IMF arrangements 1977-80 and explains their effects on the economy. The terms of the 1977 arrangement are seen as unrealistic, given the magnitude of Jamaica's debts; the funds also were insufficient to operate export-oriented production or foreign loans. Suggests that the 1979 agreement was advantageous but government's recklessness precluded any benefits to the economy. Offers a comparison between the previous arrangements and those of 1981, and concludes that IMF stabilization programmes show a pro-market bias and emphasise the efficiency of market forces rather than regulations and controls. Such measures were made ineffective because of government's ambivalence towards stabilization.
■ [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [IMF] [INFLATION] [BALANCE OF PAYMENTS] [JAMAICA]

10-075
JM Wint, A.J.
1980 General
Request from: JMNPA
■ Seeks to provide information to assist in solving the many-faceted problems of women in development. Discusses briefly: legislation of the 1970's which sought to improve women's condition; political and administrative appointments of women; women's organizations; some programmes to improve women's competence. Looks at areas of employment, home economics syllabuses in educational institutions and government ministries; the achievements of the Women's Bureau - established to improve the status of women. Decides that Jamaican women are leaders in their community and should no longer be kept on the periphery of socio-political-economic development. Rural women are strongly motivated by the desire to achieve social mobility for their children. Despite theoretical equality, women are treated as second class citizens and must find ways to change this situation. Lists several causes of suffering: inflation, taxes; they could participate more meaningfully in national development. Concludes that appropriate data are urgently needed to facilitate a precise assessment of the status of women.
10-076
JM Caribbean-Central American Action
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
Offers industrial information aimed at attracting new businesses. Gives profiles of the country, agriculture, manufacturing, mining, tourism with the investment opportunities in each industry. Includes labour and its components. Outlines government’s programme of investment incentives for each sector, as well as trade incentives. The strategy adopted in Jamaica include Generalized System of Preferences, Caricom, Lome Convention, etc. which are operative here. Personal, corporate, real estate and other relevant taxes are set out. US business experience in the Caribbean is graphically presented.

10-079
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
Presents mid-year estimate of production with reasons for increase or decline, percentage change in production as well as acreage for each crop. Compares production in 1981 with that of 1980. Finds an increase of 7%, with fruits and condiments at 17% and 24% respectively. Yams and tubers decline and Hurricane Allen affected plantain production. Good weather, availability of Irish potato, carrot and cabbage for planting and high prices in 1980 accounted for increase; while praelial larceny, poor marketing system, late arrival of some planting materials and low prices for yams and tubers are blamed for decline and thus the reduction of the overall increase.

10-080
JM Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government
1980 Restricted
Request from: JMNPA
Proposes to identify the main factors in the question of the role and staffing of the Parish Councils and the Municipal Services Commission. Pinpoints in discussion on the principles of employers’ rights that it is the right of all employers to have the authority to appoint, promote and discipline employees in the Local Authorities. Identifies three major reasons to support this contention. Examines the powers that Services Commissions must have and the relationships that are to exist between them and the employing authority in order to ensure against arbitrariness. Posits that what is needed is the establishment of a system which will allow the Local Authority to exercise authority for the making of appointments, promotions, whilst at the same time assigning the Commissions a role in the monitoring of this function so as to ensure that the power given to the Local Authorities is not misused in any way. Looks at the Services Commission in the light of the problem that its decisions especially those of the Parish Councils Services Commission remain generally unpopular and are restricted by the Local Authorities. Includes pertinent excerpts from the Working Party Report 1985 and the Mill Report in which recommendations were made for the setting up of a Local Government Establishment Department.

10-081
JM VanRiel, W.
1983 General
Request from: JMNPA
Assesses Jamaica’s fiscal performance since 1962 while noting the impact of external conditions on the country. Says the financial management has been characterised by (a) narrow revenue base and proposed networks in the Jamaican service and telex communication in Ontario, expanded to serve 75 libraries in Canada. Notes the role of the national library in both places. Concludes that here or there the national library must co-ordinate, monitor and be responsible for loans and exchanges among libraries. Appendices give physical, historical, socio-economic information on both places and a history of the Jamaica Library Service.

10-078
JM Hazle, M. A.
1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Focuses on the factors which have aided the development of these library services. Defines public library and discusses those established by the “Jamaica Library Service Act of 1949” and the “Free Libraries Act of 1882” for Ontario. Compares these laws, noting the impact of external conditions on the Province of Ontario. Examines the powers that Services Commissions must have and the relationships that are to exist between them and the employing authority in order to ensure against arbitrariness. Posits that what is needed is the establishment of a system which will allow the Local Authority to exercise authority for the making of appointments, promotions, whilst at the same time assigning the Commissions a role in the monitoring of this function so as to ensure that the power given to the Local Authorities is not misused in any way. Looks at the Services Commission in the light of the problem that its decisions especially those of the Parish Councils Services Commission remain generally unpopular and are restricted by the Local Authorities. Includes pertinent excerpts from the Working Party Report 1985 and the Mill Report in which recommendations were made for the setting up of a Local Government Establishment Department.

10-081
JM VanRiel, W.
1983 General
Request from: JMNPA
Assesses Jamaica’s fiscal performance since 1962 while noting the impact of external conditions on the country. Says the financial management has been characterised by (a) narrow revenue base and proposed networks in the Jamaican service and telex communication in Ontario, expanded to serve 75 libraries in Canada. Notes the role of the national library in both places. Concludes that here or there the national library must co-ordinate, monitor and be responsible for loans and exchanges among libraries. Appendices give physical, historical, socio-economic information on both places and a history of the Jamaica Library Service.
(b) inadequate long term investments. Illustrates (a) by examining the tax structure which finances the current budget. Mentions the danger of depending on non-tax revenue like the bauxite levy which is subject to external market conditions. Discusses (b) which affects the nominal budget. Capital expenditure increased from $242.2m to $942.8 million in 21 years but debt servicing eroded its benefits. Much positive development came 1974-78 when the government projected public sector participation in the economy. Seas lack of long term planning a further handicap. Refers to the Public Investment Programme (PIP) and forward planning which is hamstrung by IMF regulations and other constraints. Finds that government has been unable to prioritize their budgetary allocations outside of debt services because revenues have not been assured. Hence they have faced contracting revenues coupled with increasing demand for social services which ultimately led to balancing the budget with loans. Concludes that much sound physical and social infrastructure has been provided but others remain poor. Suggests improvements to be effected with public sector participation - better exports using indigenous raw materials, adequate resources.

- [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT] [PUBLIC FINANCE] [JAMAICA]

10-082

KN Hodge, N.


1981 General

Request from: BBUWISER

- Presents a detailed account of marine farming in Anguilla. Outlines the basic requisites for aquaculture and expresses the opinion that aquaculture will become a major industry in the Caribbean when governments recognise its importance to nutrition and as a source of employment.

- [ANGUILLA+] [AQUACULTURE] [ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA]

10-083

SR Huis, Jan van; Wolffensperger, Johannes

University of Suriname. Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences

Modernization and marginalization in Nickerie or Modernization and marginalization in Nickerie. Sociaal Economisch Tijdschrift Suriname, n. 3, 1981, pp.22-38

1981 General

Request from: SRSPS

- The increasing incorporation of Nickerian small-holder rice farming into the capitalist world market relationships dominated by modern monopolist capital, and small-holder rice agriculture's relegation to a marginal role are noted. Through the mechanism of unequal exchange and the dichotomy between production and consumption spheres, industrial development is being thwarted thus strengthening the structural-dependency characteristics of the Surinamese market economy. Although the "small-farming business strategy" suggested by Surinamese agriculturists does have the effect of reducing the dependence of small farmers on capitalist models of production this offers no prospects for arresting the marginalisation process. In the recent historico process of to enfeeble the incorporatie of the Nickeriaanse padi-kleinlandbouw in the kapitalistische wereldmarktvrevinghouden onder dominanie van het moderne monopoliementkapitaal, wordt de padi-kleinlandbouw gereglementeerd tot marginaal pool. Door mechanisatie van de ongelijke ruil, de scheidings in produktie en consumptiefigurer wordt een industriële ontwikkeling geblokkeerd en wordt het structureel-afhankelijke karakter van de Surinaamse export-economie geregereerd en versterkt. De landbezitverhouding daarmee vergoorderde "kleinbedrijvenstrategie" heeft de voedel dat de kleinlandbouwers politiek minder afhankelijk worden van de grootalandbouw en de daarmee samenhangende opkoopen handelsmonopolies. Deze strategie zal er evenwel niet toe leiden dat de exportafhankelijkheid wordt doorbroken. Bovendien blijft de kleinlandbouw onderworpen aan de kapitalistische produktievoorwaarden, waaronder uiteindelijk toch geen uitweg uit de marginaliseringsproblematiek wordt geboden.

- [RICE] [AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY] [AGRICULTURAL MARKET] [SMALL FARMS+] [SURINAME]

10-084

SR Vernooy, Joop

University of Suriname. Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences


1981 General

Request from: SRSPS

- In the last century the Roman Catholic church developed its own social doctrine, against the upcoming streams of rationalism, socialism, Marxism, Darwinism etc. The church underlined her divine veracity and her meaning was to have submission to the clerical social doctrine. Atheism was being fought, private-ownership was being defended, the destruction of families by Marxism was brought up, class-struggle was seen as the cause of anarchism. Changes in the church brought other conceptions about herself, her social function and way of organisation. The second Vatican Council and the improving theology of liberation of Latin America brought a breakthrough: the church was learning now, together with other groups, how to analyse problems like revolution, the church-government relations, and the position of other religions. De katholieke kerk heeft in de tweede helft van de vorige eeuw eigen sociale leer ontwikkeld tegen de nieuwe sterk opkomende geestelijke en filosofische stromingen. De kerk poneerde zich als de bezitter van de waarheid en wilde iedereen aan haar leer onderwerpen. Onder invloed van het tweede vatikaans koncilie, de bevrijdingstheologie en de theologische ontwikkelingen in ons eigen gebied, groeiden nieuwe modellen en structuren. De kerk ging de sociale leernatiek samen met andere groeperingen te bezien. Problemen als de verhouding kerk en staat of de verhouding orthodoxie, werden door de kerk aangepakt. Ook de kerk in Suriname staat in dit alomwaaier veranderingsproces.

- [SOCIAL STRUCTURE] [POLITICAL DOCTRINES] [ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH+] [RELIGION] [SURINAME]

10-085

SR Suriname. Stichting Planbureau


1981 General

Request from: CDC 4084;SRSPS

- A socio-economic evaluation of the economy for 1975-1980. Analyses the various sectors of economic activity including construction, manufacturing, energy and banking. Fiscal and monetary policy are also analysed. Liquidity, monetary reserves and commercial and central bank activities are discussed. Statistics on the social sector are also presented. Gross Domestic Product as well as a regional analysis of the economy are given. Data are represented in tables and projections up to 1985 are made for each sector of the economy.

- [STATISTICAL DATA] [STATISTICAL ANALYSIS] [SOCIAL CONDITIONS] [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [SURINAME]

10-086

SR Suriname. Stichting Planbureau


1983 General

Request from: CDC 4084;SRSPS

- Intended to provide a profile of the development of the Suriname economy during the period 1980-1982, the report outlines the objectives of the socio-political order and gives a brief account of the major productive sectors, employment, public finance and the balance of
outlines will be based on inter alia, the realisation of.

Data on productive projects; and a map of land use and

■ (DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY) (ECONOMIC POLICY)

The paper argues that during the period characterized by

subperiods of steady growth and rapid growth in GDP

■ 

[DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [SURINAME]

10-087

TT Doorker, W.

Distribution of income in Trinidad and Tobago

1956-76. Review of Income and Wealth, 1981. pp.155-

206: tbls. 1981 General

Request from: CDC 1937

This article describes what happens to income distribution during intensive changes in gross domestic product due to external market conditions. It deals specifically with a open market petroleum-based economy, Trinidad and Tobago, and reviews changes in national product and income levels and the income distribution pattern over the twenty-year period 1957-76. The paper argues that during the period characterized by subperiods of steady growth and rapid growth in GDP (the latter associated with the petroleum price rise), income inequality increased between 1957 and 1972 and then decreased in the post petroleum-price-rise period of rapid growth 1973-1976. While the effect of intensive changes in national product did trickle down to the lower income groups, income inequality in 1975-76 was greater than that existing in 1957-58. An examination of the spatial, occupational and temporal aspect of the distribution pattern points towards the elimination of structural dualism in the economy as the surest path to greater income equality in Trinidad and Tobago. The article includes tables presenting data on movement of household incomes, incomes shares by deciles, total monthly real income for all households by deciles, per capita real income, and average income and income shares by occupational groupings and an index of commercial bank credit.

■ [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT] [INCOME] [INCOME DISTRIBUTION] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-088

TT Walcott, C.

Fight back says a woman. The Hague: Institute of

Social Studies, 1980. - 77p 1980 General

Request from: CDC 1893

Documents the 17 year struggle (1963-1980) of a working class Trinidad woman against the company with which she was employed and against the trade Union which supported the company. Describes the author's experience of oppression as a wage worker and progressive trade unionist and expresses an understanding of the women's question in class terms distinguishing the struggle of women not only from a personal and the struggle of women as wage workers. Argues that only a strong militant and united working class organisation can effectively represent women in Trinidad and Tobago. Attacks the established Trade Union Movement for its undemocratic policies, penchant for compromise, neglect of working class education and
CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984

10-092

Discusses the life of Patrick Solomon from his early years to 1977. Provides an insight into Trinidadian lifestyles during the colonial period. Also gives an indepth analysis of pre- and post-independence politics, with heavy emphasis on the operations of the People's National Movement (PNM) under the leadership of Dr. Eric Williams - his birth, the social and political situation which made its birth possible, its successes and failures. Also describes the parts played by Butler and Cipriani, and the problems which plagued the formation of the West Indies Federation.

[POLITICS] [POLITICAL PARTIES] [LABOUR MOVEMENTS] [INDEPENDENCE] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-093

Request from: CDC 1862

Gives a brief outline of the history of planning in the British Virgin Islands and the role of the Planning Unit which was established in 1979. Pinpoints resource management, the relationship with the U.S. Virgin Islands, labour and the predominance of tourism as the four salient factors which should influence planning for socio-economic development.

[PLANNING] [BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS]

10-094

A descriptive note on the Caribbean Festival of Creative Arts celebrations held in Barbados 1981. Gives the origin of the Festival and summarizes the features of Barbados which would enhance the staging of the celebrations.

[ARTS] [CREATIVITY] [CULTURAL COOPERATION] [CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [CARIFESTA+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-095

Request from: JMNPA

Focuses on the problems of public finance relevant to the economies of the Caribbean, emphasizing the impact of size on revenues and expenditures. Discusses six facets of the problems. Deals first with an overview of the literature on the role of the public sector in promoting economic development in the region and sets out methods of evaluating fiscal performance. Other topics are (a) growth of the public sector, (b) fiscal incentives and harmonization, (c) taxes, (d) public policy and planning, (e) local finance and administration. Contributors use their experience in different countries, e.g. Guyana, Suriname, Colombia, Puerto Rico, Jamaica, to illustrate their topics.

[FISCAL ADMINISTRATION] [PUBLIC FINANCE] [TAX INCENTIVES] [EVALUATION TECHNIQUES] [PUBLIC SECTOR] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-096

Examines the problems and challenges of providing and administering adult education programmes in the LDCs. Discusses financial constraints and curricula content of adult education programmes and concludes that the expansion of adult education may assist in the development of poor communities.

[ADULT EDUCATION] [EDUCATION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-097

Request from: CDC Serial

Monthly newsletter of the Caribbean Congress of Labour, and affiliates. Reports on labour disputes and trade union activities in the Caribbean.

[LABOUR] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-098

Request from: CTRC

Drawing on the proceedings of two recent seminars, 17 papers are presented on such diverse topics as: The European Market, its demographics and its product preferences; Hotel marketing; the U.S. travel market; seasonality programs in the Caribbean and how to solve them, the structure of the Caribbean travel market, and new approaches to marketing systems and institutions.

[TOURISM] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [HOTEL INDUSTRY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [EUROPE]

10-099


Request from: CDC UN

Gives some background to population policy in the region, which was to provide and maintain an 'adequate' labour supply for the plantations. Current population policies are then examined:- immigration, emigration, internal migration, and family planning, with respect to the adoption and implementation of population policies, human resources and education are discussed and finally the extent to which the population in the Caribbean is aware of the political processes by which population policy is formulated, or of the development and implementation of such policies.

[POPULATION POLICY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]
10-100
XI Rainford, Roderick G.
Trends in the world economy and their implications for developing countries with special reference to small island economies in the Caribbean.

10-103
XI Maynard, C.A.

10-104
XI Addo, H
UNU
Approaching the peculiarity of the Caribbean plight within the paradox of the representative state in the contemporary world system. Tokyo: UNU, 1980. 39p (Project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development).

10-105
XI Gobin, R.T

10-101
XI Odie, M.A.

10-102
XI Payne, A.J.

CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984
elastic revenue source in the indirect tax structure and their buoyancy coefficients were nearly as great as that of income taxation. Revenue gains can be increased if the tax is extended closer to the retail level. A tax at the wholesale-retail level can also reduce intra-union trade distortions that prevail under a manufacturers sales tax. Generally the allocative impact of indirect taxes has been ignored; consequently serious allocative distortions can arise from the lack of coordination between taxes on domestic production and tariffs and the differentiated rate structure which exists. While structured to encourage higher investment levels, the suspension method used to exclude producer goods is administratively inefficient and does not guarantee common protection of imports in the region. In terms of equity, the incidence of indirect taxes was not progressive as is presumed but was essentially proportional. Reform in terms of implementation, a value-added tax, with small vendors excluded, through the wholesale-retail level can redress the major defects of the present system of commodity taxes.

- [TAXATION] [CONSUMPTION TAX] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

1980 General Request from: CDC 1925

- This article surveys recent political events in the Caribbean Basin - among these, the left-wing struggle against oligarchic rule in Central America, the left wing coup in Grenada, political tensions in Puerto Rico and Soviet troops in Cuba - and analyses the ongoing radicalization of the region and its implications for US Caribbean policy. As the author argues "in view of American government's increased relations with the Soviet Union, it would be deceptively easy to attribute the Caribbean problems to international communism. But the issues are more complex than that". The analysis concludes that whichever way the Carter administration moves - in support of a global, strategic-military approach or a regional, developmental approach - hostility and suspicion toward the emerging left-of-centre governments in the Caribbean run the risk of alienating the political forces with the most popular support, and the best chance of remodelling Caribbean society and politics.

- [POLITICAL PROBLEMS] [FOREIGN RELATIONS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [LATIN AMERICA] [UNITED STATES]


- Reports on the proceedings of the workshop, at which 4 case studies on Mexico, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and the Dominican Republic were presented. There was also some discussion on the areas for policy interventions and research priorities with respect to market and monitoring systems, definition of standards and price and income policy.

- [PRICE POLICY] [FOOD] [NUTRITION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [LATIN AMERICA]


- [TECHNOLOGY] [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

Papera presented to seminar.. 1981 General Request from: CARICOM; CDC 6030

- Outlines the case for regional cooperation in technology development and management. Considers some cooperative activities already in existence in the CARICOM region, eg. the Regional Food Plan, and the Regional Industrial Programme, which create simultaneously a demand for technology which is feasible. Illustrates by considering the livestock subsector in which all of the processes concerned are supported by a range of technological activities. Indicates a range of minimum prerequisites involved in this process and describes briefly, some of the activities of the major regional sectoral institutions in the field of technology. Finally, indicates some new possibilities for increased regional cooperation in technology development and management.

- [TECHNOLOGY] [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [REGIONAL FOOD PLAN] [REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMME+] [CARICOM] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

1981 General Request from: JNMPA

- Discusses the national food and nutrition surveys in Barbados and Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago. Relates demographic, socio-economic and multinational data to requirements, income and household size and nutrient usages for the two main racial groups. The methodology adopted in the individual countries comprise a systematic random sampling aimed at about 20% of the total household. Guyana was the exception, its sample consisted of random selection and a reasoned choice in the Interior Settlements. Explains the technique employed and the processing of the data. Points out that separate dietary standards for the three countries showing the nutritional requirements according to different ages and weights of the males and females were prepared according to the procedure laid down in FAO/WHO joint publications. This allowed a comparison of the requirements and intakes of energy nutrients. Findings indicate that Trinidad is the best fed country with balanced food consumption patterns and nutrient usages. Energy deficiency was the main nutrition problem in Barbados, although the country had adequate supplies of protein and vitamin A through imported commodities like meat and milk products. Guyana had deficiency of energy and protein although it was the most important regional rice exporting country as compared to 11%-32% households of Trinidad, 38%-86% and 28%-63% respectively of Barbados and Guyana could not meet the requirements of one or more of six other essential nutrients. Points out that high incomes were associated with improvements in food consumption and influence usages, the reverse was true for larger households. Mentions that of the two main ethnic groups, the African children had better growth in height and weight than the East Indian children.

- [FOOD REQUIREMENTS] [NUTRITIVE VALUE] [NUTRIENTS] [NUTRITION RESEARCH] [FAO] [PAHO] [WHO] [CFNH] [BARBADOS] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] [GUYANA] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

1981 General Request from: JNMPA

- Presents a detailed review of the health problems of the Commonwealth Caribbean and the primary care activities being implemented to solve them. Pays special attention to programmes which develop new categories of health workers and direct health manpower towards learning a
technology appropriate to the conditions in which they work. These programmes enable the health worker and allied health personnel to adapt their roles and functions accordingly and thus provide quality health care within limited resources. The main programmes for development of new categories of health workers such as the community health aide and the nurse practitioner, education and training of allied health personnel and training of primary health care physicians. Gives an account of primary health care in Jamaica and in the smaller territories of the Caribbean.

[PRIMARY HEALTH CARE] [TRAINING PROGRAMMES] [TRAINING COURSES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-111
XI. McLaughlin, M.E.
1981 Limited Request from: JNMPA
- Seeks to provide data on West Indian immigrants and examine the mechanisms helping them to adapt to the new environment and achieve their migration goals. The sample: a mixed group of professionals, low level, skilled and unskilled workers - was taken from emigrants from Barbados, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago living in Brooklyn, New York. Discusses background and demographic characteristics of sample, such as: population, social structure, political economy. Finds that their education level of fore migration was low and their chief goal was economic and social mobility through education. Friends and relatives assisted in the adjustment process. Links are maintained with homeland; the effects of formal organizations have been negligible; there is little participation in churches and formal organizations. Concludes that the findings have implications for social policy, social service delivery and future research. Includes questionnaire in the appendix.
- [ETHNIC GROUPS] [IMMIGRANTS] [SOCIAL RESEARCH] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [UNITED STATES]

10-112
XI. Wickham, J.
1982 General Request from: CDC 2500
- Traces the socio-cultural development of the Caribbean noting the lack of cultural identity and emphasising the need for appreciation of the environment in order to generate some sense of belonging to mediate the development process. Analyses the effects of the environment in determining the culture of a particular region. Suggests that man's quest for permanence in the face of his mortality leads him to seek to identify with the past and impose his will on the future. In the Caribbean, it is this quest in its mutual confrontation with a fragmented geographic makeup together with a history of forced migration and labour that generate the West Indian personality. The landscape of the respective islands by shaping the conditions of life influence the model personality: different topographies producing different types. The physical location of the islands, at the crossroads of the Americas, may have them highly susceptible to foreign influences and this also affects their cultural forms. Concludes that before the goals of development can be achieved, the environment and its impact on the nature of people and society must be understood and appreciated.
- [ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT] [CULTURAL IDENTITY]

[CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-113
XI. Holder, Jean S.
The role of tourism in Caribbean development. Courier, n. 63, 1980. pp. 79-81
1980 General Request from: JNMPA
- Judges tourism to have the greatest potential for foreign exchange earning in the Caribbean. Sees a positive correlation between the importance given to tourism and the state of a country's economy. Cites examples of this in the Caribbean. Looks at other benefits of tourism: linkages with agriculture and the furniture industry as well as producing quality goods. Contemplates the many industrial options available to the Caribbean and the deterrents to success in them: agriculture, garment manufacture, heavy industry. Says that the region will always have a high import bill, especially for food. Shows that despite negative forces tourism earned for the region US$17,000m in 1978 and is the largest employer of labour. Forecasts continued rise in tourism in spite of projected recession. Sees new areas of investment, e.g. attractions, transport. Gives reasons for optimism in the trade - a good product, competitive, non-traditional technology.
- [TOURISM] [DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-114
XI. Gurney, J.M.
1981 General Request from: CDC 2876
- Current nutritional problems are outlined. Medical problems include protein-energy malnutrition, anaemia and obesity. The problems of malnutrition are outlined. Low food productivity, unavailability of adequate quality and insufficient quantity of food and socio-cultural factors are also discussed. Eleven figures indicate relationships such as, that factors other than monetary wealth strongly influence the nutritional status of infants and young children. A decline in infant mortality is noted and it is hoped that during the eighties protein-energy malnutrition among children would be eliminated. Diet related diseases are discussed, especially for food. Shows that despite negative forces tourism earned for the region US$17,000m in 1978 and is the largest employer of labour. Forecasts continued rise in tourism in spite of projected recession. Sees new areas of investment, e.g. attractions, transport. Gives reasons for optimism in the trade - a good product, competitive, non-traditional technology.
- [NUTRITION RESEARCH] [DIET] [FOOD SUPPLY] [FOOD PLANNING] [MALNUTRITION] [DEFICIENCY DISEASES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-115
XI. Harewood, J.
1981 General Request from: CDC 2876
- The socio-economic factors surrounding Caribbean demographic composition, migration trends, population
growth and employment trends are outlined. The export-oriented nature of Caribbean agriculture is noted alongside a decline in output for local consumption. The food imbalance vis-a-vis population figures in light of the decline in the death rate is discussed. The importance of census figures, household budget surveys, Registrar General records, in food and nutrition planning is stressed.

- POPULATION
- DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
- AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
- CARICOM [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [EUROPE]

10-116

XI Wilson, C.
CRTC
Also contains two selected papers from the Caribbean Tourism Association’s Seminar on the Caribbean market.
1980 General
Request from: CDC 2364
- Discusses problems and potentials of tourism in the Caribbean region and new approaches suggested for promoting Caribbean tourism on the European and North American markets. It was concluded that Caribbean territories needed to explore and develop new marketing strategies for attracting European and North American tourists. Recommendations included marketing strategies and differential tax rates for small hotels, as well as a regional approach to promoting Caribbean tourism in Europe.

- TOURISM [MARKETING] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [EUROPE] [NORTH AMERICA]

10-117

XI Commonwealth Youth Programme
1982 General
Request from: GYP
- A magazine which records social and cultural aspects of the 1980-81 youth programme in Guyana. It comprises articles written by participating students on various aspects of life in their native communities and experiences during the programme.

- TRAINING PROGRAMMES [SOCIAL ASPECTS] [CULTURAL FACTORS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-118

XI Herrera, F.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Avers that Latin American culture exists, despite the composite nature of its elements. Fusion has been going on since discovery, strongly influenced by the native component. The term 'Latin American' is most meaningful in culture, hence the need for effective cultural policies. Latin America has benefited from cooperation with independent Caribbean nations, with Spain and Portugal since 1974 and with the immigrant minority in the United States. It had some socio-economic progress 1960-1970 with few problems, but the influence of western culture is noted. The threat of cultural alienation through the communications media and other technology worries some Latin American nations. Sees difficulty in maintaining their identity but the influence of Latin American heritage will help the nations to collaborate in this. The social problems of western industrialized countries increase dissatisfaction with the modernising currently taking place in their own countries. This discontent could be the catalyst to develop policies to revive their culture, especially for the benefit of the young to whom the past is mere history.

Comments on the positive contribution of the Latin American artist.

- ACCCULTURATION [CULTURAL IDENTITY] [LATIN AMERICA]

10-119

1981 General
Request from: DO Cyprus: CDC 2979
- Trata sobre las mujeres que tuvieron una participación destacada a través de la historia, desde la America Antigua hasta los movimientos independentista en Hispanoamérica sobre el feminismo en América Hispana. El periodo de colonialización, esclavitud y la lucha por sus derechos, el americanismo.

- ANALYSIS HISTORICO [CONFLICTOS SOCIALES] [MUJERES] [LATIN AMERICA]

10-120

XZ Chandra, B.; Fisher, M.W.; Welch, I.
Report on visit to Malaysia, India and Holland
1980 General
Request from: GYP
- These visits were made by GUYUSCO members for the following purposes: to observe the various aspects of the oil palm industry and be acquainted with new developments in aquaculture; to observe the cultivation of legumes and grains; to have further talks on previous discussions held between GUYUSCO and H.V.A., regarding technical assistance by the latter for the oil palm industry.

- OIL PALMS [AGRICULTURAL PLANNING] [GRAIN PROCESSING] [LEGUMINOSAE] [GYANA]

10-121

XZ Benge, M.D.
1980 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
- Discusses the potential of Leucaena leucocephala as a tropical forage plant. Gives its origin, theorises about its early uses, describes it favourably with some grasses. Details its advantages as feed for cattle, pigs and poultry. Considers its use in erosion control. Explains carefully, correct establishment procedures.

- FEED [FORAGE CROPS] [LIVESTOCK] [WORLD]

10-122

ZZ Garner, M.R.
Parliaments, governments and public enterprises. London: Commonwealth Secretariat, 1981. 100p
A select annotated bibliography on the inter-relationships between parliaments, governments and public enterprises.
1981 General
Request from: GYMGI
- It identifies and comments on problems involved in the relationship between public enterprises, parliaments and governments. Details are given of further readings in which these problems have been analysed and examined; and also some of the solutions proposed. Some of the problems discussed center around the role and forms of public enterprises; and the balance between control and accountability.

- [PUBLIC ENTERPRISES] [PARLIAMENT] [GOVERNMENT] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]
A35. EXISTING SITUATIONS: SUB-NATIONAL
A35. SITUACIONES EXISTENTES: SUBNACIONALES

10-123
GY Quamina, O.T.

- An account about the living and working conditions in this mining community as it compares with sugar plantation life; by someone who lived in the mining area of McKenzie, from childhood through adolescence. The study includes aspects as trade unionism, workers' participation, and changes since nationalization, when autocratic colonial control over socio-economic organization and structure waned.

- [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [SOCIAL CONDITIONS] [TRADE UNIONISM] [WORKERS PARTICIPATION] [WORKING CONDITIONS] [GUYANA]

10-124
HT Haiti. Secrétarière d’État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l’Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural
Projet de Mise en Valeur du Plateau Central (PNUD/OPE HAI/77/013)
1980 Generale Request from: HTSEP

- Considere la situation actuelle du monde rural au Plateau Central (caractéristiques physiques). Fait etat de l’organisation de l’espace rural d’un diagnostic sur l’armature rurale et d’un esquisse a long terme de cette derniere. Programme a cette fin les équipements en calcul tout. Vise entre autre la differenciation des grands types d’espaces ruraux selon leur physiographie, leur ressource en eau et en sol, d’accessibilité aux marches, leurs relations avec le monde urbain pour l’establissem ent d’une typologie de l’habitat. En annexe la typologie de la maison rurale le descriptif des équipements. [MÉNAGEMENT RURAL] [COUTS D’EQUIPEMENT] [HAITI]

10-125
JM Standing, G.
1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Studies labour force participation in the context of rapid industrialization and the growth of wage employment. Concerns specifically the absorption of women workers in the urbanising labour market of Kingston, Jamaica. Hinges a theoretical framework which embraces the concept of proletarianisation. Includes appendix

- [FEMALE MANPOWER] [DIVISION OF LABOUR] [INDUSTRIALIZATION] [JAMAICA]

10-126
JM Brady, C.
1982 General Request from: JMNPA

- Shows, with a series of aerial pictures, the changing face of the Kingston Metropolitan Area in 20 years. Modern high rise buildings and bungalows have replaced slums, a race course and canefields. The new shoreline of Kingston is portrayed, also the transformation of Ocho Rios from fishing village to tourist resort. Most of this has been the work of private developers, the Urban Development Corporation (UDC), National Housing Trust (NHT) and the Ministry of Housing’s Sites and Services scheme. States briefly the development and work of UDC and NHT.

- [PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT] [URBAN DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

B00. PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DECISION MAKING
B00. PRESCRIPCIONES PARA ADOPTAR DECISIONES

B10. PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT POLICY OR ACTION:
INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL
B10. PRESCRIPCIONES PARA POLITICAS O ACCIONES DE DESARROLLO: INTERNACIONALES Y NACIONALES

10-127
BB Ramsey, F.C.
1982 General Request from: JMNPA

- Examines the findings of the 1981 nutrition survey vis-a-vis that of 1969, which sought to promote breast feeding in Barbados. A random stratified sample of 2,490 was used, 126 having children less than 1 year old. Finds among living factors, that 91% in 1969, 17% in 1981 were breast feeding. Believes the promotion of breast milk substitute by advertisements and "milk nurses" negated the effects of the education programme of 1969. Observes that professionals regard these substitutes as very dangerous. Feels that social pressures of work, attitude to breast feeding, etc. which have increased since 1969 now make mothers less available to their babies. Says the International Code of Marketing of Breast-Milk Substitutes calls for government and society to support mothers in breast feeding. Finds government support in Barbados insufficient to change the present situation. Suggests more paid postnatal maternity leave, home help, day care centres near the work place with paid breast feeding breaks, as well as change in the attitude of mothers to make them accept breast feeding away from home.

- [BREAST FEEDING] [HEALTH EDUCATION] [NUTRITION] [SOCIAL SURVEYS] [BARBADOS]

10-128
CU Valdez Paz, J.
1980 General Request from: CDC 1802

- Defines collectivization as a definite part of the process of social change on the one hand and as a vehicle used by government to establish the social relations of production on the other. Traces the gradual
steps taken before the agricultural cooperative becomes a reality, 1959-78 being the period under review. The first stage is that of legislation and establishment of the state organ Instituto Nacional de Reforma Agraria (INRA) to ensure agricultural development in the interest of the entire population and the second stage is characterized by the introduction of technology-mechanization, agrochemistry and irrigation techniques as the major processes highlighted - and this is accompanied by problems of lack of operating skills. The significance of this period lies in the weakening of the relation between the state and the private sector and the central planning ability of the state. During 1975-78, the third phase identified, the importance of cooperative agriculture is recognized and INRA outlines two strategies: the first allows the producer his individuality but controls his productivity by the presence of an administrative group with a production plan supported by technology, to which he refers; the second involves state enterprises serving as nuclei to rural producers and which define objectives and technology to be used. The state has the responsibility for production in both cases. The lack of a qualified labour force, the shortage of middle management, low productivity are identified as problems currently faced by the rural sector. The author proposes that high level political organization is necessary for the development of the collectivization process through which problems of participation at community level are solved.

10-129
DM CDB
1981 Restricted
Request from: CDB
- Examines the present situation of the banana industry in Dominica and identifies critical and specific weaknesses and deficiencies. Proposes specific recommendation to be implemented, with implication of costs, in the immediate and short medium term periods, for necessary corrective measures.
- [BANANAS] [INDUSTRY] [DOMINICA]

10-130
GD UN. CTC
Report on assistance to the Government of Grenada in the petroleum sector, , 1981. 9p
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2015
- Proposes specific areas of assistance which could be provided to the Government of Grenada by the United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporation (UNCTC) within the overall context of UNDP-funded project GRN/80/002 "Formulation and Implementation of National Energy Policy". The current state of affairs as regards petroleum exploration is such that: existing and available geological/geographical knowledge is extremely limited; the seabed boundary of Grenadian waters has not been agreed or defined; the legal framework for petroleum exploration and production has not been effected; and the government's own organization for dealing with petroleum issues is quite limited. UNCTC recommends that the Government: declare an Exclusive Economic Zone and prepare appropriate maps; formalize the authority of the inter-ministerial committee on energy and establish a timetable for future action; consider the draft Petroleum Act; after receipt of comments from UNCTC, identify areas for exploration and foreign partners and formulate a basic negotiating position. UNCTC will assist in obtaining data on the 1971 seismic survey, provide comments on the Draft Petroleum Act, organize a workshop for government officials concerned with petroleum matters, draft the regulations under the Petroleum Act and provide support for the government negotiating team.
- [ENERGY POLICY] [PETROLEUM RESOURCES] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [UN. CTC-] [GRENADA]

10-131
GP Renard, Y.
Collective management of a natural resource: fresh water in Marie-Galante. pp. 81-87. illus.
1982 General
Request from: CDC 2500
- Studies water management practices on the island of Marie Galante in the Guadeloupe area, in order to identify the impact of different types of development in order to determine solutions to the problems of water resource management. Assesses the water resources of the island and its impact on the pattern of settlement and describes the response of the early inhabitants to the problem. Describes the traditional use of ponds as a source of water and the important place of the pond in the life of the islanders, traces the pattern of economic and social relationships which have developed in the pond forming their locus. Discusses the collective response of the people to the environment, the pond again being the focal point of the matrix. Reviews recent modifications in lifestyle, production processes, land tenure systems, social attitudes and government activity which have impacted upon the traditional system of responses of water resource management. Concludes that the traditional responses still remain appropriate. Suggests that only those courses of action fully understood by the population should be undertaken to effect any improvement.
- [WATER MANAGEMENT] [WATER RESOURCES] [SOCIAL ASPECTS] [GAUDELOUPE]

10-132
GY Guyana. National Science Research Council
Project sponsored by Guyana. National Science Research Council with funding from US.AID.
1981 Limited
Request from: GYP 9905
- Study conducted from 23 June - 6 August 1980 to further investigate the roles of iron deficiency, folic acid deficiency, parasites, intestinal infestations, and fortification and fortification of a suitable, vehicle with iron and folic acid in contributing to anemia in Guyana. The sample consisted of 257 anemic and nearly anemic subjects (individuals with haemoglobin levels just above the WHO standards for anemia) of all age groups and of both sexes, drawn from households in both urban and rural areas. Anthropometric and hematological (measurements, and social investigations for intestinal parasites were conducted on the subjects. Socio-economic data, data on the frequency of consumption of foods rich in the erythropoietic nutrients, as well as information on iron and vitamin A vitamin A supplementation was also obtained. A limited amount of obstetrical information was obtained from women of childbirth age. Iron and folic acid deficiencies were found to be the major nutrient deficiencies contributing to nutritional anemia in Guyana. Intestinal parasitic infestation was not found to play a major role in the etiology of this anemia. An applied intervention program was recommended involving a combination of nutrition education, distribution of iron and folic supplements to pregnant and lactating women, and fortification of a suitable, vehicle with iron and folic acid.
- [VITAMIN DEFICIENCY] [DEFICIENCY DISEASES] [MALNUTRITION] [GYUYANA]

10-133
GY Biswa Nath, G.
Agricultural engineering: Guyana School of Agriculture-project findings and recommendations (GYU/79/003) sponsored by UNDP.
1981 Restricted
Request from: GYUNDP
- Report established by Agricultural Engineering Expert gives overview of his activities at Guyana School of
Agriculture in 1978-1980. Objectives of the project are to set up agricultural engineering training facilities at GSA and ultimately, to improve the productivity of the agricultural sector. Projected accomplishments include the partial completion of an agricultural engineering workshop, the development of a post diploma program in agricultural machinery, the revision of further course offerings, the advancement of technical equipment such as pineapple planters, protective plant barriers and irrigation facilities, the initiation of solar energy utilization projects, and outlining of a development plan for alternate energy utilization. Administrative difficulties and shortage of materials prevented the full completion of the workshop. Intended training of counterpart staff could not be achieved owing to lack of suitable personnel. Recommendations urged the completion of project execution and continued assistance to GSA in terms of manpower, equipment and personnel. Annex includes details of course offerings, and list of workshops tools and equipment.

- [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING] [GYUANA]

10-134
GY Irvine, D.H.
Continuing education and the transfer of technology and industrialisation. Georgetown, 1981. 12p
1981 Limited
Request from: GYP

- Examines the limitations of variations in terminology and the concept of current formal education in meeting the requirements of the acceptance of the need to provide continuing - "life-long" education. A review of the trend of continuing education in the developing world is made so as to identify problems of training needs and reasons for high job turnover. The recommendations include the need for professional retraining and the necessity for raising the level of scientific literacy of the masses during the process of technology transfer and industrialisation.

- [TECHNOCAL CHANGE] [INDUSTRIALIZATION] [LIFE LONG EDUCATION] [TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER] [GYUANA]

10-135
GY Douglas, J.
Aspects of forestry and forestry industries. Georgetown: Guyana Forestry Commission, 1982. 24p:
tbls., diagrs., photogs.
1982 General
Request from: GYUNDP

- Field report of a report series prepared during the course of UNDP/FAO project. The study presents an overview of activities in forestry and forest industries. Discusses shortcomings in fields of science and technology, management and control and financing. Reviews planning priorities formulated by Guyana Forestry Commission which emphasises forest management and utilisation, forest product marketing and forest industry development in its 1981-1985 Forestry Development Programme. Financial assistance is given by Guyana Co-operative Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank. Suggests increase of log exports with expected benefits such as foreign exchange earnings, better returns to forest industry sector, increase in species exported, broadening of product and market base and increasing customer awareness of Guyana woods.

10-136
GY FAO
1980 Limited
Request from: GYP

- Provides a brief geographical description of Guyana, defining the boundaries and a historical explanation of the density and distribution of the population between 1834-1970, the latter being supplemented by tables. It discusses the agricultural base, on which the economy was dependent, and hints on the paradox of the high imports of foodstuff. Brief focus is on the state of the high cost of living, and proposed remedial strategies as self-reliance and self-sufficiency, the political objective of socialist development nd transformation, all aiming at development, of the country's human resources. Other proposals include expansion of development of the economic base, indigenous control of natural resources, methods of reducing unemployment rate, increasing food production, improving the standard of living.

- [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [GYUANA]

10-137
GY Singh, R.
Note on effective interest rates in Guyana. Georgetown, 1982. 4p
1982 Limited
Request from: GYOG

- Attempts to calculate the level of effective interest rates in Guyana. [INTEREST RATE] [GYUANA]

10-138
GY Singh, R.
1982 Limited
Request from: GYOG

- Outlines the theoretical arguments for positive or higher interest rates in developing countries, looking particularly at interest rates and savings; investment and financial intermediation. Next, financial development in Guyana is examined in an effort to determine the relevance of such arguments. Finally an attempt is made to evaluate these development and suggest appropriate policy measures. [INTEREST RATE] [MONETARY POLICY] [GYUANA]

10-139
GY Netherlands Institute of Tourism Development Consultants
Tourism Study (4507.020.029.16) sponsored by EDF.
1981 General
Request from: GYUNDP

- The study assesses the economic and social possibilities of tourism as a major industry in the Guyana economy. Shows how the development of tourism facilities may contribute to the overall governmental strategy to accelerate economic development, generate employment, strengthen the balance of payments and also to induce Guyanese to spend their vacations in Guyana. Identifies tourism resources, develops and evaluates potential tourism areas in Guyana. Gives information on a market survey, dealing with both international and domestic tourism to assess demand. Formulates guidelines for tourism development based on government policy and drafts programmes of requirement for the various categories of tourism and recreation together with the country's
planning model. Selects priority areas in which projects are identified for short term development, giving details including cost estimates and required measures.


1981 Limited

Request from: GYP

■ The report is divided into five parts: the industrial development and management in Guyana; the role of technology transfer in industrial and national development; technology transfer case studies; aspects of technology transfer management; regional aspects of technology transfer management. The purpose was to create an awareness of technology transfer problems and opportunities among both decision-makers and the general public; to prepare the way for setting up institutions to facilitate technology policy formulation and implementation; to serve as a model for wider use in adapted forms in other Caribbean countries.

■ TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER [SCIENCE POLICY] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [GYANA]

10-141

GY Johanson, Carl Axel


Request from: GYUND

■ Report on mission to Guyana from September 1981 to March 1982 to assist the Government in the development of a vocational rehabilitation service for the disabled. To assess the extent of the disability problem, a survey was carried out in cooperation with PAHO, and existing services for the handicapped in the areas of schooling, training and placement were reviewed. An overview is given of activities of the Ministries of Health, Education and Public Welfare, the National Insurance Scheme, the Red Cross Society and the Society for the Blind, which all cooperate in a National Committee to promote opportunities for the handicapped. A list of future projects, identifying training programmes in carpentry, agriculture and printing as priorities is complemented by recommendations to implement the selective placement service, to establish a rehabilitation centre for assessment and reconditioning of handicapped unemployed persons, to improve the employment exchange services and to initiate an early identification system for disabled students. The annex includes information on curricula and additional data on training programmes.

■ HANDICAPPED [SPECIAL EDUCATION] [DISABILITY] [VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION] [REHABILITATION] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [GYANA]

10-142

GY Guyana. National Science Research Council


1983 Limited

Request from: GYNSRC

■ Presents the proceedings of the seminar, the aims of which were to promote the understanding of the environmental effects as population centres rapidly assume urban characteristics; to promote the inclusion of sound environmental considerations in human settlement policies; to draw attention to the need and to develop guidelines for proper environmental planning and management of centres of rapid population and infrastructural growth and industrial expansion; to increase the consciousness and appreciation of environmental matters among decision-makers, planners, engineers, etc. involved in developmental work. It was recommended that future seminars in this series should be organised on a regional basis; policies for the establishment of human settlements should cater for human population, industrial activity, social services and appropriate follow-up action to agreements; and that an Environmental Protection Agency and a focal point of information on human settlements should be established.

■ ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT [ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY] [HUMAN SETTLEMENTS] [GYANA]

10-143

GY Amsalem, M.A.


1982 Limited

Request from: GYP

■ The objectives of the report are to identify and analyse issues that appear to have prevented the development of the private sector, and limited the contribution to the country's economy; make proposals for increasing overall economic efficiency and lay the basis for a revision of the 1979 investment code so that the country's economic objectives could be realised. The issues considered were decline of the terms of trade during the second half of the 1970s; limited infrastructure, decrease in production capacity in some industries, foreign exchange constraints, under exploitation of physical and human resources, brain drain. It recommends changes in the Government's policy and procedures that would result in an increase in overall economic efficiency, allow for better mobilization of the private sector's resources and increase its contribution to the fulfilment of Government's economic objectives mentioned.

■ [PRIVATE SECTOR] [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [GYANA]

10-144

GY Tulseram, P.


23 p.

Regional Monetary Studies Conference, 13, Port of Spain, 25-27 November 1981.

1981 Limited

Request from: GYBOG

■ Looks at the monetary aspects of stabilisation and the application of the Polak Model to developing countries. Guyana's monetary policy since 1985 is reviewed applying the Polak Model for 1973-80. An evaluation is made of its results and its implications as a guide for monetary policy in Guyana.

■ [STABILIZATION] [MONETARY POLICY] [GYANA]

10-145

GY Mars, P.; Ramdin, H.; Baksh, S.


1981 Limited

Request from: GYUG

■ Aims at helping the enterprise to improve on the services it offers the general public. Examines the public's reaction and overall view of the enterprise. Looks particularly at the employee-customer relationship and management-worker relations. Concludes that the public image is highly positive. Recommends specifically continuous sales promotional campaigns and displays; establishment of more rural outlets; promotion of a wider range of better quality products; launching of intensive training programmes in specific areas; and generally a partnership between management and non-management.
workers with the aim of improving the usefulness of the enterprise to the general public.

- [PUBLIC ENTERPRISES] [CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR] [GUYANA]

10-146

GY Odie-Ali, S.

UWI, ISER, 1982. 59 p.; tbsls., maps

Women in agriculture; the case of Guyana. Cave Hill: UWI. ISER, 1982. 59 p.; tbsls., maps

Women in the Caribbean Project Conference, Bridgetown, 12-16 September 1982.

Session VII-Workshops-Group II.

1982 Restricted

Request from: CDC 2542

- 62 women, more than half of whom are between 45-64, and who are full time and part time farmers are randomly selected from the three counties Berbice, Demerara and Essequibo. The questionnaire approach is the major tool used to obtain information. The project areas are Black Bush Polder, Linden/Soesdyke Highway, Tapacuma Irrigation and Panka-Salem, which are chosen because they are the major agricultural projects, also because they straddle Guyana’s three counties and the population represents a socio-economic and cultural cross-section of the other three groups of the country. Farming is the major income activity for all the women interviewed, of whom 60% claim household headship. A profile featuring age, religion, education, family size of the women is given. Also an outline is given of some amenities in the area pertaining to health, transport, recreation, day nurseries etc. Areas under study are: economic role, perception of management capability, time use, work activities and problems, returns from farming, tools and equipment, training, access to credit, income ownership, and conjugal and maternal roles. Some findings are that women perform a multiplicity of roles in the course of living which decrease their efficiency as farmers, that agricultural training is absent, that land ownership is controlled by the male partner. Problems identified are: exploitation, lack of practical farmer's advice, procurement of supplies. Recommendations include that the University of Guyana should undertake a survey together with the Ministry of Agriculture to determine why farmers are moving away from the land, that negative attitudes to farming be offset by programmes aimed at improving the image of the farmer, that local technologists design devices to make some agricultural tasks easier, that communication strategies be planned to accomodate farmers and that women's groups assist with family related problems.

- [WOMEN] [AGRICULTURE] [SOCIAL ASPECTS] [ECONOMIC ASPECTS] [GUYANA]

10-147

GY Odle, M.A.

UN CTC


Caribbean Regional Workshop on Regulating and Negotiating with Transnational Corporations, Bridgetown, 27 April-8 May 1981.

1981 General

Request from: CDC 2162

- Analysis of the system of unequal technological development between the developed and underdeveloped worlds with reference to Trinidad and Guyana. Examines the nature of the contractual arrangements which seem to be designed to perpetuate the state of technological dependency and discusses the disadvantages of the patent system. Due to the high cost and social inadequacies of the imported technologies, there has been a call for alternative technologies policies and societies. Recommends that technological, engineering skills and markets be pooled at the regional level for more effective bargain and technological utilization and that an international code of conduct be designed.

- [TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER] [GUYANA] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-148


Report to the Production Extension Department Home Economic Unit

1980 Limited

Request from: JMNPA

- Reports the preliminary findings of a survey to determine male, (age group 18-30 years) reactions to their spouses attendance at Family Planning clinics, and measurement of age and socio-economic groups attitudes towards family planning in an area 20 miles outside of Kingston and in Clarendon. Results show 38.2% use family planning methods; 23% of spouses attend clinics; attitudes range from majority view- "reduces population"; "don't like it"; "spaces children"; "makes spouse ill" to minority view- "good for health". Reveals the success of the national family programme in reaching the population. Concludes that attention needs to be focussed on the young adult rural working class male and anticipates further analysis of the data by family planning educators, policy makers, home economics, rural development planners.

- [FAMILY PLANNING] [FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES] [RURAL AREAS] [JAMAICA]

10-149


Reports of the Sub-Committee of the Local Government Reform Implementation Committee on Community Councils. Kingston, 1980. 2p

1980 Restricted

Request from: JMNPA

- Provides a summary of the conclusions arrived at by a sub-committee appointed to consider the report on Community Councils and how they will affect Local Government in Jamaica. Points out that the submissions are to form the basis of recommendations from the Local Government Reform Implementations Committee to the Ministry of Local Government. The conclusions are: (1) that the Community and Divisional Councils be accepted as providing the links in the structure between the Local Government machinery and the community; (2) the District Committee be replaced by the Divisional Government structure; (3) Community Council be similar to the Divisional Council - it will be allowed freedom of operation within certain constraints laid down by the Minister. Further conclusions are that there be a stronger link between the Divisional Council and the Parish Council; and the Parish Council/K SAC, Parish Council/K SAC will ensure the establishment of Community Council; stricter and more encompassing penalties be provided for in regulations made under the Community Councils Law; provisions be made under the Community Council Law for a co-option from organizations in the community to allow for their widest participation in the work of Community and Divisional Councils. Outlines the role of the District Council. Attached are minutes of two meetings of the Sub-committee.

- [LOCAL GOVERNMENT] [ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS] [COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-150

JM Powell, D.

Family planning use in Jamaica high risk groups. pp. 75-82; tbsls.


1982 General

Request from: JMNPA

- Uses data from three studies to describe family planning practices among 15-49 year old women. Mentions declining fertility in Jamaica and feels contraception could be a contributor to this. The world
fertility index, discovers that 224,000 women in 1980 were exposed to the risk of conception with sub-groups qualifying as high risk women, teenagers having highest risk. Among these teenagers a large percentage was in a union and exposed to childbearing. The pill was the most popular contraceptive, but women, especially teenagers often changed methods and eventually discontinued contraception. Tabulates problems with methods, bleeding from depoprovera being very common with teenagers. Finds general acceptance of contraception with some resistance possibly part of a belief that they could be harmful; an attitude which could affect the success of the programme. Males and females were strongly against sterilization. The former were aware of contraceptives; some used them. Some men as very influential as decision-makers even when on the periphery of the family. Therefore they should be brought actively into the programme. Recommends bearing family planning at teenagers, especially during first pregnancy. Concludes that programmes should be sex-role oriented, should upgrade women's self-image. Women should be free to choose contraception and the government plans should support women in this.

- [CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS] [FAMILY PLANNING] [FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES] [JAMAICA]

10-151
JM VanRiel, W.
1982

[AGROINDUSTRY] [MARKETING] [FOREIGN EXCHANGE] [EMPLOYMENT CREATION] [FOOD PROCESSING] [TOBACCO] [RAW MATERIALS] [AGRIPRODUCT PROCESSING] [JAMAICA]

10-152
JM Dubin-Bloome Associates
Prepared for Ministry of Mining and Energy Kingston, Jamaica.
1983

[CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY] [ENERGY CONSERVATION] [JAMAICA]

10-153
JM Davies, Omar
Study prepared for UNICEF Kingston Area Office.
1981

[CHILDREN] [SOCIAL CONDITIONS] [SOCIAL SERVICES] [WOMEN] [YOUTH] [JAMAICA]
planning in current and new phases of the programmes; mutually arranged deployment of personnel. Asks that legal and administrative instruments already submitted be
effectively. Includes appendices.
■ [URBAN RENEWAL] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA]

10-155
JM Brown, H.
Manpower planning. The Jamaican Manufacturer, vol. 15, n. 2, 1982, pp. 41-43
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
■ Looks at the effect of manpower on the realization of economic recovery and economic development. Defines manpower planning as being concerned with the development, conservation and utilization of human resources as well as balancing present and future supply and demand for manpower in the light of changing requirements. Sees the long term implication of manpower planning as affecting the educational system and the achievement of desirable social and cultural goals; and the short term implications as concerning the development of specific skills and their impact upon the economy. Gives briefly the development goals and objectives of the Government's economic recovery programme, showing their inter-relationships and related implications. Emphasizes making economic development impossible if a coherent and comprehensive manpower plan is not a clearly identifiable part of the overall development plan. Posits as the reasons for a skill gap: an inadequate educational system, youth explosion, a sharp increase in the labour force without skills and training and the brain drain of the 1970's. Recommends that a manpower retention strategy must be included in a manpower programme if the brain drain is to be stemmed. Directs that mechanism be put in place to balance long-term educational output to national social and economic needs; ensure optimum investment in human resources through cost benefit analyses: increase the number and variety of skills produced, assist and encourage industry to undertake large scale and systematic worker training, introduce on-going programmes of training, re-training and upgrading.
■ [MANPOWER PLANNING] [MANPOWER NEEDS] [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [HUMAN RESOURCES] [JAMAICA]

10-156
JM FCTC, Industrial Development Unit
1982 Restricted
Request from: JMNPA
■ Reviews the wood processing industry in Jamaica and recommends new practices for the Forest Industries Development Company Ltd. (FIDCO), to upgrade its operations profitably. Says Jamaica can produce more softwood and hardwood lumber and reduce imports, if it upgrades its wood processing methods by further manufacturing. The change depends on pricing. Sets out a lumber pricing index which will move according to competition elsewhere and bring FIDCO into the market of higher value products. Suggests standard grading and quality marketing prices. Recommends installation of new machinery gives kiln planer mill a expanded wood treatment facilities, which will enable all-round upgrading of operations and greatly increased production. Sees 100% IRR by 1984. A factory retail outlet can bring additional revenue. An experienced manager/advisor for at least six months must be employed especially for the introduction of the new machinery. FIDCO's success with these new operations would motivate others to enter the wood processing industry to their advantage. Includes in appendices: description of Jamaican woods, prices of Jamaican lumber, price quotations of recommended machinery.
■ [WOOD] [WOOD PRODUCTS] [WOOD PROCESSING] [JAMAICA]

10-157
JM FAO
AGA: ISCD/IMDS-JAM
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
■ Evaluates proposals for dairy and beef development, recommends improvements and identifies projects for external funding. Finds that unsatisfactory pricing, bad marketing practices and facilities reduce the effectiveness of dairy and beef producers. Recommends from importing of more than 80% milk and 50% beef to meet local demand. Some problems of the dairy industry are low milk yield and herd expansion, high calf mortality, high costs. Beef production is satisfactory but slaughtering methods are below standard for quality beef. Believes targets of 50% and 90% of local demand for milk and beef by 1990 are unrealistic; they should be 25% and 50% respectively, given better techniques and more producers in the dairy industry. Main recommendations include new price policies, research to develop legume-grass pastures to eliminate imported feed; upgraded slaughtering facilities, provision for use of slaughtering by-products in animal feeds and for fertilizer, finding other crop by-products for animal feeds. Lists and describes in appendix five projects for external assistance estimated to cost US$13,030,000.00. These are: a milk project, a marketing centre, development of cattle feeding systems based on legume-grass pastures, control of cattle ticks and tick-borne diseases, upgrading Lydford abattoir, construction of regional slaughterhouse.
■ [BEEF] [DAIRY INDUSTRY] [FEED] [MEAT INDUSTRY] [JAMAICA]

10-158
JM Jamaica, Ministry of Local Government
Kingston Files C-12-14-7.
1983 Confidential
Request from: JMNPA
■ Presents proposals and recommendations based on an examination of the Green paper on proposals for the enactment of legislation to give legal status to Community Councils the guidelines on the structure and role of Community Councils revised April 1979; the Report of the Association of Local Government Authorities on Community Councils the composition of the Parliamentary Councils and the Draft Bill giving legal status to Community Councils. Recommends in support of the proposals that the Community Councils be accepted as providing the link in the structure between the Local Government machinery and the community, that the Divisional Council replace the District Committee and thus become a part of the Local Government System. Gives the requisite effective measures. Recommends further, that (1)the Community Councils be allowed freedom of operation; (2)that direct links with the KSAC representation on the Divisional Council be much stronger than is proposed, (3)that Parish Councils/KSAC settle disputes that may arise between Divisional Councils as a body established within each Parish Council/KSAC division to provide a forum for discussion; a channel for representation to the Parish Council/KSAC and all Agencies of the Government and be a means of formal contact with the citizens of the Division through the Community Councils. Outlines its membership and its responsibilities.
■ [LOCAL GOVERNMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-159
JM Phillip, George
CARISPLAN Abstracts. Vol. 10, 1984 27
1983 General Request from JMNPA

Notes the influence of change on cultural values, technological and social forecasting, business expansion and the relevant new organizational strategy. Enumerates three policies to cope with the strain that will be placed on human resources by the changing environment. The first policy is the recruitment, selection and placement which will entails the firm being equipped with adequate projections of manpower needs and a comprehensive inventory of skills of persons presently employed; the use of such selection tools as aptitude testing and psychological assessment supplemented by thorough, competent, interviewing skills used aggressively. The other policies are training and development and gearing the personnel department towards building a strong labour force. Perceives the manager of the job to be multi-disciplined playing a multi-faceted role who also must understand the rudiments of finance, production, marketing and human development.

[TRAINING] [MANPOWER NEEDS] [RECRUITMENT] [PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT] [JAMAICA]


Certain sections have been deleted to facilitate distribution to third parties.

1980 Restricted

Request from JMNPA

Presents the results of a diagnostic analysis of the operations of Cornwall Dairy Development Limited with recommendations for improvement in its performance.

Original estimated cost of the plant was $750,000.00 actual cost $3 million. Finds a multiplicity of problems including management, marketing and production, lack of foreign exchange. Nevertheless, projects eventual viability with exports to CARICOM, because products are in demand. Recommendations cover personnel, equipment, spare parts, facility improvement, financial requirements, calling for an expenditure of $2,365,000.00. This could in the long run yield a profit of 15% given a 23% price increase includes appendices.

[AUDITING] [DAIRY INDUSTRY] [JAMAICA]

10-161 JM Venkataraman, A.K.; Mahushi, L.E.; Hygen, H.K.


1981 Limited

Request from JMNPA

Investigates the operations of the two mills and recommends strategies for a viable textile industry. Finds conditions unfavourable for cotton polyester. Among other things lack of textile expertise, lack of capacity to handle energy, fuel and labour and shortage of foreign exchange for raw materials and spare parts. Machinery and equipment are old and obsolete, personnel and labour under-utilized, accounting practices poor. Recommends sale of the Stork machine inside Jamaica so it can still be available to the country. It will either cost approximately $38 million for investment, working capital plus losses during running-in period or it can be possible to earn $2 million profit by producing 7,730,500 yard/year. Ariguana should be gradually upgraded by replacing machinery etc. so it can produce both cotton and polyester cotton goods. Suggests seeking grants not to solve immediate financial problems. Proposes staff changes for the combined plant, reduced labour force and a 7-day work week, 3 shifts/day- all designed to reduce administrative costs, increase production and eventual viability. Includes appendices.

[COTTON] [POLYESTER] [TEXTILE INDUSTRY] [JAMAICA]

10-162 LC Carleton, C.R.L.C.; Wirth, A.J.


1980 General

Request from CDC 2011

This report is the result of a study carried out in St. Lucia with the aim of identifying shortcomings of the existing fish marketing system; proposing improvements required and suggesting ways of implementing them; and analyzing fish consumption patterns, suggesting suitable measures for expanding market for fishery products from national production. The main body of the report describes the present status of the St. Lucia fisheries with emphasis on fish supply, infrastructure, marketing and distribution, fisherman's cooperatives, prices and consumer behaviour. The conclusions of the study are summarized and recommendations are made with regard to preservation techniques, the role of fishermen's cooperatives in marketing, prices, import substitutions and fisheries administration. Technical assistance is recommended in the fields of small business management and fish plant management. Detailed appendices are included.

[FISHERY] [MARKETING] [DISTRIBUTION] [PRICES] [CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR] [ST. LUCIA]

10-163 MS Montserrat. Statistics Office


1982 General

Request from MSDU

Notes a slight increase in visitor arrivals during 1980-81, although statistics for the major Caribbean tourist reports showed a decline. Analyses types of visitors, their sources and length of stay and suggests more intensive promotion of regional tourism in addition to continued concentration on the U.S. Market. Focuses on the need for tourism planning to attract the long(er) staying families and also to be more activity conscious aiming at developing Montserrat as a sporting venue and its mountains as a pleasure area. Tables detail tourist expenditure, arrivals and departures by country of origin, mode of travel, type of accommodation, and figures for cruise visitors.

[TOURISM] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [MONTSERRAT]

10-164 SR Groen, B., Guichet, N.


1981 General

Request from: SRSPS

A questionnaire, literature study, interviews and some visits were made to get information about the situation in Boskamp - a fishing village near the Coppenname river. The survey showed sub-standard living conditions, bad housing conditions. Recommendations are made for a social-economic project to develop the village. Door middel van een vra genlijst, literatuuronderzoek, interviews en enkele bezoeken aan Boskamp - een vissersdorp aan de coppenname rivier - is nagegaan hoe de situatie er was. Het onderzoek gaf o.a. aan: slechte huisvesting, slechte leefomstandigheden. Aanbevelingen is om d.m.v. een ontwikkelingsproject, waarbij met name aan de sociaal- economische ontwikkeling van Boskamp wordt gedacht de slechte leefomstandigheden te verbeteren.

[FISHERY DEVELOPMENT] [DEVELOPMENT PLANS] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [SURINAME]

10-165 TT Hinds, A.


Thesis presented to UWI. Faculty of Arts and General Studies to obtain BA.
Caribbean Studies paper presented to the Faculty of Arts and General Studies in partial fulfillment of requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree.

1980 Limited

Request from: TTUWI

- Assesses the planning and implementation of the plan for youth development at the central government and departmental (St. Andrews) level, and makes recommendations for alleviating discrepancies where they are revealed. The paper is based on documentary evidence, and interviews with activists in youth and secondary schools. Focus is on the Community Development Division in St. Andrews and Port of Spain. The author was a youth worker with the Community Development Division for several years. The importance of a clearly planned and implemented youth development plan is emphasised (in 1968 sixty-two per cent of the population were under twenty-five). Occupational skills, education for youth development at the central government and Caribbean Studies paper presented to the Faculty of Arts and General Studies.

- Conflict, the Commission found that: the ship was a gimmick; the hiatus between the inaugural sailing and the beginning of regular service was due to a labour dispute; that no election offence had taken place during the inaugural sailing. The Commission recommended that no further action be taken, but that the Representation of the People Act be reviewed by the Law Reform Commission to take account of desirable philosophical situations for which there are no provisions. This is with reference to the legal framework supporting the existing system of price control, the report examines the organizational structure of the system, the procedure for bringing an item under price control, the consequences of the existing price control and the existing methods of fixing prices and recommends a system of 'price surveillance'. The main features of this system are that it allows traders flexibility in fixing prices without bureaucratic intervention while at the same time leaving to the competent authorities the management of the rate and quantum of price increases. The main elements of the system are detailed. Recommendations are also made regarding the allowed price increases for 1980 and 1981, additional responsibilities of the Secretariat of the Prices Commission and the role of the Prices Commission and the Permanent Advisory Committee. Important provisions of the Acts governing the present system of price control are appended. TT Trinidad and Tobago. Cabinet. Committee to Review the Existing System of Price Control and its Influence on the Cost of Living Index. 1980. 52p Chairman: Herman Marcano. 1980 General

Request from: CDC 3090

With reference to the legal framework supporting the existing system of price control, the report examines the organizational structure of the system, the procedure for bringing an item under price control, the consequences of the existing price control and the existing methods of fixing prices and recommends a system of 'price surveillance'. The main features of this system are that it allows traders flexibility in fixing prices without bureaucratic intervention while at the same time leaving to the competent authorities the management of the rate and quantum of price increases. The main elements of the system are detailed. Recommendations are also made regarding the allowed price increases for 1980 and 1981, additional responsibilities of the Secretariat of the Prices Commission and the role of the Prices Commission and the Permanent Advisory Committee. Important provisions of the Acts governing the present system of price control are appended. 

[PRICE CONTROL] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-169


1981 General

Request from: TTParl

- Identifies inflation as the major problem and its reduction as critical to the economy. Some proportion is imported and cannot be controlled locally. Emphasis must be placed on controlling domestically generated inflation through modification of the tax structure, to enhance savings, investments, productivity and employment. A
A further recommendation is made for the publication of adequate information for decisions for management and definition of their needs, policies of information service and the flow of information and its assimilation are looked at in the light of the policy outlined.

10-170
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament. Public Accounts Committee
Laid before the House of Representatives 11 September 1981: Basdeo Panday, Chairman.
1981 Limited
Request from: TTParl
The Committee recommended proposals contained in two notes relating to: an interim award to public officers; wage negotiations at Caroni (1975) Ltd.

10-171
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament. House of Representatives. Finance Committee
Laid before the House of Representatives 11 September 1981: Errol Mahabir, Chairman.
1981 General
Request from: TTParl
Contains the minutes of a Parliamentary Committee on the budget with a schedule tabulating decision taken. The Committee recommended proposals contained in two notes relating to: an interim award to public officers; wage negotiations at Caroni (1975) Ltd.

10-172
XI CEPAL, Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean
Regional Workshop on Methodology for Inventory of Development Information Units, Bridgetown, 19-23 October 1981.
CDCC/MIDS/81/2
1981 General
Request from: CDCUN
Examines the nature and parameters of information as reflected in the information transfer cycle and the policy questions or issues existing in relation to these elements. The organization and control, secondary publications, information presentation, dissemination and assimilation of the information transfer cycle are briefly discussed. The document outlines the goals of an information policy - to ensure effective utilization of accumulated knowledge in science and technology, social sciences; to ensure the availability of adequate information for decisions for management and for policy to focus on the attention of governments and private organizations on the problems of information availability and use. Human and financial resources, the creators and users of information and their identification and definition of their needs, policies of information service and the flow of information and its assimilation are looked at in the light of the policy outlined.

10-173
XI CEPAL
Final report of the Meeting of Experts on Facilitation Problems and the Strengthening of Transport Institutions.
Draft at E/CEPAL/CDCD/89.

10-174
XI CEPAL. CDCC
Draft report of the Meeting of Experts on Facilitation Problems and the Strengthening of Transport Institutions.
Laid before the House of Representatives 11 September 1981:

The report summarises the discussions of the meeting in which problems related to the strengthening of transport institutions and trade facilitation in the Caribbean were identified. Some of the problems highlighted are: port congestion and cargo pilferage, new technologies which reduce the number of ports of call by deepsea transport services; the lack of agreement between Caribbean shipowners; unsatisfactory safety standards for intra-Caribbean maritime transport; urban transport problems; and direct and indirect costs of trade documentation. In response to these problems a strategy and methodology for Caribbean co-operation was proposed. The strategy hinges upon (1) the development by Caribbean countries of transport solutions for their unique transport environment while ensuring a harmonious interface between Caribbean and extra-regional transport; (2) the simplification, harmonization and reduction of commercial documents, procedures and practices; (3) transport planning on a national as well as subregional basis; and (4) the utilization of new transport technologies. Specific recommendations for a programme of co-operation are outlined.

10-175
XI CEPAL, CDCC
Regional Workshop on Methodology for Inventory of Development Information Units, Bridgetown, 19-23 October 1981.
CDCC/MIDS/81/2
1981 General
Request from: CDCUN
Examines the nature and parameters of information as reflected in the information transfer cycle and the policy questions or issues existing in relation to these elements. The organization and control, secondary publications, information presentation, dissemination and assimilation of the information transfer cycle are briefly discussed. The document outlines the goals of an information policy - to ensure effective utilization of accumulated knowledge in science and technology, social sciences; to ensure the availability of adequate information for decisions for management and for policy to focus on the attention of governments and private organizations on the problems of information availability and use. Human and financial resources, the creators and users of information and their identification and definition of their needs, policies of information service and the flow of information and its assimilation are looked at in the light of the policy outlined.

The report summarizes the discussions of the meeting in which problems related to the strengthening of transport institutions and trade facilitation in the Caribbean were identified. Some of the problems highlighted are: port congestion and cargo pilferage, new technologies which reduce the number of ports of call by deepsea transport services; the lack of agreement between Caribbean shipowners; unsatisfactory safety standards for intra-Caribbean maritime transport; urban transport problems; and direct and indirect costs of trade documentation. In response to these problems a strategy and methodology for Caribbean co-operation was proposed. The strategy hinges upon (1) the development by Caribbean countries of transport solutions for their unique transport environment while ensuring a harmonious interface between Caribbean and extra-regional transport; (2) the simplification, harmonization and reduction of commercial documents, procedures and practices; (3) transport planning on a national as well as subregional basis; and (4) the utilization of new transport technologies. Specific recommendations for a programme of co-operation are outlined.

The report summarizes the discussions of the meeting in which problems related to the strengthening of transport institutions and trade facilitation in the Caribbean were identified. Some of the problems highlighted are: port congestion and cargo pilferage, new technologies which reduce the number of ports of call by deepsea transport services; the lack of agreement between Caribbean shipowners; unsatisfactory safety standards for intra-Caribbean maritime transport; urban transport problems; and direct and indirect costs of trade documentation. In response to these problems a strategy and methodology for Caribbean co-operation was proposed. The strategy hinges upon (1) the development by Caribbean countries of transport solutions for their unique transport environment while ensuring a harmonious interface between Caribbean and extra-regional transport; (2) the simplification, harmonization and reduction of commercial documents, procedures and practices; (3) transport planning on a national as well as subregional basis; and (4) the utilization of new transport technologies. Specific recommendations for a programme of co-operation are outlined.

The report summarizes the discussions of the meeting in which problems related to the strengthening of transport institutions and trade facilitation in the Caribbean were identified. Some of the problems highlighted are: port congestion and cargo pilferage, new technologies which reduce the number of ports of call by deepsea transport services; the lack of agreement between Caribbean shipowners; unsatisfactory safety standards for intra-Caribbean maritime transport; urban transport problems; and direct and indirect costs of trade documentation. In response to these problems a strategy and methodology for Caribbean co-operation was proposed. The strategy hinges upon (1) the development by Caribbean countries of transport solutions for their unique transport environment while ensuring a harmonious interface between Caribbean and extra-regional transport; (2) the simplification, harmonization and reduction of commercial documents, procedures and practices; (3) transport planning on a national as well as subregional basis; and (4) the utilization of new transport technologies. Specific recommendations for a programme of co-operation are outlined.
10-175
XI Forbes, P.G.A.
CEPAL Office for the Caribbean
Report of survey on six CDCC countries regarding the development of the timber industry at the sub-regional level., at Port of Spain, 1980. 58p: map, tbs.
1980 General
Request from: CDC UN

Based on data collected for Belize, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago, the following observations/conclusions were derived: Guyana, Suriname and to a lesser extent Belize, are the major timber producers while the other three countries are the major consumers of forest products, have limited timber resource base, require watershed management and re-afforestation programmes. For all the countries of the sub-region, there is a steadily increasing balance of trade deficit as far as forest products are concerned; there is a need to avoid waste, to treat wood used for building, and to use wood waste for the production of wood and energy; for joint ventures which could provide an adequate log supply for all the countries; to decontrol local prices; and for some measure of national and international cooperation. The technical considerations of the timber industry, including the establishment of a Regional Timber Association, the proposed structure and functions of which are outlined. Data collected for each country is presented as an appendix.

10-176
XI Greene, J.E.
1980 General
Request from: CDC Serial

This article deals with information support services for Caribbean social research. It identifies recent trends in Social Science research and national and regional efforts to establish information systems. In describing the specific infrastructure requirements of information support systems for the social sciences, a distinction is made between basic and dynamic infrastructures. In the former, the information support system is mainly concerned with replicating bibliographical guides and identifying sources; in the latter the system is itself a function of the research establishment and an integral part of a process of refining, testing and analyzing material generated from research projects. Reference is made to international information systems to demonstrate the range of possibilities open to researchers and to social science researchers. The article concludes that the limitations of financial and physical resources make it expedient for information support systems to adopt the strategy of a "man-machine" interface. A decentralized system which would combine research and documentation with basic and dynamic infrastructure that are manageable in terms of personal capabilities, costs and users' needs is recommended.

10-177
XI CEPAL, CDCC
Final report of Joint CDCC/UNESCO Meeting to Inaugurate the Caribbean Council for Science and Technology., 1980. 36p
Joint CDCC/UNESCO Meeting to Inaugurate the Caribbean Council for Science and Technology, Kingston, 14-17 April 1980.
E/CEPAL/CDCC/60/Rev.3 1980 General
Request from: CDC UN

Report on the meeting at which the proposed statutes were examined, adjustments made, then approved by the representatives of eleven Caribbean governments. Recommendations arising from the meeting are included as well as the statutes of the Caribbean Council for Science and Technology.

10-178
XI Crusol, J.; Crusol, L.
1980 General
Request from: CDC 2003

Examines the weaknesses of agricultural policies in the small-island plantation economies of the Caribbean and analyses the structure and function of the agricultural sector to show why these policies have proved ineffective. It is argued that the measures adopted, fail to consider seriously the economic and cultural structures or the characteristics of the economies of the islands and seek to alleviate the social and economic consequences of the crisis rather than attack its root causes. Five possible levels of intervention for the rationalization of the agricultural sector are outlined: land policy; domestic sector development; increased flexibility of agriculture; external policy for commercialization; and related policies which are necessary to achieve the objectives of these.

10-179
XI Springer, B.G.F.

Agricultural Marketing Conference, Dover, 21-23 April 1980.
1980 Restricted
Request from: CDC CDCC 1984

Examines the major factors which have constrained the implementation of a national and regional integrated agricultural information system and outlines the objectives which such a system would provide: the approach to the institutional framework of national and regional agricultural statistical information units, the activities, staff and costs of these units. Recommendations for a systems approach which would remove or alleviate the main constraints given.

10-180
XI UNCTAD/GATT/ITC
Economic study on production of, and markets for, spices, essential oils and oleoresins; final report., 1980. 3v.: tbls, (CAR/21/01)
Prepared for, and financed by, the Caribbean Development Bank.

ITC/DTC/283 1980 Restricted
Request from: CDC UN

Examines regional production, prices and markets for spices and essential oils in CARICOM countries and makes recommendations for the expansion in production of "traditional" and "new" spices having regard to world market demands and the capability of unit territories individually or co-operatively to satisfy these demands. The study covers the countries of Antigua, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad, and consists of three self-contained volumes. Volume 1 analyses the agronomic and marketing aspects of spices in CARICOM countries; volume 2 identifies the salient features of the
CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol 10, 1984

10-183 XI UNCTAD/GATT.lTC

Spices: agronomic and marketing aspects in CARICOM countries, 1980 v.1 164p: ill.
In: UNCTAD/GATT.lTC. Economic study on production of, and markets for, spices, essential oils and oleoresins; final report. 3v.
(CAR/21/01)

The report is divided into 2 parts: general conclusions and recommendations are presented in part 1, while part 2 describes agronomy and marketing of spices in the individual countries under study (Antigua, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago). The main conclusion is that the cultivation of spices, either in the individual territories or in the CARICOM region as a whole, except in the already established cases of nutmeg and mace, should not be the cornerstone of a development policy of the agricultural sector, but should be seen as an important and integral component of a rural development programme for the benefit of small farmers. The suggested strategy is to encourage and develop extensive cultivation by small farmers supported by adequate and efficient extension services, to make available farm improvement credit, production and distribution of suitable plant material, backed by continuing research activities on high-yielding clonal varieties and labour-reducing methods of cultivation, collection and preparation for the market. Phased development programmes are recommended to meet domestic requirements in the first instance and then attempts should be made to meet regional demands. Thereafter, steps should be taken to meet the requirements of other markets.

10-184 XI UNESCO

PGI-80/CB/14/1.

Contains the findings of a survey on the present state of information infrastructure development in the Caribbean. The countries analysed are the Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St. Vincent, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago. Major problem areas cited are: information policy and planning, human resources, acquisitions, archival records, bibliographic tools, inventories and directories, retrieval systems, and information dissemination. Recommendations are suggested with the purpose of upgrading national infrastructures and promoting regional co-operation particularly in those problem areas which are common to different countries in the region.
10-185

XI Campbell, F.A.
New international information and communication order: a Caribbean perspective. Georgetown: Ministry of Information. Publications Department, 1980. 27p
Meeting of the CARICOM Ministers Responsible for Information, 3, St. John's, 8-9 October 1980.

Request from: GUYDG

■ Examines the information problems and issues common to the Caribbean. Identifies some of the elements of the old international information order, and discusses the issues of the new, from an international and a Caribbean perspective. Looks at the motivating forces behind the struggle for a new world information and communication order; makes recommendations as to the role of the Caricom governments in this new order.

[TOURISM] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-186

XI Satagopan, P.B.
International Trade Centre
Export financing in the Caribbean: an action programme; report. 1981. 22p

Request from: CIDCUN

■ The report makes recommendations for a programme of action in the fields of export credit insurance and export financing. Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados are the only countries in the region which have established national export credit insurance schemes. It is suggested that the organization of one-day seminars in these countries would lead to the greater use of the insurance facility by exporters and banks, and to the introduction of new lines of activities by the insurers. Also outlined are areas of harmonization and co-operation. In the field of export financing the following is recommended: the organization of a regional seminar to discuss export financing and export credit insurance problems and needs in the region; the introduction of a scheme of pre-shipment credit guarantee to banks in the ECCM sub-region. Other recommendations related to specific problems arising at the national level (Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana) and to the establishment of representation in foreign financial centers are made.

[EXPORT INSURANCE] [EXPORT FINANCING] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-187

XI HAMGED
Regional tourism program. 1980. 32p

Request from: CIDC 3094

■ Reviews the programmes of the Caribbean Tourist Association, the Eastern Caribbean Tourist Association and the Caribbean Tourism Research and Development Centre. Discusses the need for the market promotion of the Caribbean as a tourist destination. Outlines a development programme for the C.T.A. and aid programmes for the LDC's with reference to overseas representation, promotional materials and marketing personnel. Reiterates the need for the initiation of market research projects and the analysis of linkages between the tourist sector and other sectors of national and regional economy. Refers to need for consideration of the sociocultural and environmental impact of tourism. Presents data on the cost of the proposed program. Statistical data on different aspects of the programme are presented in tabular form.

[TOURISM] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-188

XI Downes, A.S.

Request from: CDC Serial

■ Examines the possibility and problems of a basic needs strategy for the newly independent micro-states of the Caribbean. Defines a basic needs approach as spelling out "in considerable detail human needs in terms of health, food, education, water, shelter, transport, simple household goods as well as non-material needs like participation, cultural identity and a sense of purpose in life and work". Points out that such a strategy would help to eradicate much of the poverty and deprivation which exist in these states by laying the foundation on which these states could build their own development plans.

[DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [BASIC NEEDS] [WEST INDIES ASSOCIATED STATES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-189

XI King, K.D.

1981 General

Request from: CARICOM

■ Comments on current efforts at development at the international and national levels. Refers to international efforts viz - the New International Economic Order; the pursuit of peace by the UN and the concept of interdependence as is attempted by the Economic Cooperation between Developing Countries (ECD). Development at the national level is seen to focus on ideological clarification structural change and reduction of economic dependence. Sees the establishment of a formal integration arrangement e.g. the Caribbean Community and Common Market, as a means of assisting the pursuit of national economic goals. Considers the emphasis on people as a new dimension in current approaches to economic development and the satisfaction of their economic needs, the real objective of economic activity. Comments on 2 accepted measures of the level of economic activity i.e. the Gross Domestic Product and the Gross National Product. Points out the disadvantages of using per capita income as a measure of development since GNP might increase rapidly from year to year yet little development might actually be taking place. Identifies other indicators which can show how well the economy is doing viz the levels of health and education in the society, the housing stock and size of the average household, and the humaneness of the society. Considers ways in which policy makers have attempted to deal with the distribution of income in the society. Sees the human resource as a development resource since people can be trained to plan, organize and efficiently operate a system of production, based on the importation of appropriate raw materials. Suggests therefore that development efforts be focused on the individual who is the key to all development.

[ECOMOMIC GROWTH] [DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-190

XI King, K.D.
Maintaining the integrity of CARICOM. Georgetown: CARICOM, 1982. 27p

1982 General

Request from: CARICOM; JMNPA

■ Identifies some of the dangers which have threatened the integrity of the integration movement e.g. the extra regional imports of some manufacturers in the region, and the failure on the part of a member state to maintain an agreed stand on a foreign policy issue. Stresses the need for Caribbean institutions viz CDB,
Caribbean Investment Bank, UWI and all other Associate Institutions named in the Treaty of Chaguaramas, to complement the activity of the integration movement. Failure of any one of these institutions can easily cause a weakening of the system. Identifies the free trade regime as the strongest feature of the integration structure. Sees the approach of the CARICOM States as being coordinated and unified in their response to external market opportunities under the ACP/EEC Lome arrangements and in the context of Canada/CARICOM relations and the US Generalised Scheme of Preferences. Suggests that aid programmes to CARICOM member states should assist the region's self help mechanisms and thus make the countries less dependent on the external source. Comments on the Caribbean Basin Initiative by way of example and further suggests that donor countries should provide direct assistance to CARICOM and the Caribbean Development Bank from which all of their members should benefit.

**[REGIONAL INTEGRATION] [CARICOM] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-191

**XI CARICOM**

**Standardisation and the setting up of standards bodies in developing CARICOM territories.**


Meeting of the Officials on the Agricultural Marketing Protocol, 23, Georgetown, 6-7 November 1980.

Summary of paper submitted by the Bureau of Standards of Jamaica. 

AMP 80/16/15

1980 Limited 

Request from: CARICOM

- Recommends a plan of action for member states in the establishment of their standards organisations.
- Suggests the establishment of a standards advisory committee to develop appropriate policy and to provide guidelines for Standards Food and Measures Legislations.
- (b) standard co-ordinating officer to implement policy decisions. Identifies the basic implementing functions of the co-ordinating officer. Considers benefits to member states in the areas of export-import trade; industry and consumer protection.

**[STANDARDS] [CARICOM]* [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-192

**XI CARICOM**

**Standardisation of packaging of fresh fruit and vegetables.**


Meeting of the Officials on the Agricultural Marketing Protocol, 23, Georgetown, 6-7 November 1980.

AMP 80/23/5

1980 General 

Request from: CARICOM

- Consists of conclusions and recommendations of two Seminars on Export Packaging of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables held in December 1974 and November 1979.
- Suggests that plans for the development of the production of non-traditional agricultural products for export should be more market oriented. Establishes size, grading, and quality control standards for mangoes and avocados. Stresses the need in CARICOM countries for further technical training in packaging technology and recommends that the international sizes for packaging should be adopted in CARICOM countries. Outlines various areas of responsibility for marketing boards viz. in the arrangement of transport facilities, centralised purchasing of packaging materials, establishment of export packaging standards and specifications for fresh fruit and vegetables, formulation of branding and labelling policies for exported fruit and vegetables and securing of shipping space for exported commodities.

**[CARICOM]* [PACKAGING] [FRUITS] [VEGETABLES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-193

**XI CARICOM, Investigative Commission on the Garment Industry**

**Interim report of the Investigative Commission on the Garment Industry.**


1983 General 

Request from: CARICOM

- Examines the state of the garment industry in the region. Perceives garment manufacture as a major economic activity in CARICOM member countries. Considers also the demand-supply situation in the industry; the labour situation; marketing in both the regional and extra-regional markets; protection for the industry; production and productivity in garment manufacturing and the textile industry. Estimates the total employment in the industry sector to be over 20,000, providing over 50% of total industrial employment. Makes recommendations (a)for the formation of a Technical Assistance Programme to provide technical consultancy services, market and training services and assist in the mobilisation of financial and technical resources. (b)the customs control measures be strengthened (c)extra-regional exports to be facilitated in a regional Garment and Textile Advisory Committee be established.

**[CLOTHING INDUSTRY] [CARICOM]* [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-194

**XI McIntosh, C.E.**


In: Wilson, L.; Gomes, P.J.; Picou, D., UWI, Faculty of Agriculture. The interface between food availability, food conservation and human nutrition in the CARICOM region; proceedings. St. Augustine: UWI. Faculty of Agriculture, 1981. 183 p.


1981 General 

Request from: CDC 2876

- Problem areas to which field work and research projects should be oriented are food availability, food demand and biological utilization. It is recommended that projects be community-oriented. Private and public sectors and associated institutions and the community must be made fully aware of the objectives of the programme. Programme and assessment of the food and nutrition status within a community are important. The inadequacy of food and nutrition surveillance information in the region is observed and the need to remedy the problem is expressed. Joint supervision and/or supervision by Committee approach is recommended for multi-disciplinary research.

**[NUTRITION RESEARCH] [FIELD ACTIVITY] [FOOD RESEARCH PROJECTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-195

**XI Jonsson, U.**


In: Wilson, L.; Gomes, P.J.; Picou, D., UWI, Faculty of Agriculture. The interface between food availability, food conservation and human nutrition in the CARICOM region; proceedings. St. Augustine: UWI. Faculty of Agriculture, 1981. 183 p.


1981 General 

Request from: CDC 2876

- Recent world studies of hunger are said to indicate a shift from technical to more social and political causes. Hunger is defined as manifesting itself in nutrient deficiency, metabolic disorder, loss of weight, apathy, etc. The relationship between hunger and poverty is established, also the social links between ideology, politics and economy. A holistic approach encompassing all important aspects of hunger is recommended to


1981 General Request from: CDC 2876

Food processing development for domestic consumption and export is discussed in relation to the heavy food import bill and indicators of a ready export market for good quality processed tropical fruit and vegetables in North America and Europe. The foundations of the industry are seen as adequate and reliable sources of raw material at reasonable costs, proper processing, technology, proper packaging, promotion and marketing, and training of manpower. Proposals include the establishment of small-scale community processing units around regional infrastructural units in agronomy, technology and marketing/purchasing. The location, establishment and operation of plants are discussed. Disadvantages of the cottage type industry and large plant operation are expressed. Standardization of equipment, product development and marketing are seen as both regional and territorial considerations. The concept proposed is bias towards rural development and development of indigenous technology. 

[FOOD PROCESSING] [MARKETING] [FOOD TECHNOLOGY] [FOOD CROPS] [FOOD PLANNING] [CARICOM] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-199 XI Renard, Y.
CCIA

1980 General Request from: CDC 2500

The document attempts to illustrate some of the basic principles to be followed to forge the necessary links between resource conservation and development. It utilises a multidisciplinary approach to the problem emphasising the need for the appreciation and understanding of the natural systems and of the cultural and social realities which delineate our sphere of action. Calls for a forward looking and innovative approach to the problems facing the Caribbean due to its simultaneous unity and diversity.

[RESOURCES CONSERVATION] [CULTURAL FACTORS] [SOCIAL CONDITIONS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-200 XI Rainford, Roderick G.

1980 General Request from: CARICOM

Highlights selected key conceptual and policy issues as well as programme issues that are critical to the shaping of the integration movement in the 1980's. Considers the historical patterns and developments experienced since the inception of the integration movement. Sees the international relations setting as manifesting itself on two dimension viz: the dynamics of intra-regional countries, blocks and entities. Identifies 2 critical issues viz. divergences among CARICOM member states in the pursuit of the extra-regional relations and a regional adaptive response to trends in the international economic situation. Recommends a properly conceived action programme which should move beyond trade expansion. Identified two priority areas viz: food and energy which should engage the attention of the integration movement.

[REGIONAL INTEGRATION] [CARICOM+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

Request from: CDC 2876

10-201

Three broad categories are focussed on: the indicators of overall nutrition status in relation to health; indicators of acute nutritional status; indices of chronic nutritional status. Five tables and three figures compare statistics over the last fifty years. It is stated that food supply trends show an increased contribution from cereals and an increase in the supply of protein. The distribution of energy and protein consumption is uneven. A decline in the mortality rate has been noted as well as a decline in moderate and severe malnutrition. Observations for vitamin and mineral associated deficiencies for example, anemia, emphasise the limited knowledge of the mineral status in the region. An increase in the size of children in the six to twelve age group is noted between 1964-1976. Obesity, diabetes and hyper-tension statistics are inconclusive. Recommendations are made for less emphasis on large population surveys, more emphasis on identifying populations at risk and utilizing specific tools to increase understanding of disease and the factors affecting it.

Request from: CDC 2407

10-202

The family farm and land tenure system are examined as they relate to the small-farmer subculture. The historical conflicts between plantation and small-farmer for land, labour and capital that have undermined small farming are discussed. Complicated land tenure systems, family land distribution and farming practices are also examined and relate to under-utilization of land for food farming. Suggestions for policymakers include focussing on simplifying and reducing tenure systems, the rationalization of the farm unit and designing mechanisms to control and regulate the rural land market. Attention is drawn to the need to shift focus away from the individual self-sufficient "whole farm" programmes aimed at expanding and efficiently distributing food supply. The labour problems of the small farmer need to be recognized as well as the economic factors affecting his interest in farming.

Request from: JMNPA

10-203

Reports on food and nutrition activities in Belize and Trinidad and Tobago to help other countries plan successful programmes. Warns that the activities evaluated are mere guidelines to be modified to suit each locale. "Food and Nutrition Week" deals with a few topics linked by a theme communicated through the media to develop awareness of people of food and nutrition problems. Lists and discusses aspects which made for success: inter-ministerial co-operation and co-ordination; efficient organizational and co-ordinating structure; use of all available forms of communication; limited subject matter; relevance of messages; consistency and co-ordination in information dissemination; popular involvement. Emphasizes that built-in evaluation mechanisms must be included in all Food and Nutrition Week plans. Success can be judged by the continuation of such exercises and in other countries, interest in launching similar projects.

Request from: CARICOM

10-205

Issues the challenge for the Third World to deal with world technology from its own definition of reality. Sees the basic goal as being able to achieve "technological capacity" within themselves so that problems of technology transfer and appropriate technology would be taken care of. Identifies a vital concept that "technology capacity" manifests itself viz self-sustainability, independent and steady flow of socially relevant and commercially applicable innovations and the self-confidence with which it selects and draws on the technologies of other countries. Considers the main fundamental issues in national and international technology policy that a country achieving technological capacity faces. Poses the problem of developing countries.
being caught up in patterns of technology transfer. Observes the pattern of Western technological growth in relation to the needs of developing countries. Suggests a paradigm for technological development in the Third World under which the need to develop technologies be scaled of production appropriate to the circumstances of the many small, mini and micro states or societies existing in that today. Attention should be focussed on resources in the Third World which have not yet been the subject of any technological attention. Mentions the technology of agriculture as an area of concern under the proposed paradigm. Suggests that emphasis be placed on technologies for the exploiting renewable resources and technologies that conserve the environment. Finally focusses on the need to develop techniques which would ensure the delivery of certain basic services viz health care, education and training. Suggests a process whereby developing countries can create their technological capacity with both the government and private sector agencies having critical notes to play.

■ TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER) [DEVELOPING COUNTRIES] [WORLD]

B15. PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT POLICY OR ACTION: SUBNATIONAL

B15. PRESCRIPCIONES PARA POLÍTICAS O ACCIONES DE DESARROLLO: SUBNACIONALES

10-208
GY Danss, G.K.


Request from: GYUG

■ Investigates the social, economic and political organization and activity of an East Indian peasant village to determine the health needs and practices of the community. Analyses information gleaned from sample survey and concludes that there is a dire need for introducing a system of health care, both preventive and curative. A primary level health worker to take services to homes and schools and to organise self-help activities aimed at improving environmental sanitation, is recommended.

■ [PUBLIC HEALTH] [HEALTH POLICY] [SOCIAL SURVEYS] [HEALTH SERVICES] [GYUYANA]

10-209


Planning des Ressources Humaines et de l'Emploi (PNUD/BIT HAI/74-014)

Request from: HTSEP

■ Resultat de l'emploi industriel de la ville de Port-au-Prince et de sa zone métropolitaine en vue d’obtenir le reflé de la réalité du monde du travail de ce secteur d'activité en Haiti. Decrit les caractéristiques des entreprises et, de l'emploi au niveau industriel de 1980 a 1981. Traite etre autres des entreprises de sous-traitances. Recommande qu'un certain nombre de mesures soient prises afin d'améliorer les conditions de travail des ouvrier dans la manufacture.

■ [ENTREPRISES INDUSTRIELLES] [OUVRIERS INDUSTRIELS] [STATISTIQUES INDUSTRIELLES] [CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL] [HAITI]

10-210


Rapport du Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres. 82 RDM 012.

1982 Restreinte

Request from: HTSEP

■ Ce rapport présente les résultats de cette seconde phase de prospection qui a consiste en travaux de detail geologiques, geochimiques et de subsurface. L’auteur presente d’abord un chapitre sur la geologie regional en mettant en relief les relations lithostratigraphiques entre les differents secteurs et permettant de caler assez precisement les de Couxs volcano-sedimentaires porteurs de mineralisation. Ensuite, chacun des secteurs: Mazambi-Tiburg; Viton: Laplace-Larogue; et Margot; est presente en detail avec une evaluation en fin de chapitre. L’auteur conclut que les résultats sont en majorite negatifs et recommande une campagne de sondage et la realisation d’une geochimie de detail en sol, si des travaux supplementaires devaient etre
C10

entreprises. Il suggère aussi de se consacrer à l'évaluation d'autres secteurs, situés dans le même environnement géologique. 18 planches sont fournies et en annexes les résultats de la géochimie et des études minéralogiques.

C00. OFFICIAL POLICIES, PLANS, PROGRAMMES, ARRANGEMENTS

C00. POLITICS, PLANES, PROGRAMAS Y ARREGLOS OFICIALES

C10. OFFICIAL STATEMENTS OF DEVELOPMENT POLICY

C10. DECLARACIONES OFICIALES DE POLITICA DE DESARROLLO

10-214

DO Florentino, R.J.E.

República Dominicana. Corporacion Dominicana de Electricidad

Incidencía de la Corporacion Dominicana de Electricidad en el desarrollo económico del país. Santo Domingo, 1981. 17p

1981 General

Request from: DOCDOM

Se explica la responsabilidad que tiene la CDE en generar energía, el alza de los precios del petróleo y su incidencia en la economía del país. También la necesidad de crear conciencia de ahorro en el uso de energía, los fraudes y uso de servicio sin pago, el plan nacional de expansión y la utilización de las fuentes no convencionales de energía.

10-215

DO Martinez, E.

Banco de Reservas de la República Dominicana

Curso de cartas de crédito. . 1981. 25p

1981 Restringida

Request from: DOBR

Explica que es una carta de crédito, su clasificación, contenido, modificaciones, utilización y liquidación, examen, discrepancias y tratamiento de los documentos, siendo un aporte al sistema educativo nacional y profesional dirigido al personal de la Division Internacional.

10-216

DO Martinez, E.; Fermín, N.

Banco de Reservas de la República Dominicana

Curso de préstamos y garantías. . 1982. 331p

1982 Limitada

Request from: DOBR

Se explica el crédito, las estrategias de decisiones, análisis de la finalidad y estructura del préstamo, los principales tipos de crédito, fianzas y avalúes, garantía y tipo de interés, con algunos conceptos sobre lo que es el derecho y el contrato, analizando las garantías, su clasificación y enumeración, la fianza, sus características, formación extensión, tanto con la ley de fomento agrícola, dirigido al personal de préstamos.

10-217

DO Saladin Selin, R.B.

Banco de Reservas de la República Dominicana


1982 General

Request from: DOBR

Se explica la evolución histórica y económica del Banco de Reservas desde su creación hasta el 1981.

10-218

GD Grenada. Ministry of Education. Centre for Popular Education


1980 General

Request from: CDC 1895

The manual is intended to assist volunteer teachers of the Centre for Popular Education in providing basic literacy skills to adults. The first part introduces the volunteer to the process of teaching adults and provides a guide on how students and classes should be approached. The second part provides an explanation of the reader “Let us Learn Together”, and its use. In part
3 the themes of each lesson are expanded to provide volunteer with an understanding of some of the important issues of the Grenada Revolution and the development of the country. These themes are: Let us Learn from Each Other: We Build Communities; Grenada, Carriacou and Petit-Martinique; The Land Must Produce More; One Caribbean; Free Milk for Mothers and Babies; The Revolution Brings More Doctors for our People; Our International Support; NCB-the Bank of our People; Building a New Grenada; Vigilance in our Villages; Our History of Struggle; Education is a Must; and The Revolution has Room for All of Us.

[TEACHING] [LITERACY] [ADULT EDUCATION] [GRENADA]

10-219


US Congress (97th: Second Session).

1982 General

Request from: CDC 4035

- Economic and political conditions in Grenada, US policy towards that country and policy alternatives are outlined. Issues of concern are the lack of a free press in Grenada, the detention of political prisoners, the absence of free elections, the building of an international airport and Grenada's close links with Cuba. It is stressed that relationships between the US and Grenada are seriously strained and this has resulted from hostility on both sides. It is noted that the US has refused to accredit a US Ambassador to Grenada and has refused to accept the accreditation of a Grenadian Ambassador to the US. To counter leftist military charges about the building of the airport, its importance for the economic development of the territory e.g. with regard to tourism, is expressed. It is also noted that the airport is of comparable size with existing ones in neighboring territories. An economic and developmental overview observes improvements in the island. The Caribbean Basin Initiative, in so far as it assumed that Grenada will be excluded from benefits is also a matter of contention. Grenada's relationship with her Caribbean neighbors is also discussed, the US concern being a spread of leftist ideological influence. Recommendations are: (1) that diplomatic relationships between the two countries should be restored; (2) that discussions of issues, misunderstandings, misperceptions should be undertaken by the US and the US authorities; (3) that attempts by the US to isolate Grenada should be discontinued since: relationship can only be worsened by such action; and (4) the US Government should refrain from provocative military measures in the Caribbean since respect for the sovereignty of the Caribbean nations is an easier method of achieving US goal.

[POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES] [POLITICAL STABILITY] [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [FREEDOM OF INFORMATION] [POLITICAL ASPECTS] [DEVELOPMENT AID] [NATIONAL POLICY] [GRENADA] [UNITED STATES]

10-220

GY Hoyte, D.

State paper on the reorganization of the local government system in Guyana... 1980. 21p (State Paper, n.4/1980).

National Assembly, Georgetown, 5 August 1980.

1980 General

Request from: GYP

- An examination of the local government system from the perspective of the implications of the new constitution on aspects as the ideology, objectives and principles. The system evolved from the 1954 Robertson Commission, a critic of the Marshall Report mandated to enquire and report on all aspects of local government both in rural and urban areas of the colony and make feasible recommendations. The ideological base of this system is centered around democracy and objectives include the transfer of power for socialist development, the dynamic pervasive role of the local government with the right and duty to plan and develop export resources and market produce, improve the standard of living and mobilize people for production by acting as a channel to harness power and collective wisdom of the people. The principles to focus on the extent of the scope and range of the system which is designed to be potentially economically viable. The electoral process for the various councils and organs was briefly reviewed.

[LOCAL GOVERNMENT] [GOVERNMENT POLICY] [ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS] [SOCIALISM] [GYANA]

10-221

GY FAO


FAO/World Bank Cooperative Programme Investment Centre, volume 1 of two main texts and annexes 1-5.

1982 General

Request from: GYP

- Discusses one method which government proposes to use to curb expenditure, in order to assist in its economic recovery mainly by increasing its export earnings. Also shows how rice production could be increased by the Tapakuma irrigation project, by utilization of skilled manpower resources and limited capital.

[BUDGET EXPENDITURES] [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [RICE] [GOVERNMENT POLICY] [GYANA]

10-222


1982 Limitée

Request from: HTSEP

- Tableaux de previsions des depenses de developpements presentes par projets avec identification des sources de fonds pour chaque projet. Ces dernieres sont groupes par secteur d'activites.

[BUDGET DE L'ETAT] [DEPENSES PUBLIQUES] [HT]

10-223


1982 General

Request from: JMNP

- Offers guidance to all concerned with proper environmental planning and project design in Jamaica. Discusses the government policy on development and identifies criteria expected by the agencies processing applications. Deals with the procedures for subdivision and development permission, within the established legal framework. The standards required for the various types of development and guidelines for preparing layout schemes are discussed. Includes a glossary of relevant terms. Clarifies in appendices the statements and standards treated in the text.

[HOUSING] [REGULATIONS] [PROJECT DESIGN] [ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT] [GOVERNMENT POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-224


1981 General

Request from: JMNP

- Explains the reasons for the poor financial position of the National Water Commission, to justify the increased rates requested. Reasons include escalating fuel costs, development and arbitration awards. Points out that current rates do not allow the Commission to meet mandatory standards set by their creditors, the international lending agencies. Indicates that even with these increases there will be a deficit this year. Says all
water operations will now be controlled by the Commission to ensure better and more economical administration. The schedules of new rates for the three sectors are appended.

25. [WATER RATES+] [WATER SUPPLY] [JAMAICA]

10-225
JM Brown, H.
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA

- Outlines government's plans for socio-economic development and growth. Immediate and long term goals are: increasing foreign exchange earnings, deregulation, prioritizing industries with high foreign exchange potential. Government will supply infrastructure while the private sector will implement expansion and growth.
$2,760 million will be spent 1981-1984 to be provided by external assistance and government funds. Benefits will include: increased employment, foreign exchange; development of indigenous sources of energy; increased production and services. The National Planning Agency and other government bodies will effectively monitor the programmes. Agriculture places first and social infrastructure last in a hierarchy of six beneficiaries of the programme. Major projects will be agricultural skills training, soil conservation technology, a second integrated rural development project, building factories and primary schools, increasing the power generation capacity of Jamaica Public Service Company.

- [AGRICULTURE] [CEMENT] [ENERGY] [HOUSING] [INVESTMENT POLICY] [POWER GENERATION] [PUBLIC SECTOR] [PUBLIC SERVICES] [JAMAICA]

10-226
JM Seaga, Edward
1982 General
Request from: JMJIS

- Reports the achievements of the government in its second year. Reviews the first year's work which resulted in a 2% economic growth against - 5.4% in 1980. Discusses the main sectors in some detail, listing components with greatest potential for fast profits, e.g. garment and footwear. Traditional and non-traditional crops, tourism, new developments in energy, are doing well. Bauxite/alumina, public utilities, urban transport, construction, are critical areas being tackled now; some with more success than others.

Social programmes, such as HEART, and compulsory education initiatives have been introduced and others upgraded. Care of the poor, unemployment, new aspects of culture, are receiving particular attention. The Caribbean Basin Initiative, the strengthening of CARICOM through the heads of government meeting here and the singing of the Law of the Sea Convention have been satisfactory foreign policy achievements. All this took place against the background of world recession. Concludes that despite much success, problems remain but none insurmountable.

- [AGRICULTURE] [BAUXITE] [CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY] [ENERGY] [FOREIGN POLICY] [LABOUR RELATIONS] [PUBLIC SERVICES] [TOURISM] [JAMAICA]

10-227
JM McHardy, P.
1980 General
Request from: JMNPA; CJC 1531

- Describes the role of the various agencies active in planning in Jamaica, and presents an integrated planning scheme. Lists the activities of the Town Planning Department - forward planning for government ministries, subdivision, advising Parish Councils. Refers to development plans produced with help from United Nations and United States. Regional planning was devised to ward off rural migration, but has been largely ineffective. Points to the gap between development plans and development projects and believes pragmatism is needed to ensure balanced development. Locates responsibility for planning principally with the Ministry of Finance and Planning through the Town Planning Department, National Planning Agency and Urban Development Corporation (UDC). Details the history and function of each; mentions other agencies set up to deal with special projects. Discusses legalised independence given to the Minister of Housing and UDC, to acquire and dispose of land. Outlines the objectives of the Town and Country Planning Association, its aims and activities.

- [NATIONAL PLANS] [REGIONAL PLANS] [URBAN PLANNING] [DEVELOPMENT PLANNING] [JAMAICA]

10-228
JM Institutional Investor
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA

- Comments on the performance of the government which has enabled it to satisfy IMF criteria for the first half of their programme, amid a global recession. The Prime Minister details the achievements made possible through help from IMF and the World Bank - a reversal of eight years negative growth; 100 new foreign investments in one year; a surplus after six years balance of payments deficit; reduced unemployment; inflation rate down from 28% to 4.7%. Expects for 1982 similar improvement in real economic growth, manufacturing; negative international reserves and inflation reduced; construction, capital formation increased. Economic strategies to achieve this, concern reviving and expanding major industries such as bauxite/alumina, sugar, bananas and tourism. The last will be tackled first, the others on a long term basis. Key personnel such as Ministers of Foreign Trade and Tourism, Heads of the National Planning Agency and Jamaica National Investment Promotions and the Financial Secretary, all comment on the role of their departments in meeting national goals. Other government agencies with supporting roles are mentioned.

- [IMF] [GOVERNMENT POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-229
JM Jamaica. Ministry of the Public Service.
Management Services Division Transportation and Construction; Technical Services and Mechanical Services; as well as a Planning and Information Directorate; Divisions for Legal Services, Internal Audit and Administrative and Support Services. There will also be a Contracts Committee and a Board of Management. Names the hierarchy in each section and lists their major functions. Concludes that approval should be immediate so that staff and equipment can quickly come on stream. Recommends one Permanent Secretary for the new ministry. Other recommendations spell out the functions and responsibilities of each new directorate and division.

- [PUBLIC WORKS] [PUBLIC SERVICES] [HOUSING] [ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS] [JAMAICA]
10-230
JM Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Marketing and Credit Division
Policy and programme for the development of the livestock industry. Kingston, 1982. 15p
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Outlines the needs and problems of the industry and recommends organizational changes for its efficient development. Analyses the several components - beef, dairy, pork, sheep and goat, poultry, showing that each has performed reasonably well. Insanitary slaughtering practices; low milk production because of competition from imported milk solids; poor marketing practices, high calf mortality; low price and little capital, are some of the problems identified. Recommends restructuring the importation of milk solids; a two-tiered pork industry offering quality and low priced pork; annual increase of sheep and goats to those sections of the Ministry of Agriculture which form the support services of the livestock industry. Research, a breeding and multiplication programme, infrastructure, incentives, regulation and pricing must be seriously attacked to ensure all-round improvement of the industry. Includes annexes.
- [BEef] [DAIRY PRODUCTS] [LIVESTOCK] [MARKETING] [PORK] [POULTRY] [PRICES] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-231
JM US. AID
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Outlines AID's programmes designed to help GOJ promote economic development. In the short term the main areas of assistance will be: solving foreign exchange problems; expansion of private sector investments, productivity and exports; institutional development in the public sector units; productive employment generation. The strategy to achieve these goals will be to identify constraints and remove them. AID and other donors will condition their assistance on AID's improving its economic policy and institutional framework. Is doubtful of GOJ's ability to do this and regrets the dependency syndrome it seems to be developing. Priority will be given by AID to creating a vibrant private sector which is the key factor in development. In the long term the focus will be on more employment generation and on the attack on foreign exchange problems and institutional development. Sets out the costs of the various programmes. Will carry out studies on the agricultural sector, housing and development, private sector, training and employment and an environmental profile, the better to plan for the 1985 strategy statement. Concludes that the downturn of the economic system is widespread but many problems remain. Nevertheless GOJ merits US assistance. Includes appendix.
- [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [EMPLOYMENT CREATION] [FOREIGN AID] [FOREIGN EXCHANGE] [INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK] [INVESTMENTS] [US.AID] [JAMAICA] [UNITED STATES]

10-232
JM US. AID
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
- Presents with explanations US AID's plans to assist in Jamaica's economic development. Gives cost breakdown and list of projects to be executed in first year. All are important for Jamaica's goals and consistent with US objectives. New and continuing programmes include development of agriculture and agricultural education, population and family planning, energy, urban shelter. Ranks 34 programmes, placing population and family planning first because of the urgency of the problem. Details four projects stating costs, purpose, the major problem attacked by each. Inputs by Jamaica, USAID is considering the use of computers and believes Jamaica could benefit from this. Asks for $40,000.00 to purchase one and for a word processor to expedite AID operations. Reports on food imports to Jamaica and the operating budget of AID personnel.
- [BUDGET] [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT] [US AID] [FOREIGN AID] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA] [UNITED STATES]

10-233
JM Smith, D.R.
Jamaica: Ministry of the Public Service. Management Services Division
1980
Request from: JMNPA
- Evaluates the functions and facilities of the Office of the Prime Minister(OPM) as they impact on its efficiency and makes recommendations for improvement. Says the consultant interfaced with the Permanent Secretary and other senior personnel. Finds inefficiency all round caused by bad organization, inadequate staff and poor physical facilities. States that the scrapping of the Ministry of Mobilization, Information and Culture brought the information and culture components under the Office of the Prime Minister. This extended the ambit of this report. Major recommendation is for four divisions in the OPM - Co-ordinating and Policy Review; Communication and Public Relations; Information, Art and Culture; Administration and Support Services. Others outline the structural and staff changes required to implement the major recommendation. Sets out all these in some detail. Includes appendices.
- [ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS] [CENTRAL GOVERNMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-234
JM Seaga, Edward
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Presents plans for urban/rural development and the financing of housing. Says physical planning aims at improving the quality of life for people in rural areas. Recounts Urban Development Corporation's (UDC) plans for continued waterfront development which will include dwelling units for persons of the International Seabed Authority; improving the major markets of downtown Kingston; upgrading and beautifying Central and Eastern Kingston; Port Royal, the airports. Resort areas of Ocho Rios, Montego Bay, Negril, Oracabessa are to be further developed. Lists rural areas to be developed and states costs of $551m for physical and social infrastructure. Says 15,000 to 20,000 housing units are needed annually. Names the institutions responsible for housing
- National Housing Trust, Jamaica Mortgage Bank, Ministry of Construction, Caribbean Housing Finance Corporation. Mentions their current weaknesses and outlines their new roles. The Ministry of Construction will only build houses: NHT and C.H.F.C. will grant mortgages; JMB will mobilize funds to help NHT and C.H.F.C. Explains other activities of NHT. Speaks of a new building technology which will keep the price of a house less than $30,000.00. Expected much employment to be generated through the construction industry. Comments on other components of the housing industry.
- [FINANCIAL ASPECTS] [HOUSING] [RURAL PLANNING] [URBAN PLANNING] [JAMAICA]

10-235
JM Jamaica. Ministry of Youth and Community Development. Co-operative Department
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
- JA M A I C A  [UNITED STATES]
Presents the development, scope, role and function of the co-operative movement in Jamaica. Focuses on the impact and importance of co-operatives in the rural areas, and provides an analysis of the participation of peasants (all categories) women and youth. Examines the relationship between agrarian reform and agricultural co-operatives. Lists the difficulties experienced in establishing and developing co-operatives: the lack of adequate financing, poor co-operative integration, and the lack of training facilities. Indicates the means by which the Ministry of Agriculture has attempted to get around these difficulties. The means include training for all pre-co-operative membership and for specialized areas as management and technical personnel, amalgamation of small societies. Points out that in 1980 there were 281 societies with a membership of 300,000, savings of J$90 million and assets of J$198.3 million. The societies have provided loans totalling $100.4 million, recorded sales of J$56.3 million and surpluses of J$17.7 million.

COOPERATIVE MOVEMENTS | AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES | AGRARIAN REFORMS | TRAINING COURSES | FINANCIAL ASPECTS | JAMAICA

10-236
JM Seaga, Edward
Jamaica. Ministry of Information and Culture
1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Reports the plans for festival celebrations during the 19 anniversary of Jamaica's independence, throughout the island. Says certain events formerly confined to the Corporate Area will be taken to the major towns as well. Mentions some innovations like Independence Day, Thanksgiving Church Services islandwide. Pays tribute to volunteer workers and thanks private enterprise for renewed interest and generous cash gifts. Reveals plans to produce Reggae Sunsplash in Montego Bay as a tribute to Bob Marley and to boost the city's tourist business. Includes a calendar of events for the week, which lists also, the Commission's contacts in each parish.

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT | JAMAICA

10-237
JM Smith, J.A.G.
1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Presents the new rates of pay for government employees, including those of the civil service, security forces, teaching and related teaching services, local government, statutory bodies following the civil service pattern and wholly financed from public funds. States that this will be done in two phases - effective July 1, 1981 and April 1, 1982. Says the total cost of phase 1 will be J$1 million. Details the categories of workers, the current and revised salary scales.

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT | PUBLIC SERVANTS | WAGES | JAMAICA

10-238
JM Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government. Reform Implementation Committee
Registry Files C-2-14-7.
1980 Restricted
Request from: JMNPA
Presents the rationale behind the needed establishment of a services commission in the local government - an independent and impartial body in charge of appointing those personnel and discipline of local Government servants. Outlines for comparative reasons the aims, objectives and intention behind the erection of the Public Service Commission. The Commission, not being responsible to the political directorate can act impartially and provide the necessary insulation which the public servant requires against the political directorate which in a two party political system will change from time to time and thus bring changes in ideologies and policies. Gives reasons for the need for its existence as (1)the operation of the local government system brings the operation of the local government officer into much closer day-to-day contact with the political directorate; (2)in the less sophisticated political operations politicians hold a greater danger for influence than even in the Central Government. (3)job opportunities in the local government service are much less than in the central government and so the employees of the local authorities would be more sensitive to job security and would thereby be more susceptible to political influence. Other advantages as helping to sustain the rights of the public servant in a systematic way; ensuring greater employment opportunities and mobility in the service, which in turn helps to maintain the development of 'parochial' attitudes amongst employees.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT | WORK ENVIRONMENT | PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT | JAMAICA

10-239
JM Seaga, Edward
Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Introduces new measures to generate economic growth in the country through tax changes and measures to restrict the movement of capital. These changes include: (1)the operation of the local government system brings the operation of the local government officer into much closer day-to-day contact with the political directorate; (2)in the less sophisticated political operations politicians hold a greater danger for influence than even in the Central Government. (3)job opportunities in the local government service are much less than in the central government and so the employees of the local authorities would be more sensitive to job security and would thereby be more susceptible to political influence. Other advantages as helping to sustain the rights of the public servant in a systematic way; ensuring greater employment opportunities and mobility in the service, which in turn helps to maintain the development of 'parochial' attitudes amongst employees.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS | JAMAICA

10-240
JM Seaga, Edward
Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Introduces new strategies to offset shortfall of foreign exchange needed for current budget. Jamaica failed IMF test at end of 1982/83, therefore external accounts and the fiscal budget must be adjusted. This necessitates placing six additional categories of transactions on the parallel market, many consumer goods and service payments. Says imports of consumer goods, raw materials, fuel and capital goods have been reduced by US$159m. Shifts private investment flows to the parallel market as a future incentive to investors. Sugar, banana and bauxite transactions remain at the official rate also. Announces increased prices for gasoline and diesel oil. Details that basic goods and some drugs are still on the official rate.

ECONOMIC PLANNING | FISCAL ADMINISTRATION | MONEY SUPPLY | JAMAICA

10-241
JM Seaga, Edward
Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
Introduces new regulations to ensure government's getting maximum benefit from foreign exchange earned in tourism, exports and the Kingston Export Free Zone. Among them are: standard guest registration cards; having tourists make payments in foreign exchange; incentives for hoteliers and U-Drive operators.
who surpass given targets: The Department of Statistics, Customs and Bank of Jamaica will now use identical forms for exports and export earnings so there can be no discrepancy in the records. Operators in the free zone must make monthly returns of their earning to Bank of Jamaica, which should match lodgments with commercial banks.

- [CENTRAL BANKS] [EXPORT EARNINGS] [FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL] [TOURISM] [JAMAICA]

10-242

JM Vaz, D.G.
Jamaica. Ministry of Industry and Commerce
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Restates some of government's methods of reviving the economy, which include more freedom to the market forces, an assured supply of basic goods, removing quantitative restrictions; with the Prices Commission still operative. Decides to reduce items on list A (specific forces, an assured supply of basic goods, removing the economy, which include more freedom to the market may adjust prices by fixed percentage). Hopes consumed and producers will benefit. Includes lists A,B,C in appendices.

- [ECONOMIC RECOVERY] [PRICE POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-243

JM Seaga, Edward
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Introduces the "Statement of National Population Policy", to Parliament. Says high population growth rate reduces the benefits of available social services, hence population trends should be monitored. Through emigration and decline in the crude birth rate the population increase in manageable but unemployment is too high. Sees population of over 3 million or about 2.5 million by the year 2000 depending on whether rapid or slow fertility decline is designed. Explains goals to improve the quality of life for society. Mentions some of the measures included in the policy statement; names the agencies to be responsible for implementing the policy and details their functions.

- [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [NATIONAL PLANNING] [POPULATION POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-244

JM Shearer, H.L.
Jamaica. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Explains Jamaica's multilateral and bilateral economic policy, stating specific areas of involvement and benefits derived. Some are signing and ratifying the convention changing United Nations Industrial Development Organization from a programme to a Specialised Agency, resources from United Nations Environment Programme, ECOC, meetings on energy, finance, science and technology; hydropower development and transport, Blue Mountain Coffee development, petroleum exploration, bauxite sales. Jamaica gave technical assistance to Zimbabwe, Nambia, Antigua, Montserrat and Belize. She has widened her economic horizons through the Far East and Japan, Germany, Puerto Rico; within Latin American and the Caribbean. She is expecting much benefit from UNCTAD 6.

- [BILATERAL RELATIONS] [ECONOMIC POLICY] [MULTILATERAL RELATIONS] [JAMAICA]

10-245

JM Shearer, H.L.
Jamaica. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Outlines the purpose and functions of the Jamaica National Export Corporation (JNEC), its subsidiaries and services, whose raison d'etre is developing the country's export trade. Gives a progress report on JAMCO and JETCO and sets out a programme by which to earn the $6.5 million this year. Main services are trade commissioners, promotions, marketing, training and information. Discusses them in some detail, stating their achievements 1982/83. Says of the Jamaica Export Monitoring System (JEMS) that it has been set up to simplify exporting by reducing the paper work, provide timely information and expedite the activities of the Export Development Fund and the Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation, as well as the Commercial banks. Comments on JNEC's ambassadorial role and its support role for local exporters.

- [EXPORT PROMOTION] [JAMAICA. NATIONAL EXPORT CORPORATION] [TRADE DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-246

JM Shearer, H.L.
File No. 114/18/55.
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Informs the House of Representatives of the adoption on 30th April 1982 and the opening for signature on 10th December, of the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention. Says 121 countries have already signed. Outlines the main features of the Convention. These include the rights of coastal, archipelagic and geographically disadvantaged states; care of the marine environment; options for settling disputes; the International Seabed Authority sits in Jamaica; provisions for compensation of countries affected by seabed mining; access to technology; financing; inter alia.

- [INTERNATIONAL SEABED AUTHORITY] [LAW OF THE SEA] [JAMAICA]

10-247

JM Seaga, Edward
Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
1982 Limited
Request from: JMNP A

- Informs the House of Representatives of a loan of US$6.5 million to Jamaica's Public Service Company from a New York bank. Explains how the loan will be disbursed: $5 million for power plant rehabilitation at Jamaica Public Service Company; $1.5 million to the Jamaica Broadcasting Company for spare parts and equipment. States the conditions of the loan and asks the House to approve the guarantee of the payment of interest and principal. Includes in appendix the terms of the loan, a list of loans to other government agencies and the amounts outstanding.

- [PUBLIC ENTERPRISES] [LOANS] [JAMAICA]

10-248

SR Suriname. Ministerie van Economische Zaken
Belgie. Ministerie van Economische Zaken
Paramaribo: Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 1982. 40p
1982 General
Request from: SRTFI

- Explains how the Ministry of Economic Affairs will realize the aims of the revolution (to make Suriname economically independent and to raise the standard of living) during 1981-1983 as proposed in the Government declaration of May 1980. Government plans for the development and promotion of national industries, improvement of investment climate, promotion of tourism, development of transport, export promotion, development of trade, loan and price control, consumer protection, development of international economic relationships are outlined. Analysis of difficulties in the plan and necessary changes are discussed to inform exporters on the implications for their business.

10-249

- TT Chambers, G.M.
- Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance and Planning
- 1982 budget speech. 1 Port of Spain, 1982.
- 66p
- 1982 General
- Request from: TTParl; CDC Serial

- Speech for delivery at the second reading of the Appropriation bill 1982. Outlines problems facing the economy. Inflation has eroded the living standards of large sections of the population and the international recession has affected exports. While oil and gas will be resource for local industry, over the long run only vigorous agricultural and manufacturing sectors will guarantee adequate employment and income levels.

10-250

- TT International Marketing Corporation (Trinidad and Tobago) Ltd.
- Prime Ministers export awards brochure 12th anniversary, 1980. 68p: illus.
- 1980 General
- Request from: CDC 1875

- Includes articles by persons knowledgeable in the field of export marketing. The low level of non-traditional export trade is seen as a major problem and the Export Award Scheme is viewed as an incentive to improving export performance. The Export Allowance of Finance Act of 1966, IDC and the Export Promotions Division, DFC, CARIRI, Bureau of Standards, TTMA, EXCICO and the IMF are reviewed in the light of assistance to exporters in penetrating markets outside of the CARICOM area. Problems and methods, planning for the export market, met Dương are discussed to inform exporters of possible market strategies. Profiles of export award winners are included.

10-251

- TT Chambers, G.M.
- Trinidad and Tobago. Government
- Address. Port of Spain, 1981.
- 1981 General
- Request from: CDC 1963

- Address by the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago on the occasion of his election as political leader of the People's National Movement. Emphasis is placed on the need for review and appraisal of priorities, the effective use of all the country's resources, accountability to the people and concern for areas of public irritation. Among areas singled out for urgent consideration are the small and medium business sectors, housing, economic management, the Tobago question, health services and food production. A Cabinet reshuffle is also announced as well as initiatives towards the reorganization of the public service and a review of projects which have attracted considerable criticism. Trinidad and Tobago's commitment to the regional integration movement is also confirmed.

10-252

- TT Chambers, G.M.
- Address made on Saturday May 9, 1981. Port of Spain: Government Printery, 1981. 7p
- Special Convention of the PNM, Chaguaramas, 9 May 1981.
- 1981 General
- Request from: TTParl

- Statement of intent by the political leader of the PNM. The party is durable and will find a challenge in the many problems. Inflation has eroded the living standards of large sections of the population and the international recession has affected exports. While oil and gas will be resource for local industry, over the long run only vigorous agricultural and manufacturing sectors will guarantee adequate employment and income levels. Ministerial portfolios will be redistributed and the civil service reorganized in order to enhance management. There is a need for review and reappraisal of national priorities, two projects having attracted much criticism; these two projects are to be halted pending a comprehensive review. In Caribbean affairs Trinidad and Tobago remains committed to regional integration and, in international affairs, remains non-aligned.

10-253

- TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance
- 1982 General
- Request from: TTParl

- The 1982 presentation of the estimates represents the first stage in a programme of economic reform recommended by the International Monetary Fund. Changes result from a reclassification of estimates to provide policy makers at parliamentary and executive levels, and the general public, with the necessary data in an aggregated and disaggregated form. Further, the Treasury will, in 1982, delegate authority in some areas to Accounting Officers while continuing to exercise a supervisory function. Estimates of revenue have been similarly reclassified to facilitate economic analysis and tax planning.

10-254

- TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance
- Statement showing effect of amendments to be moved in Finance Committee on Appropriation bill, 1982. Port of Spain, 1982. 2 p.: tbls.
10-255

10-261

10-262

10-283

10-284

10-285

10-286

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of development finance corporations in the Caribbean. Examines the current policy aspects of the CDB to the DFC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.

Gives a brief outline of the development and structure of the CDB to the DFIC sector, the general problems involved, and the CDB's future strategy to rectify these problems.
regarding the issuance and sale in Trinidad and Tobago of CDB Trinidad and Tobago dollar bonds of 1981 is given in appendices.

- [DEVELOPMENT BANKS] [CONFERENCE REPORT] [DEBENTURES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-265

XI CDB

Minutes of the Sixty-Ninth Meeting of the Board of Directors. Wildey, 1981. 24p
Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Caribbean Development Bank, 69, Wildey, 10-11 December 1981.
1981 Confidential
Request from: CDB
- Presents papers put forward for consideration, decisions made and resolutions adopted. Administrative budget for year ending December 31, 1982 is given in attachment.
- [DEVELOPMENT BANKS] [CONFERENCE REPORT] [BUDGET] [CDB] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-266

XI CDB

1981 Limited
Request from: CDB
- A brief outline of the CDB’s issues and policies applicable to the lending objectives in the water supply and sewerage sector of the member countries of the Caribbean.
- [CDB] [LOANS] [SANITATION SERVICES] [WATER SUPPLY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-267

XI Armstrong, A.B.; Smith, S.P.

1981 General
Request from: BBUWISER
- Provides information on the origin of the Caribbean Centre for Development Administration (CARICAD), identifies the objectives of its programmes and discusses some problems affecting efficient public sector management.
- [CARICAD+] [PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION] [TRAINING] [MANAGEMENT] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-268

XI Fergus, H.

1980 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Demonstrates that teachers must be at the centre of the CXC innovation, that they need re-education for their new roles and offers practical guidelines as to how the problem might be solved. Explains the rationale for the new examinations and answers some of its critics. Discusses some of the new content of the syllabus and the new goals of the examination. Shows the need for continuing education of the teachers to be involved. Considers the possible content of the programme. Suggests organizational options for its implications.
- [CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT] [EXAMINATIONS] [LIFE-LONG EDUCATION] [TEACHERS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-269

XI Compton, J.G.M.

Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the Caribbean Development Bank, 12, Castries , 12-13 May 1982
1982 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Suggests that aid red tape be cut so as to expedite disbursement also fewer aid agencies and more use made of the Caribbean Development Bank. Suggests one concerted opinion on the Caribbean Basin Plan after careful consideration at the Heads of Government Meeting. The infrastructure of the less developed countries must be upgraded if they are to compete meaningfully with the more developed countries for joint venture investments. The Caribbean Basin Plan must also bring social peace within each island, while the Caribbean Development Bank must continue to help its members supply the basic needs to their people.
- [CDB+] [INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION] [DEVELOPMENT AID] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-270

XI CARICAD

1981 Limited
Request from: GYGMDC
- A background to the formation of the Caribbean Centre for Development Administration (CARICAD) and its present and future operations. Details are given of the general and specific objectives of the Centre; its programmes for 1980 and 1981; the establishment of its headquarters in Barbados; technical assistance and funding for the organization and an evaluation of its activities in 1980. It also touches on the role of the Centre in strengthening regional integration and cooperation.
- [CARICAD+] [REGIONAL INTEGRATION] [DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-271

XI UNCTAD

UNCTAD special programme on trade facilitation (FALPRO) and its activities in the Caribbean subregion. Geneva: UNCTAD, 1981. 8 p.
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2357
- Outlines proposals for a subregional Trade Facilitation Programme to be carried out by the Special Programme on Trade Facilitation (FALPRO) to act on formalities, procedures and documents in international trade. Studies have shown that in various countries the cost for trade procedures and documentation amounts to 10% of the value of the goods in trade. The main task of the Programme will be to advise governments on the simplification and harmonization of trade formalities since complicated procedures constitute a serious handicap to the growth of trade. The Trade Programme will coordinate regional and national trade efforts with a common facilitation programme integrating the needs of the individual countries into the decision-making process of the committee level.
- [TRADE FACILITATION+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-272

XI International Trade Centre

1990 General
Request from: CDC 2935
- Presents up-to-date information on progress made by
the International Trade Centre (ITC) in the activities of the regional export promotion programme prepared by IBRD and ITC. These activities are: a regional export promotion programme, a programme for export packaging activities, training in export promotion, an export credit scheme, identification of product groups to be included in specific export promotion programmes, and country activities. Preparatory assistance was completed aimed at the establishment of a regional Trade Information System based at the CARICOM Secretariat. In the area of training, ITC has implemented activities whenever financing has been secured, provided training activities through the ITC/CDB project and invited technical assistance agencies to take an active role in training activities. Work completed in the product area identified includes a case paper for the establishment of a manioc system in the Commonwealth Caribbean, a comprehensive economic study on the production prices and markets for spices, oleoresins and essential oils, and a study of market prospects for pulp, paper, paper board and particle board derived from bagasse. Includes annexes.

[TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [EXPORT PROMOTION] [ITC] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-273

XL Carter, J; Howard, Norman, ed. US. Department of State. Bureau of Public Affairs Remarks...to members of the Board of Trustees of the Caribbean/Central American Action April 9, 1980. 1980. 3p (US. Department of State Current Policy, n.174), 1980 General Request from: CDC 3093

- The newly formed Caribbean/Central American Action Group is seen as representing a coming together of two concerns: first, a concern for the vital importance of the Wider Caribbean region and secondly, a recognition of the importance of friendship on a people-to-people basis as a foundation for the mutual progress of the United States and the Wider Caribbean. Elaborating on these concerns, the economic vulnerability and political instability of the Caribbean is noted and the challenge to the US, in view of Cuba's threatening role in the region, is defined as reframing from unwarranted intervention but helping, in a "proper and open way", those countries who want to improve their lifestyle, freedom and economic well-being. The creation of an action group at the Federal level is seen to be an expansion of the government's program for the Caribbean as well as an effort to coordinate the activities of other partnership groups.

- [FOREIGN RELATIONS] [FOREIGN POLICY] [LATIN AMERICA] [UNITED STATES]

C15. COMMENTARIES ON OFFICIAL POLICIES AND ACTIVITIES

C15. COMENTARIOS SOBRE POLITICAS Y ACTIVIDADES OFICIALES

10-274


- Gives a historical background to housing development in Guyana. Outlines government policy and shows how cooperatives have contributed. The different schemes e.g. hire purchases, rental purchase, through which houses are made available are discussed. Finally, government's contribution to housing development in Guyana is outlined.

- [HOUSING POLICY] [COOPERATIVES] [GUIYANA]

10-275


- Examines the momentous period of social security development in Jamaica. Says greater longevity, the steady growth of the labour force and the need to restructure the Sugar Workers' Pensions Scheme influenced government to make the national scheme a priority in 1962. States that Ministry of Labour personnel with ILO and U.K. undertook to review current practice and draft proposals for a social security scheme. Reports that the actual findings showed that having contributory and non-contributory components in the sugar workers scheme, as well as other factors, accounted for its bad financial position. Recommended integration with a national scheme. Traces the development of the national scheme from presenting the outline to Cabinet, through the first draft, to its implementation in 1986 after the act was passed in 1985. Points out the two main areas of activity, drafting the legislation and setting up the necessary administrative machinery. Concludes that the National Insurance Scheme took over the assets and liabilities of the Sugar Workers Pension Scheme and no sugar worker lost his contributions to the old scheme.

- [PENSION SCHEMES] [SOCIAL SECURITY] [JAMAICA]

10-276

TF Kambon, K.D. National Joint Action Committee Recall the budget. Port of Spain, 1981. 31p; illus. (NJAC Publication, n.1)

Author previously known as Dave Darbeau.

1981 General Request from: TTParl

- Based on two talks given by the author in 1980 and 1981. The 1981 budget has no value as an economic document, except as providing insights into the government's incompetent planning. It did not consider answers to the major problems facing the economy: declining agricultural production; inflation; housing; sport and recreation facilities; an inefficient public service. No rational policies have been devised for agricultural marketing, production or industry. The budget copes with inflation by proposing tax relief and the promotion of saving, rather than by discouraging production in all sectors. Housing is in short supply and sporting needs are satisfied at the expense of other sectors. The budget shows no understanding that national ownership and national control are not synonymous; that the role of the State is to act on behalf of all the people, not one section of it; that the need is for a participatory system giving the wider society a sense of a new relationship in a vast technical enterprise.

- [NATIONAL BUDGET] [FISCAL POLICY] [DEVELOPMENT PLANNING] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-277


- A profile is given on the Caribbean area with respect to population economic and agricultural features as they
RELATE TO NUTRITION. IT IS STATED THAT FOOD POLICY AND PROGRAMME PLANNING, MUST BE SEEN AS COMPATIBLE WITH EFFORTS TO RAISE THE LEVEL AND INCOME, IMPROVE ITS DISTRIBUTION AND DAMPEN ITS FLUCTUATION. DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD SUPPLIES, AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY TO LOW INCOME-GROUPS, A MINIMIZING OF WASTAGE AND LOSSES, THE SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH-ENERGY DENSITY FOOD; A REDUCTION OF THE DEPENDANCY ON IMPORTED FOOD, AND THE ENSURING THAT THESE FACTORS DO NOT LEAD TO THE DETERIORATION OF THE NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF THE POPULATION, ARE SEEN AS MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS IN PROGRAMMES. THREE AREAS FOR EMPHASIS IN REGIONAL PROJECTS HAVE BEEN NOTED AS INCREASED PRODUCTION OF NUTRITIONALLY IMPORTANT FOODS, REDUCTION IN POST-HARVESTING LOSSES AND IMPROVED PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF FOODS. PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION HAVE BEEN OBSERVED.

- [FOOD POLICY] [NUTRITION] [PROGRAMME PLANNING] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-278 XI Pemberton, C.A.
Agricultural Marketing Conference, Dover; 21-23 April 1980
1980 General Request from: CDC 2839
- Surveys regional pricing policies and examines the CARICOM agricultural pricing policy with a view to pinpointing the problems which have limited the effectiveness of agricultural marketing under the Agricultural Marketing Protocol of CARICOM, and recommending alternative strategies.
- [PRICE POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL PRICES] [CARICOM] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-279 XI McLeod, J.
Workshop on a UWI Postgraduate Training Programme in Food and Nutrition Studies, St. Augustine, 12-15 January 1981
1981 General Request from: CDC 2876
- Effective nutrition policy is examined in co-ordination with food availability, food consumption and health factors. Under-nutrition is linked to low income households. It is observed that food production programmes do not automatically lead to improved nutrition. The assistance of Food Nutrition Councils (FNC) and the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute (CFNI) is noted. The Food and Nutrition Policy (FNP) programme of Jamaica for the years 1975-1976 is examined and a progress report is given.
- [HEALTH] [FOOD CONSUMPTION] [NUTRITION POLICY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]
10-283
GY Guyana. Central Housing and Planning Authority
Request from: GYP

A comprehensive plan to guide and control the physical development of Linden up to the year 2000. Provides a general introduction to the entire plan which covers four volumes. The main general objective is to systematically plan and program public services and facilities, as well as sanitation and environmental issues to serve the growing community. Data was collected via survey methods and an integrated development strategy was suggested. This volume covers an analysis of the following aspects: physical, social and demographic, land use, housing, facilities, and the institutional framework. 

[PHYSICAL PLANNING] [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT] [URBAN PLANNING] [DEVELOPMENT PLANS] [GUYANA]

10-284
GY Guyana. Central Housing and Planning Authority
Request from: GYP

This volume proposes action programmes to deal specifically with the problems associated with squatter areas, transportation, institutional framework. Linden is placed on Victory Valley, and some problems include inadequate social services, substandard construction, poor drainage and irrigation and transportation. There is also a proposal for an institutional framework in the form of an organogram.

[DEVELOPMENT PLANS] [URBAN PLANNING] [PHYSICAL PLANNING] [GUYANA]

10-285
GY Guyana. Central Housing and Planning Authority
Request from: GYP

This volume provides a physical development strategy and structure plan. There is a physical development strategy of the whole area and two structure plans, one on central Linden and one on the peripheral areas.

[DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [DEVELOPMENT PLANNING] [GUYANA]

10-286
GY Tanaka, W.H.
Request from: GYUNDP

States general background and objectives of the Seminar designed to increase awareness of technology transfer opportunities, to facilitate technology transfer management and to serve as a model for future conferences. Presenting a twofold action plan agreed upon by participants from the above-mentioned institutions.

[PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE SOCIALE] [HAITI]

10-287
HT UNICEF
1980 General
Request from: CDC 2010

Reviews the results of the UNICEF country programme at a national and sectoral level. Voices the opinion that Haiti's ability to implement and operate development programmes is mitigated against by a scarcity of resources, institutional inadequacies and a lack of management and technical personnel. Charts the progress of health, education and agriculture projects, outlines programmes for mother/child care, social planning and emergency relief. Describes the organizational changes related to the implementation of the new programmes and discusses strategies to foster greater popular participation.

[DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [UNICEF] [HAITI]

10-288
HT Haiti. Secretairerie d'Etat du Plan
Request from: HTSEP


[PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE SOCIALE] [HAITI]
Se propose d'établir un diagnostic des ressources en sol sur l'ensemble de la région ainsi que de leur niveau d'érosion. Cherche à identifier les bases d'un programme général de conservation ou de restauration des sols. Procède à la description des grandes régions (montagnes calcaires, montagnes du Nord-Ouest, terres cauferies, régions des savanes de Hînce - Thomonde, Mirebalais...). Partie 2 débute de la politique générale de conservation des sols de sa stratégie regionale. Elabore un programme intégré de protection du Haut Bassin de l'Artibonite (PPHB), lequel comporte en effet les projets suivants: conservation des sols et reforstation de la zone périphérique de Péligre, stabilisation de l'érosion et restauration des sols du bassin versant aval de la Guaymouc; vulgarisation de techniques anti-érosions et développement de péninseries agriforestières. En annexe une présentation des cartes de vocation des sols et des contraintes de l'érosion au 1/1000,000, des considérations sur la politique actuelle de reforestation et de conservation des sols, sur les études pédologiques de reconnaissance.

ÉCONOMIE [REGIONALE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [CONSERVATION DES SOLS] [CONSERVATION DE LA FORET] [EROSION] [HAITI]

10-290
J.M. UNDP


1982 General

Request from: UN

Summarizes the projects for the 3rd country programme and reviews the on-going programme, whereby UNDP will help the government realize its goals for economic recovery. The new programme, prepared by the National Planning Agency with inputs from UN Specialized Agencies, will run from 1982-1986 and cost US$75 million. This will reduce the real value to US$6 million. Second programme projects have contributed mostly to human resource development and training; though agriculture, industrial capability, energy planning and development, have also benefited. Short term goals for economic recovery are: foreign exchange solvency, increased production, exports and better productivity. These are to be achieved through IMF loans and other policies. Lists the new projects in public administration; agriculture, forestry and fisheries; natural resources; industry; human settlements. Describes each and gives estimated UNDP contribution.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [UNDP] [JAMAICA]

10-291
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance


1981 General

Request from: TT

Estimated expenditures on the development programme. Part A details appropriations for specific projects and to various development funds. Part B details projects to be funded from the Funds for Long-Term Development; Part C details projects funded under the Unemployment Fund. Summaries of expenditures are by Ministry.

NATIONAL BUDGET [PUBLIC EXPENDITURES] [DEVELOPMENT PLANS] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-292
VC St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Ministry of Finance


1983 General

Request from: VCMF

Gives detailed estimates of revenue and expenditure for the financial year 1983/84. Includes estimates of recurrent and capital receipts and expenditure. Work is in two parts - Part 1 contains recurrent revenue and expenditure and Part 2 capital expenditure - contains details of expenditure of each Ministry and department. Salary scales, analysis of estimated expenditure and a list of accounting officers are appended.

PUBLIC EXPENDITURES [PUBLIC ACCOUNTING] [NATIONAL BUDGET] [ST. VINCENT]

10-293
XI Jonsson, U.


1981 General

Request from: CDC 2876

The four areas of concentration in the UNU-WHP training programme are stated: 1) institutional support, 2) co-ordination, 3) fellowships and 4) fellow's research. Re-defined objectives of the programme are to contribute to an understanding of the causes and consequences of hunger, and to organise and implement means for its elimination. 1981-82 priority projects have been identified as: 1) hunger and society, 2) hunger and technology, 3) hunger and health. Proper management and co-ordination of the Programme with the Natural Resources Programme (NRP) and Human and Social Development Programme (HSDP) are seen as very important in achieving flexibility for new directions.

PROJECT [PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION] [PROJECT EVALUATION] [TRAINING PROGRAMMES] [NUTRITION] [UNU] [WHP] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-294
XI Wilson, L.A.

Objectives of the proposed UWI training programme. pp. 141-143: diags., tbls.


1981 General

Request from: CDC 2876

An integrative approach is proposed; training is to be offered at post-graduate level to candidates identified in job situations related to food and nutrition policy and programme planning with the aim of affording them a more comprehensive understanding of the inter-related problems. Five components of the proposed training programme are: 1) didactic instruction, 2) field work, 3) research investigations, 4) seminars and 5) thesis. Co-ordination with programmes in the Faculties of Agriculture, Engineering and Medicine is envisaged. A new inter-disciplinary and inter-Faculty programme is being considered.

TRAINING [FOOD PLANNING] [NUTRITION POLICY] [TRAINING PROGRAMMES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-295
XI Jackson, A.; McGaw, D.R.; Rankine, L.B.; Sammy, George; Wilson, L.A.


In: Wilson, L.A.; Gomes, P.I.; Picou, D.. UWI. Faculty of Agriculture.

50 CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984
Agriculture. The interface between food availability, food conservation and human nutrition in the CARICOM region; proceedings. St. Augustine: UWI. Faculty of Agriculture, 1981. 183 p.


1981 General

Request from: CDC 2876

- M.Sc programmes are offered in Agricultural Economics, Agriculture (Post-Harvest Physiology and Storage), Food Technology, Crop Drying Technology and Human Nutrition. Provision are also made for M.Phil and Ph.D programmes. Admission requirements and course outlines are given. Facilities are outlined and samples of research publications are given.

- [NUTRITION] [FOOD] [TRAINING PROGRAMMES]
  [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

C25. COMMENTARIES ON
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
C25. COMENTARIOS SOBRE LOS
PLANES DE DESARROLLO

10-296

 XI Bosworth, S.W.; Lane, P.
 'Caribbean Basin Initiative' an interview with
 pp. 79-83

Stephen W. Bosworth Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs is interviewed by
 Economic Impact Senior Editor, Peter Lane.

1982 General

Request from: JMENPA

- Discusses the principal features and aims of the plan - a new economic programme for the Caribbean and Central America, which combines trade, aid and investment. Answers a wide range of questions including the intent of the plan, the major elements; the impact of oil prices on the economy of the Caribbean Basin; the effect of the programme on U.S. trade; the role of the U.S. private sector. Clarifies points of concern such as the special provisions for sugar and textiles. Says previous arrangements exist for textiles and U.S. domestic sugar must be protected. Considers the programme a powerful economic investment, politically satisfying for both sides. Expects the multilateral development banks to continue their support of the region. Sees the plan no threat to U.S. jobs as investments in the region will be those which would have gone to other parts of the world. The programme will not be disastrous, disputes any other developing region. Believe it will impact greatly on the trade and investment activities of the Caribbean and Central America.

- [CARIBBEAN BASIN INITIATIVE] [ECONOMIC AID]
  [INVESTMENTS] [SUGAR] [TEXTILES] [TRADE]
  [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-297

 XI Wilson, L.A.
 Evaluation for the proposed UW post-graduate training programme by workshop participants: a report.


1981 General

Request from: CDC 2876

- The integration and inter-disciplinary focus on the training programmes are endorsed. It was felt that the area of redistribution of food needed to be discussed. It was expected that provision for differences between peculiar English-African and Caribbean problems should be made. The training programmes and common philosophical approaches are recommended in general for the programme, and "The Food Chain" concept for the interdisciplinary problem-research approach was supported. The community-oriented nature of the field work was supported and it was felt that emphasis needed to be placed on developing sensitivity to human aspects of food and nutrition problems through training in the Social Sciences. Scholarship, creative thinking and the importance of research are stressed.

- [PROJECT EVALUATION] [TRAINING PROGRAMMES]
  [NUTRITION RESEARCH] [FOOD] [RESEARCH AND
  DEVELOPMENT] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING
  ISLANDS] [AFRICA]

10-298

 XI Leslie, K.A.
 CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy:
 an overview. Kingston: Caribbean Food and Nutrition
 Institute, 1982. 44 p.: map, tbs.

1982 General

Request from: JMWICFNI

- Comments on the state of nutrition in the region and components of a strategy designed to improve the situation through intersectoral co-operation. Points out that because no dialogue exists between agriculturists and nutritionalists there is no relationship between food production and the nutritional requirements and problems of the region. Cites CARICOM regional food plan to prove the point. From CFNI workshops has come a regional food and nutrition plan which seeks to address many of the health problems which can affect national development. It sets goals and a programme of objectives to be achieved by 1990. The major aim is to increase self-sufficiency and self-reliance and improve health for all in the region. Identifies primary objectives - the concern of the food and nutrition sector and ancillary objectives - to be realised only with the cooperation of other sectors. The former deals with: food production and availability at national and household levels; economic situation; nutritional status. The latter considers institutional management, improved environmental health conditions, public participation. Proposes an organizational structure to implement the plans. A Management Information System will supplement the work of the various committees. Awaits endorsement by national governments, funding personnel. Includes in annexe summary analyses of the strategy and the programmes, the organizational chart and resolutions from meetings of ministries.

- [CARICOM] [NUTRITION] [DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY]
  [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

C30. LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:
INTERNATIONAL
C30. ARREGLOS JURIDICOS,
FINANCIEROS Y ADMINISTRATIVOS:
INTERNACIONALES

10-299

 AG CDB
 Grant agreement (systems analyst) between
 dated: November 18, 1981. Wildey, 1981. 20p
 Grant No GA/7/RE

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- Gives the terms and conditions governing a Grant Agreement between the Caribbean Development Bank and LIAT (1974) Limited, Coolidge Airport, Antigua, for the purpose of assisting LIAT in financing costs of the services of a systems analyst for a period of two (2) years. The general objective of the project is to establish an efficient and self-sustaining electronic data processing
base within LIAT. The scope of the work of the analyst
(including training computer operators and training the
Supervisor/Programmer) is set out in the Terms of
Reference in Schedule 1 to the agreement.

- [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS] [ANTIQUA]

10-300

BB CDB

Consultancy agreement (feed and fertilizer
study) between Caribbean Development Bank and
Agricultural Services (Bio-Dynamics) Ltd.; dated August
12, 1981. Wildey, 1981. 29p

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- An agreement for a pilot feasibility study of the
production of feed fertilizer from protein waste recovery
in Barbados and also for the production of the
technological profile for use in the LDCs. Terms of
reference, detailed project costs and guidelines are given,
also the arbitration procedure.

- [FEASIBILITY STUDIES] [WASTE RECYCLING] [FEED]
[COSTS] [FERTILISERS] [CDB] [BARBADOS]

10-301

BB CDB

Loan agreement (Integrated Urban Project
Feasibility Studies) between the Caribbean
Development Bank and Barbados dated October 21,
1981. Wildey, 1981. 29p

Loan No 11/SFR-B5

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- Gives the terms and conditions governing a loan
agreement between the Caribbean Development Bank and
the Government of Barbados (as borrower) for the purpose
of assisting the borrower in financing the costs of
the services of consultants to undertake two (2)
parallel studies: (i) Planning appraisal of New Orleans,
Bridgetown and (ii) Employment and Productivity study of
New Orleans, Bridgetown. The terms of reference to be
used by consultants are set out in Schedule 1 to the
Agreement.

- [LOANS] [URBAN ENVIRONMENT] [URBAN RENEWAL]
[HOUSING NEEDS] [EMPLOYMENT] [INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT] [CDB] [BARBADOS]

10-302

BB CDB

Loan agreement (Portvale Sugar Factory
Project) between the Caribbean Development Bank and
Barbados Sugar Factories Limited (as borrower) for financing
the establishment of the borrower, of Portvale Sugar Factory
at Blowes in St. James St. Thomas, Barbados, for the
manufacture of sugar.

- [LOANS] [SUGAR INDUSTRY] [CDB] [ECONOMIC
AGREEMENTS] [BARBADOS]

10-303

BB CDB

Loan agreement (Power Project) between
Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados Light and
Power Company Ltd., dated November 9, 1981.
Wildey, 1981. 45p

Loan No 2/SFR-05-135

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- Gives the terms and conditions governing a loan
agreement between the Caribbean Development Bank and
the Barbados Light and Power Company Limited (the
borrower) to assist the borrower in the construction of
16km of double circuit 69kv. transmission lines from
Spring Garden to Wotton sub-station and 3 km of single
circuit 69 kv. line from Spring Garden to Port sub-station
in accordance with the development programme outlined
in Schedule 1 to the loan agreement.

- [LOANS] [ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS] [BARBADOS
LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY LIMITED+1] [CDB] [ECONOMIC
AGREEMENTS] [BARBADOS]

10-304

DM CDB

Grant agreement (post-hurricane programme
for Windward Islands Banana Industry to (1) increase
soil fertility and crop yield and (2) control disease and
pests) between Caribbean Development Bank and
22p

Grant No.2A41RE

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- A grant from the Special Fund Resources of the
Caribbean Development Bank to Windward Island Banana
Growers’ Association (the Beneficiary) for the purpose
of assisting the beneficiary in financing a post hurricane
programme for increasing soil fertility and crop yields,
and for controlling disease and pests for the Windward
Islands Banana Industry, in accordance with objectives
and programmes set out in schedule to the Agreement.

- [LOANS] [CDB+] [WINBAN+] [DOMINICA] [ST. LUCIA]
[ST. VINCENT] [GRENADA]

10-305

GY CDB

Agreement amending loan agreement (Regional
Grain Production Project - Guyana) between the
Caribbean Development Bank and Guyana, Saint Christopher
and Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago and CARICOM Corn
11p

Loan No 4/SFR-R. Formerly (Corn/Soyabean Regional
Project-Guyana) (Amendment No.1).

1981 Confidential

Request from: CDB

- Agreement amending Loan Agreement - Loan
No.5/SFR-R; between the Caribbean Development Bank
and Guyana and the Governments of Saint Christopher
and Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago and the CARICOM
Corn and Soyabean Company Limited, Guyana for the
purpose of rescheduling the repayment of the amount
loaned.

- [LOANS] [CEREALS] [PRODUCTION] [MARKETING]
[CDB] [GYAUNA] [ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA] [TRINIDAD
AND TOBAGO]

10-306

GY CDB

Loan agreement (Corn Soyabean Regional1
Project Guyana) between Caribbean Development Bank
and Guyana, St. Kitts/Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago (the borrowers) and CARICOM Corn and Soyabean Company Limited, Guyana (the executing
agency). The purpose for which the loan is granted is to
finance the Executive Agency of the production
and marketing of corn and soybeans in relation to
black-eye peas on 10,000 acres of land in the Ebini-
Litu-KwaKwani area - a part of the intermediate
savannahs in Guyana in accordance with the
development programme set out in Schedule 1 to the
Loan Agreement.

- [LOANS] [CEREALS] [PRODUCTION] [MARKETING]
[CDB] [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH
SPEAKING ISLANDS]
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10-307
JM Pernnell, K.G.
Montreal Engineering Committee; Jamaica.

10-308
LC CDB

10-309
LC CDB

10-310
LC CDB

10-311
VG CDB

10-312
VG CDB

10-313
VG CDB
Loan agreement (Pre-Investment Study) (Expansion of electricity supply services) between the Caribbean Development Bank and the British Virgin Islands; August 21, 1981. Wildey, 1981. 29p.

10-314
XI CDB

CARISPLAN Abstracts. Vol. 10, 1984

The services to be provided by Caribbean Central American Action (the Consultant) under this Agreement, consists of preparing handbooks on the situation of the following Caribbean countries; Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago. The handbooks, which are to be directed to executives and investors of the private sector, should consist of a comprehensive set of current data on legal, economic and other factors useful to potential investors, as outlined in the Terms of Reference in Schedule 1 to the Agreement.

Investment Consultants' Manual [CDB] CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS


Gives the terms and conditions of a Loan Agreement to provide WISCO with funds to assist in financing the acquisition of two second-hand container vessels, containers and items of port handling equipment as outlined in Schedule 1 to the Loan agreement.

[Charters] [Sea Transport] [Cargo Ships] [CDB] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

C35. COMMENTARIES ON INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS:

LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

C35. COMENTARIOS SOBRE ARREGLOS JURIDICOS, FINANCIEROS Y ADMINISTRATIVOS: INTERNACIONALES


Contains statements by leaders of the delegations, annexes listing participants and details of discussions, also the cabinet submission accompanying the report. Briefly indicates the state of each country's economy as well as the trade and economic co-operation existing between them. Observes that Norway stressed the need for private sector involvement. Gives progress report on Norwegian-supported schemes. Says these are maritime activities; oil and gas; cement; bauxite/ alumina; training. Details the needs of each and seeks more aid for their continuance. Discusses too financial questions such as a credit agreement and the consultancy fund. States available estimated costs of on-going projects to be 5.395 million NKR. Shows further that amount available for programming is 21.95 million NKR.

[TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION] [BAUXITE] [CEMENT] [TRAINING] [JAMAICA] [NORWAY]

C40. LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:

NATIONAL AND SUBNATIONAL

C40. ARREGLOS JURIDICOS, FINANCIEROS Y ADMINISTRATIVOS:

NACIONALES Y SUBNACIONALES


Arranged alphabetically by title, this index contains references to the following laws: (1) The Statutes and subsidiary legislation in force on 2nd January 1961 contained in volumes No.1-8 of the 1962 Revised Edition of the Laws of Antigua; (2) the Statutes and Subsidiary Legislation published in the annual volumes of laws in respect of the years 1962 - 1979 (inclusive) and for 1980, the following: Acts Nos. 1-11 and SRO's Nos. 1-40; (3) federal laws continued in force after the dissolution of the West Indies Federation by the "West Indies (Dissolution and Interim Commissioner) Order in Council" (1962 No. 1054) and the adaptations made by the Interim Commissioner by the "West Indies (Continuation and Adaptation of Laws) Order 1962" under Article 16 of the 1962 Order in Council; (4) Some of the Statutes and Statutory Instruments of the United Kingdom that are in force in or are relevant to laws in force in Antigua.

[Index] [Legislation] [Antigua]


Receives legislation vigente, and derogated about juegos de azares e hipódromos e incluye en un appendice el anteproyecto de reglamento a la ley No. 531 que regularia las actividades de las salas de juegos de azar.

[JUEGOS DE AZAR] [ASPECTOS JURIDICOS] [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]


Este manual recoge una serie de leyes, decretos y reglamentos relativos al mejoramiento social y arrendamiento de los bienes del Estado y otros contiene ademas un appéndice que informa sobre un conjunto de leyes en las cuales se regula el traspaso de casas y propiedades del Estado.

[ASPECTOS JURIDICOS] [SERVICIOS SOCIALES]
[DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]

10-321
- Offers concise instructions for securing approval for land development under current and proposed laws. Topics detailed are: the approval process; subdivision; building; notices to building surveyor; applications to public utilities. Includes in appendix, outline application, check lists, flow charts.
- [CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY] [REGULATIONS] [JAMAICA] [UNITED STATES]

10-322
KN UWI. Faculty of Law; UWI. Law Library; British Development Division in the Caribbean St. Christopher, Nevis and Anguilla: consolidated index of statutes and subsidiary legislation to 1st January 1980. Cave Hill: UWI. Faculty of Law, 1980. 78p West Indies Legislation Indexing Project 1980 General. Request from: CDC 1920
- Arranged alphabetically by title, this index contains references to the following laws: (1) the statutes and subsidiary legislation in force on 24 October 1961 contained in Volumes 1-8 of the 1961 Revised Edition of the Laws of the State; (2) Statutes and Statutory Rules and Orders made between 27 October 1961 and 31 December 1979 (listed in a check list); (3) Federal laws continued in force after the dissolution of the West-Indies Federation by the "West Indies (Dissolution and Interim Commissioner) Order in Council " (1962 No.1064) the adaptations made by the Interim Commissioner by the "West Indies (Continuation and Adaptation of Laws) Order 1962 "under Article 16 of the 1962 Order in Council; (4) some of the Statutes and Statutory Instruments of the United Kingdom that are in force in the State or are relevant to the laws in force in the State.
- [INDEX] [LEGISLATION] [ST. KITTIS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA]

10-323
- Laws published in the Revised Edition must be read subject to any amendments made after 1978. References in these amendments tend to be made to the old style sections, regulations and schedules. This booklet is a tabulated presentation which enables identification of references in the new laws. This is a temporary measure to assist users pending the appearance of a supplement which is now in preparation.
- [LEGISLATION] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-324
1983 General. Request from: VCMCF
- Gives information on procedures to be followed in seeking permission to erect a building for whatever purpose and outlines areas of development not requiring planning permission. Appendices contain definition of terms and development schedules for residential and commercial plots, industrial, road and vehicle parking schedules.
- [URBAN PLANNING] [HOUSING POLICY] [ST. VINCENT]

10-325
- Gives titles and reference numbers of the statutes and ordinances of St. Vincent and the Grenadines from 04.05.26-03.12.79. Lists subsidiary legislation from 19.03.1979, federal laws in force since the dissolution of the union, U.K. statutes in force or relevant to the existing local statutes and a guide to references. Appendix A lists the federal laws still in force and appendix B lists the changes in titles of public officerscourts and institutions.
- [INDEX] [LEGISLATION] [ST. VINCENT]

10-326
VG UWI. Faculty of Law; UWI. Law Library; British Development Division in the Caribbean British Virgin Islands: consolidated index of statutes and subsidiary legislation to 1st January 1981. Cave Hill: UWI. Faculty of Law, 1981. 62p West Indian Legislation Indexing Project 1981 General. Request from: CDC 1921
- Arranged alphabetically by title, this index contains references to the following laws: (1) the Statutes and Subsidiary Legislation in force in 31 October 1981 contained in Vols. 1-7 of the 1961 Revised Edition of Laws; (2) the Statutes and Subsidiary Legislation contained in the annual bound volumes of laws for the period 31 October 1981 to 31 December 1978 and in respect of the years 1979 and 1980, as follows - Ordinances 1-19 (1979) and 1-17 (1980) and SRO's 1-39 (1979) and 1-39 (1980); (3) certain United Kingdom Statutes and Statutory Instruments which are in force in, or are relevant to, the British Virgin Islands.
- [INDEX] [LEGISLATION] [BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS]

C45. COMMENTARIES ON NATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

C45. COMENTARIOS SOBRE ARREGLOS JURIDICOS, FINANCIEROS Y ADMINISTRATIVOS: NACIONALES Y SUBNACIONALES

10-327
- Es un análisis relativof del derecho constitucional; y donde fue creada la carta magna de los dominicanos; enfoca además como fueron influidos los constituyentes por personajes de la época, y como influyeron en la propia redacción de nuestra primera constitución de fildeleia 1776, la declaración de los derechos del hombre y del ciudadano 1786 y la constitución de Cádiz 1812. En conclusión las directrices políticas, las normas constitucionales de 1844 se han mantenido a través de nuestras vicisitudes.
- [CONSTITUCION] [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]
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10-328  
DO Cordero, M.; Pineda, M.
   Republica Dominicana. Centro de Investigacion para la Accion Feminina
   Capitalismo y patriarcado, la mujer en el
codigo de trabajo. Santo Domingo: Centro de
   Investigacion para la Accion Feminina, 1982. 51p
   (Ediciones Populares Feministas).
   1982 General
   Request from: DOCIPAF; CDC 2976
   ■ El estudio es un analisis critico de los articulos del
codigo de trabajo que se refieren a la mujer basicamente
   al de los trabajadores. Los autores plantean que el
codigo de trabajo justifica la discriminacion basada en
   la desigualdad a que estan sometidas las mujeres y que
   refuerza la creencia de su inferioridad. Plantean que
   alrededor del 90% de los trabajadores desprecian el
codigo de trabajo lo que esta basado en un estudio
   realizado por el CIPAF. Plantean la necesidad de la
   aprobacion de un nuevo codigo de trabajo dada la
   antiguedad del actual. Plantean el caracter limitado del
   proyecto de nuevos codigos propuesto por el diputado
   Luis Henry Molina. Demandan en lo legal, instalacion de
   guarderias infantiles en los centros de trabajos, polar de
   descanso, permisos pagados para visitar medicos,
extension de la licencia pre y post-natal dependiendo del
   caracter del trabajo.
   ■ [DERECHOS DE LA MUJER] [LEGISLACION DEL
   TRABAJO] [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]

---

10-329  
GY Zakariya, H.S.
   Petroleum legislation in Guyana: a critical
   assessment of the current legislation and other related
   matters, with recommendations for future action. New
   York, N.Y.: UN, 1982. 20p
   1982 Confidential
   Request from: GYUNDP
   ■ Mission report by UN International Adviser to review
   petroleum legislation in Guyana: an analysis of the current
   legislation (petroleum production act) and subsidiary
   legislation (petroleum prospecting and
   mining/regulations). Options for improved legal action
   are outlined. Recommendations include amending
   concessions and advocates production sharing in
   petroleum agreements to free the Government from
   financial risks. Points out advantages of public bidding.
   Examines exploration agreements between the
   Government and foreign oil companies (Home Group,
   Denison, Seagull) and make recommendations concerning
   duration of prospecting licences, relinquishment of
   contracted areas, volume of work programmes, royalty
   rates, etc. A draft law establishing a state petroleum
   company is appraised and suggestions for modification
   are made. Comments on the World Bank offer to
   sponsor a petroleum exploration promotion project.
   ■ [PETROLEUM] [PETROLEUM RESOURCES]
   [LEGISLATION] [RESOURCES INVENTORY] [GUYANA]

---

10-330  
JM Craig, C.
   Everything but the ring. Kingston: Bureau of
   Women's Affairs, 1982. 34 p.; illus.
   1982 General
   Request from: JMJIS
   ■ Summarises the legal rights and responsibilities of
   common-law parents and their children. Outlines their
   position vis-a-vis laws such as: National Insurance,
   National Housing Trust, Workman's Compensation.
   Responsibilities to children include registration of birth,
   maintenance, etc. Sets out place to go when in need of
   legal advice. Cautions women against entering into
   casual unions, pointing out that marriage offers the best
   legal protection in any man/woman relationship. Adds a
   word of commendation for some women who have
   helped to improve women's rights.
   ■ [CHILDREN] [PARENTS] [LEGAL ASPECTS] [JAMAICA]

---

10-331  
JM Hall, M.
   Proposed restructuring of the regulation of public
   Registry File C-2.5.
   1983 Limited
   Request from: JMMIPA
   ■ Seeks to bring the Jamaica Omnibus Co., Jamaica
   Telephone Co., Jamaica Public Service Co., Jamaica
   Railway Corporation, under a single commission, with
   the Ministry having a more active role in their
   operations. Currently these utilities are regulated by
   different organizations; they do not meet the needs of
   the people; government often has to guarantee loans for
   them. Hence government should have prior knowledge of
   investment plans and other decisions likely to affect the
   society. Proposes that (i)The Public Utilities Commission
   (PUC) allocate the Ministry of Public Utilities,
   Communication and Transport to comment on rate
   changes before any decision is taken; (ii) all major
   investment plans be submitted to the PUC from their
   inception. PUC will advise the Minister on their merit
   and have his approval before the plans can be
   implemented; (iii)PUC monitors standards of the utilities
   and insists that they be maintained; (iv)PUC may hold an
   enquiry into a utility’s performance at the request of the
   Minister. Lists several advantages of having a single
   Commission. Among them: an impartial cadre of experts,
   available to government if and when it assumes
   ownership of a utility, better integration of the plans of
   the utilities, improved financial management and rate
   structure.
   ■ [PUBLIC SERVICES] [REGULATIONS] [JAMAICA]

---

10-332  
KN Barrireau, E.V.
   Anguilla lesson for twin-island states. Bulletin of
   Eastern Caribbean Affairs, vol.6, n.6, 1981. pp.47-51
   1981 General
   Request from: SBWIUSER
   ■ Discusses the Anguilla Bill legalising the reversal in
   the political status of Anguilla from Associated State
   with St. Kitts-Nevis to Colony which was passed in
   the British Parliament on December 15, 1980.
   ■ [ANGUILLA] [ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS]
   [LEGISLATION] [ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA] [UNITED
   KINGDOM]

---

10-333  
Xi Menon, P.K.
   The Commonwealth Caribbean and the
development of the sea: an overview. Revue de Droit
   Maritime International, vol.6, n.6, 1980. pp.29-71
   1980 General
   Request from: CDC 1923
   ■ This paper examines legislation enacted by five
   independent Commonwealth Caribbean States - Barbados,
   Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago
   concerning the law of the sea, particularly the territorial
   sea, the Continental Shelf, the Economic Zone and the
   Fishery Zone. It shows that Caribbean States have
   perceived the law of the sea negotiations principally with
   a view towards maximizing their national interests
   usually by means of expanded national jurisdiction. The
   outstanding changes noted concern the breadth of the
   territorial sea and the establishment of the Exclusive
   Economic Zone.
   ■ [LAW OF THE SEA] [LEGISLATION] [TERRITORIAL
   WATERS] [CONTINENTAL SHELVES] [FISHING RIGHTS]
   [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

---
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D10. STUDIES FOR PARTICULAR PROJECTS
D10. ESTUDIOS DE PROYECTOS CONCRETOS

10-334
BB Republic Group
Proposal for a pre-investment study, test and evaluation program for wind energy utilization on Barbados. 1980. maps, diag.
Submitted to the Caribbean Development Bank.

10-335
BB Republic Group
Proposal for two wind driven generating plants for a pre-investment study, test and evaluation program as manufactured by WTG Energy Systems Inc., 1980. 43p: illus.
Submitted to Barbados Light and Power Co. D. Farzare Project Director.

10-336
BS IBRD

10-337
BZ Minister Agriculture

10-338
DO Republica Dominicana. Corporacion Dominicana de Electricidad. Direccion de Energia no Convencional
Estudio de factibilidad de la instalacion de un taller de metaalmecanica para la construccion de equipos de energia no convencional. Santo Domingo, 1981. 199p.: illus.

10-339
GD CDB
Appraisal report on artisanal fisheries development project for Grenada for presentation to the International Fund for Agricultural Development for presentation to the International Fund for Agricultural Development.
Haiti, l'estimation des coûts des aménagements d'investissements publics; la programmation des stratégies de développement de l'ensemble de la région, programme des investissements découlant de la

Ce rapport fait une description de l'état du réseau routier du Plateau Central. Il propose également une programmation des investissements decoulaient de la stratégie de développement de l'ensemble de la région, et en considérant l'impact que peut avoir la réalisation d'un aménagement routier sur le développement. Y sont mentionnées les points suivants: rappel des enveloppes d'investissements publics; la programmation des investissements sur le réseau primaire, la recapitulation des investissements routiers, leur programmation dans le temps de l'annee, l'évolution du trafic futur, la comparaison entre les deux liaisons Port-au-Prince, Cap-Haitien, l'estimation des costs des aménagements routiers.

10-341
HT Haiti. Secrétariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural
Transport et réseau routier, Port-au-Prince, 1980. 147p: cartes, tbs.

10-342
JM Harkin, D.A.

10-343
JM Cotton Polyester Textile Company (Jamaica) Limited; Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning. Projects Division

10-344
JM SWECO
Jamaica small scale hydropower schemes feasibility study.. Stockholm, 1981. : maps, tbs.

10-345
JM Jerson, D.A.

10-346
JM NIPA

10-347
JM Project, to be phased over a 4 year period, is to regard the fishing industry in Grenada by developing both production and marketing aspects, therefore increasing employment opportunities and incomes for fisheries, boat builders and fish venders. The existing industry is examined and recommendations are made for improving the fish catch through introduction of modern techniques and gear, improving fishing centres and marketing and distribution systems.

10-348
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-349
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-350
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-351
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-352
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-353
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-354
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-355
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-356
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-357
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-358
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-359
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-360
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-361
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-362
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-363
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-364
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-365
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-366
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-367
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-368
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-369
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-370
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-371
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural

10-372
JM Secretariat d'État du Plan; Haiti. Département de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural
10-345
JM INMECO
1980 Limited Request from: JMNPA
Outlines points to be considered in studying the feasibility of a resource recovery plant to produce steam from solid waste. Among the main factors to be considered are: choice of technology, risk contract document, marketing the final product, financing, planning and overviewing. Size of plant will depend on amount of waste regularly available and waste composition. Plant location must have community acceptance. Describes the type of incinerator to be used. Recovery process must be clearly stated via-a-vis kinds of fuel to be used and skilled personnel required. The purchase of the end product will impact on plant location, size, etc. Legal organizational and financial factors must be carefully discussed, examined and assured before embarking on the project.

10-346
JM Motor-Columbus; Lahmeyer International
Mid and Western Jamaica hydroelectric feasibility study; summary report. Baden: Motor-Columbus; Lahmeyer International. Mid and Western Jamaica hydroelectric feasibility study. v.2, 96 p.: maps, tbls.
1983 General Request from: JMNPA
Summarises the results of a survey presented in 7 volumes, of hydro power projects, undertaken to find those technically and economically viable, inexpensive, energy-saving, easily implemented. Of twelve rivers investigated, three were deemed suitable - VS, Great River and Rio Bueno. Reports on the hydrological, geological investigations carried at each site, as well as the possible effects of the projects on the ecology, water users, the watershed. Explains the project and system approach methods used in the economic analysis. Concludes that the three projects are technically feasible. At August 1978 prices, the VS project will cost approximately: J$26.02m, alternative to J$27.84m; Rio Bueno J$9.4m; Great River J$15.1m. vs 1983.

10-347
JM SWECO
1981 General Request from: JMNPA
Contains findings of a study of three schemes for supplying hydro-electric power - Rio Cobre, Rio Bueno, Great River. Describes each scheme; suggests that further data be collected on the Rio Bueno scheme, until oil prices rise dramatically at which time the hydro power projects will be profitable. Includes appendices.

10-348
JM Jamaica, National Water Commission. Irrigation and Land Drainage Department; Jamaica, Ministry of Agriculture. Economic Planning Division
1982 General Request from: JMNPA
Describes 11 schemes recommended for efficient use of irrigation water in the mid Clarendon Plains. Estimated cost is J$69,372,000 or J$925,000 to J$1,035,00 per acre. Suggests a Project Implementation Unit located at the National Water Commission to monitor the entire programme. The schemes include horticulture, upgraded irrigation, drainage and land reclamation, small-scale agro-industry. Lists required personnel - a complement of 97 local and 8 expatriate experts. Costs analysis shows an interest rate of 8%, RR 15%, based on current returns on sugar cane. These percentages will increase if more valuable crops are introduced. Water at the "farm gate" should cost J$81 c per 1,000 imperial gallons unsubsided. Concludes, after evaluating the benefits accruing from each scheme, that since schemes for improving irrigation of sugar cane are less profitable than those which seek to introduce other crops, for improved irrigation there must be a change of crops in the area.

10-349
XI CEGIR
Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. Montreal, 1980. v.3A, 154p
1980 General Request from: JMNPA
Presents feasibility studies of suggested projects for the CARICOM region. Outlines for each the objectives; background and justification; market potential; costs; manpower requirements; economic considerations and other relevant information. Suggests locations for the nine projects here included.

10-350
XI CEGIR
1980 General Request from: JMNPA
Presents feasibility studies of suggested projects for the CARICOM region. Outlines for each the objectives; background and justification; market potential; costs, manpower requirements; economic considerations and other relevant information. Suggests sites. 12 projects are discussed.

CARISPLAN Abstracts. Vol. 10, 1984
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10-351
XI Fergus, H.

Challenge examinations in the 'lesser developed countries' of the English-speaking Caribbean; a review.

1981 General

Request from: BUWISER

- Examines the development of challenge examinations and assesses its potential as a vehicle of higher education in the lesser developed countries of the English-speaking Caribbean.
- [HIGHER EDUCATION] [EXAMINATIONS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

D20. DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES
(PARTICULAR PROJECTS)

D20. RECURSOS PARA DESARROLLO
(PROYECTOS CONCRETOS)

10-352
HT Haiti. Secretairerie D’Etat du Plan; Haiti.

Departement de l’Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Development Rural:

1980 Limitée

Request from: HITSEP

- [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [IRRIGATION] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE] [HAITI]

10-353
HT Haiti. Secretairerie D’Etat du Plan; Haiti.

Departement de l’Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Development Rural:
Hydrometéorologie et ressources en eau. Port-au-

1980 Generale

Request from: HITSEP

- [HYDROLOGIE] [METEOROLOGIE] [RESSOURCES EN EAU] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [HAITI]
the villages in Jamaica.


1980 General Request from: JMNPA

- Summarises a study undertaken to supply information and data to help in the identifying of production possibilities and the preparation of prefeasibility studies.
- This should also help bring about Regional Industrial Programming in keeping with the Treaty of Chaguaramas and supply basic needs, foreign exchange, employment opportunities and integrated planning of regional development. States contents of report. Explains that projects were selected through the input/output and cluster analysis technique. Lists selected clusters, ranked according to stated criteria and choses 21 project for further analysis.

10-359 XI FAO; UNDP


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Reports on the proceedings of a workshop on the development of aquaculture in the Caribbean. Reviews current and possible techniques in mariculture and brackish and freshwater aquaculture. Most can be developed into viable enterprises. This will help the islands diversify their economies, earn foreign exchange and reduce fish imports. Recommends regional co-operation to ensure success. Points out likely problems, non insurmountable. Decides on a Caribbean Regional Aquaculture Development Centre. Lists its functions and details requirements of physical facilities, staff, funding. Appoints a committee to draft project proposal. Asks FAO to solicit regional and global support.

- Concludes with resolution of commitment to the project. Includes annexes.

D30. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW PROJECTS

D30. ANUNCIOS Y DESCRIPCIONES DE NUEVOS PROYECTOS

10-360

10-361 XI FAO; UNDP


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Requests a committee to draft project proposal. Asks FAO to solicit regional and global support.

10-362 XI FAO; UNDP


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Reports on the proceedings of a workshop on the development of aquaculture in the Caribbean. Reviews current and possible techniques in mariculture and brackish and freshwater aquaculture. Most can be developed into viable enterprises. This will help the islands diversify their economies, earn foreign exchange and reduce fish imports. Recommends regional co-operation to ensure success. Points out likely problems, non insurmountable. Decides on a Caribbean Regional Aquaculture Development Centre. Lists its functions and details requirements of physical facilities, staff, funding. Appoints a committee to draft project proposal. Asks FAO to solicit regional and global support.

- Concludes with resolution of commitment to the project. Includes annexes.

10-362 XI FAO; UNDP


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Requests a committee to draft project proposal. Asks FAO to solicit regional and global support.

10-362 XI FAO; UNDP


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

- Reports on the proceedings of a workshop on the development of aquaculture in the Caribbean. Reviews current and possible techniques in mariculture and brackish and freshwater aquaculture. Most can be developed into viable enterprises. This will help the islands diversify their economies, earn foreign exchange and reduce fish imports. Recommends regional co-operation to ensure success. Points out likely problems, non insurmountable. Decides on a Caribbean Regional Aquaculture Development Centre. Lists its functions and details requirements of physical facilities, staff, funding. Appoints a committee to draft project proposal. Asks FAO to solicit regional and global support.

- Concludes with resolution of commitment to the project. Includes annexes.
realisation du programme. Ce rapport souligne aussi la responsabilité des deux parties contractantes et donne également leur constitution.

- [ELABORATION DE PROJET] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [DEVELOPPEMENT INTEGRAL] [HAITI]

10-363

HT Biry, Yves; Meilgren, William

Creation et developpement des petites entreprises. Port-au-Prince: PNUD; OIT, 1982. tbs., graph

Creation et developpement des petites entreprises (HAI/82/09). 1982 Limitee

Request from: HTSEP

- Ce rapport presente les activites analyses, conclusions et recommandations du Projet "Creation et developpement des petites entreprises". A cette fin, plusieurs demarches ont ete entreprises auprès des institutions afin de definir leur role dans le developpement des petites entreprises, aupees du gouvernement afin de connaitre la structure des entreprises et d'etablir leur strategie de developpement. Sont definies les notions: petites entreprises et artisanat. Rapports sur les possibilities de promouvoir la petite entreprises et les conditions requises des chefs d'entreprise.

- [ARTISANAT] [PETITES ENTREPRISES] [CHEFS D'ENTREPRISE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL] [HAITI]

10-364

JM CIDA: Jamaica Government


1981 General

Request from: JMNPA

- Reports the work of a CIDA Team and local experts who reviewed some feasibility studies to decide on a suitable development programme for the Clarendon Plains, which will increase employment through job creation, generate foreign exchange and reduce imports by increasing import substitutes. Sees great potential for development in the area because all the components are in place: water resources, good soils, manpower and sound infrastructure. New schemes should immediately attend rehabilitation and improvement of existing irrigation facilities, desalination of water: should introduce new crops and develop better managerial skills. Estimated cost of the suggested programme is J$30 million, i.e., the equivalent of 7.8$ in foreign exchange for machinery, spare parts, overseas expertise. Recommends a Development Authority to co-ordinate the programme and avoid duplication of efforts and areas of responsibility. Lists terms of reference in an appendix. In annexes, sets out guidelines for the preparation of schemes and ranks 17 proposed schemes, describing them, stating the responsible agency and cost of each.

- [CROP DIVERSIFICATION] [AGRICULTURE] [LAND USE] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA]

10-365

JM Administrative Planning and Support


1981 Limited

Request from: JMNPA

- Proposes 24 man-months of technical support services to assist the public and private sectors to compile relevant data for policy making necessary for economic recovery. Says firms will work through USAIN and that the project will last 12 months. Points out lack of expertise in Jamaica to collect existing data and organize new sets, names areas of need. Offers to supply these needs and shows where available data can be effectively used. Defines the necessary tasks; sets time-frame for each. Promises better presentation of data through graphics and illustrates these techniques. Avers that firm will install latest QTAB Statistical Cross Tabulation Program on the government computer. Summarises benefits of project. Names personnel, gives experience in developing countries. Appendices include resumes of personnel and QTAB sample output.

- [DATA COLLECTING] [US.AID] [DEVELOPMENT PLANNING] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [JAMAICA]

10-366

MS Montserrat. Department of Health


1981 Limited

Request from: MSDU

- Indicates where improvements could be or have been made in areas such as nursing, general administration, environmental health, health education programmes, laboratory, pharmacy and dental health services. Includes summaries on community nursing services activities, cases seen at casualty department, operations performed, inpatient data, births and deaths, immunization etc. Also includes the organizational chart of the Ministry of Health, Education and Welfare and population pyramid charts.

- [HEALTH SERVICES] [VITAL STATISTICS] [MONTERRAT]

10-367

TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance

Facility for financing oil, fertilizer and asphalt purchases by CARICOM states from Trinidad and Tobago; a proposal. Washington, D.C.: OAS, 1980. 12p

Submitted 12 June 1980.

OEA/642/CP/doc.1197/80

1980 General

Request from: CDC 1982

- Outlines the scope, size, loan terms and disbursement mechanism of the facility which has been structured to provide for the financing of the incremental cost of petroleum products, fertilizers and asphalt to member states of CARICOM which qualify for financial assistance from Trinidad and Tobago under the general guidelines of the Caribbean Aid Council. The facility is primarily geared to ameliorate the balance of payments difficulties in the immediate future by reducing the amount of foreign exchange to be disbursed by beneficiary countries. Included in the appendix is a list of the revised guidelines for the operations of the Caribbean Aid Council.

- [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [AID FINANCING] [FINANCIAL TERMS] [TRADE] [CARICOM] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-368

XI Harker, T.

CEPAL. Office for the Caribbean

Proposed study of Caribbean/Latin American relations. Port of Spain , 1981. 4p

CEPAL/ CARIB 81 /9

1981 Limited

Request from: CDC UN

- Outlines the objectives and activities of a proposed ECLA/CARIOM study to evaluate the problems and the potentialities for a higher level of Caribbean/Latin American co-operation.

- [FOREIGN RELATIONS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [LATIN AMERICA]

10-369

XI CEPAL. CDC

Provisional agenda . 1980. 1p

Meeting of Experts of CDC Countries on Strategy for the Third Development Decade, Bridgetown, 19-21 May 1980

CDC/DD/DD/70

1980 General

Request from: CDC UN

- Presents the provisional agenda, which includes the item: the Third Development Decade, the current and the future situation of the Caribbean countries, perspectives for economic and social
development in the 80's and policy orientations for the
decade with suggested measures for application.
- [CDCC] [ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT]
[CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-370
XI Blades, H.
Proposed CARICOM regional food and
nutrition strategy for the 1980's - summary and
In: Wilson, L.A.; Gomes, P.I.; Picou, D., UWI. Faculty of
Agriculture. The interface between food availability, food
conservation and human nutrition in the CARICOM
region; proceedings. St. Augustine: UWI. Faculty of
Workshop on a UWI Postgraduate Training Programme in
Food and Nutrition Studies, St. Augustine, 12-15 January
1981.
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2876
- The aims of the working document "Caricom regional
food and nutrition strategy: a strategy for the 1980's"
are outlined. The strategy aims at reducing the incidence
of malnutrition among the regional population and also
at reducing regional dependence on imported food.
Population identified for immediate attention is children
under two years, expectant mothers and the poor.
Implementation is spread over a ten year period to 1990
and nine programmes are envisaged. Programmes aim at
increased food supply, establishment of a food bank a
reduction in under-nutrition, improved health of mothers
and children reducing the incidences of nutrition-related
diseases. Programmes six and seven are educational,
aimed at (1) developing more relevant and effective
education at school and adult levels, especially in the
areas of agriculture, food and nutrition and health
science; (2) producing trained technical personnel for the
strategy. Programmes eight and nine are directed at
communication and strategy management respectively.
- [NUTRITION POLICY] [HEALTH PLANNING] [FOOD
POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [CARICOM]
[DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH
SPEAKING ISLANDS]

D40. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
(PARTICULAR PROJECTS)

D40. EXPERIENCIA CON LAS
OPERACIONES (PROYECTOS
CONCRETOS)

10-371
AN Boyd, M.
Report on export promotion visit to Trinidad
and Tobago 26 June - 1 July 1980. Willemstad:
Netherlands Antilles. Department of Economic Affairs,
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2014
- The main purpose of the mission was to explore the
potential for exports from the Netherlands Antilles to
Trinidad and Tobago. 1978 figures show that the United
States is the largest single supplier (34%) of non-oil
imports to that country. Few Antillean companies
currently sell on the Trinidad market and prospects are
very limited for others. All Antillean products except
pharmaceuticals are affected by tariff duties which range
up to 50% and a majority of these products are subject
to import licences, which are rarely issued for such
products as sausages, mattresses, and paints. Special
regulations are in force for the importation of food and
drugs and purchase taxes are applied to most products
consumed in Trinidad. Market information is provided for
household products, furniture, clothing and jewelry, food,
drink and tobacco, building materials, cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals, marine products, and engineering
products. The mission received requests for quotations
from Trinidad importers for: industrial cleaners, Curacao
liqueur; beer, paints; automobile parts, and blank tape
cassettes. Follow-up action is recommended. Appendices.
- [IMPORTS] [IMPORT RESTRICTIONS] [TARIFFS]
[EXPORT PROMOTION] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]
[NETHERLANDS ANTILLES]
10-375  
GY Curran, A.E.  
Operation of the Sanata Textile Mill, Guyana.  
Georgetown: UNDP, 1980. 42p  
1980 Restricted  
Request from: GYUNDP  
- Report of a mission to Guyana by a UNIDO textile expert (Project GUY/80/001) to review the organization of the integrated mill Sanata Textiles, Guyana. The joint venture between the People’s Republic of China and the Republic of Guyana is assessed by means of a survey covering spinning, weaving finishing, quality control and organization. In addition, an examination of local management talent is carried out. Findings indicate a lack of essential staff skills and identify the language barrier between Chinese and Guyanese personnel as a major constraint on efficient plant operation. Suggestions are made for additional training of staff, particularly in textile technology. The provision of expert aid on levels of management and technical supervision is identified as a priority.  
- [TEXTILE INDUSTRY] [INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT] [ECONOMIC COOPERATION] [DEVELOPING COUNTRIES] [GYUNDA] [CHINA]  

10-376  
GY Søndergaard, O.  
Guyana Industrial Consultancy Unit; terminal report of data processing consultant, Georgetown: UNDP, 1982. 2 charts, tbsl.  
1982 Restricted  
Request from: GYUNDP  
- Report on the assignment of a UNIDO computer expert to advise Guyana State Corporation GYSTAC on the establishment of an internal consultancy service for its affiliated companies. An assessment of GYSTAC’s information systems department (IDS) is carried out, examining IDS’s organizational structure, project management, computer hardware and software and programme design. In addition, investigations are made on how to develop a job control and costing system for Guyana National Engineering Corporation. Seminars are conducted on process communication “aesthetic” COBOL, structured programming, file organization and testing. The need is stressed to enable IDS personnel to develop professional data processing systems individually in order to reduce the use of less adequate standard ready made systems.  
- [MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM] [COMPUTERS] [INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT] [INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS] [GYSTAC+] [GYUNDA]  

10-377  
GY Persson, H.R.  
1982 General  
Request from: GYUNDP  
- Report of a mission to Guyana (25 February-1 April 1982) by a UNIDO glass manufacturing consultant (Project GUY/79/007) to advise on the concept of a glass factory project carried out under the auspices of Guyana Glassworks Ltd. The project which in its initial phase was assisted by General Glass Equipment Co. (USA) is assessed by means of a profitability analysis, a capacity study and an examination of organization and management requirements. Provides a summary of a market evaluation on the marketability of sheet glass, pressed glass and glass containers. States conditions to be satisfied before full capacity operation can be insured: foreign currency inputs of G$12m per year, at least three years of technical assistance by a qualified glass production company and the installation of a second glass container machine at a cost of G$32m.  
- [GLASS INDUSTRY] [INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS] [PROJECT MANAGEMENT] [PUBLIC ENTERPRISES] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [GYUNDA]  

10-378  
GY PRC Engineering Consultants Inc.  
Report no. 24.  
1982 Limited  
Request from: GYP  
- The tables and bar graph provided, indicate that 94% of the design and feasibility work, and 90% of irrigation and drainage rehabilitation work have been completed. A revision of the drawings of the Black Bush and Manarabisi pumping station show that a total of 109 have been submitted, and it was decided that a survey on the Torani canal dikes should be conducted. Problems and constraints include:- termination of contract notice, telecommunication and transportation problems, office accommodation, poor budget status and personnel shortage.  
- [FARMS] [SMALL FARMS] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [GYUNDA]  

10-379  
GY Tokar, G.M.; Persaud, G.U.  
Food Crop Production and Marketing Programme 1982 General  
Request from: GYP  
- The purpose of this manual is to provide a working knowledge of the operation and procedures involved in the processing and handling of food crops produced in Guyana. Emphasis is on procurement, grading and standards, warehousing and distribution. It notes that, if as recommended, the Guyana Marketing Corporation observes hints on crop protection against mechanical injury and exposure to extreme temperature, more efficiency will result.  
- [FOOD CROPS] [FOOD PROCESSING] [FOOD STORAGE] [GYUNDA]  

10-380  
GY Guyana Ministry of Agriculture  
1983 General  
Request from: GYP  
- The report comprises of (1) the income account statement of expenditure and cash flow requirements, budgetary category control summary, the category accounts, analysis of the net statement of outstanding liabilities and unallocated expenditure.  
- [FOOD CROPS] [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION] [MARKETING] [GYUNDA]  

10-381  
GY Levy, C.R.  
Installation of a vacuum pressure treatment plant and proposals for further development of wood preservation and seasoning in Guyana. Georgetown, 1982. v. 6, 33 p.; illus., tbsl., diags.  
In: UNDP. FAO. Guyana: logging and mechanical forest industries demonstration and training phase I. Mechanized and Forest Industries Training Project (GYU/75/004) sponsored by UNDP, FAO.  
1982 General  
Request from: GYUNDP  
- The report comprises of (1) the income account statement of expenditure and cash flow requirements, budgetary category control summary, the category accounts, analysis of the net statement of outstanding liabilities and unallocated expenditure.  
- [FOOD CROPS] [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION] [MARKETING] [GYUNDA]  

D40  
CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984
Traitability tests, Wallaba pole investigation and intensified study of Greenheart extracts are identified as research priorities. Recommendations call for the establishment of a forest products laboratory, the establishment of a wood preservation authority and the build up of an efficient and active wood identification service. The detailed annex includes notes on hardwood treatment, a feasibility study and additional statistical data.

- [FORESTY INDUSTRY] [FORESTY RESEARCH] [WOOD PROCESSING] [TROPICAL ZONE] [FORESTRY DEVELOPMENT] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [GUYANA]

10-382

HT Tippets - Abbett - McCarthy - Stratton
Agricultural feeder roads project: labour intensive pilot project; final report. New York, N.Y., 1980. 184p
Agricultural Feeder Roads Project
1980 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Reports on a road construction and maintenance project carried out to test the economic feasibility of labour intensive technologies. Lists other objectives of the project. Some field activities were: clearing and grubbing, hillside excavation, culvert manufacture and placement. The work force ranged from 100 in January to 900 in September. Workers were paid minimum wages of $1.60/day. Cost analysis showed labour intensive technologies competitive with equipment intensive. On this basis construction costs would be $13,500/km, maintenance $800/km/year - 1979 prices. Recommends that community councils have inputs in labour recruitment and that areas of responsibility be clearly defined. Finds that payment in cash made a more positive impact on the communities. Says a training manual for supervisors was developed and used during the project. Recommends a continuation of the programme on a wide scale. Concludes that labor intensive technologies are technically, financially and socially feasible. Includes appendices.
- [COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT] [MANPOWER] [PILOT PROJECTS] [PROJECT REPORT] [ROAD CONSTRUCTION] [HAITI]

10-383

Projet de Mise en Valeur du Plateau Central (PNUD/OPE H A I/7 7 /0 1 3)
1980 LImitee
Request from: HTSEP
- [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [STRATEGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL] [HAITI]

10-384

Projet de Mise en Valeur du Plateau Central (PNUD/OPE H A I/7 7 /0 1 3)
1980 General
Request from: HTSEP
- Rapport déterminant les caractéristiques générales du Plateau Central et réalisant un diagnostic sur la mise en valeur agricole actuelle de la région. On y retrouve une esquisse des objectifs généraux du développement agricole avec de projets prioritaires entre autres sur la création d’un centre d’expérimentation à Papaye, d’un centre d’appui technique dans les terroirs prioritaires. À la suite de cette mise en valeur, des initiatives sont prises pour des terroirs, les conditions présentes et les perspectives de cultures pratiques, le calendrier culturel, les fiches culturelles, des études sur la mise en valeur des savanes par les bovins, les coûts estimatifs des divers moyens de travail des sols.
- [DEVELOPPEMENT REGIONAL] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [ELEVAGE] [HAITI]

10-385

Projet de Mise en Valeur du Plateau Central (PNUD/OPE H A I/7 7 /0 1 3)
1980 LImitee
Request from: HTSEP
- [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [INDUSTRIE] [AGROINDUSTRIE] [HAITI]

10-386

JM Alexander, G; Glasgow, J.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Describes the activities of a UNICEF project to introduce new methods into the primary school. Says the project was to develop curricula to integrate environmental studies and social studies with benefits to language arts; develop the necessary materials and equipment; train appropriate personnel to implement the curricula. Points out that late start and other problems led to modification of the original plans. Sets out revised objectives which ensured co-operation of Ministry personnel, principals and teachers. Outlines the reorganised project operations in a flow chart and cybernetic diagram. Stresses the importance of the child in the teaching/learning situation. Indicates that a working group was organised to make teachers aware of their areas of responsibility as to plan and elucidate the strategy for curriculum development. Explains that seminars, supervision, tutorials and workshops were used to train teachers in the integrated approach and to prepare teaching aids. Concludes that improved teacher attitude and teacher competence demonstrates success of the project so far. Considers it too early to assess pupil achievement. Believes a follow-up project will show new general use of the integrated approach. Then it will be time to measure pupil benefits.
- [CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT] [INTEGRATED]
CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984

Request from: JM NPA
■ Gives the results and describes the methods used during the Geodetic Survey with use of satellite translocation techniques performed for Union Texas Petroleum Corporation of Houston. Points out that all the final surveyed positions will be based on Spheroid-Clarke 1866, Projection UTM Zone 17. Datum - NAD - 1927. Includes a list of the equipment used on the project. States that the purpose of this satellite translocation survey is to verify how relative position from this process will compare to the same position established by other conventional surveying methods. Explains that this technique gives improved accuracy by comparing relative positions between two or more stations taking simultaneous readings from the same satellite passes.

10-388 JM Jamaica. Flood Rehabilitation Task Force
Project manager: Maurice Johnson.
1980 Limited
Request from: JM NPA
■ Reports on restoration work being done in affected areas. Repair of roads and drains in four western parishes could not be finished in the months. Pedestrians, others projects is satisfactory. Details contribution of CB's bridge-building, etc. valued at $5 million. Activities of sectors such as, health, education, public services, agriculture, housing are either on target or having slight delays. Regrets slow progress in planning for disaster preparedness. Includes appendices.

10-389 JM Jamaica. Ministry of Social Security
National course on the theory and practice of social security for managers in the private and public sectors. Kingston, 1981. 66p
Request from: JM NPA
■ Reports the activities of the course and names the lecturers. The participants came from the public and private sectors and the trade unions. Declares the objective as: to discuss all aspects of social security to show how Jamaica can be helped in the forthcoming improving of her organization. Outlines the topics and summaries the ensuing discussions. Main topic was: basic theory and social security, which treated historical background, development of methods to meet the need for social security and all other facets of social security. Other topics were: administrative aspects of social security discussed in four lectures, the history of social security in Jamaica: colonial period to 1962; its development 1962-1966 and since 1966; perspectives - general, etc. Observes that evaluation consensus was that the course was good. Includes in appendices the Minister's opening and closing remarks and a list of the participants with the addresses of their workplaces.

10-390 JM Jamaica. Geodetic Survey Company
1981 Limited
Request from: JMD
■ Gives the results and describes the methods used during the Geodetic Survey with use of satellite translocation techniques performed for Union Texas Petroleum Corporation of Houston. Points out that all the final surveyed positions will be based on Spheroid-Clarke 1866, Projection UTM Zone 17. Datum - NAD - 1927. Includes a list of the equipment used on the project. States that the purpose of this satellite translocation survey is to verify how relative position from this process will compare to the same position established by other conventional surveying methods. Explains that this technique gives improved accuracy by comparing relative positions between two or more stations taking simultaneous readings from the same satellite passes.

10-391 JM Jamaica. Ministry of Social Security
National course on the theory and practice of social security for managers in the private and public sectors. Kingston, 1981. 66p
Request from: JM NPA
■ Reports the activities of the course and names the lecturers. The participants came from the public and private sectors and the trade unions. Declares the objective as: to discuss all aspects of social security to show how Jamaica can be helped in the forthcoming improving of her organization. Outlines the topics and summaries the ensuing discussions. Main topic was: basic theory and social security, which treated historical background, development of methods to meet the need for social security and all other facets of social security. Other topics were: administrative aspects of social security discussed in four lectures, the history of social security in Jamaica: colonial period to 1962; its development 1962-1966 and since 1966; perspectives - general, etc. Observes that evaluation consensus was that the course was good. Includes in appendices the Minister's opening and closing remarks and a list of the participants with the addresses of their workplaces.

10-392 JM Jamaica. UWI Department of Chemistry

General Request from: JMNPA

Contains papers which gave workers in the field an opportunity to present the results of their recent work or relevant industrial environmental programme; to apprise local scientists of current developments; to allow industry, government and university an occasion to discuss their interest in the field. Includes topics such as assessment of the environmental impact and related pre-audit studies; monitoring of rivers and a harbour; occupation health and the epidemiological aspects; discusses their interest in the field. Includes topics such as opportunity to present the results of their recent work or

[AIR POLLUTION] [ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT] [SOIL POLLUTION] [WASTE RECYCLING] [JA M A I C A]


Reviews the situation in preparation for the 1981 census. Gives the background to the project and the terms of reference. Identifies the sections of the policy and procedures manual completed. Finds planning for the census moving slowly in respect of allotment of funds and ordering of equipment. Explains each process of the project and indicates the number of staff required. Makes several recommendations to ensure smooth working of the exercise. Includes the complete system outline and the census questionnaire.

[POPULATION CENSUSES] [SYSTEMS DESIGN] [MANUAL] [HOUSING CENSUSES] [JA M A I C A]


General Request from: JMNPA

Reviews the health status of the parish and reports the activities of the health team for the year. Overall, some services were increased, some remained constant, some fell below expectations. Problems such as lack of drugs, personnel, equipment, Hurricane Allen and heavy rainfall affected service delivery. Gains were made in maternal and child health care and training; fewer diseases were reported in all instances but many cases of gastro-enteritis and fish poisoning were reported. There was an increasing positive attitude to family planning but some method-related problems had been reported.

[EPIDEMIOLOGY] [FOOD HYGIENE] [HEALTH EDUCATION] [MATERIAL, AND CHILD HEALTH] [MENTAL HEALTH] [NUTRITION] [PUBLIC HEALTH] [JA M A I C A]


Focuses on permanent repair work to be done on sections of roads damaged by floods in 1979. Describes immediate measures to offset impact of damage and secure external help for rebuilding. Baukite companies, U.S. Navy and four engineering brigades and Ministry of Construction did much temporary work. Federal Republic of Germany loaned DM6.7 million for repair of 41 road sections in western Jamaica. A director of maintenance will be responsible for the project to be implemented by a parish staff. Details the execution of the project, monthly cash flow, works programme, equipment and staff needed. Includes appendices.

[DAMAGE] [FOODS] [MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR] [PROGRESS REPORT] [ROADS] [JA M A I C A]


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

Discusses the work done during the reporting period. Describes the components of the programme which is funded by the World Bank. Sets out and comments on the phases of the project and the planned operations. Looks at new rehabilitation works: the scope, allocation of funds, county selection on a priority basis and new viability indices. Reports successful and promising in acquiring and repairs of vehicles and equipment. Sees inefficiency through overstaffing and low productivity, not enough equipment and doubt from other ministries and agencies as the main problems of the Hire Fund Scheme. Records a deficit but feels it could have been offset by better accounting practices. Considers other aspects of administration of the fund, cash flow difficulties; vehicle and plant registers; expense control arrangements; legalisation of the Fund, resitting of the Kingston workshop. Expresses regret at the lack of suitable candidates for the classes arrangements for effective stock control and security of the stores building. Mentions in-service training courses held during the period. Says cost of project is still below original estimate.

[ROADS] [MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR] [PROGRESS REPORT] [JA M A I C A]

10-397 JM T.P. O'Sullivan and Partners Road improvement and maintenance project 11; progress report no. 5 October 1, to December 31, 1980. Kingston, 1981. map, tbs.

1981 General Request from: JMNPA

Describes the work done during the quarter. Outlines the components of the project, the costs of each and the percentage to be financed by the World Bank. Lists other work to be undertaken and the costs involved. Observes that the general elections and the activities preceding them, hampered the work. Reviews each phase of the project; shows some to be satisfactory. Reports maintenance operations slowed down, as well as the acquiring of new vehicles and equipment. Reports some improvement in workshop and stores management. Explains the Hire Fund Scheme exercises, other accounting innovations and steps taken to improve stores operation, especially security. Notes the status of the training programme as mildly satisfactory. Comments on the redeployment of consultant staff and the lack of some local staff. Includes appendices.

[ROADS] [MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR] [PROGRESS REPORT] [JA M A I C A]


1981 General Request from: JMNPA

Describes the physical and financial progress of the project and details the expenditure incurred to date. Points out the need to extend the programme to include repair of damaged done in 1980. Reports that despite difficulty of acquiring materials the work was proceeding as scheduled and all completion dates would be met. Estimates new cost at $926,000. Appendices include local and foreign costs of technical assistance.

[ROADS] [FLOODS] [DAMAGE] [PROJECT REPORT]
10-399
JM Thorburn, M.J.
In Jamaica, community aids for disabled pre-school children. pp. 117-134: tlbs.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
• Describes the evolution of the early stimulation project, the positive results, areas needing to be strengthened and the direction of efforts for expansion. Says the project trains women supervised by a multidisciplinary staff, to assist mothers to teach their disabled children. Locates the areas served by the project and tells how funds are used. Explains how children are selected and the nature of their disabilities, describes the programmes and the training of the aids, and results obtained. Finds these fairly satisfactory despite several unsatisfactory areas. Sees the need for close cooperation with the health services. Lists major tasks for the future, which include satisfactory funding and removing misconceptions about disablement.
• [DISABLED CARE] [PRESCHOOL EDUCATION] [TRAINING] [JAMAICA]

10-400
JM T.P. O’Sullivan and Partners
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
• Describes the activities carried out during the period and records total expenditure 1980/81. Lists extra work done. Says costs were met through savings from original programme. Indicates that the programme was completed on target despite the usual hassle in obtaining materials. Sets completion date for additional work not yet approved. Finds it difficult to calculate unit costs because of variety of work methods used. Sees a need to establish inflation rate. Lists a final portion of work not done. Includes in appendices foreign and local costs of technical assistance. Illustrates graphically the cost of the programme.
• [ROADS] [FLOODS] [DAMAGE] [PROJECT REPORT] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [JAMAICA]

10-401
JM T.P. O’Sullivan and Partners
1981 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
• Records repair work on 41 roads in western Jamaica at a cost of J$6,542,481.00 and makes recommendations for the future. Gives a brief physical description of Jamaica, details the flood damage and the temporary repairs undertaken. Outlines the origin of the work, staff and staff time required and cash flow plan. Describes major work in each parish, states costs, method of execution, equipment, materials and labour needed. Supervisors were works overseers and parish superintendents. Summarises the work of the bauxite company, the U.S. Navy’s Cee Bees and the Ministry of Works. Recommends better equipment upgrading of contracting methods and materials. Comments on the lack of skilled workers, the need for a specially assigned supervisor for similar tasks and for immediate main drainage improvement. Concludes that the project was successful and that its target on time, kept within the budget, generated much employment and left some roads better than they had been.
• [DAMAGE] [FLOODS] [PROJECT REPORT] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [JAMAICA]

10-402
JM Allegra Graham
1980 General
Request from: JMNPA
• The proposal is for the preparation of an investment project for the restoration and rehabilitation of most of the buildings in the Town Square, Spanish Town, in the form of a report suitable for submission to international lending agencies for financing. Looks at the proposed project team, assistance and co-operation and the proposed fees. Suggests as possible components of the project: the restoration of buildings; provision of facilities suitable for the relocation of existing occupants, road improvements and recounting of traffic; furniture; equipment and vehicles, technical co-operation, encouragement to artists, authors, publishers. Lists the proposed contributions from government agencies. Provides a breakdown of the estimated cost of the project.
• [CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [SPANISH TOWN] [JAMAICA]

10-403
JM Chaney, E.M.; Lewis, M.W.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
• Designs a programme for women to fit into the activities and objectives of the II Integrated Rural Development Project (IIRD). Family Food Production Plan - vegetable gardening is a rotation of nutritious vegetables to complement starchy foods, thus providing a balanced diet with little animal protein. The plan arose from the needs of farm women who were not considered in the main (IDRP) programme. With inputs from the women, pre-planning included selecting suitable vegetables, organising the course, training home extension officers in the community. Nutrition and health and vegetable gardening were the main topics of the course. Concludes that the project has had reasonable success. In 9 months, 540 women and their families had vegetable gardens; there were 20 extension officers in the field. Considers other aspects for the future: a women’s centre; a viable craft shop; a child development centre to enhance and widen the women’s interests beyond nutrition towards responsible parenthood; the role of the father in child-rearing and the importance of family planning.
• [FOOD PRODUCTION] [NUTRITION] [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [WOMEN] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA]

10-404
JM Charles, P.P.
1983 Limited
Request from: JMNPA
• Details to the House of Representatives the performance of the Jamaica Public Service Company (JPSCO), during 1980. Mentions changes in the membership of the Board of Directors consequent on the results of the general elections of 1980 and the $3.4 million damage caused by Hurricane Allen. Outlines the Company’s poor financial position despite loans totaling $24.7 million from the World Bank, Canadian and OPEC Special Fund; and over 9,000 new customers. JPSCO ended the year with a loss of $23.4 million. Attaches the annual report which recorded also its expansion programme, improved industrial relations and continued training.
• [ANNUAL REPORT] [JAMAICA] [PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY LIMITED] [JAMAICA]
10-405
JM Charles, P.P.
Jamaica: Ministry of Public Utilities and Transport


1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA

- Highlights the performance of the Corporation during 1979. Industrial conflict led to the loss of $3 million; government had to reimburse Alcan Jamaica Co. $2 million for trucking bauxite. June floods caused much damage and suspension of service from Ipswich to Montego Bay. Added to these was the effect of inflation. All this resulted in a final deficit of over $6 million. A shortfall in mining, passenger and freight traffic, salary increases and the creation of a new senior post as well as 60 deralignments, further aggravated the situation. Some effort was made to improve the service. Details are presented in the annual report which is attached.

[RAILWAY CORPORATION] [RAILWAY TRANSPORT] [JAMAICA]

10-406
JM Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Division of Veterinary Services

Request from: JMNPA

- Contains the proceedings of a seminar to upgrade the managerial skills of veterinary officers. Lists participants, reports of work groups and evaluation of seminar. Includes in appendices case studies which formed the basis of discussions, position papers, etc.

[VETERINARIANS] [VETERINARY MEDICINE] [JAMAICA]

10-407
JM Jamaica. Scientific Research Council


1980 General
Request from: JMNPA

- Reports the proceedings of a workshop held to enable scientists and technologists to become aware of developments in the country so they could plan meaningfully a national science policy. Contains a background paper on agroindustry, others presented for discussion, the discussions generated and the rapporteur's summary. Topics included root crops, fruits and vegetables, food storage, oils and fats, animal products and by-products, Jamaica's indigenous drugs, financing agroindustry projects, etc.

[AGROINDUSTRY] [OILS AND FATS] [ROOT CROPS] [SCIENCE POLICY] [JAMAICA]

10-408
JM T.P. O'Sullivan and Partners

Road improvement and maintenance project II; progress report No. 7 April 1, to June 30, 1951. Kingston: T.P. O'Sullivan and Partners, 1951. 50 p.: tbls. 1981 General
Request from: JMNPA

- Comments on the progress of the work and the operation of the Hire Fund Scheme. Restates the project components and costs. Lists the roads included, stating start-up time, completion date, portion completed. Reports on performance of contractors and details the civil works being done. Equipment, vehicles, spare parts acquired, are discussed. Notes that the Hire Fund Scheme is fully operational and successful. Constraints on viability are, inter alia, under-utilization of plant and equipment, poor control of car fleet, overstaffing and low productivity of the workshop. Says training - local and foreign - continues. Includes in appendices, lists of personnel, work programme, expenditure to date.

[MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR] [ROADS] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA]

10-409
JM Mwaisela, F.

Request from: JMNPA

- Reports on the delivery of health services in the parish. Despite movement among personnel, numbers remained fairly stable though shortages still exist, notes the full quota of doctors. Mentions successful special projects, e.g. sight conservation, sponsored by the Lions Club; overall the health team did well. However more cases of TB were reported than in 1979, gastroenteritis and fever were still prevalent and gonorrhoea increased dramatically. Efforts are being made to encourage greater practice of family planning among teenagers, to raise the age of first pregnancy to 20 years. Markets need upgrading, especially that in Montego Bay. Wants more community involvement in health education. Manpower development was very good with seminars and workshops held for all categories of staff. Concludes with WHO's guidelines to ensure "health for all by the year 2000", against which to measure the achievements in the parish.

[MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH] [PUBLIC HEALTH] [HEALTH SERVICES] [JAMAICA]

10-410
JM Mwaisela, F.


1981 General
Request from: JMNPA

- Reports the health activities of the parish. Comments on the high turnover of personnel throughout the year, with shortages in some critical areas. Notes however the full complement of midwives and a Health Educator - the first in 3 years. The operations of Health Centres are unsatisfactory caused by shortages of all kinds. There were several special projects. Among reported diseases malignant neoplasms and hypertension were most fatal and there was a high incidence of fever and gastroenteritis. Regrets the limited reporting of information, especially of communicable diseases, which resulted in unreliable statistics. Maternal and child health with family planning showed much improvement - 95% pregnant women having attended clinics. Much effort was made to reduce malnutrition which still plagued the parish. Food hygiene and sanitation needed upgrading, water supplies were generally unsatisfactory.

[PUBLIC HEALTH] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH] [HEALTH SERVICES] [JAMAICA]

10-411
JM Seaga, Edward

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning


1982 Limited
Request from: JMNPA

- Summarises the activities of the Capital Development Fund in the years reviewed. Explains that the Fund consists of payment from the bauxite levy which is administered by the Jamaica National Investment Corporation, Incorporated for this purpose. Mentions renegotiation of the levy to keep the industry vibrant and partnership arrangements with Alcan, Alcoa, Kaiser and Reynolds. The levy yielded approximately $862.6 million in 1980 against $500.1 million in 1979. Gives breakdown of transfers to the consolidated fund and disbursements to...
government projects, companies and subsidiaries. Details are set out in the annual reports attached, which include reviews of the bauxite/alumina industry, Forest Industries Development Company Limited, Black River Upper Morass Development Company Limited, Caribbean Cement Company Limited.

- [BAUXITE] [JAMAICA NATIONAL INVESTMENT CORPORATION] [CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT FUND] [JAMAICA]

10-412
KN Singh, L.; Parasram, S., CARDI
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2319
- Summarises the results of trials with tomato, cabbages, cucumber, carrot, sweet pepper, okra and eggplant including descriptions of the production packages employed for each crop, yield records and cost of production. These are supported by statistical data.
- [VEGETABLE CROPS] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA]

10-413
TT Gordon, M., Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of National Transportation
Statement in the House of Representatives on Friday 11th September 1981 - Picaro International and Crown Point Airports to be re-developed. Port of Spain: Trinidad and Tobago. Prime Minister’s Office, 1981. 6p
1981 Limited
Request from: TTParl
- Reviews plans for improving airport facilities. Contracts have been awarded for the rehabilitation of the runways and, under the Government to Government arrangements, for the redevelopment master plan for Picaro and Crown Point Airports. Work now in progress includes: installation of restaurant facilities; acquisition and installation of electric power generators, telecommunications equipment and radar. Additional posts have been created in the Civil Aviation Division and the Airports Authority and recruitment has begun. The Authority will shortly invite tenders for a non stop bus service between Picaro and Port of Spain, San Fernando and Arima.
- [AIRPORTS] [AIR TRANSPORT] [TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE] [TRANSPORT PLANNING] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-414
TT Fertilizers of Trinidad and Tobago Limited
1980 Limited
Request from: CDC 2995
- States that the projected expenditure for construction of two (2) 1000 metric tons per day ammonia plants plus the necessary utility, storage, maintenance and administration facilities has increased by US$31.3 million (12%) due to higher than anticipated inflation and interest rates, higher wage rates and several omissions from the initial estimates. An analysis of variances between budgeted and projected cost is given. Predicted increases in investment and operating costs have been offset by higher predicted ammonia prices. After 1986 the ammonia price is assumed to escalate at 7.3 % of sales revenue. Details of financing requirements, project cost projections and other project assumptions are given.
- [INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS] [FERTILIZER INDUSTRY] [ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-415
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance
1981 General
Request from: TTParl
- Report of a statutory body administering a welfare fund for sugar workers. This fund, derived from a levy on local sugar exports, is used for housing and child welfare, through direct loans and assistance to societies. The Board approved 171 loans with a total of $1.1 m and at the end of the year there were 11,728 loans outstanding, and the balance of the fund was $3.9 m.
- [SUGAR INDUSTRY] [AGRICULTURAL WORKERS] [SOCIAL SERVICES] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-416
TT Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance
1981 General
Request from: TTParl
- The Committee is a statutory body established to administer a welfare fund for sugar workers. 258 loans, totalling $1.58M were approved. Despite the Committee’s efforts, the number of houses built continued to decline and this is attributed to the low level of the permitted maximum loan; inflation; shortages of materials and skills. At year’s end the balance in the Fund was $4.3M.
- [SUGAR INDUSTRY] [AGRICULTURAL WORKERS] [SOCIAL SERVICES] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-417
TT Trintoplan Consultants Ltd.; Lee Young and Partners
1981 General
Request from: TTParl
- Progress report on a contract to build a four-lane divided highway from Mucurapo to Woodbrook in Port of Spain. The contractor’s progress has been slow. The report reviews each of the five contract areas in turn giving work done and progress made. By the end of the quarter, overall progress was 50.9%.
- [ROAD CONSTRUCTION] [PROJECT MANAGEMENT] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-418
TT Richards, Winston A., Trinidad and Tobago. Central Statistical Office; Trinidad and Tobago. Chief Personnel Officer’s Department; UWI. Mathematics Department
1981 General
Request from: CDC 5314
- Gives an outline of the course content and presents reports for the seven-two week period of the course, five of which were devoted to basic statistics and one each to economic statistics and demographics statistics. A list of topics covered, copy of the examination paper and solutions and the frequency distribution of the examination scores are included in the reports. A list of special projects completed by the students and a report on final grade procedures conclude the report.

C E P A L / C A R I B 8 1 / 7

1981 General

- The promotion and facilitation of optimum utilization of Caribbean information resources by decision-makers in the economic and social planning field is the major objective of the project. In keeping with this objective, activities undertaken by ECLA are delineated. These included the promoting of the establishment and strengthening of information centres in national planning agencies, training and advisory services, two regional workshops and several follow-up missions to evaluate existing information resources for dissemination b) assist in preparation of work programmes of the national focal point c) discuss problems and make recommendations for improvement d) begin promotion of the use of information, were held. A summary of individual country situations and activities is included. ECLA has endeavoured to ensure compatibility among various national centres, to put into operation a mechanism for the flow of information among national centres and the CDC, to promote the use of information by the economic and social planning community. The lack of financial and human resources has delayed the development somewhat and a table illustrating the situation in the participating countries is included. A more dynamic service to the Caribbean planning community and the accomplishment of a capability in mechanized data processing are the major projections.

- [CARISPLAN+] [INFORMATION NETWORK] [INFORMATION SYSTEMS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]


E x e c u t i v e M a n a g e m e n t S e m i n a r o n M a n a g e m e n t T e c h n i q u e s f o r S t r a t e g i c P l a n n i n g , B r i d g e t o w n, 6-29 August 1980.

S em i n a r c o n d u c t e d b y P C I u n d e r t h e t e r m s o f c o n t r a c t A I D / S O D t i-C-0006 w i t h t h e A g e n c y f o r I n t e r n a t i o n a l D e v e l o p m e n t a n d p r e s e n t e d b y t r a i n e r s f r o m P C I & G M D T C.

1980 Limited

- Request from: GYGM D T C

- it presents a list of participants and the organizations which they represent; the objects, methods and results, as well as follow-ups of the seminar, and the daily agenda. Workshop methods and results are highlighted by charts and tables.

- [FOOD PLANNING] [NUTRITION POLICY] [FOOD POLICY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]


C a r i b b e a n D e v e l o p m e n t B u n k e r w i t h a s s i s t a n c e f r o m U S A I D .

1981 Restricted

- Request from: CDB 1853

- Reports on activities and projects which have been completed, are in progress, or are being planned by the Caribbean Development Bank; with assistance from USAID. The areas concerned are energy needs assessments; field testing; communications and information; and studies and technical assistance contracts. Included in the annex are fact sheets on sub-projects funded under the two USAID projects.

- [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [USAID+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]


P r o g r e s s r e p o r t : 1 9 8 0 p o p u l a t i o n c e n s u s . G e o r t e w o n : C A R I C O M , 1 9 8 0 . 9 p .

M e e t i n g o f t h e C o m m o n M a r k e t C o u n c i l o f M i n i s t e r s , 1 6 , G e o r t e w o n, 26-27 March 1980. CCM 80/16/1

1980 General

- Request from: CARICOM

- Provides a report on the Research Programme for the period August 1 to March 10, 1980. Identifies some of the major constraints facing the census activities viz. the uncertainty of funding of enumeration costs in some countries and the financing for the processing, analysis and publication of census data. Includes a revised statement of receipt and payments from the central census budget and budgeted contributions by participating governments.

- [POPULATION CENSUSES] [CARICOM+] [FINANCIAL ASPECTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

CARISPLAN Abstracts. Vol. 10, 1984 71
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• Presents summaries of regional and national progress reports. Considers preenumeration activities that are still to be affected viz. i. training; ii publicity; and iii the selection and appointment of census advisory committees supervisors enumerators and office staff. Provides information on enumeration activities and reports on the classification to be used in the system. Considers other areas covered including tabulation and the processing plan to be adopted; the administrative details of the Regional Processing Centre and post-enumeration national activities which include winding up operations preparations of national administrative reports and printing arrangements. Concludes by commenting on the financial statement of the operations of the census budgeting.

• [POPULATION CENSUSES] [CARICOM] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]


• Reports activities of the society's first international symposium organised to inform the country of the potential role of industrial minerals in national development. Contains the papers presented which dealt with (a) industrial mineral resources of the developing countries of the Americas, (b) appropriate techniques for the development and use of industrial minerals, (c) the economic and marketing aspects. Includes opening and closing addresses by members of the government.

• [BAUXITE] [CEMENT] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [LITHO MINERALS] [LATIN AMERICA] [NORTH AMERICA] [WORLD]

D50. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE (GENERAL)

D50. EXPERIENCIA CON LAS OPERACIONES (GENERAL)


• Presents summary of activities including targets and actual achievements. Names adverse circumstances which affected performance. Gives background to development of company and manager's report which states goals and the steps to be taken to realise them. Includes balance sheet with a summary of significant accounting practices. Shows that the company just broke even for the year reviewed. Says the company has exclusive rights to 18,401 acres of timber.

• [FORESTRY DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]


• Indicates current knowledge on health sector performance as measured by traditional indices supported by narrative comments. The objective is to stimulate acceptance of accountability, rational review of work programmes and the development of programming approach to short and long term planning and evaluation within specific areas. The narrative consists of a discourse on the re-organization of the health services, as well as outlines of health care services and their utilization; health resources; the health situation indicative of population, vital statistics, mortality and the environment. Includes programme reports, noting that some are concerned with specific objectives, others strategies and activities for the year under review. This is seen as a reflection of the growing concern of programme managers to review, restructure and develop their programmes in line with the Five Year Health Sector Plans.

• [HEALTH ADMINISTRATION] [HEALTH POLICY] [HEALTH PLANNING] [HEALTH SERVICES] [HEALTH FACILITIES] [JAMAICA]


• Focuses on the performance of the central bank in the period reviewed. Looks closely at the country's economic behaviour and finds that GDP increased by 1.2% over 1980; the consumer price index fell from 26.9% to 12.8%; unemployment down 1.7%, new arrangements with the IMF made other loans available. Government aimed to promote economic activity and reduce unemployment by (a) deregulation, (b) reducing the public sector's commercial activity, (c) increased job opportunities. Discusses the monetary policy which showed a 42% revenue increase because of restructured tax administration. Finds that high unemployment and inflation dominated world economy; gives profiles of the economies of the U.K., U.S. and Japan. Examines all the operations of the bank. The balance sheet shows a net operating loss for the year of over $26 million. This was paid from the Consolidated Fund.

• [CENTRAL BANKS] [ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR] [FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS] [IMF] [COMMERCIAL BANKS] [JAMAICA]


• Outlines the year's expenditure for the national office, Central Kingston, Spanish Town, Montego Bay. Includes cost of personal emoluments, travel, supplies, rent, utilities, equipment, maintenance and other operating expenditure and details each item separately. Shows a total of $5,298,496.00 for 1980/81 as against $1,418,643.00 for 1979/80.

• [EXPENDITURES] [URBAN RENEWAL] [JAMAICA] [NATIONAL URBAN UPGRADING UNIT] [JAMAICA]


• Discusses the activities of the projects during the period. Explains that the Division focused on agricultural settlement projects. Reports that the Mafoota Project has successfully revived and there was some positive growth
at Nyere while Charlemont was doing well. Regrets low productivity and high absconding rate at Haughton Grove. Finds development of Farm Supplies and Services Co. Ltd. satisfactory. Sees some progress, in spite of continuing problems, at Project Oasis. Recommends: in-service training to upgrade personnel so they can benefit from fellowships; pre-settlement training for future settlers; adequate financing to prevent waste of sums already spent; proper monitoring of and reporting on, projects; strengthening of social services offered; evaluation of Project Oasis as has been done for Cornwall Youth and Community Development Programme. Acknowledges the assistance of many foreign agencies and government ministries and agencies. Includes appendices:

- [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT] [TRAINING] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [JAMAICA]

10-432

JM Jamaica. Cocoa Industry Board


- Reviews level of production for the calendar year, operation of fermentaries and market trends for the cocoa industry. Lists prices paid to cocoa growers and gives information about the Cocoa Educational Programme, Cocoa Planting Programme and presents financial reports for 1979-1980. Statistical data reveal that cocoa production declined over the decade 1970-71/1979-80 from 1,827 tons on the first year to 1,369 in the last and a production decline of 614 boxes from 1978-79 to 1979/80. Over the calendar year cocoa prices fell by 600 pounds sterling per metric ton. The board however experienced no serious difficulty, prices averaged $6,635 per ton, compared with $6,723 for the preceding year.

- [COCOA] [INDUSTRY] [PRICES] [JAMAICA]

10-433

JM Jamaica. Office of the Prime Minister. Culture Division


Request from: JM JIS

- Discusses briefly the performance of the division in the year reviewed. Records some innovations as well as new concepts added to longstanding projects. The Electronic Media Committee has made recommendations for an independent broadcasting authority and for strengthening the weaknesses of the Broadcasting Authority. A national park at Seville, Jamaica Park in the Corporate Area, a recreation area, are new projects. Others being upgraded and restructured are Devon House, the Spanish Town Square, the development of handicrafts, festival, advice and assistance are being had from international agencies and foreign countries.

- [CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-434

JM Jamaica. Ministry of Industry and Commerce


Request from: JM JIS

- Summarizes the performance of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce 1981-82. All components showed positive and satisfactory results, manufacturing, G.D.P., overseas investments; the Trade Administrator’s Department was reorganized. Outlines new projects for further growth. These are to be achieved through skill training programmes of JIDC, new export incentives, increased foreign exchange allocation to industry, more overseas investments through Jamaica National Investment Promotions (JNIP).

- [EXPORTS] [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [IMPORTS] [MANUFACTURING] [JAMAICA]

10-435

JM Seaga, Edward


Request from: JMNPA

- Looks at the performance of the Agency for the financial year ending March 31, 1980. Reviews the founding of the agency and sets out some of its general activities. Lists the major projects undertaken in the year reviewed, commenting on their state of completion. Shows that the net profit was over $11,000.00 better than the previous year’s.

- [PUBLIC EXPENDITURES] [JAMAICA NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY] [JAMAICA]

10-436

JM Seaga, Edward

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning


Request from: JMNPA

- Presents the report of the Corporation’s performance 1977/78. Defines the Urban Development Corporation (UDC) and its rationale. Indicates it “additional services”. Details the projects undertaken by UDC during the year, on sites such as: Kingston Waterfront, Hellshire, Ocho Rios, Oracabessa, Montego Bay. Considers the activities of National Hotel and Properties Ltd., UDC’s chief subsidiary. Summarises the financial position of the company and explains its substantial deficit.

- [URBAN DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA. URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION] [JAMAICA]

10-437

MS Cassel, L.E.

Montserrat. Audit Department


Request from: MSDU

- Details the abstract accounts, statements of assets and liabilities, outstanding and losses based on an examination at the 1979 annual accounts, expenditure vouchers, stores and stores records. Each ministry and department is examined individually. Also comments on the accounts of UDC, some objections. Includes a detailed list of cash and losses from stores.

- [PUBLIC ACCOUNTING] [AUDITING] [MONTserrat]

10-438

TT Farrell, T.W.; Ramkissoon, R.

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago. Research Department

Monetary management in Trinidad and Tobago; a chronology. Port of Spain, 1981. 20p (CBAD, n. 81). 1981 General

Request from: TIB

- Summarizes the policy activities of the Central Bank and Ministry since the inception of central banking in Trinidad and Tobago in 1964, according to institutional developments, policy instruments, selective credit controls, foreign exchange management, and the Central Bank’s co-operation with the Central Government and the Ministry of Finance. These developments are also listed chronologically from 1964-1980.

- [MONETARY POLICY] [CENTRAL BANK OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] [CREDIT POLICY] [FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL] [INTEREST RATE] [COMMERCIAL BANKS] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]
10-439
Laid before the House of Representatives 27 July 1981. 1981 Limited
Request from: TT Parl
- Briefly reviews the functions, powers and duties of the Ombudsman, and describes how the relevant sections of the Constitution are put into practice. A feature of this institution is that it enables the making of investigations without publicity and at no cost to the complainant, and permits the settling of some disputes without the formality of a court case. Two areas are distinguished: long delays in paying compensation for compulsorily acquired land, the poor conditions in public hospitals. Appendices give statistics; lists of complaints by department, subject and result; selected case summaries; letters of appreciation; extract from the constitution.
- [PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION] [OMBUDSMAN] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-440
Laid before the House of Representatives 21 August 1981.
1981 General
Request from: TT Parl
- Despite the suspension of British West Indian Airways Services from February to June, the Board and the airline continued the established policy of joint promotion in the US, the UK and in Trinidad and Tobago. Several group and charter visits occurred in the course of the year including one from the World Bank and one from the People's Republic of China. The Board arranged familiarisation tours for visiting travel agents. Other activities included the bureaux at King's Wharf, Piarco and in Tobago; lifeguards services; beach facilities; maintenance and development of historical sites.
- [TOURISM] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO]

10-441
1981 General
Request from: TT Parl
- The company is engaged in exploration for and production of crude oil and natural gas. It is a joint venture of Tesoro Petroleum Corporation of San Antonio, Texas, with a 49.9% shareholding, and the government of Trinidad and Tobago. Growth attained over 38%, notwithstanding increases in costs and a decline in production in the northern areas and this has been due to favourable market prices. The report includes: operations, personnel, safety, community relations, the activities of the Trinidad-Teso Petroled Agricultural Co. Ltd., financial statements, assessment and forecast, list of board of directors and executive officers.
- [PETROLEUM EXTRACTION] [JOINT VENTURES] [TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO] [UNITED STATES]

10-442
XI CDB Summary of proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors. Wildey, 1981. 184p
1981 Restricted
Request from: CDB
- Summarizes proceedings of the CDB meeting at which the previous year's report and financial statements were tendered. Resolutions adopted by the Board are included.
- [DEVELOPMENT BANKS] [CDB] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-443
XI CDB Summary of proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors. , 1980. 90p
Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the Caribbean Development Bank, 10, Nassau, 5-6 May 1980
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1885:CDB
- Summaries proceedings of the CDB meeting at which the previous years report and financial statements were tendered. Resolutions adopted by the Board are included.
- [DEVELOPMENT BANKS] [CDB] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-444
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1959
- Summaries of research results for the academic year 1976-1977 are presented for each of the six departments of the Faculty of Agriculture. Programmes consisting of a number of projects are in progress on root crops, grain legumes, forage legumes, cereals, horticultural crops, and in soils, livestock, agricultural economics and extension. A list of publications and reports is included.
- [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-445
1982 General
Request from: CDC 2023
- Report on the activities conducted by the Inter America Commission of Women since their meeting in September 1979. Seven action areas included in the Regional Plan of Action are described - integration of women into rural economy, industrial urban development, business activities; legal equality of the sexes, participation of women in development and the projection of the image of modern woman in accordance with her full potential. Recommendations are also made for improving the situation of women in education, employment, nutrition and food production.
- [WOMEN] [WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS] [LATIN AMERICA] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]
E10. IMPACT: INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL

10-446

Report of a detailed study of the economic impact of tourism in Antigua, undertaken by CTRC in 1980 as part of a programme financed by International Development Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada. The study includes estimates of visitor expenditure and its direct and indirect value added contribution to the economy on a sector by sector basis. Seasonal variations in employment generated are also covered.

- [STATISTICAL TABLES] [TOURISM] [ECONOMIC ASPECTS] [ANTIGUA]

10-447

Presenta un comentario sobre la regulacion de las relaciones de trabajo entre el estado y los servidores publicos. Incluye antecedentes historicos del servicio civil. Describe proyecto que pretende instituir un verdadero regimen de derecho que regule las diversas manifestaciones de las relaciones de trabajo con la administracion publica, hasta el termino. El proyecto establece que los cargos y funciones que integran el servicio civil, segun su naturaleza y la forma que deben ser escogidos. El proceso de transformacion de la administracion publica demanda la adecuacion de la legislacion, tanto en el aspecto organico, procedimental y funcional, como en lo referente a la regulacion de las relaciones de trabajo de sus recursos humanos.

- [ADMINISTRACION DE PUBLICA] [SECTOR PUBLICO] [EMPLeados PUBLICos] [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]

10-448

Deals with the influence of technology on education, development, health, labour and technology transfer. Contents: by Dr. Dennis Irene, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Guyana; Technology and development by Dr. Frank Long, Director of the Technology Transfer (Policy) Unit of the National Science Research Council; Health technology and the Caribbean society by Dr. Philip Boyd, Chief of the Health Section of the CARICOM Secretariat; Technology and the Trade Union Movement by Joseph Pollydore, General Secretary of the Trades Union Congress; and Problems of technology transfer in a developing economy by Godwin Okeaduh, Scientific Officer in the Technology Transfer (Policy) Unit.

- [TECHNOLOGY] [TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER] [SCIENCE POLICY] [GYUYANA]

10-449

Traces the development of social security from colonial times, defines social security. Finds some of its roots in West Africa. Dates it in Jamaica in the 19th Century as Friendly Societies, which were not government-aided, but government-recognised. Says legislation came in 1842. Poor relief, pensions and provident schemes were the first national efforts, but very few persons benefited. Differentiates between Friendly Societies, Voluntary and Community-Motivated and social security - compulsory and government-imposed. Indicates that the Workmen's Compensation Law followed the Employer's Liability Law of 1909 with better benefits for more persons. Considers that union activity and union example influenced government action in the 1950's e.g. Sugar Workers' Pensions Scheme 1960, administered by the Pension Authority to which workers, employers and government, contributed. Discusses initial problems of underestimating number of past sugar workers, late start in deductions from current workers, failure of some small farmers to make deductions or contribute to the fund. Suggests reasons for failure of Pension Authority to initiate similar schemes among other industries.

- [PENSION SCHEMES] [SOCIAL SECURITY] [SUGAR INDUSTRY] [JAMAICA]

10-450

Evaluates the impact of public investment in developmental infrastructure. For political advantages, governments prefer to invest in infrastructure and not on consumer goods. Examines capital expenditure on transport infrastructure, public services, education. Finds that government tends to leave to the private sector those components which they use most e.g. ports and harbours and electricity. Points out the difficulties in assessing the appropriate level of investment in infrastructure and prioritizing its allocation. Many areas of the economy necessary for growth and development have been neglected, e.g. rural roads, technical education, water supplies. Cites expenditure on agriculture to warn against believing that large investments are the prerequisites for economic growth.

- [EDUCATION] [PUBLIC EXPENDITURES] [PUBLIC SERVICES] [TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE] [JAMAICA]
7 6
NIEO); both belong to the dynamics of national contribution to the world community - the Non-Aligned Movement and the New International Economic Order (NIEO) - both belong to the dynamics of national independence and the reality of global inter-dependence. The Non-Aligned Movement grew out of the desire for political freedom. The current international economic system is a consequence of colonialism and is inconsistent with freedom. Details the severity of its impact on the economy of Third World nations, new and old. In the 1970's the Third World sought economic growth and social justice, but had little success because of the intransigence of the industrialised democracies. Details the areas of NIEO concern: trade, finance, technology, information, transnational corporations and transfer of resources. In all these the Third World is disadvantaged. Hence the desire for structural changes in the world economic system. Restructuring must be carefully done remembering that inequity is incompatible with an inter-dependent world. Cites ways in which the Third World can co-operate for economic development. Concludes that the challenge is three-fold: to the Third World, collective self-reliance and internal social justice; to the industrialised countries, substantial transfer of resources; to the world, new structures to keep everyone alive.

E30. EVALUATIONS

10-455
Request from: CTRC

10-456
Request from: GYP

10-457
Request from: JMNPA

10-453
Request from: CTRC

10-454
Request from: JMNPA

10-451
Request from: JMNPA

- Presents the findings of a conference to evaluate A.I.D. rural road development work in 8 countries, in order to improve future projects through policy changes. Defines rural roads and classifies them functionally as local, collector and arterial. Says project effectiveness is judged by length of road constructed, cost and time required, the maintenance and construction carried out after AID completes its work. Project impact is measured by increase in agricultural income and production, improved quality of life resulting from the new roads. Finds effectiveness not entirely satisfactory; impact more than satisfactory. Many benefits were cited by rural dwellers. However women benefited more than men but in Africa better roads accelerated the migration of men thus increasing the hardships of women. Economic constraints in Jamaica during this period reduced both effectiveness and impact. Major recommendations are: better preparation of project teams to ensure improved project design, project appraisal, a more realistic cost analysis and time frame, priority to be given to roads where meaningful impact is likely; choosing roads with little negative environmental effect. Includes cost of rural roads completed or committed 1972-1982, glossary and appendices.

- [PROJECT EVALUATION] [ROAD CONSTRUCTION] [US.AID+] [RURAL AREAS] [JAMAICA] [WORLD]
of the recommendations. Questions many of the others.
- [HOUSING] [URBAN DEVELOPMENT] [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [JAMAICA]

10-458
JM Berg, R.J.; Gardner, C.; Horowitz, M.M.; Stearns, P.; Vandervoort, C.G.
Request from: JMNPA
- Contains the findings of an A.ID. team which examined a politically designed road improvement programme to see if it were justified. The project, conceived in 1970 and executed 1972-6, consisted of upgrading 181 miles of rural roads to reduce rural/urban migration and urban crime and to increase tourism. Design changes from gravel to asphalt and feasibility studies emphasising new cultivation instead of measuring potential savings in operational costs of vehicles, had an effect on the plan. Very few benefits accrued from the project. There was little new employment and not much social impact. Notes that economic development correlates not with road improvement but with other inputs; nor are urban crime increase and low tourist returns the concomitants of rural/urban migration. Maintenance and supervision were poor. Concludes that the project was ill-conceived and unjustified, better project appraisal and interim evaluation could have saved the situation. The cost to Americans was US$0.05 per capita of which US$0.02 is to be repaid against US$4.50 to Jamaicans, with $5.00 more plus interest to be repaid.
- [PROJECT EVALUATION] [ROAD CONSTRUCTION] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE] [JAMAICA] [UNITED STATES]

10-461
JM Hamilton, M.A.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Enquires into the extent to which measures of a student's ability coupled with other related inputs predict success or failure in an academic course. Looks specifically at how "O" Level results may help predict achievement in "A" levels, of the original sample of 576 students. 740 now remain. Students were drawn from 7 urban and rural high schools in Jamaica - single sex and co-educational - and studies during the decade from a number of standpoints, attempts to show the inadequacy of this level of expenditure and makes suggestions for improvement.
- [RESEARCH] [SCIENCE] [TECHNOLOGY] [GUYANA]

F00. RESOURCES AND TOOLS FOR DEVELOPMENT
F00. RECURSOS E INSTRUMENTOS PARA EL DESARROLLO

10. F10. RESEARCH

10-459
1982 General
Request from: GYUNDP
- The register lists research activities undertaken in Guyana in the fields of science, technology and environment during the 1970-1980 period. Entries contain information on dates, implementing agencies, costs, funding, objectives and results of research. Research related publications are recorded.
- [SCIENCE] [TECHNOLOGY] [ENVIRONMENT] [RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT] [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [GUYANA]

10-460
GY Tulsi, B.; Birbal, B.
1982 Limited
Request from: GYNSRC
- Based on the Register of research and studies in the field of science, technology and the environment, 1970-1980, published by the National Science Research Council in 1982. Considers the expenditure on research and studies during the decade, from a number of standpoints, attempts to show the inadequacy of this level of expenditure and makes suggestions for improvement.
- [RESEARCH] [SCIENCE] [TECHNOLOGY] [GUYANA]

10-462
JM Gayle, G.M.H.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Examines the relationship between attitudes/motivation and achievement in second language learning in a monolingual society. Summarises Gardner's research on the role of motivation in the acquisition of and proficiency in a foreign language. Looks at the findings of other researchers. Explains field dependence/independence. Discusses theories on "dogmatism" and its assumptions. Examines the use of the skills acquired or for cultural exchange (integrative goals). Uses a sample of 170 students learning French in Jamaica secondary schools. Tests hypotheses regarding the performance of field dependent/independent students, high dogmatic/low dogmatic students vis-a-vis instrumental and integrative orientation. Finds that field dependent students scored higher on the instrumental orientation than field independent students. Observes significant interaction effects on two of the dependent variables. Concludes that teaching techniques could be modified for the personality types discussed. Invites further research into the problem.
- [EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH] [EXAMINATIONS] [SECONDARY EDUCATION] [JAMAICA]

10-463
JM Persaud, G.U.
1981 General
Request from: JMNPA
- Investigates possible differences in spatial analogy and
coding between secondary school and university students. First examines research on the theory that intellectual functioning declines with age. Selects four groups of students - two from the university. Describes the spatial analogy and coding tests administered. Shows that the younger student performed much better than the older, especially in spatial analogy. Considers many reasons for these results and factors that could alter them. Suggests further investigation in other areas of intellectual ability. Sees this use of tests with age.

10-464
JM Pottinger, L.G.
Request from: JINPA

- Lists in three volumes reports and studies done by government ministries, departments, and other bodies. These are arranged alphabetically by subjects: food science, technology, sewage, workers participation, industrial training, ability testing and flour are some of the areas covered. Includes index in numerical order under location of items, and an alphabetical index.

10-465
JM Irvine, D.H.
Request from: JINPA

- Outlines the entire programme of the polytechnic: its organizational and educational structure, its forms of certification; staffing; relationship to the University of the West Indies and other post secondary institutions. Presents the prescribed step by step process involved in the establishment of the polytechnic within a time frame. Lays out the rationale behind the polytechnic degree programme i.e. to fill the gap in manpower production and human resources development. Underscores the development of practical and immediately functional skilled workers. Suggests that the organizational structure should consist of a number of semi-autonomous colleges under the umbrella of a centre. Proposes 4 colleges: College of Agriculture, College of Applied Science and Technology; College of Arts and Commerce, College of Education. Emphasizes the coordinating role of the Ministry of Education.

10-466
TT Griffith, R.
Origin and mode of transmission of Cedros wilt disease of cucumbers. Port of Spain, 1981. 27p; illus. (Society Paper, n.924) Reprinted from the Journal of the Agricultural Society of Trinidad and Tobago March 1981.
Request from: CDC 3014

- Control measures recommended are the removal of milkweed plants which are the abode of Oncopeltus, the vector responsible for the transmission of the disease. The methodology utilized examined the epidemiology of the disease to determine the vector, the analysis of specific measures to isolating coconals diseases of unknown aetiology and the examination of the ecology of coconut cultivation to determine the origin of pathogens. The paper includes a synopsis of the research methods used.

10-467
Request from: CDC 3078

- The report concludes that there is a need for effective management systems in agriculture, in addition research priorities should be established due to high financial costs. Secondly research should be informed by the needs and capabilities of the former and should be oriented towards the development of agriculture. Research and Development efforts should thus be considered along four conceptual dimensions; the socio-economic, infrastructural development and management; arable farming, forestry, livestock and fishing and finally industrialization of agriculture. Another major conclusion was the need for the development of a priority ranking for crop research together with institutional development and rationalisation of existing institutions, like the Caribbean Agricultural Research Development Institute to facilitate research into areas such as Agricultural Engineering, Post Harvest, Handling, Accounts, Economics and Extension Services. The Faculty of Agriculture U.W.I. St. Augustine was expected to continue as the centre and an associated idea was the introduction of contract research. CARDI is expected to evolve into the research centre for the Less Developed Countries and the need for support from and integration with other sociotechnical systems was also identified. The appendices include the seminar paper 'A survey of agricultural research in Trinidad and Tobago 1976-79' and the list of questions prepared to structure the discussion.

10-468
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean. Caribbean Documentation Centre list of serials 1981. , 1981. 46p
Request from: CDCUN

- Lists serials alphabetically by the serial title or, in cases where the title is non-specific, by the issuing body followed by the title or in the case of government publication, by the country followed by the issuing body then the title. Symbols used are explained.

10-469
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean. A directory of major statistical publications. , 1981. 23p
Request from: CDCUN

- Seeks to identify major publications and is not exhaustive of the documents in which official statistics appear. Areas looked at are - Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, Demographic and Social Statistics, External Trade - Imports, Finance, Industrial Statistics - Mining, Manufacturing and Construction, National Accounts and Balance of Payments, Prices, Transport, Storage and Communication and Tourism. Items are listed under countries which appear in alphabetical order.

10-470
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean. Caribbean Documentation Centre. A directory of bibliographical data on coastal area development and environmental, physical and regional planning in the Caribbean region. , 1980. 9p
Request from: CDC 3014
Bibliographies.
CEPAL/CARIB 80/10
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
■ Entries are listed alphabetically within subject divisions - coastal area development, environmental planning, marine resources, physical and regional planning, ports and harbours. Locations of documents are included and abbreviations for these are listed.
■ [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [LITTORAL ZONES] [MARINE RESOURCES] [ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT] [REGIONAL PLANNING] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-471
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean; General Information Programme
Bibliography on energy. Port of Spain, 1982.
70p
CEPAL/CARIB 82/7
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
■ Lists documents on alternative energy sources produced in or about the Caribbean from 1970 onwards and held by participating centres in the Caribbean Information System for Socio-Economic Planning (CARISPLAN). Titles are listed in alphabetical order by author under the following subject headings: bibliographies, biomass, charcoal, education/training, energy alternatives (general), energy accounting, fuel/pump, gas/methane, geothermal, hydro-power, nuclear, ocean thermal energy conversion, peat, solar and wind. Each entry consists of the bibliographic reference, location symbol and abstract, where possible. Includes author, geographic location, subject and title indexes.
■ [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [ENERGY SOURCES] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-472
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean; General Information Programme
Bibliography on planning. Port of Spain, 1982. 40p
CEPAL/CARIB 82/5
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
■ Lists documents on methodologies and techniques of development planning produced in or about the Caribbean from 1970 onwards and held by participating centres in the Caribbean Information System for Socio-Economic Planning (CARISPLAN). Titles are listed in alphabetical order by author under the following subject headings: agricultural, economic, educational, energy, environmental, food/nutrition, industrial, manpower, national, physical, regional, strategic, technology and transport planning respectively, planning methodology (general); and planning systems. Each entry consists of the bibliographic reference, location symbol, and an abstract where possible. Includes author, geographic location, subject and title indexes.
■ [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [PLANNING METHODS] [PLANNING SYSTEMS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-473
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean; General Information Programme
Bibliography on transport. Port of Spain, 1982.
56p
CEPAL/CARIB 82/6
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN; JMNP
■ Lists documents on transport produced in or about the Caribbean from 1970 onwards and held by participating centres in the Caribbean Information System for Socio-Economic Planning (CARISPLAN). Titles are listed in alphabetical order by author under the following subject headings: agricultural, transport (general), cargo, loading/packaging, ports, prices/rates, public transport/railway transport, sea transport, shipping companies, shipping statistics, traffic transport (general), transport aircraft, transport infrastructure, transport planning and transport policy. Each entry consists of the bibliographic reference, location symbol and an abstract where possible. Includes author, geographic location, subject and title indexes.
■ [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [TRANSPORT] [TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE] [TRANSPORT PLANNING] [TRANSPORT POLICY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-474
XI Isaacs, P.A.
1980 General
Request from: JMNP
■ Gives a brief overview of Piaget’s theory of cognitive development and of the Caribbean research based on it. Finds Piaget’s methods unique as he interviewed individual children seeking the reasoning behind the answers to his questions. Discusses some of his concepts and conclusions. His stage theory distinguishes between school curriculum and developmental curriculum. This theory has influenced many school curricula. Looks at the Caribbean studies which have used Piagetian tasks. Considers them relevant to curriculum planning. Concludes that if the Caribbean wants a thinking citizenry, Piagetian psychology can be used in planning appropriate education for its children.
■ [EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH] [PSYCHOLOGY OF EDUCATION] [EDUCATIONAL THEORY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-475
XL Armstrong, A.B.
1980 Limited
Request from: GYMDTC
■ This directory presents a breakdown by country, of the various management development and training institutions in the Caribbean.
■ [MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT] [TRAINING CENTRES] [DIRECTORY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-476
XL CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean; General Information Programme
Caribbean /Latin American relations a select bibliography. Port of Spain, 1982. 21p (Select Bibliographies).
CEPAL/CARIB 82/3
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
■ Bibliography which deals with topic under the following headings a) social, historical and cultural background b) relations between the two sub-groups c) extra-regional relations d) regional organizations. References are listed with location symbols. In general, references prior to 1970 are not cited and language coverage is limited to English. Abstracts are included where available.
■ [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [FOREIGN RELATIONS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [LATIN AMERICA]

10-477
XZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean; General Information Programme
Select bibliography on energy. Port of Spain, 1981. 18p (Select Bibliographies).
CEPAL/CARIB 81/6
1981 General
Request from: CDCUN
■ Contains references on energy held by the Caribbean Documentation Centre, listed in alphabetical order within subject categories. A guide to the latter set out in hierarchical order is included.
■ [ENERGY SOURCES] [ENERGY POLICY] [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [WORLD]

CARISPLAN Abstracts. Vol. 10, 1984
The effect of different levels of noise on performance

Two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.


Effect of different levels of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.


Effect of different levels of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.


Effect of different levels of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.

Effect of noise on performance of predominantly mental tasks was assessed. Five levels of one type of noise were tested on fourteen subjects (aged nineteen to thirty seven) engaged in three tasks of two types. It was found that performance decreased generally with increase in noise in a more or less linear fashion. An intensive literature survey is included.
■ [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [SOCIAL CONDITIONS] [CULTURE] [BARBADOS]

10-485
BB Callender, J.A.
UWI, Main Library (Cave Hill, BB)
The church in the Caribbean: a select bibliography, Cave Hill, 1981. 30p
1981 General Request from: BBBUWML
■ Focusses attention on religion in the entire Caribbean area. Entries are classified by individual territories, but the Windward and Leeward Islands are treated as one group. There is a general section which lists works which either cover the entire area, or more than one territory. The bibliography gives information on wide cross-section of religions, as well as sociological studies done in the field of religion. Topics such as poverty, architecture, women, alcoholism, home and family life, as they apply to the Caribbean are treated in the document.
■ [RELIGION] [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-486
GY CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean
■ Report of Workshop on Indexing and Abstracting Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System-Planning (CARISPLAN), 1981. 15p
E/CEPAL/CDCC/73
1981 General Request from: CDCUN
■ Training in abstracting and indexing to facilitate participation in CARISPLAN was the major objective of this workshop. 20 library librarians & para professionals attended and their expectations were to gain a general knowledge of activities and projected activities of CARISPLAN, indexing and abstracting techniques and improved services to users through the facilities offered. The results of the evaluation questionnaire show that the workshop was considered useful although its one week duration was considered too short to gain full competence in abstracting & indexing. Recommendations and results of the workshop are included.
■ [TRAINING] [INFORMATION NETWORK] [CARISPLAN+] [GYUYANA]

10-487
GY Arboleda-Sepulveda, O.
Sharing agricultural documentation and information resources in Guyana. Georgetown: IICA, 1981. 57p, maps, charts, tbls.
1981 General Request from: GYUNDP
■ Study by UNESCO consultant to advise on the development of an agricultural information network in Guyana and the establishment of an agricultural documentation centre, which provides for the university community, policy makers and agricultural officers and practitioners. Data and information on a national information policy, agricultural research, production of agricultural documents and documentary resources are gathered by means of a survey and numerous interviews. Proposals are made for two consecutive stages of project implementation. In the initial phase at least eight libraries should be upgraded to serve as a network base. Further priorities are the establishment of a coordinating centre, promotional activities, training programmes for librarians and technical assistance to the cooperating libraries. At the end of the 24 month project the documentation and information unit is expected to be fully established. The annex lists information producers and libraries.
■ [INFORMATION SERVICES] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [STATISTICAL TABLES] [GYUYANA]

10-488
GY UNEP. Referral System. INFOTERRA
Sources of information on the environment: a local directory. Georgetown: National Science Research Council, 1981. 30p
1981 Limited Request from: GYNSRC
■ Presents a directory of twelve information units involved in the concept of environment in Guyana.
■ [ENVIRONMENT] [DIRECTORY] [INFORMATION SERVICES] [GYUYANA]

10-489
JM CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean
■ National Information System Socio-economic Information Network (SECIN)., 1981. 15p
E/CEPAL/CDCC/71
1981 General Request from: CDCUN
■ Reports on the training of librarians in the Socio-Economic Network (SECIN). The programme was structured to give participants a working knowledge of the Caribbean Information System, its structure and function and the possibilities for participation by related organizations in Jamaica. The theoretical and practical aspects of abstracting and indexing were treated and links made with the automated developments in technical processes and plans. Results of an evaluation questionnaire are included.
■ [TRAINING] [INFORMATION NETWORK] [CARISPLAN+] [JAMAICA]

10-490
JM Hazle, M.A.
Towards a national information system for Jamaica: with special reference to the Science and Technology Information Network (STIN) and the Socio-Economic Information Network (SECIN). Kingston, 1981. 14p, charts
1981 Limited Request from: JMNPDA
■ Traces the development of an information system for the country. Points to the current information explosion and the need of decision-makers for fast and pertinent information. Considers traditional and non-traditional library activities. States that these have spawned national information network systems. Lauds UNESCO's contribution to the development of these organizations. Says UNESCO encouraged member states to aim at systems relevant to their needs. Explains that consequent on a workshop on planning of national information systems for the Caribbean, a consultant came from UNESCO to help plan for a national system. Indicates that other recommendations included formulating a national policy, manpower training, planning for NATIS. Looks at the publication of NACOLADS which embodied the plan for the system. Sets out the functions of the National Library, the focal point of the national system. Explains that the system will include many networks based on subject areas. Says development will be phased with the National Library, the Socio-Economic Information Network (SECIN) and the Science and Technology Information Network (STIN), the first to be considered. Names the sub-systems of STIN and SECIN. Concludes with assessment of importance of international co-operation if the national network is to succeed. Includes appendices.
■ [INFORMATION NETWORK] [INFORMATION SYSTEMS] [NATIONAL PLANS] [JAMAICA]

10-491
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean
■ National Library for the Caribbean Documentation Centre; background.
1980. 4p
CEPAL/CRIB 20/6
The purpose of the Centre is to support the development and cooperation activities of the CDCC and to promote and facilitate maximum utilization of information resources available within and outside the Caribbean. The acquisitions policy is stated and services offered are detailed: dissemination and referral service to ECLA staff, planners, researchers and policy makers in the region.

**[INFORMATION SERVICES] [CDC+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-492

**XI CDB. Technology and Energy Unit**


1981 General

Request from: CDC 1338:CD

A review of recent information on biogas production as an energy source which provide an introduction to useful data, publications and examples of technology likely to be of use in evaluating the possibility of production and using biogas as an energy source in the Caribbean. Appendix describes the method of obtaining references and lists further information.

**[ENERGY] [ENERGY SOURCES] [BIOGAS+] [ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-493

**XI CEPAL. Office for the Caribbean**

Directory of major statistical publications by type of data and country. . 1980. 21p

1980 General

Request from: CDCUN

It seeks to identify the major statistical publications by type of data and country in the CDCC area. The subject areas are classified as follows: agriculture, forestry and fishing; demographic and social statistics; external trade; finance; industrial and construction statistics; manufacturing and construction; national accounts and balance of payments; prices; and transport; storage and communication.

**[DIRECTORY] [PRIMARY DOCUMENTS] [STATISTICAL DATA] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-494

**XI Newton, V.E.**


1981 General

Request from: BB/UB/WISER

The bibliography includes references to the fundamental rights and provision of Commonwealth Caribbean constitutions; a select list of other statutory provisions; judgments of Commonwealth Caribbean superior courts; reports of groups such as the Minority Rights Group, Amnesty International and the various United Nations organisations which deal with civil rights documents and standards, textbooks, newspaper items and a selection of periodical literature.

**[CIVIL RIGHTS] [HUMAN RIGHTS] [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-495

**XI Moss, S.G.**


1982 General

Request from: CDC 1387

Lists statutory primary legislation (Acts and Ordinances) relating to the environment or covering areas of environment concern which are in force in the islands of Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St Lucia, St. Vincent, and Trinidad and Tobago, and Turks and Caicos Islands. Each country listing is divided into the subject categories of agriculture, atmosphere; cultural heritage; dangerous substances; energy; fauna; flora; habitat and human settlements; health; land use planning; marine resources; fisheries and shore protection; noise; non-renewable resources; soil; waste; and water. Entries are listed alphabetically by title and a location symbol indicates where each entry can be found, either in the officially published cumulated editions of the Laws of the respective territories, or in the annual volumes of the Laws.

**[LEGISLATION] [ENVIRONMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [HEALTH] [LAND USE] [MARINE RESOURCES] [FISHERY] [SOILS] [NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES] [WASTES] [WATER] [ENERGY] [CULTURAL HERITAGE] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-496

**XI Jeffrey, P.; Newton, M.**


1983 General

Request from: CARICOM; CDC 6170

The bibliography is divided into 2 sections. Section A focuses on integration theory and concepts and their application to the Third World; Section B is divided into the following categories: (i) General Works (ii) Legal aspects (iii) Trade aspects (iv) Monetary and financial aspects (v) The LDCs and CARICOM (vi) External relations.

**[BIBLIOGRAPHY] [CARICOM+] [REGIONAL INTEGRATION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-497

**XI Primus, Wilma J.**


1982 General

Request from: CDC 2336

Outline CARISPLAN's role as a bibliographic information network serving the entire Caribbean region. It was designed to eliminate duplication of effort. The background of the system is described and its conceptual and structural framework outlined. Also examined are the activities which have been undertaken since its inception and perspectives and plans for the future.

**[INFORMATION SERVICES] [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-498


1982 General

Request from: CDC 2400

Lists documents on planning or planning methods which pertain to the Caribbean area or any of its territories. Each entry includes full bibliographic details and is accompanied by an abstract and descriptor terms.

**[BIBLIOGRAPHY] [PLANNING] [PLANNING METHODS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]**

10-499

**XI Percy, M.J.**

CARDI Information gathering system for peanut production in the Eastern Caribbean. St. Augustine:
CARDI, 1981. 25 p.: tbs.
1981 General
Request from: CDC 2337

- Describes a data collection system for peanut production, which is designed to provide information on machine and equipment performance and cost, agronomic practices, timing of operations and yields and losses. The system involves the development of questionnaires and information forms which allow data capture by appropriate personnel.

- [DATA COLLECTING] [GROUNDNUTS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-500

XL ICCA. Centro Interamericano de Documentacion e Informacion Agricultura, n.78.
1980 General
Request from: CDC 1900

- This bibliography is published with the main aim of assisting and supporting the work that has been done by several organizations both public and private in promoting the active integration of women in rural development. It is organized in subject areas related to the main theme e.g. education, nutrition, health, household, improvement etc. Emphasis has been given to documents produced in Latin America. Includes an author index.

- [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [WOMEN] [RURAL DEVELOPMENT] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS] [LATIN AMERICA]

10-501

XS Tashiro, J.; Dragovich, A. WECAF, UNDP
Bibliography on the offshore shrimp fishery of Northeastern South America. Panama, 1980. 38p: map (WECAF Reports, n.35)
1980 General Request from: CDC 1981

- Lists references on the Guianas-Brazil shrimp fishery which covers the fishing grounds off the coasts of eastern Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana and northern Brazil. Most references are from published fishery and scientific literature, but some unpublished reports are included. Many references with information on ecology, climate, hydrology, geological oceanography, and fauna other than shrimp were included in the list and will be of value to scientists and other interested parties concerned with the ecology of the shrimp fishing grounds of northeastern South America. Also covered by the bibliography are references dealing with small shrimp primarily found in the shallow coastal waters and in the brackish waters of estuaries. General references on the biology and taxonomy of penaeid shrimp are not included. The references are listed alphabetically in author order with a list of WECAF reports appearing at the end.

- [BIBLIOGRAPHY] [FISHERY] [SHRIMPS] [GUYANA] [SURINAME] [SOUTH AMERICA]

10-502

1981 General Request from: CYGMI

- This directory provides a summary of information about resources for developing higher management for public sector enterprises throughout the Commonwealth. It contains information on 363 national organizations and their activities in alphabetical order by country and 31 international organizations of which Commonwealth countries are members or with which they have regular contact. Commonwealth institutions which serve 3 or more countries are also included.

- [RESOURCES] [INVENTORY] [COMMONWEALTH] [TRAINING] [PUBLIC ENTERPRISES] [WORLD]

10-503

ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean
Indexing, 1982 7p.
Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System, Paramaribo, 8-12 November 1982.
CDC/TEPCIS/5/82/3
1982 Limited Request from: CDC UN

- Examines the objective of the indexing process which is to facilitate and retrieval by informing the user of topics on which there is meaningful information content contained in a piece of literature. Features of an information system recall and precision are examined in relation to the objective. Exhaustivity, specificity and vocabulary control are examined and the OECD Macrothesaurus used by the CARISPLAN system is briefly analyzed.

- [INDEXING] [CARISPLAN+] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]

F30. MEN, MONEY AND MATERIAL:
INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL
F30. EXPERTOS, FONDOS Y MATERIALES: INTERNACIONALES Y NACIONALES

10-504

HT
Haiti Worldwide Projects Outlook, vol.82/83.
1981 pp.70-83: map, illus.
1981 General Request from: CDC 1839

- Briefly describes the outlook for foreign project participation in Haiti and gives a listing of ministries, potential local joint venture partners and project information sources, indicating the names and addresses of persons to contact and possible projects. Includes a map of Port au Prince showing the location of ministries and nearby hotels.

- [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [HAITI]

10-505

HT
Haitian International Business Center
1980 General Request from: CDC 1974

- Guide to investment opportunities in Haiti. Contains general information on Haiti and information on the main economic sectors, labour and social security, taxation, communications and transport, banking and government departments. Statistical tables present data on gross national product and investment, imports and exports, production of basic products for local consumption, exports of light-manufactured products to the United States, bauxite production, and visitors to Haiti. A list of useful addresses is included.

- [ECONOMIC CONDITIONS] [HAITI]

10-506

JM Comprehensive Resource Inventory and Evaluation System Project
Project Co-ordinator: ger Schulth.ink.
1992 General Request from: JMNPA

- Evaluates Jamaican soil potential for the production of traditional export crops, to enable government to develop agriculture into a new foreign exchange earner. Explains methodology used, source of information, soil type symbols, classification of Jamaican soils. The assessment includes a resource inventory, the evaluation of quality and quality of land resources, i.e. physical setting, major

CARISPLAN Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1994 83
CARISPLAN

Abstracts, Vol. 10, 1984

84

soil properties, climatic conditions. A land cover/use inventory by parishes, was conducted for comparison between current and potential production levels, using a computerised data base. Says soil data information meets the requirements of USDA handbook "Soil Taxonomy". Soil and land use maps are scale 1:50,000. States goals for second phase of CRIES project. Recommends aerial sampling techniques to determine crop composition estimates of major crop categories. Includes appendices.

10-507

MS Montserrat. Statistics Office
Register of establishments . . . 1980. 29p
1980 General
Request from: CDC 2020

Classifies establishments according to the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) scheme, defining establishment as "the economic unit which engages, under a single ownership or control that is under a single legal entity, in one or predominantly one kind of economic activity." The approach taken has been to include own-account workers also, mainly because no employment statistics are available and the borderline between the formal sector activities and the informal sector and own-account workers is not always clear. Thus 543 establishments are classified within the following major divisions: agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing; mining and quarrying; manufacturing; electricity, gas, and water; construction; wholesale and retail trade and restaurants and hotels; transport, storage and communication; financing, insurance, real estate and business services; and community social and personal services.

10-508

TT Trinidad and Tobago. Industrial Development Corporation. Export Promotion Division
Trinidad and Tobago export directory 1982. 2. Ed Port of Spain: Industrial Development Corporation, 1982. 56 p.; illus.
1982 General
Request from: CDC 2306

Contains an alphabetical index of products; a listing of export products classified according to the Customs Co-operation Nomenclature (CCCN) with the relevant manufacturers/exporters appropriately identified; profiles of companies engaged in manufacturing and export; and information on export-related and professional support services available to exporters and importers.

10-510

CU Castro Tato, Manuel
1981 General
Request from: CUCOUH; CDC Serial

Se actualizan y analizan algunas cuestiones relacionadas con la evaluación de las nuevas inversiones en las distintas etapas del proceso inversionista. Se plantea que la evaluación de los estudios de preinversion de los proyectos industriales por etapa se aplique en Cuba, de forma experimental, desde finales de la década de 1960 hasta 1977 en algunos ministerios y ramas de la industria basica del país. Además se dice que el método de análisis económico por etapas de cada futura inversión en la industria requiere de la integración de un grupo de técnicos de distintas especialidades, especialmente digerentes y economistas, con conocimiento de la rama, con el objetivo de que elaboren analices y orienten los estudios parciales (técnicos, económicos y financieros) que sean necesarios para cada nueva inversión o proyecto. Se estudian las cinco etapas básicas para la mayoría de los proyectos típicos de los países socialistas desarrollados, las cuales se deben considerar como mínimas para la mayoría de las nuevas inversiones básicas que se ejecutan en la industria.

F50. MODELOS, METODOLOGÍAS, TECNICAS E INSTRUMENTOS

10-509

CU Rodriguez Betancourt, Ricardo
1982 General
Request from: CDC Serial

Se construye un modelo economico matematico para el desarrollo de complejos azucareros, en el cual el objetivo fundamental es alcanzar el nivel planificado de produccion de azucar hacia el siglo XIX, mediante el uso de normativos permitidos por periodos y variedades de cana xii. Se resuelve el problema de transito del complejo azucarero desde el estado inicial hasta el estado normativo planificado xii. Se plantean formulas sencillas de calculo para la determinacion de la distribucion optima de las inversiones por regiones y variedades de cana, y tambien para ramas de produccion derivadas, lo cual garantiza que se alcance el nivel normado de produccion de azucar.

10-511

GY Amphlett, M.B.; Makin, I.W.
1982 Limited
Request from: GYP

Report describes the specific measurement problem on the Berbice River and appraises the potential of the stage record computational method for low flow estimation. Documents a numerical model which was developed by Hydraulics Research Station to improve the accuracy of fresh water flow estimates and overcome deficiencies that were found in the existing Harza model, by providing and assessment of the planning management of water resources in estuarial regions, because of the effects on irrigation and the pronounced seasons.

10-612

HT Haiti. Travaux Publics, Transport et Communications
1980 Limited
Request from: HTSEP

Provides guidance in tool and material selection and use, crew formations, execution and control of work. Includes instructions for the supervisors and the foreman of labour intensive road re-construction and maintenance.

10-616

CU Rodriguez Betancourt, Ricardo
1982 General
Request from: CDC Serial

Se construye un modelo economico matematico para el desarrollo de complejos azucareros, en el cual el objetivo fundamental es alcanzar el nivel planificado de produccion de azucar hacia el siglo XIX, mediante el uso de normativos permitidos por periodos y variedades de cana xii. Se resuelve el problema de transito del complejo azucarero desde el estado inicial hasta el estado normativo planificado xii. Se plantean formulas sencillas de calculo para la determinacion de la distribucion optima de las inversiones por regiones y variedades de cana, y tambien para ramas de produccion derivadas, lo cual garantiza que se alcance el nivel normado de produccion de azucar.
Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-513

**Request from:** JMNPA

1980 General

Discusses the various ways of forecasting labour force requirements. Lists the decisions dependent on this information and shows the kinds of projection required. Details the methods for making projections of demand. Distinguishes between demands for the public and private sectors. Shows that considering the factors affecting demand and estimating how they may operate in the future, is the best method if the basic information and statistics are available. Points out that projections for supply are relevant to considerations of demand. Summarises the data needed for carrying out the exercise successfully. Emphasises that the project should be satisfactorily funded so that it can be on-going. Indicates that co-operation of several support agencies will be needed for effectiveness.

- **FORECASTS**
- **MANPOWER NEEDS**
- **JAMAICA**

10-517

**Resnick, J.R.**

**Manpower demand projections and techniques:**

- "a case study of the Tanzanian method"...

1980 General

Concludes that Tanzania's commitments to a socialist state will initiate changes to meet the new challenges.

- **[EDUCATION]**
- **[MANPOWER NEEDS]**
- **[MANPOWER PLANNING]**
- **[JAMAICA]**
- **[TANZANIA]**

10-518

**De Castro, S.**

**Effects of bauxite depletion rate on Jamaican...**

1967-1979

**Request from:** JMNPA

Concludes that the project should be satisfactorily funded so that it can be on-going. Indicates that co-operation of several support agencies will be needed for effectiveness.

10-514

**Hewett, V.**

**Teaching of the mole concept in Jamaican high schools.**

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-515

**Hughes, W.G.**

**Critique of the IMF model and an outline of an alternative.**

1980 General

■ Evaluates the balance of payments problems and the IMF solution. Shows that these problems existed before the 1950's but worsened when they were aggravated by rising unemployment, falling GDP and budgetary problems. Sketches the IMF programme offered as a solution. Examines the balance of payments situation critically. Demonstrates that domestic and international factors must be considered in trying to solve the problems. Sees faulty diagnosis as causing the IMF programme to fail. Proposes a model, set in a neo-classical framework. Says it assumes an underdeveloped export-propelled dependent economy passively incorporated into international capitalism. Assumes too, that balance of payments help to determine money supply which determines aggregate demand. Believes that, if international prices are paid and the international monetary system operates under fixed exchange rates this model will lead to a stable equilibrium. Concludes that the IMF programme needs further study. Suggests that the question to be considered is how the balance of payments impinge on the economy, not vice versa.

- **MODELS**
- **[IMF]**
- **[BAlANCE OF PAYMENTS]**

10-516

**Goldstein, H.**

**Manpower projections: their uses and methods.**

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-512

**Carr, W.K.**

**National income and product statistics.**

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-513

**Request from:** JMNPA

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-515

**Request from:** JMNPA

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**

10-512

**Request from:** JMNPA

1980 General

■ Discusses the importance of national accounting statistics as an economic indicator especially in the formulating of economic policy. Mentions the usefulness of such statistics for international comparisons of national economic trends and for forecasting movements in the economy. Explains methods of calculating national income from the standpoints, a sum of income; a sum of products; and a sum of expenditures. Examines the concept of income as a circular flow phenomenon. Describes the basic components of national income.

- **NATIONAL INCOME**
- **NATIONAL ACCOUNTING**
  - [GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT]
  - [GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT]
- **STATISTICS**
- **METHODOLOGY**
models are extremely unrealistic. Gives as the reasons: (1) this research effort is an attempt to understand the effects of the economic structure on the various objectives which differ from other practical planning models which may mobilise the same technique, but will use several exogenous constraints together with bounds on specific variables to achieve plausible trajectories whose theoretical foundations become somewhat blurred in the process (2) economies like Jamaica derive their growth paths from many exogenously determined parameters which are not easy to incorporate coherently in these early attempts at modelling such economies.

- [ECONOMIC MODELS] [ECONOMIC GROWTH] [JAMAICA]

10-519
MS Shaikh, Rizwan; Barden, George
Home country training report for Montserrat.
Home Country Training Programme 1981 Limited
Request from: MSDU
- Proposes a model of institutional "arrangements for investment promotion, along with a network of supporting procedures, to help strengthen the existing institutional mechanisms for handling functional aspects of investment promotion.
- [INVESTMENT PROMOTION] [MONTSERRAT]

10-520
SR Heezen-Antonius, J.
CDCC/PG/M-82/5
1982 Limited
Request from: CDCUN
- Gives information on the collection of manpower data in Suriname and outlines the methodology used by the Planbureau for long-term manpower planning. The view is advanced that as long as the State does not control both the demand and supply of labour, there will always be inequality between the demand and supply of labour. This is borne out by the experience of the Planbureau where the inability to determine future supply and demand for labour in detail, results from the inability to control the employment effect of investment.
- [MANPOWER PLANNING] [PLANNING METHODS] [SURINAME]

10-521
VC CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Report of Workshop to Provide an Introduction to Basic Techniques for Library Organization and Services. 1981. 2 charts
Workshop to Provide an Introduction to Basic Techniques for Library Organization and Services, Kingstown, 15-26 June 1981
E/CEPAL/CDCC/74
1981 General
Request from: CDCUN
- The function of library and information services and their relationship with the environment, the stages of the information transfer cycle, the function of library cooperation and the structure of library and information networks are the areas under discussion. The information resources of St. Vincent are assessed and the workshop looks at the areas acquisition, descriptive cataloguing and microfilming. A Manual of the Caribbean Information System and Bibliographic Record Cards, arrangement of libraries to facilitate use, dissemination of information, the special library, reference services and the cataloguing of library material. Includes a list of participants, the programme and evaluation questionnaires of all sessions.
- [INFORMATION SERVICES] [ST. VINCENT]

10-522
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Report of the Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System. . 1980. 16p
E/CEPAL/CDCC/70
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
- The workshop explained the objectives and structure of the Caribbean Information System, the participation of Barbados, CARISPLAN as a computerized system and the theory and practice of indexing and abstracting in general terms and for CARISPLAN. The results of an evaluation questionnaire are included.
- [INFORMATION SYSTEMS] [CARISPLAN+] [BARBADOS]

10-523
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Report of Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System. . 1981. 29p
Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System, Port of Spain, 24 November-5 December 1980.
E/CEPAL/CDCC/69
1981 General
Request from: CDCUN
- Papers were presented on - cooperation for the development of information services; INFOPLAN and CARISPLAN; national information systems; the planning process and its relationship with information and development; information users needs; the development of information resources and finance for this; cataloguing principles; indexing and abstracting (practical sessions were included); sources of aid for information and project formulation; national proposals for developing information services to Government officials and the benefits, responsibilities of participation in CARISPLAN.
- [CARISPLAN+] [INFORMATION SYSTEMS] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-524
XI CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean User education for the Caribbean Information System. . 1982. 9p
CDCC/GIS/82/7
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
- Paper considers some programme alternatives, methods and techniques which are likely to create among existing and potential users of CARISPLAN a greater awareness of the value of information for socio-economic planning and development and instill in them positive attitudes leading towards the need to seek and use information. Concerning promoting the value of information, librarians are advised to highlight the benefits of information systems and services which provide timely and reliable information. Outlines programmes and methods to motivate CARISPLAN target groups to seek and use information; one of these is the use of referral services in cases where in-house resources are weak. The need to understand the user and his ‘behaviour’ characteristics is important in motivating the potential user.
- [INFORMATION USERS] [EDUCATION] [CARISPLAN+] [CARIBBEAN AND ENGLISH SPEAKING ISLANDS]

10-525
XI Zaba, B.
CEPAL. Office for the Caribbean Possible contents of national summary analytical volumes for the 1980 census. . 1980. 21p
CEPAL/CARIB 80/1
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
- Explains the rationale for the summary publication is to make available as quickly as possible the basic information collected by the census. Advises that the
10-526
1980 General
Request from: CUMES; CDC Serial
La planificación en el sector agrícola permite elevar la efectividad y la producción social de ese sector. Se explica la metodica que posibilitara proyectar la demanda de la maquinaria utilizada en las empresas agrícolas. La composicion de la maquinaria agrícola debe corresponderse con las condiciones naturales, productivas, grado de especializacion y combinacion de la produccion. La finalidad es elevar la productividad del trabajo y disminuir los gastos para incrementar la eficacia. También se han considerado los distintos factores que influyen en la utilizacion de la maquinaria, como son: el relieve del terreno, el largo de los campos, y otros.

[PLANEACION AGRICOLA] [MAQUINARIA AGRICOLA] [THEORY. METHODOLOGY]

10-527
ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Bibliographic instruction in user education. 1982. 10p
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
Workshop on User Education Techniques for Use in Special Libraries, Mona, 19-23 July 1982. CDC/CIS/82/8
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
Define bibliographic instructions as a process whereby the user is taught to use the library resources, services and information services and which increases the user's ability to use these resources independently. Pinpoints the particular issues involved in special libraries and outlines methods used to execute bibliographic instruction - individualized approach, conceptual framework, direct means, courses, communication skills. The tools, aids to the librarian, are discussed briefly. Among these are bibliographies, point-of-use aids, topical guides/pathfinders, on-line systems. 

[INFORMATION USERS] [ACCESS TO INFORMATION] [EDUCATION] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]

10-528
ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Information System - Economic and Social Planning Sector: manual for the use of the Bibliographic Record Card (BRC). 1980. 120p
1980 General
Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System, Port of Spain, 24 November-5 December 1980. CDC/CIS/80/2
1980 General
Request from: DOCPAL Manual No.2
Procedimiento para la utilización de la tarjeta de registro bibliográfico. CEPAL CELADE, Santiago, Chile, 1980. CDC/CIS/80/2
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
A guide to users of the Bibliographic Record Card (BRC) in recording the descriptive elements of a particular document. The manual is divided into several parts; the first includes general aspects, definitions and characteristics which are necessary for the use of the BRC, the second includes a detailed description of each of the elements to be recorded together with the description of the respective field, the third refers to the the practical utilization of the BRC and its use in certain special situations.

[INFORMATION RECORDING] [CARISPLAN+] [MANUAL] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]

10-529
ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean CARISPLAN: manual of indexing procedures. 1980. 49p
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
Workshop on Techniques for Effective Participation in the Caribbean Information System, Port of Spain, 24 November-5 December 1980. CDC/CIS/80/2
1980 General
Request from: CDCUN
Describes the principles of indexing, exhaustivity consistency, objectivity, multiplicity of descriptors and dynamism-interpretation of documents, identification of subject contents, concepts and descriptors. The principles of vocabulary control and the CARISPLAN/INFOPLAN system of proposing new descriptors are also outlined. The uniformity in the selection of the type of material, level of subdivision, subject areas and indexing terms are pinpointed as important areas to be considered. The use of the OECD Macrothesaurus ensures consistency in the selection of the indexing terms and guidelines as to the use of this tool are outlined. The Uniterm system and procedures are described. A list of geographic codes of DEVIS are included.

[INDEXING] [MANUAL] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]

10-530
ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Use of orientation and reorientation as a means of user education. 1982. 16p
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
Use of the media in user education. 1982. 10p
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
Oriention in the context of a special library is seen as those activities aimed at ensuring that users and potential users remain orientated toward the library as a primary source of meeting information needs. This is a continuous process. The paper examines the factors to be considered when formulating orientation and continuing library awareness programmes, and identifies the knowledge of users, time factor and the users need for graphical stimulation as major in building orientation programmes. Specific techniques, -library tours, tape/slide programmes, guides, and signs, notice boards, handbooks and other printed aids- are reviewed in detail stressing that no one technique could comprise an effective orientation programme, it should comprise several developed and implemented in conjunction with each other and with other user education programmes.

[INFORMATION USERS] [EDUCATION] [TEACHING METHODS] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]

10-531
ZZ CEPAL. Sub-regional Office for the Caribbean Use of the media in user education. 1982. 8p: diags.
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
Workshop on User Education Techniques for Use in Special Libraries, Mona, 19-23 July 1982. CDC/CIS/82/4
1982 General
Request from: CDCUN
The media is seen as a powerful attention-getting tool to be manipulated by the librarian as a user-educator and communicator. Media aids - overhead projectors, films, film strips etc - are outlined and it is noted that the librarian should develop skills in the selection of suitable and applicable material, stimulate their use through display and know how to prepare them to suit his/her purpose, develop skills in the learning process, production of aids and materials, operation of media equipment.

[INFORMATION USERS] [EDUCATION] [MEDIA] [THEORY, METHODOLOGY]
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Co. Limited; dated November 3, 1981.  
(1981). [LOANS] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [IRRIGATION SYSTEMS] [CDB+][AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS] [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS]  
LC 10-310 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit-AIC/FIC/SIC) between Caribbean Development Bank and St. Lucia Development Bank; October 23, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [TOURISM] [CDB+] [DEVELOPMENT BANKS]  
VG 10-312 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit-AIC/FIC/SIC) between the Caribbean Development Bank and the Development Bank of the Virgin Islands; dated December 16, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [TOURISM] [SERVICE INDUSTRY]  
XI 10-179 Workshop paper on development of regional and national marketing information systems and production intelligence services - Dover Convention Centre, Barbados, 1980-04-21/23. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [INFORMATION PROCESSING] [INFORMATION DISSEMINATION]  
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY  
SR 10-083 Modernising en marginalising in Nickerie or Modernization and marginalization in Nickerie. (1981). [RICE] [AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY] [AGRICULTURAL MARKET]  
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION  
GY 10-133 Agricultural engineering: Guyana School of Agriculture-project findings and recommendations.. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING]  
GY 10-487 Sharing agricultural documentation and information resources in Guyana.. (1981). [INFORMATION SERVICES] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [STATISTICAL TABLES]  
JM 10-431 Social Development Commission Agricultural Programmes Division: annual report. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT] [TRAINING] [DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS]  
XI 10-370 Proposed CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy for the 1980's - summary and overview. (1981). [NUTRITION POLICY] [HEALTH PLANNING] [FOOD POLICY] [CARICOM] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL PLANNING] [DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY]  
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING  
GY 10-133 Agricultural engineering: Guyana School of Agriculture-project findings and recommendations.. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING]  
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY  
GY 10-361 USAID/Government of Guyana project paper: agricultural credit. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL CREDIT] [AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION] [AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY] [RICE]  
ZZ 10-526 Metódica para la planificación del uso de la maquinaria en las empresas agrícolas. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL PLANNING] [AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY]  
AGRICULTURAL MARKET  
SR 10-083 Modernising en marginalising in Nickerie or Modernization and marginalization in Nickerie. (1981). [RICE] [AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY] [AGRICULTURAL MARKET]  
AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION  
GY 10-361 USAID/Government of Guyana project paper: agricultural credit. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL CREDIT] [AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION] [AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY] [RICE]  
AGRICULTURAL PLANNING  
XZ 10-120 Report on visit to Malaysia, India and Holland 3rd. September to 7th October 1980. (1980). [OIL PALMS] [AGRICULTURAL PLANNING] [GRAIN PROCESSING] [LEGUMINOSAE]  
AGRICULTURAL POLICY  
JM 10-230 Policy and programme for the development of the livestock industry. (1982). [BEEF] [DAIRY PRODUCTS] [LIVESTOCK] [MARKETING] [POULTRY] [PRICES] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]  
XI 10-178 A programme for agriculture in island plantation economies.. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [RATIONALIZATION]  
XI 10-031 Basic facts on CARICOM. (1983). [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [CARICOM] [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [TRADE RELATIONS] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]  
AGRICULTURAL PRICES  
XI 10-278 Regional commodity pricing policies. (1980). [PRICE POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL PRICES] [CARICOM]  
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION  
GY 10-038 Agricultural production targets and input requirements 1980. (1980). [CROPS] [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION] [PRODUCTIONS TARGETS] [AGRICULTURAL MARKETING] [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION]  
XM 10-077 Expanding agricultural production through an improved food marketing system. (1982). [WHOLESALE MARKETING] [RETAIL MARKETING] [MARKETING COOPERATIVES] [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION]  
XI 10-115 Demographic analysis of the CARICOM Region. (1981). [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION] [CARICOM]  
AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS  
LC 10-309 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit-AIC/FIC/SIC) between Caribbean Development Bank and Dennery Farm Co. Limited; dated November 3, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [IRRIGATION SYSTEMS] [CDB+] [AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS]
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
GY 10-487 Sharing agricultural documentation and information resources in Guyana. (1981). [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL STANDARDS] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING]


AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

XI 10-033 Compendio estadístico de America Latina. (1982). [AGRICULTURAL STANDARDS] [AGRICULTURAL SECTOR] [TRANSPORT] [INDUSTRY] [COMMUNICATION] [HEALTH] [FOREIGN TRADE] [ECONOMIC INDICATORS]

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS


XI 10-028 Crop costs and returns: information for Antigua, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS]

XI 10-179 Workshop paper on development of regional and national marketing information systems and production intelligence services - Dover Convention Centre, Barbados. 1980-04-21/23. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING] [AGRICULTURAL DISSEMINATION]

AGRICULTURAL TRAINING
GY 10-133 Agricultural engineering: Guyana School of Agriculture: project findings and recommendations. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING]

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

TT 10-416 Report of the Ministry of Finance, Housing on the administration of the


AGRICULTURE
BB 10-483 Agriculture, science and technology: resources of information in Barbados; a survey. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS] [AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES]

CU 10-047 Cuba: estilo de desarrollo y politicas sociales. (1980). [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

CU 10-004 Estadísticas quinquenales de Cuba 1966-1970. (1982). [AGRICULTURAL STANDARDS] [AGRICULTURAL SECTOR] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION]

GT 10-146 Women in agriculture: the case of Guyana. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

HT 10-384 Agriculture et elevage. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL TRAINING] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

JM 10-364 Aide memoire: Clarendon Plains development early implementation programme. (1981). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

JM 10-506 Jamaica resource assessment. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

JM 10-225 Public sector investment programme. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

JN 10-226 Second year. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

XI 10-178 A programme for agriculture in island plantation economies. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

XI 10-258 Agriculture: sector policy paper. (1981). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

XI 10-495 Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

XI 10-197 Role of government institutions in agricultural marketing. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

AGROPRODUCT PROCESSING
JM 10-151 Agricultural industry’s potential untapped. (1982). [AGROPRODUCT PROCESSING] [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

XI 10-350 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]

AGROINDUSTRY
HT 10-385 Development industrial. (1980). [AGROINDUSTRY] [AGRICULTURE] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY] [AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH] [AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION] [AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES] [AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY] [AGRICULTURAL POLICY]
from Trinidad and Tobago: a proposal. (1980). [REGIONAL COOPERATION] [AID FINANCING] [FINANCIAL TERMS] [TRADE] [CARICOM]

XI 10-357 A study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries; executive summary. (1980). [CARICOM] [FEASIBILITY STUDIES] [INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION] [TECHNOLOGY] [FOOD PROCESSING] [MARKETING] [FOOD PLANNING] [CARICOM]

XI 10-200 Address to Institute of International Relations. (1980). [REGIONAL INTEGRATION] [CARICOM] [TECHNOLOGY] [REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS] [EGGS] [GLASS INDUSTRY] [SHIPBUILDING] [FISHERY INDUSTRY] [CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY] [PAPER INDUSTRY] [PACKAGING] [FRUITS] [VEGETABLES] [CEREALS] [MARKETING] [FOOD INTEGRATION] [FOOD CROPS] [FOOD CONSERVATION] [FOOD CROPS]

CAUSES OF DEATH

CU 10-050 Determinants of mortality transition in developing countries before and after the Second World War. Some evidence from Cuba. (1981). [MORTALITY] [CAUSES OF DEATH] [TRENDS] [MORTALITY DECLINE]

CDB

AG 10-299 Grant agreement (systems analyst) between Caribbean Development Bank and LIAT (1974) Limited; dated November 18, 1981. (1981). [SYSTEMS ANALYSIS] [SYSTEMS DESIGN] [COMPUTERS] [CDB+] [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS]

BB 10-300 Consultancy agreement (feed and fertilizer study) between Caribbean Development Bank and Agricultural Services (Bio-Dynamics) Ltd.; dated August 12, 1981. (1981). [FEASIBILITY STUDIES] [WASTES RECOVERY] [FEED] [COSTS] [FERTILIZERS] [CDB+]

BB 10-301 Loan agreement (Integrated Urban Project: Feasibility Studies) between the Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados dated October 21, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [URBAN ENVIRONMENT] [HAZARDS] [EDS] [EMPLOYMENT] [INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT] [CDB+]

BB 10-302 Loan agreement (Portraits Sugar Factory Project) between the Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados Sugar Factories Ltd.; dated Nov. 12, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [SUGAR INDUSTRY] [CDB+]

BB 10-303 Loan agreement (Power Project) between Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados Light and Power Company Ltd., dated November 9, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS] [CDB+] [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS]

DM 10-304 Grant agreement (post-hurricane rehabilitation) between Caribbean Development Bank and Caribbean Development Bank and Windward Islands Banana Industry to (1) increase soil fertility and crop yield and (2) control disease and pests between Caribbean Development Bank and Windward Islands Growers’ Association. (1981). [LOANS] [CDB+]

GY 10-305 Amending loan agreement (Regional Grain Production - Guyana) between the Caribbean Development Bank and Caribbean Development Bank and Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago and CARICOM Corn and Soyabean Co. Ltd.; dated December 15, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [CEREALS] [PRODUCTION] [MARKETING] [CDB+]

GY 10-306 Loan agreement (Corn Soya Bean Project: Guyana) between Caribbean Development Bank and Guyana, St. Kitts/Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago and CARICOM Corn and Soya bean Limited; dated August 18, 1981. (1981). [LOANS] [CEREALS] [PRODUCTION] [MARKETING] [CDB+]

LC 10-309 Loan agreement (agricultural development) between Caribbean Development Bank and Denmark Term Co. Limited; dated November 3, 1981.. (1981). [LOANS] [AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT] [PROROGATION SYSTEMS] [CDB+][AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS] [ECONOMIC AGREEMENTS]

LC 10-310 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit Agreement) between Caribbean Development Bank and St. Lucia Development Bank; dated October 23, 1981.
XI 10-269 Address by the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Caribbean Development Bank. (1982). [CDB+] [INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION] [DEVELOPMENT AID]

XI 10-257 Agenda and papers of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors. (1980). [DEVELOPMENT BANKS] [CDB+] [AGRICULTURE]
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XI 10-192 Standardisation of packaging of fresh fruit and vegetables. (1980). [CARICOM] [HORTALIZAS] [FRUTAS] [FRUTAS]


HUEVOS
XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CARICOM] [CONSTRUCCIONES PREFABRICADAS] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [CONSTRUCCION NAVAL] [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [HUEVOS] [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

IDENTIDAD CULTURAL
XI 10-112 The environment as an ingredient of cultural expression. (1982). [IMPACTO AMBIENTAL+] [IDENTIDAD CULTURAL]

IDEIOLOGIAS POLITICAS
GD 10-219 United States policy towards Grenada: hearing before the Subcommittee on Interamerican Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. (1982). [IDEIOLOGIAS POLITICAS] [ESTABILIDAD POLITICA] [DESARROLLO ECONOMICO] [LIBERTAD DE EXPRESION] [ASPECTOS POLITICOS] [AYUDA AL DESARROLLO] [POLITICA NACIONAL]

IMPACTO AMBIENTAL+
XI 10-112 The environment as an ingredient of cultural expression. (1982). [IMPACTO AMBIENTAL+] [IDENTIDAD CULTURAL]

IMPEDIDOS
GY 10-141 Selective placement service for the disabled: technical memorandum to the Government of Guyana. (1982). [IMPEDIDOS] [INCAPACIDAD] [REALIZACION PROFESIONAL] [REHABILITACION] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]

IMPLEMENTACION DE PROYECTOS
XI 10-293 Training objectives of the UNU with particular reference to the World Hunger Programme(WHP): a summary. (1981). [ADMINISTRACION DE PROYECTOS] [IMPLEMENTACION DE PROYECTOS] [EVALUACION DE PROYECTOS] [PROGRAMAS DE CAPACITACION] [NUTRICION]

IMPORTACIONES
AN 10-371 Report on export promotion visit to Trinidad and Tobago 26 June - 1 July 1980. (1981). [IMPORTACIONES] [RESTRICTIONES A LA IMPORTACION] [ARANCELES] [PROMOCION DE IMPORTACIONES]


JM 10-434 Highlights: the Ministry of Industry and Commerce 1981-82. (1982). [EXPORTACIONES] [PRODUCTO INTERNO BRUTO] [DESARROLLO INDUSTRIAL] [IMPORTACIONES] [ELABORACION INDUSTRIAL]

IMPUESTO A LA RENTA
TT 10-090 Elasticity of the non-oil tax system of Trinidad and Tobago 1956-1979. (1980). [IMPUESTO A LA RENTA] [TRIBUTACION] [IMPUESTO A LAS SOCIEDADES]

IMPUESTO A LA TIERRA
JM 10-239 Taxation measures 1982-83. (1982). [IMPUESTOS HUMANOS] [IMPUESTO A LA TIERRA] [TRIBUTACION] [CAPACITACION]
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XI 10-226 Second year. (1982). [AGRICULTURA] [BAUXITA] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [ENERGIA] [POLITICA EXTERIOR] [RELACIONES LABORALES] [SERVICIOS PUBLICOS] [TURISMO]

XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INDUSTRIA DE PULPA Y PAPEL] [CONSTRUCCIONES PREFABRICADAS] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [CONSTRUCCION NAVAL] [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [HUEVOS] [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

INDUSTRIA DE LA MADERA

XI 10-069 Export potential of Jamaica’s woodworking industry. (1981). [INDUSTRIA DE LA MADERA] [OBSTACULOS AL DESARROLLO]

INDUSTRIA DE PULPA Y PAPEL

XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INDUSTRIA DE PULPA Y PAPEL] [CONSTRUCCIONES PREFABRICADAS] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [CONSTRUCCION NAVAL] [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [HUEVOS] [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

INDUSTRIA DEL CALZADO

XI 10-350 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [PROCESAMIENTO DE PRODUCTO AGRICOLA] [CONTRACHAPADO] [INDUSTRIA DEL PLASTICO] [TEXTIL] [INDUSTRIA DEL CALZADO] [HERRAMIENTAS MANUALES] [PROMOCION DEL ARTESANADO]

INDUSTRIA DEL PLASTICO

XI 10-350 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [PROCESAMIENTO DE PRODUCTO AGRICOLA] [CONTRACHAPADO] [INDUSTRIA DEL PLASTICO] [TEXTIL] [INDUSTRIA DEL CALZADO] [HERRAMIENTAS MANUALES] [PROMOCION DEL ARTESANADO]

INDUSTRIA DEL VESTUARIO

XI 10-071 Survey of market opportunities for selected Jamaican garments in West Germany and the Netherlands: appendices. (1982). [INDUSTRIA DEL VESTUARIO] [ESTUDIOS DE MERCADO] [ENCUESTAS]


INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO

GY 10-377 Guayana Glassworks Ltd., economic and technical analysis. (1982). [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS INDUSTRIALES] [ADMINISTRACION DE PROYECTOS] [EMPRESAS PUBLICAS] [TECNICAS DE EVALUACION]

XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INDUSTRIA DE PULPA Y PAPEL] [CONSTRUCCIONES PREFABRICADAS] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [CONSTRUCCION NAVAL] [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [HUEVOS] [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

INDUSTRIA ELECTRICA

MS 10-021 Financial statements for the year ended 31 December 1981. (1982). [ESTADISTICAS FINANCIERAS] [INDUSTRIA ELECTRICA] [ELECTRICIDAD]

INDUSTRIA FORESTAL

GY 10-135 Aspects of forestry and forestry industries. (1982). [CIENCIAS FORESTALES] [RECURSOS FORESTALES] [INDUSTRIA FORESTAL] [EXPLOTACION FORESTAL] [ZONA TROPICAL] [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]

GY 10-381 Installation of a vacuum pressure treatment plant and proposals for future development of wood preservation and seasoning in Guyana. (1982). [INDUSTRIA FORESTAL] [INVESTIGACION] [FORESTAL] [PROCESAMIENTO DE LA MADERA] [ZONA TROPICAL] [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]

XI 10-175 Report of survey on six CDCC countries regarding the development of the timber industry at the sub-regional level. (1980). [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [INDUSTRIA FORESTAL] [MADERA DE CONSTRUCCION] [PRIMER DECENARIO DEL DESARROLLO]

INDUSTRIA HARINERA

JM 10-387 Proposed investment in Jamaica Flour Mills Limited - Jamaica. (1981). [INDUSTRIA HARINERA] [CFI] [NECESIDADES DE INVERSIONES] [ESTIMACION DE PROYECTOS]

INDUSTRIA HOTELERA

XI 10-098 Caribbean tourism markets: structures and strategies. (1980). [TURISMO] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA]

XI 10-453 Economic impact of tourism. (1981). [TURISMO] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [TURISMO]

XI 10-422 European tourism demand study. (1980). [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSFERT AEREO] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [COMERCIO] [TURISMO]

XI 10-423 North American tourism demand study. (1980). [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSFERT AEREO] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [COMERCIO] [TURISMO]

INDUSTRIA LECHERA

JM 10-160 Cornwall Dairy Development Ltd.: management audit. (1980). [AUDITORIA] [INDUSTRIA LECHERA]

INDUSTRIA PESQUERA

GD 10-339 Appraisal report on artisanal fisheries development project for Grenada for presentation to the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). (1981). [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [BUQUES PESQUEROS] [EQUIPO DE PESCA] [CREDITO AGRICOLA] [MERCADO]

XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INDUSTRIA DE PULPA Y PAPEL] [CONSTRUCCIONES PREFABRICADAS] [INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCION] [CONSTRUCCION NAVAL] [INDUSTRIA PESQUERA] [HUEVOS] [INDUSTRIA DEL VIDRIO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

INFORME DE INVESTIGACION INDUSTRIA TEXTIL


XI 10-350 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [PROCESAMIENTO DE PRODUCTO ALGODONICO] [CONTRAMPAFADO] [INDUSTRIA DEL PLASTICO] [INDUSTRIA TEXTIL] [INDUSTRIA DEL CALZADO] [HERRAMIENTAS MANUALES] [PROMOCION DEL ARTESANADO]

INDUSTRIALIZACION

GY 10-134 Continuing education and the transfer of technology and industrialisation. (1981). [CambiO] [TECNOLÓGICO] [INDUSTRIALIZACION] [EDUCACION PERMANENTE] [TRANSFERENCIA DE TECNOLOGIAS]


INFLACION

GD 10-057 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Grenada. (1981). [CONDICIONES ECONOMICAS] [CRECIMIENTO ECONOMICO] [BALANZA DE PAGOS] [PRECIO AL CONSUMIDOR] [INFLACION] [POLITICA MONETARIA] [POLITICA FISCAL]


INFORMACION

XI 10-185 New international information and communication order; a Caribbean perspective. (1980). [INFORMACION] [COMUNICACION DE MASAS]

INFORMACION INDUSTRIAL

XI 10-357 A study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: executive summary. (1980). [CARICOM] [ESTUDIOS DE FACTIBILIDAD] [INFORMACION INDUSTRIAL]

INFORME ANUAL


INFORME DE ACTIVIDADES


JM 10-396 Road improvement and maintenance project 11: progress report no. 6 January 1 to March 31, 1981. (1981). [INFORME DE ACTIVIDADES] [CARRETERAS] [MANTENIMIENTO Y REPARACION]

JM 10-397 Road improvement and maintenance project 11: progress report no. 5 October 1 to December 31, 1980. (1981). [CARRETERAS] [MANTENIMIENTO Y REPARACION] [INFORME DE ACTIVIDADES]

INFORME DE INVESTIGACION

JM 10-464 Bibliography of reports and studies 1965-1981. (1981). [CIENCIAS DE LA ALIMENTACION] [TECNOLÓGIA] [PARTICIPACION DE LOS TRABAJADORES] [CAPACITACION INDUSTRIAL] [ENSAYO] [BIBLIOGRAFIA] [INFORME DE INVESTIGACION]

INFORME DE REUNION

JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANEACION DE LA COMUNICACION] [PLANIFICACION DEL TRANSPORTE] [PLANEACION NACIONAL] [PLANIFICACION REGIONAL] [METODOS DE PLANIFICACION] [INFORME DE REUNION]


XI 10-265 Minutes of the Sixty-Ninth Meeting of the Board of Directors. (1981). [BANCOS DE DESARROLLO] [INFORME DE REUNION] [PRESUPUESTO] [BDC]

XI 10-264 Minutes of the Sixty-Seven Meeting of the Board of Directors. (1981). [BANCOS DE DESARROLLO] [INFORME DE REUNION] [OBLIGACIONES] [BDC]

INFORME SOBRE PROYECTO

HT 10-382 Agricultural feeder roads project: labour intensive pilot project; final report. (1980). [BANCOS DE DESARROLLO] [CARPINTERIA VIAL] [INFORME DE REUNION]


INFRAESTRUCTURA DE TRANSPORTE

JM 10-450 Public development expenditures in Jamaica. (1981). [EDUCACION] [GASTOS PUBLICOS] [SERVICIOS PUBLICOS] [INFORME DE INVESTIGACION] [INFRAESTRUCTURA DE TRANSPORTE]

TT 10-413 Statement in the House of Representatives on Friday 11th September 1981 - Piarco International and Crown Point Airports to be re-developed. (1981). [AEROPUERTOS] [PLANIFICACION DEL TRANSPORTE] [INFRAESTRUCTURA DE TRANSPORTE]

XI 10-473 Bibliography on transit. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAFIA] [TRANSITO] [INFRAESTRUCTURA DE TRANSPORTE] [PLANIFICACION DEL TRANSPORTE] [POLITICA DE TRANSPORTE]

INFRAESTRUCTURA ECONOMICA

JM 10-070 Blueprint island: a survey of Jamaica. (1983). [DESARROLLO ECONOMICO] [CONDICIONES ECONOMICAS] [INFORME DE INVESTIGACION]
INGENIERIA AGRICOLA
GY 10-133 Agricultural engineering: Guyana School of Agriculture-project findings and recommendations. (1980). [ENSEÑANZA AGRICOLA] [INGENIERIA AGRICOLA] [CAPACITACION AGRICOLA]

INGRESO
TT 10-087 Distribution of income in Trinidad and Tobago 1956-76. (1981). [PRODUCTO INTERNO BRUTO] [INGRESO] [DISTRIBUCION DEL INGRESO]

INGRESO NACIONAL
JM 10-513 National income and product statistics. (1980). [INGRESO NACIONAL] [CONTABILIDAD NACIONAL] [PRODUCTO INTERNO BRUTO] [PRODUCTO NACIONAL BRUTO] [ESTATISTICA] [METODOLOGIA]

INGRESO POR EXPORTACIONES
JM 10-241 Measures to improve foreign exchange inflows. (1982). [BANCOS CENTRALES] [INGRESO POR EXPORTACIONES] [CONTROL DE CAMBIOS] [TURISMO]

INGRESOS FISCALES
XI 10-040 The growth and trends of tax revenues in the Caribbean. (1980). [IMPUESTOS] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [INGRESOS FISCALES] [POLITICA FISCAL]

INMIGRANTES
XI 10-111 West Indian immigrants: their social networks and ethnic identification. (1981). [GRUPOS ETNICOS] [INMIGRANTES] [INVESTIGACION SOCIAL]

INSTITUCIONES FINANCIERAS
JM 10-429 Report and statement of accounts for the year ended 31st December, 1981. (1982). [BANCOS CENTRALES] [COMPARTAMIENTO ECONOMICO] [INSTITUCIONES FINANCIERAS] [FMI] [BANCOS COMERCIALES]

INTEGRACION ECONOMICA
XI 10-102 The politics of the Caribbean Community 1961-79: regional integration amongst new states. (1980). [INTEGRACION REGIONAL] [CARICOM] [INTEGRACION POLITICA] [INTEGRACION ECONOMICA] [ANALISIS HISTORICO]

INTEGRACION POLITICA

INTEGRACION REGIONAL
XI 10-200 Address to Institute of International Relations. (1980). [INTEGRACION REGIONAL] [CARICOM]
XI 10-270 Case of the Caribbean Centre for Development Administration. (1981). [INTEGRACION REGIONAL] [ADMINISTRACION DEL DESARROLLO]
XI 10-190 Maintaining the integrity of CARICOM. (1982). [INTEGRACION REGIONAL] [CARICOM]
XI 10-496 Select annotated bibliography of studies on the Caribbean Community. (1983). [BIBLIOGRAFIA] [CARICOM] [INTEGRACION REGIONAL]

INUNDACIONES
JM 10-010 December 4, 1979 flood rains; preliminary report. (1980). [INUNDACIONES] [LLUVIA] [CONDICIONES ATMOSFERICAS]
JM 10-395 June 1979 flood damage repair project; inception report. (1980). [INUNDACIONES] [MANTENIMIENTO Y REPARACION] [INFORME DE ACTIVIDADES] [CARARETERS]
JM 10-401 June 1979 flood damage repair project; final report November. (1981). [INUNDACIONES] [INFORME SOBRE PROYECTO] [ASISTENCIA TECNICA]
JM 10-400 June 1979 flood damage repair project; progress report no. 5 January 19, to March 31, 1981. (1981). [CARARETERS] [INUNDACIONES] [INFORME SOBRE PROYECTO] [ASISTENCIA TECNICA]

INVENTARIO DE RECURSOS
GY 10-329 Petroleum legislation in Guyana: a critical assessment of the current legislation and other related matters, with recommendations for future action. (1982). [PETROLEO] [RECURSOS PETROLIFEROS] [LEGISLACION] [INVENTARIO DE RECURSOS]
XZ 10-502 Training for public enterprise management. (1981). [INVENTARIO DE RECURSOS] [COMMONWEALTH] [CAPACITACION] [EMPRESAS PUBLICAS]

INVERSIONES
CU 10-004 Estadisticas quinquenales de Cuba 1966-1980. (1982). [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [COMERCIO] [INVERSIONES] [EDUCACION] [INDUSTRIA] [INVERSIONES] [POBLACION] [SALUD PUBLICA] [AGRICULTURA] [TRANSPORTE]
JM 10-231 Jamaica: country development strategy statement. (1984). [INVERSIONES] [DEARROLLO ECONOMICO] [CREACION DE EMPLEOS] [AYUDA AL EXTERIOR] [DIVISAS] [MARCO INSTITUCIONAL] [INVERSIONES]
XI 10-315 Consultancy Agreement (preparation of material for the orientation of investment in the Caribbean) between the Caribbean Development Bank and
INVERSIONES EXTRANJERAS
XI 10-101 Structural practices of transnational corporations in selected economies. (1980). [EMPRESAS MULTINACIONALES [NACIONALIZACION] [INVERSIONES EXTRANJERAS] [SUBDESRARRLO]

INVERSIONES INDUSTRIALES
CU 10-510 Etapas fundamentales de evaluacion del proceso inversionista (1981). [INVERSIONES INDUSTRIALES] [PROYECTOS INDUSTRIALES] [EVALUACION]

INVERSIONES PRIVADAS
JM 10-067 Jamaican: structural adjustment, export development and private investment. (1982). [RECUERECACION ECONOMICA] [PROMOCION DE EXPORTACIONES] [FMI] [BIRF] [INVERSIONES PRIVADAS] [SECTOR PRIVADO] [SECTOR PUBLICO] [TURISMO]

INVESTIGACION
GY 10-480 Analysis of research and expenditure in the fields of science, technology and the environment during the decade 1970-1980. (1982). [INVESTIGACION] [CIENCIA] [TECNOLOGIA]

XI 10-176 Research and information support systems. (1980). [SISTEMAS DE INFORMACION] [CIENCIAS SOCIALES] [INVESTIGACIÓN]

INVESTIGACION AGRICOLA
GY 10-487 Sharing agricultural documentation and information resources in Guyana. (1981). [SERVICIOS DE INFORMACION] [ENSEÑANZA AGRICOLA] [INVESTIGACION AGRICOLA] [ADMINISTRACION AGRICOLA] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]


TT 10-468 Origin and mode of transmission of Cedros wilt disease of coconut. (1981). [COCOS] [TRANSMISION DE ENFERMEDADES] [INVESTIGACION AGRICOLA]


INVESTIGACION FORESTAL
GY 10-381 Installation of a vacuum pressure treatment plant and proposals for future development of wood preservation and seasoning in Guyana. (1982). [INDUSTRIA FORESTAL] [INVESTIGACION FORESTAL] [PROCESAMIENTO DE LA MADERA] [ZONA TROPICAL] [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]

INVESTIGACION PEDAGOGICA
JM 10-463 Cross-sectional study in spatial analogy and coding. (1981). [INVESTIGACION PEDAGOGICA] [CURRUCENTIDAD DE INTELIGENCIA] [PRUEBAS]


XI 10-474 Piaget’s theory and the Caribbean. (1980). [INVESTIGACION PEDAGOGICA] [PSICOLOGIA DE LA EDUCACION] [TEORIA DE LA EDUCACION]

INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION
XI 10-201 Analysis of nutrition related health problems in the CARICOM region. (1981). [INDICADORES DE SALUD] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [MEJORA ALIMENTADA]

XI 10-114 Caribbean food and nutrition: perspectives for the eighties. (1981). [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [REGIMEN ALIMENTARIO] [SUMINISTRO DE ALIMENTOS] [PLANIFICACION ALIMENTARIA] [MALNUTRICION] [ENFERMEDADES POR CARENCIA]

XI 10-109 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [NECESIDADES ALIMENTARIAS] [VALOR NUTRITIVO] [SUBSTANCIAS NUTRITIVAS] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

XI 10-297 Evaluation for the proposed UWI post-graduate training programme by workshop participants: a report. (1981). [EVALUACION DE PROYECTOS] [PROGRAMAS DE CAPACITACION] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [ALIMENTOS] [INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO]

XI 10-194 Fieldwork and research projects. (1981). [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [ACTIVIDADES DE CAMPO] [ALIMENTOS] [PROYECTOS DE INVESTIGACION]

XI 10-195 Hunger and society: a conceptual proposal. (1981). [SUMINISTRO DE ALIMENTOS] [MALNUTRICION] [PRODUCCION DE ALIMENTOS] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION]

INVESTIGACION SOCIAL
XI 10-111 West Indian immigrants: their social networks and ethnic identification. (1981). [GRUPOS ETNICOS] [INMIGRANTES] [INVESTIGACION SOCIAL]

INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO
CY 10-459 Register of research and studies in the field of science, technology and the environment 1970-1980. (1982). [CIENCIA] [TECNOLOGIA] [MEDIO AMBIENTE] [INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO]

XI 10-297 Evaluation for the proposed UWI post-graduate training programme by workshop participants: a report. (1981). [EVALUACION DE PROYECTOS] [PROGRAMAS DE CAPACITACION] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [ALIMENTOS] [INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO]

JUNTAS DE COMERCIALIZACION
XI 10-197 Role of government institutions in agricultural marketing. (1980). [AGRICULTURA] [JUNTAS DE COMERCIALIZACION]

JUVENUD
JM 10-153 Situation of women, children and youth in marginal sections of the Kingston Metropolitan Area. (1981). [NINOS] [CONDICIONES SOCIALES] [SERVICIOS SOCIALES] [MUJERES] [JUVENUD]

XI 10-117 Caribbean youth: an overview. (1982). [JUVENUD] [PROGRAMAS DE CAPACITACION] [ASPECTOS SOCIALES] [FACTORES...

Survey of the anaemia status of preschool age children, pregnant and lactating women in Jamaica. (1980). [LACTANCIA] [NINOS] [NUTRICION] [MUJERES] [ENCUESTAS SOCIALES]

Legislacion


Petroleum legislation in Guyana: a critical assessment of the current legislation and other related matters, with recommendations for future action. (1982). [PETROLEO] [RECURSOS PETROLIFEROS] [LEGISLACION] [INVENTARIO DE RECURSOS]

Role of women in the development process: Jamaica (with special reference to the role of rural women). (1980). [LEGISLACION] [MANO DE OBRA FEMENINA] [RURAL] [MUJERES] [ORGANIZACIONES FEMENINAS] [DERECHOS DE LA MUJER]

Anguilla: lesson for twin-island states. (1981). [REFORMAS ADMINISTRATIVAS] [LEGISLACION]


Laws of Trinidad and Tobago: comparative tables of recently amended laws. (1981). [LEGISLACION]

Consolidated index of statutes and subsidiary legislation to 1st January 1980. (1980). [INDICE] [LEGISLACION]


Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982). [LEGISLACION] [MEDIO AMBIENTE] [AGRICULTURA] [SALUD] [USO DE LA TIERRA] [RECURSOS DEL MAR] [PESQUERIA] [SUELOS] [RECURSOS NO-RENOVABLES] [DESPERDICIOS] [AGUA] [ENERGIA] [PATRIMONIO CULTURAL]

The Commonwealth Caribbean and the development of the sea: an overview. (1980). [DERECHO DEL MAR] [LEGISLACION] [AQUAS JURISDICCIONALES] [PLATAFORMAS CONTINENTALES] [DERECHOS DE PESCA]

Capitalism and patriarca, la mujer en elodigo de trabajo. (1982). [DERECHOS DE LA MUJER] [LEGISLACION DEL TRABAJO]

NEGOCIACION COLECTIVA
TT 10-086 Fight back says a woman. (1980). [MANO DE OBRA FEMENINA] [CLASE OBRERA] [SINDICATOS] [REPRESENTACION OBRERA] [NEGOCIO COLECTIVA] [CONDICIONES DE TRABAJO]

NINOS
JM 10-330 Everything but the ring. (1982). [NINOS] [ASPECTOS JURIDICOS]
JM 10-153 Situation of women, children and youth in marginal sections of the Kingston Metropolitan Area. (1981). [NINOS] [CONDICIONES SOCIALES] [SERVICIOS SOCIALES] [MUJERES] [JUVENTUD]
JM 10-019 Survey of the anemia status of pre-school age children, pregnant and lactating women in Jamaica. (1980). [NINOS] [ENCUESTAS SOCIALES] [JUVENTUD]

NORMAS
XI 10-191 Standardisation and the setting up of standards bodies in developing CARICOM territories. (1980). [NORMAS] [CARICOM]

NUEVO ORDEN ECONOMICO INTERNACIONAL
XZ 10-454 Threefold challenge to the world. (1980). [NUEVO ORDEN ECONOMICO Y SOCIAL] [EMPRESAS MULTINACIONALES] [NORMAS] [DETARDO ECONOMICO Y SOCIAL] [PAISES EN DESARROLLO]

NUTRICION

NM 10-394 Annual report 1980: Public Health Department, St. Thomas. (1980). [EPIDEMIOLOGIA] [HIGIENE ALIMENTARIA] [EDUCACION SANITARIA] [SALUD MATERNO-INFANTIL] [SALUD PUBLICA] [NUTRICION]

NM 10-403 Creating a women’s component: a case study in rural Jamaica. (1981). [PRODUCCION ALIMENTARIA] [NUTRICION] [ENCUESTAS SOCIALES] [MUJERES] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]
NM 10-019 Survey of the anemia status of pre-school age children, pregnant and lactating women in Jamaica. (1980). [NINOS] [ENCUESTAS SOCIALES] [JUVENTUD]

TT 10-089 Food price and subsidy policies and nutrition: experiences in Trinidad and Tobago. (1980). [NUTRICION] [SUBVENCIONES] [CONTROL DE PRECIOS] [NUTRICION]

XI 10-198 Analysis of problems of food crop conservation by storage. (1981). [ALMACENAMIENTO DE ALIMENTOS] [CONSERVACION DE ALIMENTOS] [INVERSIONES] [NUTRICION]
XI 10-298 CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy: an overview. (1982). [CONSERVACION DE ALIMENTOS] [NUTRICION]
XI 10-420 Executive Management Seminar on Management Techniques for Strategic Planning. (1980). [PLANIFICACION ALIMENTARIA] [NUTRICION] [POLITICA ALIMENTARIA]
XI 10-203 Food and Nutrition Week in CFNI member countries. (1982). [EXPOSICIONES] [ALIMENTOS] [NUTRICION]

NECESIDADES DE ALIMENTARIAS
XI 10-109 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [NECESIDADES ALIMENTARIAS] [VALOR NUTRITIVO] [OBRERA] [NUTRICION]

NECESIDADES DE INFORMACION
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XI 10-176 Research and information support systems. (1980). [SISTEMAS DE INFORMACION] [CIENCIAS SOCIALES] [INVESTIGACION]

SISTEMAS DE JUBILACION


SISTEMAS DE PLANIFICACION
XI 10-472 Bibliography on planning. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAFIA] [METODOS DE PLANIFICACION] [SISTEMAS DE PLANIFICACION]

SISTEMAS DE RIEGO
LC 10-309 Loan Agreement (agricultural development) between Caribbean Development Bank and Dennery Farm Co. Limited; dated November 3, 1981. [BDC] [PROYECTOS AGRICOLAS] [ACUERDOS ECONOMICOS]

SISTEMAS DE TENENCIA DE LA TIERRA

SITUACION JURIDICA
CU 10-049 International women: 1975-1979. (1980). [MUJERES] [EDUCACION DE LA MUJER] [MANO DE OBRA FEMENINA] [SERVICIOS DE SALUD] [PARTICIPACION POLITICA] [SITUACION JURIDICA] [MEDIOS DE COMUNICACION DE MASAS] [ZONAS RURALES] [ORGANIZACIONES FEMENINAS]

SOCIALISMO
GY 10-220 State paper on the reorganization of the local government system in Guyana. (1980). [GOBIERNO LOCAL] [POLITICA GUBERNAMENTAL] [ASPECTOS ADMINISTRATIVOS] [SOCIALISMO]

SUBDESARROLLO
XI 10-101 Structural practices of transnational corporations in selected economies. (1980). [EMPRESAS MULTINACIONALES] [NACIONALIZACION] [INVERSIONES EXTRANJERAS] [SUBDESARROLLO]

SUBSTANCIAS NUTRITIVAS
XI 10-109 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [NECESIDADES ALIMENTARIA] [VALOR NUTRITIVO] [SUBSTANCIAS NUTRITIVAS] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

SUBVENCIONES DE VEJEZ
TT 10-089 Food price and subsidy policies and nutrition: experiences in Trinidad and Tobago. (1980). [POLITICA ALIMENTARIA] [CONTROL DE PRECIOS] [NUTRICION]

SUBVENCIONES DE VEJEZ
TT 10-256 Our community senior citizens. (1980). [ANCIANOS] [ENVEJECIMIENTO] [SUBVENCIONES DE VEJEZ] [ASISTENCIA A LOS ANCIANOS]

SUELOS
XI 10-495 Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982). [LEGISLACION DE MEDIO AMBIENTE] [AGRICULTURA] [SALUD] [USO DE LA TIERRA] [RECURSOS DEL MAR] [PESCA] [SUELOS] [RECURSOS NO-RENOVABLES] [DESPERDICIOS] [AGUA] [ENERGIA] [PATRIMONIO CULTURAL]

SUMINISTRO DE ALIMENTOS
XI 10-114 Caribbean food and nutrition: perspectives for the eighties. (1981) [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [REGIMEN ALIMENTARIO] [SUMINISTRO DE ALIMENTOS] [PLANIFICACION ALIMENTARIA] [MALNUTRICION] [ENFERMEDADES POR CARENCIA]

XI 10-195 Hunger and society: a conceptual proposal. (1981). [SUMINISTRO DE ALIMENTOS] [MALNUTRICION] [PRODUCCION ALIMENTARIA] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION]

TABACO
JM 10-151 Agro-industry's potential untapped. (1982). [AGROINDUSTRIA] [MERCADO] [DIVISAS] [CREACION DE EMPLEOS] [PROCESAMIENTO DE ALIMENTOS] [TABACO] [MATERIAS PRIMAS] [PROCESAMIENTO DE PRODUCTO AGRICOLA]
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TABLAS DE MORTALIDAD
CU 10-005 Análisis mortalidad en Cuba 1943-1953. (1981). [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [ANÁLISIS DEMOGRAFICO] [MORTALIDAD] [TABLAS DE MORTALIDAD]

TASA DE INTERES
GY 10-137 Note on effective interest rates in Guyana. (1982). [TASA DE INTERES]

TECNOLOGIA
TT 10-438 Monetary management in Trinidad and Tobago: a chronology. (1981). [TECNOLOGIA] [CONTROL DE CAMBIOS] [TABLAS DE INTERESES] [BANCOS COMERCIALES]

TECNICAS DE EVALUACION
GY 10-377 Guyana Glassworks Ltd., economic and technical analysis. (1982). [TECNOLOGIA] [EVALUACION] [INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO]

TECNOLOGIA
BB 10-493 Agriculture, science and technology: resources of information in Barbados; a survey (1980). [SERVICIOS DE INFORMACION] [BIBLIOTECAS] [CIENCIA] [TECNOLOGIA] [AGRICULTURA]

TECNOLOGIA
GY 10-460 Analysis of research and expenditure in the fields of science, technology and the environment during the decade 1970-. (1982). [TECNOLOGIA] [INVESTIGACION]

TECNOLOGIA

TECNOLOGIA
GY 10-448 Technology and the society: 5 public lectures delivered under the aegis of the Technology Transfer (Policy) Unit. (1983). [TECNOLOGIA] [TRANSFERENCIA DE TECNOLOGIAS]

TECNOLOGIA

TECNOLOGIA

TECNOLOGIA APROPIADA

TECNOLOGIA DE ALIMENTOS
XI 10-196 Analysis of problems of food conservation by processing in the Caribbean region. (1981). [TECNOLOGIA DE ALIMENTOS] [CULTIVO ALIMENTICIO] [PLANEACION ALIMENTARIA] [CARICOM]

TEJIDO

TENDENCIAS
CU 10-050 Determinants of mortality transition in developing countries before and after the Second World War: Some evidence from Cuba. (1981). [MORTALIDAD] [TRENDES] [DECLINACION DE LA MORTALIDAD]

TEORIA DE LA EDUCACION

TEXTILES

TRABAJO AGRICOLAS

TRANSFONSMERIA DE TECNOLOGIAS


GY 10-448 Technology and the society: 5 public lectures delivered under the aegis of the Technology Transfer (Policy) Unit. (1983). [TRANSFERENCIA DE TECNOLOGIAS]


XZ 10-205 Address. (1981). [TRANSFERENCIA DE TECNOLOGIAS] [PAISES EN DESARROLLO]


TRANSFORMACIIN DE ENFERMEDADES

TRANSPORTE
UTILIZACION DE LA ENERGIA

XI 10-453 Economic impact of tourism (1981) [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [TURISMO]

XI 10-422 European tourism demand study. (1980) [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE AERO] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [TURISMO]

XI 10-262 Industry and tourism: sector policy paper. (1981) [BDC*] [INDUSTRIA] [TURISMO] [PRESTAMOS] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

XI 10-423 North American tourism demand study. (1981) [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [TRANSPORTE AERO] [INDUSTRIA HOTELERA] [COMERCIO] [TURISMO]

XI 10-187 Regional tourism program. (1980) [TURISMO] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO]

XI 10-113 The role of tourism in Caribbean development. (1980) [TURISMO] [POTENCIAL DE DESARROLLO]

UNICEF


URBANISMO

CU 10-048 Minimum of urbanism and a maximum of ruralism: the Cuban experience. (1980) [URBANISMO] [DESARROLLO RURAL]

USO DE LA TIERRA


JM 10-506 Jamaica resource assessment. (1982) [AGRICULTURA] [USO DE LA TIERRA] [INVENTARIO DE RECURSOS] [RECURSOS DE SUELO]

XI 10-495 Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982) [LEGISLACION] [MEDIO AMBIENTE] [AGRICULTURA] [MEDIO AMBIENTE] [SALUD] [USO DE LA TIERRA] [RECURSOS DEL MAR] [RECURSOS NO-RENEWABLES] [AGUA] [ENERGIA] [PATRIMONIO CULTURAL]

XI 10-202 Social structure, cultivation practices and food - (1981) [PRODUCCION ALIMENTARIA] [SISTEMAS DE TENENCIA DE LA TIERRA] [USO DE LA TIERRA]

USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION

XI 10-524 User education for the Caribbean Information System. (1982) [USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION] [EDUCACION]

ZZ 10-527 Bibliographic instruction in user education. (1982) [USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION] [ACCESO A LA INFORMACION] [EDUCACION]

ZZ 10-530 Use of education and reorientation as a means of user education. (1982) [USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION] [EDUCACION] [METODOS PEDAGOGICOS]

ZZ 10-531 Use of the media in user education. (1982) [USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION] [EDUCACION] [MEDIOS DE COMUNICACION]

ZZ 10-479 User education and training of practitioners. (1982) [USUARIOS DE LA INFORMACION] [EDUCACION] [CAPACITACION]

UTILIZACION DE LA ENERGIA

BB 10-334 Proposal for a pre-investment study, test and evaluation program for wind energy utilization on Barbados. (1980) [ELABORACION DE PROYECTOS] [ENERGIA EOLICA] [UTILIZACION DE LA ENERGIA]

VALOR NUTRITIVO

XI 10-109 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981) [NECESIDADES ALIMENTARIAS] [VALOR NUTRITIVO] [SUBSTANCIAS NUTRITIVAS] [INVESTIGACION SOBRE NUTRICION] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

VENTA AL POR MAYOR

JM 10-077 Expanding agricultural production through an improved food marketing system. (1982) [VENTA AL POR MAYOR] [VENTA AL POR MENOR] [COOPERATIVAS DE VENTAS] [PRODUCCION AGRICOLA]

VENTA AL POR MENOR

JM 10-077 Expanding agricultural production through an improved food marketing system. (1982) [VENTA AL POR MAYOR] [VENTA AL POR MENOR] [COOPERATIVAS DE VENTAS] [PRODUCCION AGRICOLA]

VIAJES

GY 10-139 Tourism study. (1981) [TURISMO] [VIAJES] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS] [ESTRATEGIA DEL DESARROLLO]

VIVIENDA

BS 10-336 Staff appraisal report: Bahamas urban project. (1980) [VIVIENDA] [BIRF] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO] [RURAL]

CU 10-047 Cuba: estilo de desarrollo y politicas sociales. (1980) [DESARROLLO ECONOMICO Y SOCIAL] [POLITICA SOCIAL] [EDUCACION] [SERVICIOS PUBLICOS] [SERVICIOS SOCIALES]

JM 10-457 Critique of evaluation: Jamaica Urban Rural Shelter Improvement 53-HG-010. (1980) [VIVIENDA] [DESARROLLO RURAL]

JM 10-016 Jamaica in figures. (1982) [ACTIVIDAD ECONOMICA] [PRODUCTO INTERNO BRUTO] [VIVIENDA] [EMPLEO] [PRECIOS]

JM 10-223 Manual for development. (1982) [VIVIENDA] [REGLAMENTACIONES] [ELABORACION DE PROYECTOS] [ADMINISTRACION AMBIENTAL] [POLITICA GUBERNAMENTAL]

JM 10-229 Ministry of Construction: merger of Ministries of Works and Housing. (1980) [OBRAS PUBLICAS] [SERVICIOS PUBLICOS] [VIVIENDA] [ASPECTOS ADMINISTRATIVOS]

JM 10-234 National physical planning: speech at Gordon House, Tuesday July 27. 1982. (1982) [ASPECTOS FINANCIEROS] [VIVIENDA] [PLANIFICACION RURAL]

JM 10-225 Public sector investment programme. (1982) [AGRICULTURA] [Cemento] [ENERGIA] [VIVIENDA] [POLITICA DE INVERSIONES] [GENERACION DE ENERGIA] [SECTOR PUBLICO] [SERVICIOS PUBLICOS]

ZONA TROPICAL

GY 10-135 Aspects of forestry and forestry industries. (1982) [CRUCIAS FORESTALES] [RECURSOS FORESTAL] [EXPLORACION FORESTAL] [RASTREO FORESTAL] [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [CUADROS ESTADISTICOS]

GY 10-381 Installation of a vacuum pressure treatment plant and proposals for future development of wood preservation and seasoning in Guyana. (1982) [AGRICULTURA] [DESARROLLO FORESTAL] [INVESTIGACION FORESTAL]
XZ 10-478 Tropical fruits, vegetables, root crops and spices: a select bibliography. (1981) [ZONA TROPICAL] [FRUTAS] [CULTIVOS DE TUBEROSAS] [ESPECIAS] [HORTALIZAS] [BIBLIOGRAFIA]

ZONAS LITORALES
XI 10-470 Select bibliography on coastal area development and environmental, physical and regional planning in the Caribbean region. (1980) [BIBLIOGRAFIA] [ZONAS LITORALES] [RECURSOS DEL MAR] [ADMINISTRACION AMBIENTAL] [PLANIFICACION REGIONAL]

ZONAS RURALES
CU 10-049 Cuban women: 1975-1979. (1980) [MUJERES] [EDUCACION DE LA MUJER] [MANO DE OBRA FEMENINA] [SERVICIOS DE SALUD] [PARTICIPACION POLITICA] [SITUACION JURIDICA] [MEDIOS DE COMUNICACION DE MASAS] [ZONAS RURALES] [ORGANIZACIONES FEMENINAS]

CU 10-128 El proceso de colectivizacion rural en Cuba. (1980) [REFORMAS AGRARIAS] [ZONAS RURALES] [PARTICIPACION ESTATAL] [COOPERATIVAS AGRICOLAS]

DO 10-338 Estudio de factibilidad de la instalacion de un taller de metalmechanica para la construcccion de equipos de energia no convencional. (1981) [ENERGIA SOLAR] [ENERGIA EOLICA] [FUENTES DE ENERGIA] [ELECTRIFICACION] [ZONAS RURALES]

JM 10-148 A survey of some aspects of family planning in rural Jamaica: a report. (1980) [PLANIFICACION FAMILIAR] [PROGRAMAS DE PLANIFICACION FAMILIAR] [ZONAS RURALES]

JM 10-451 Rural roads evaluation summary report: A.I.D. program evaluation report No. 5. (1982) [EVALUACION DE PROYECTOS] [CONSTRUCCION VIAL] [ZONAS RURALES]

ZOOTEcnIA
HT 10-384 Agriculture et elevage. (1980) [DESARROLLO REGIONAL] [PROYECTOS DE DESARROLLO] [AGRICULTURA] [ZOOTEcnIA]
ADMIRATION HÔTELIÈRE
XI 10-452 The cultural impact of tourism. (1981). [ADMINISTRATION HÔTELIÈRE] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [FACTEURS CULTURELS]

ADMIRATION LOCALE
GY 10-220 State paper on the reorganization of the local government system in Guyana. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [PROFILE] [GOVERNEMENTALE] [ASPECTS ADMINISTRATIFS] [SOCIALISME]

JM 10-238 Case for a services commission in Local Government. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [MILIEU DE TRAVAIL] [GESTION DU PERSONNEL]

JM 10-080 Discussion paper on the role of the Municipal Services Commission. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [GESTION DU PERSONNEL]

JM 10-158 Proposals for the establishment of Community Councils, the structure and role of the Divisional Councils and their relationship with the Local Authorities. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE]

JM 10-149 Reports of the Sub-Committee of the Local Government Reform Implementation Committee on Community Councils. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [REFORMES ADMINISTRATIVES] [DEVELOPPEMENT DES COLLECTIVITES]

TT 10-255 Draft estimates of the revenue and expenditure of the statutory boards and similar bodies for the year 1982. (1981). [BUDGET DE L'ETAT] [DEPENSES PUBLIQUES] [ADMINISTRATION CENTRALE] [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [SERVICES SOCIAUX] [PERSONNEL]

ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE
DO 10-359 Aspectos técnicos y humanos del servicio civil. (1982). [ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE] [SECTEUR PUBLIC]

DO 10-280 Papel de la educacion y la capacitacion de servidores publicos en el servicio civil de carrera. (1982). [ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE] [FORMATION] [EMPLOYES DES SERVICES PUBLICS]

DO 10-447 Servicio civil y carrera administrativa. (1982). [ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE] [SECTEUR PUBLIC] [EMPLOYES DES SERVICES PUBLICS]


XI 10-267 Training for performance improvement in the public sector: the experience of CARICAD in running training programmes in the LDCs of the Caribbean. (1981). [ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE] [FORMATION] [GESTION]

AERIOPORTS

TT 10-413 Statement in the House of Representatives on Friday 11th September 1981 - Plano International and Crown Point Airports to be re-opened. [AERIOPORTS] [TRANSPORT AERIEN] [INFRASTRUCTURE DE TRANSPORT] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS]

AGRICULTURE
BB 10-483 Agriculture, science and technology: resources of information in Barbados: a survey. (1980). [SERVICES D'INFORMATION] [BIBLIOTHEQUES] [SCIENCE] [TECHNOLOGIE] [AGRICULTURE]

CU 10-047 Cuba: estilo de desarrollo y politicas sociales. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [POLITIQUE SOCIALE] [EDUCATION] [POPULATION] [SANTE] [LOGEMENT] [AGRICULTURE]

CU 10-004 Estadisticas quinquenales de Cuba 1965-1980. (1982). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [COMMUNICATION] [BÂTIMENTS] [INDUSTRIE] [INVESTISSEMENTS] [SANTÉ PUBLIQUE] [AGRICULTURE] [TRANSPORT]

GY 10-146 Women in agriculture: the case of Jamaica. (1982). [FEMMES] [AGRICULTURE] [ASPECTS SOCIAUX] [ASPECTS ECONOMIQUES]

HT 10-384 Agriculture et élevage. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT REGIONAL] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [LEVAGE]


JM 10-506 Jamaica resource assessment. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [UTILISATION DES TERRES] [INVENTAIRE DES RESSOURCES] [RESSOURCES EN SOL]

JM 10-225 Public sector investment programme. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [CIMEN] [ENERGIE] [LOGEMENT] [POLITIQUE D'INVESTISSEMENT] [PRODUCTION D'ENERGIE] [SECTEUR PUBLIC] [SERVICES PUBLICS]

JM 10-226 Second year. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [BAUXITE] [INDUSTRIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION] [ENERGIE] [POLITIQUE ETRANGERE] [RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES] [SERVICES PUBLICS] [TOURISME]

XI 10-178 A programme for agriculture in island plantation economies. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE] [RATIONALISATION]


XI 10-495 Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982). [LEGISLATION] [ENVIRONNEMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [SANTE] [PATRIMOINE CULTUREL]

XI 10-197 Role of government institutions in agricultural marketing. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [OFFICES DE VENTE]

AGRICULTURE DE SUBSISTANCE
GY 10-373 Small farm development, rice production improvement, technical services. (1982). [AGRICULTURE DE SUBSISTANCE] [RIZ]

AGRIEXPLOITATION
JM 10-013 Census of pig farmers in Jamaica. (1980). [PORCS] [AGRIEXPLOITATION] [RECENSEMENTS AGRICOLES] [STATISTIQUES AGRICOLES]

AGRINDUSTRIE
HT 10-385 Développement industriel. (1980). [AGRIEXPLOITATION] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [INDUSTRIE] [AGRINDUSTRIE]

JM 10-407 Agro-industry development in Jamaica. (1980). [AGRINDUSTRIE] [MATIERES GRASSES] [PLANTES-RACINES]

JM 10-493 Agro-industry's potential untapped. (1982). [AGRINDUSTRIE] [COMMERCIALISATION] [DIVISES]
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AIDE A L’ETRANGER
JM 10-232 Annual budget submission: fy 1984
Jamaica. (1982) [BUDGET] [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [AIDE A L’ETRANGER] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]
JMJ 10-231 Jamaica: country development strategy FY 1984. (1982) [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [CREATION D’EMPLOIS] [DIVISES] [CADER INSTITUTIONNEL] [INVESTISSEMENTS]

AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT
GD 10-219 United States policy towards Grenada: hearing before the Subcommittee on Interamerican Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. (1982) [IDEOLOGIES POLITIQUES] [STABILITE POLITIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [LIBERTE D’INFORMATION] [ASPECTS POLITIQUES] [AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE NATIONALE]
XI 10-269 Address by the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Caribbean Development Bank. (1982) (BCD++) [COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE] [AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT]

AIDE AUX GENES AGES
TT 10-256 Our community senior citizens. (1980) [PERSONNES AGEES] [VIEILLISSEMENT] [ALLOCATIONS VIEILLESSE] [AIDE AUX GENES AGES]

AIDE ECONOMIQUE
XI 10-296 ‘Caribbean Basin Initiative’ an interview with Stephen W. Bosworth. (1982) [AIDE ECONOMIQUE] [INVESTISSEMENTS] [SUCRE] [TEXTILES] [COMMERCE]

ALIMENTATION EN EAU
JM 10-354 A programme for funding and technical assistance: select projects for discussion between Saudi Arabia and Jamaica. (1983) [DEVELOPPEMENT DE L’IRRIGATION] [ELABORATION DE PROGETS] [ROUTES] [ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE] [ALIMENTATION EN EAU]
XI 10-266 Water and sewage: sector policy paper. (1981) [BCD++] [PRETS] [SERVICES DE VOIRIE] [ALIMENTATION EN EAU]

ALIMENTS
JM 10-066 Problems in implementing programmes to control or stabilize staple food prices in Jamaica.. (1980) [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS]
XI 10-298 CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy: an overview. (1982) [CARICOM] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]
XI 10-297 Evaluation for the proposed UWI post-graduate training programme by workshop participants: a report. (1981) [EVALUATION DE PROJET] [PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [ALIMENTS] [RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEMENT]
XI 10-194 Fieldwork and research projects. (1981) [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [ACTIVITE SUR LE TERRAIN] [ALIMENTS] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]
XI 10-203 Food and Nutrition Week in CFNI member countries. (1982) [PROJETS DE RECHERCHE] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]
XI 10-107 Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America. (1980) [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]
XI 10-295 Structure and available courses in the proposed training programme. (1981) [ALIMENTS] [ALIMENTS POUR ANIMAUX] [PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION]

ALIMENTS POUR ANIMAUX
BB 10-300 Consultancy agreement (feed and fertilizer study) between Caribbean Development Bank and Agricultural Services (Bio-Dynamics) Ltd; dated August 12, 1981. (1981) [ETUDES DE FAISABILITE] [RECYCLAGE DES DECHETS] [ALIMENTS POUR ANIMAUX] [COUTS] [ENGRAIS] [BCD++]

ALLAITEMENT NATUREL
BB 10-127 Analysis of breast feeding findings in the national health and nutrition surveys of 1969 and 1981 with special reference to the International Code of Marketing of Breast-Milk Substitutes. (1982) [ALLAITEMENT NATUREL] [EDUCATION SANITAIRE] [NUTRITION] [ENQUETES SOCIALES]
JM 10-019 Survey of the anaemia status of preschool age children, pregnant and lactating women in Jamaica. (1980) [ALLAITEMENT NATUREL] [ENFANTS] [NUTRITION] [FEMMES] [ENQUETES SOCIALES]

ALLOCATIONS VIEILLESSE
TT 10-258 Our community senior citizens. (1980) [PERSONNES AGEES] [VIEILLISSEMENT] [ALLOCATIONS VIEILLESSE] [AIDE AUX GENES AGES]

ALPHABETISATION
GD 10-218 Forward ever. (1980) [ENSEIGNEMENT] [ALPHABETISATION] [EDUCATION DES ADULTES]

AMENAGEMENT HYDRAULIQUE
GP 10-131 Collective management of a natural resource: fresh water in Marie-Galante. (1982) [AMENAGEMENT HYDRAULIQUE] [RESSOURCES EN EAU] [ASPECTS SOCIAUX]

AMENAGEMENT RURAL
HT 10-124 Armature rurale: equipements ruraux. (1980) [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [COUTS D’EQUIPEMENT]
HT 10-289 Les sols. (1980) [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [ALIMENTS] [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [CONSERVATION DU SOL] [CONSERVATION DE LA FORET] [EROSION]
JM 10-234 National physical planning: speech at Gordon House, Tuesday July 27, 1982. (1982) [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [LOGEMENT] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN]

AMENAGEMENT URBAIN
GY 10-284 Linden physical development plan: action programmes: squatter areas,
ANALYSE HISTORIQUE

ANALYSE ECONOMIQUE

ANALYSE DEMOGRAPHIQUE

ANALYSE DE SYSTEMES

ANALYSE SOCIOLOGIQUE

ANALYSE STATISTIQUE

APPRECIATION DE PROJET

APPROCHE INTEGRREE

AQUICULTURE

ARACHIDES

ARTISANAT

ARTS

ASPECTS ADMINISTRATIFS

transportation, institutional framework.

Linden physical development plan: analysis of existing conditions. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

Linden physical development plan; summary of problems, proposals and recommendations. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

Professional image of planning in Jamaica. (1980). [PLANS NATIONAUX] [PLANS REGIONAUX] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANIFICATION DU LOGEMENT]

Physical Planning and Development Board guidelines (1983) [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT]

Comparative study of library/information systems in Jamaica and the Province of Ontario, Canada and their potential role in national information systems. (1981). [BIBLIOTHEQUES] [SYSTEMES D INFORMATION] [ANALYSE COMPARATIVE]

Grant agreement (systems analyst) between Caribbean Development Bank and LIAT (1974). Limited; dated: November 18, 1981. (1981). [ANALYSE DE SYSTEMES] [CONCEPTION DE SYSTEMES] [ORDINATEURS] [BCD] [ACCORDS ECONOMIQUES]

Analisis mortalidad en Cuba 1943-1953. (1981). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [ANALYSE DEMOGRAPHIQUE] [MORTALITE] [TABLES DE MORTALITE]

CUBA: el descenso de la fecundidad 1964-78. (1981). [FECONDITE] [ANALYSE DEMOGRAPHIQUE] [EDUCATION] [MIJEU SOCIAL]

Estudio demoeconomico de la provincia y los municipios de Camaguey. (1982). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [ANALYSE DEMOGRAPHIQUE] [ENQUETE ECONOMIQUE]

Demographic analysis of the CARICOM Region. (1981). [POPULATION] [ANALYSE DEMOGRAPHIQUE] [PRODUCTION AGRICOLE] [CARICOM]

Determinants of aggregate savings in post-war Trinidad and Tobago (an explanatory study). (1981). [ECOOMETRIE] [ANALYSE ECONOMIQUE] [EPARGNE] [DONNEES STATISTIQUES]

The politics of the Caribbean Community 1961-79: regional integration amongst new states. (1990). [INTEGRATION REGIONALE] [CARICOM] [INTEGRATION POLITIQUE] [INTEGRATION ECONOMIQUE] [ANALYSE HISTORIQUE]

Yo tambien soy America: historia y mujeres de America Hispana. (1981). [HISTORIQUE] [CONFITS SOCIAUX] [FEMMES]

CULTURE oprimida. (1981). [CONDITIONS SOCIALES] [CULTURE]
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INVESTISSEMENTS PRIVES
JM 10-067 Jamaica: structural adjustment, export development and private investment. (1982). [REPRISE ECONOMIQUE] [PROFITE DE EXPORTATIONS] [FMI] [BIRD] [INVESTISSEMENTS PRIVES] [SECTEUR PRIVE] [SECTEUR PUBLIC] [TOURISME]

IRRIGATION


JEUNESSE
JM 10-153 Situation of women, children and youth in marginal sections of the Kingston Metropolitan Area. (1981). [ENFANTS] [CATEGORIES SOCIALES] [SERVICES SOCIAUX] [FEMMES] [JEUNESSE]

XI 10-117 Commonwealth Youth Programme Student Magazine. (1982). [JEUNESSE] [PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION] [ASPECTS SOCIAUX] [FACTEURS CULTURELS]

LEGISLATION

DO 10-217 Breve historia del Banco de Reservas de la Republica Dominicana 1941-1981. (1982). [BANQUES COMMERCIALES] [HISTOIRE ECONOMIQUE] [LEGISLATION] [CONFIGURATION DE L ENTREPRISE] [ACTIVITE BANCAIRE]

GY 10-329 Petroleum legislation in Guyana: a critical assessment of the current legislation and other related matters, with recommendations for future action. (1982). [PETROLE] [RESSOURCES PETROLIERES] [LEGISLATION] [INVENTAIRE DES RESSOURCES]

JM 10-075 Role of women in the development process: Jamaica with special reference to the role of rural women). (1980). [LEGISLATION] [MAIN D OEUVRE FEMININE] [RURAL] [FEMMES] [ORGANISATIONS FEMENINES] [DROITS DE LA FEMME]


XI 10-495 Environmental legislation of the Commonwealth Caribbean. (1982). [LEGISLATION] [ENVIRONNEMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [SANTE] [UTILISATION DES TERRES] [RESSOURCES DE LA MER] [PECHE] [SOUS] [RESSOURCES NON-RENOUVELABLES] [INCHETS] [EAU] [ENERGIE] [PATRIMOINE CULTUREL]

XM 10-333 The Commonwealth Caribbean and the development of the sea: an overview. (1980). [DROIT DE LA MER] [LEGISLATION] [EAUX TERRITORIALES] [PLATEFORMES CONTINENTALES] [DROITS DE PECHE]

LEGISLATION DU TRAVAIL

DO 10-328 Capitalism y patriarcado, la mujer en el código de trabajo. (1982). [DROITS DE LA FEMME] [LEGISLATION DU TRAVAIL]

LEGUMES

XI 10-192 Standardisation of packaging of fresh fruit and vegetables. (1980). [CARICOM] [EMBALLAGE] [FRUITS] [LEGUMES]

ZX 10-478 Tropical fruits, vegetables, root crops and spices: a select bibliography. (1981). [ZONE TROPICALE] [FRUITS] [PLANTES-RACINES] [EPICES] [LEGUMES] [BIBLIOGRAPHIE]

LEGUMINEUSES

ZX 10-120 Report on visit to Malaysia, India and Holland 3rd. September to 7th October 1980. (1980). [PALMIERS A MUIL] [PLANTATION AGRICOLE] [TRAITEMENT DU GRAIN] [LEGUMINEUSES]

LIBERTE D INFORMATION

GD 10-219 United States policy towards Grenada: hearing before the Subcommittee on Interamerican Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. (1982). [IDEOLOGIES POLITIQUES] [STABILITE POLITIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [LIBERTE D INFORMATION] [ASPECTS POLITIQUES] [AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE NATIONALE]

LOGEMENT

BS 10-336 Staff appraisal report: Bahamas urban project. (1980). [LOGEMENT] [BIRD] [PROMOTION INDUSTRIELLE] [RENovation URBANE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [EDUCATION DES FEMMES]

CU 10-047 Cuba: estilo de desarrollo y politicas sociales. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [POLE DE LA FEMME] [PROMOTION INDUSTRIELLE] [DEVELOPPEMENT ALIMENTAIRE] [PROMOTION DES COLLECTIVITES] [MAIN D OEUVRE]

JM 10-457 Critical evaluation: Jamaica Urban and Rural Shelter Improvement 53-HG-010. (1980). [LOGEMENT] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [RECHERCHE VITAMINIQUE] [MALNUTRITION]

JM 10-016 Jamaica in figures. (1982). [ACTIVITE] [PRODUIT INTERIEUR BRUT] [LOGEMENT] [EMPLOI] [PRIX] [SERVICES SOCIAUX] [TOURISME] [COMMERC] [TRANSPORT]

JM 10-223 Manual for development. (1982). [LOGEMENT] [REGLEMENTATIONS] [ELABORATION DE PROJET] [GESTION DE L ENVIRONNEMENT] [POLITIQUE GOUVERNEMENTALE]

JM 10-229 Ministry of Construction: merger of Ministries of Works and Housing. (1980). [PROJETS PILOTE] [RAPPORT DE PROJET] [CONSTRUCTION DE ROUTE] [DEVELOPPEMENT DES COLLECTIVITES] [MAIN D OEUVRE]

MALADIES DE CARENCE

GY 10-132 Further characterization of the nutritional anemias in Guyana. (1981). [MALNUTRITION] [MAIN D OEUVRE]

XI 10-114 Caribbean food and nutrition: perspectives for the eighties. (1981). [MALNUTRITION] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [POLITIQUE GOUVERNEMENTALE] [MINISTRIES DE LA FEMME]

MALNUTRITION

GY 10-132 Further characterization of the nutritional anemias in Guyana. (1981). [MALNUTRITION] [MAIN D OEUVRE]

XI 10-114 Caribbean food and nutrition: perspectives for the eighties. (1981). [MALNUTRITION] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [POLITIQUE GOUVERNEMENTALE] [MINISTRIES DE LA FEMME]

MANUEL


HT 10-512 Agricultural feeder roads project training manual: labour intensive options. (1980). [MANUEL] [ENTRETIEN]
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Modernisation en marginalising in Nickerie ou Modernization and marginalization in Nickerie. (1981). [RIZ] [ECONOMIE AGRICOLE] [MARCHE AGRICOLE]

Economic study on production of, and markets for, spices, essential oils and oleoresins: final report. (1980). [EPICES] [HUILES ESSENTIELLES] [POTENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [MARCHE INTERNATIONAL] [COMMERCIALISATION]

Essential oils and oleoresins. (1980). [HUILES ESSENTIELLES] [POTENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [MARCHE INTERNATIONAL]

International markets for selected spices of export interest to CARICOM countries. (1980). [EPICES] [MARCHE INTERNATIONAL]

Estimation of fresh water flow in the tidal reach of the Berbice River, Guyana.. (1982). [MAREES] [RESSOURCES EN EAU]

Enquête haïtien sur la fécondité (1977): rapport national. (1981). [FECONDITE] [CONTRACEPTION] [ENQUETES SOCIALES] [PLANIFICATION DE LA FAMILLE] [MARIAGE]

USAID/Government of Guyana project paper: agricultural credit. (1980). [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [MECANISATION AGRICOLE] [RIZ]

Metodica para la planificaciun del uso de la maquinaria en las agroempresas agrícolas. (1980). [PLANIFICATION AGRICOLE] [MATERIEL AGRICOLE]

Appraisal report on artisanal fisheries development project for Grenada for presentation to the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). (1981). [INDUSTRIE DE LA PECHE] [BATEAUX DE PECHE] [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [COMMERCIALISATION]

Agro-industry development in Jamaica. (1980). [AGROINDUSTRIE] [MATERIES GRASSES] [PLANTES-RACINES]

Agro-industry's potential untapped. (1982). [AGROINDUSTRIE] [COMMERCIALISATION] [DIVISES] [CREDIT D EMPLOIS] [TRAITEMENT DES ALIMENTS] [TABAC] [MATERIES PREMIERES] [TRAITEMENT DE PRODUITS AGRICOLES]

USAID/Government of Guyana project paper: agricultural credit. (1980). [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [MECANISATION AGRICOLE] [RIZ]


1980 population and housing census: non institutional population, 1980 population and housing census, preliminary count by country/area, ward/parish, village and enumeration district. (1981). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [POPULATION] [MENAGE]

Hydrometeologie et ressources en eau. (1980). [HYDROLOGIE] [METEOROLOGIE] [RESSOURCES EN EAU] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

Family planning use in Jamaica high risk groups. (1982). [METHODES CONTRACEPTIVES] [CONTRACEPTIFS] [PLANIFICATION DE LA FAMILLE] [PROGRAMMES DE PLANIFICATION FAMILIAL]

Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [METHODES DE PLANIFICATION] [RAPPORT DE REUNION]


Bibliography on planning. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [METHODES DE PLANIFICATION] [SYSTEMES DE PLANIFICATION]

Planning in the Caribbean. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [PLANIFICATION] [METHODES DE PLANIFICATION]

Teaching of the mole concept in Jamaican high schools. (1980). [CHIMIES] [EXAMENS] [METHODES PEDAGOGIQUES]

Use of orientation and reorientation as a means of user education. (1982). [UTILISATEURS D INFORMATION] [EDUCATION] [METHODES PEDAGOGIQUES]

Geodetic satellite survey; final report on satellite translocation Jamaica.. (1981). [ENQUETES] [METHODOLOGIE]

National income and product statistics . (1980). [REVENU NATIONAL] [COMPTABILITE NATIONALE] [PRODUIT INTERIEUR BRUT] [PRODUIT NATIONAL BRUT] [STATISTIQUE] [METHODOLOGIE]

NEGOCIATION COLLECTIVE

XI 10-088 Food fight back says a woman. (1980). [MAIN D'OEUVRE FEMININE] [CLASSE OUVRIERE] [SYNDICATS] [REPRESENTATION DES TRAVAILLEURS] [NEGOCIATION COLLECTIVE] [CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL]

NOIX DE COCO

XI 10-087 Origin and mode of transmission of Cedros wilt disease of coconuts. (1981). [NOIX DE COCO] [TRANSMISSION DE MALADIE] [RECHERCHE AGRICOLE]

NORMES

XI 10-191 Standardisation and the setting up of standards territories in developing CARICOM territories. (1980). [NORMES] [CARICOM]

NOUVEL ORDRE ECON.INTERNATIONAL

XZ 10-045 Fourfold challenge to the world. (1980). [NOUVEL ORDRE ECON.INTERNATIONAL] [ENTREPRISES MULTINATIONALES] [NOMES] [PAYS EN DEVELOPPEMENT]

NUTRIMENTS

XI 10-197 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [BESOINS ALIMENTAIRES] [VALEUR NUTRITIVE] [NUTRIMENTS] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

NUTRITION

BB 10-127 Analysis of breast feeding findings in the national health and nutrition surveys of 1969 and 1981, with special reference to the International Code of Marketing of Breast-Milk Substitutes. (1982). [BESOINS ALIMENTAIRES] [VALEUR NUTRITIVE] [NUTRIMENTS] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

XI 10-197 Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-295 Structure and available courses in the proposed training programme. (1981). [NEGOCIATION COLLECTIVE] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]


OBJECTIVES DE PRODUCTION

GY 10-038 Agricultural production targets and input requirements 1980. (1980). [CULTURES DE PLEIN CHAMP] [PRODUCTION AGRICOLE] [OBJECTIVES DE PRODUCTION]

GY 10-039 Agricultural production targets and input requirements, 1980: agricultural crop production targets, 1980; annex. (1980). [CULTURES DE PLEIN CHAMP] [OBJECTIVES DE PRODUCTION] [ASPECTS AGRICOLES]

OBLIGATIONS

XI 10-264 Minutes of the Thirty-Seventh Meeting of the Board of Directors . (1981). [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [RAPPORT DE REUNION] [OBLIGATIONS] [BCD+]

OBSTACLES AU DEVELOPPEMENT

JM 10-069 Export potential of Jamaica's woodworking industry. (1981). [INDUSTRIE DU BOIS] [BESOINS D'INFORMATION] [ESATIQUES AU DEVELOPPEMENT]

XI 10-184 Present status of information infrastructure in the Caribbean libraries, archives and documentation centres; background paper. (1980). [BESOINS D'INFORMATION] [SERVICES D'INFORMATION] [POLITIQUE DE L'INFORMATION] [OBSTACLES AU DEVELOPPEMENT]

OEUFS

XI 10-349 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunities, studies. (1980). [OEUFS] [INDUSTRIE DU COQ] [INDUSTRIE DU PAIN] [INDUSTRIE DE LA DIGESTION] [INDUSTRIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION] [INDUSTRIE DE LA PECHE] [OEUFS] [INDUSTRIE DU VERRE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

OFFICES DE VENTE

XI 10-178 Role of government institutions in agricultural marketing. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [OFFICES DE VENTE]

OMBUDSMAN


OMS

XI 10-108 Comparative studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [BESOINS ALIMENTAIRES] [VALEUR NUTRITIVE] [NUTRITION] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

XI 10-287 Food policy and programme planning. (1981). [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [NUTRITION] [PLANIFICATION DE PROGRAMME]

XI 10-107 Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-157 Role of government institutions in agricultural marketing. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [OFFICES DE VENTE]

XI 10-197 Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-295 Structure and available courses in the proposed training programme. (1981). [NEGOCIATION COLLECTIVE] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

 comparator studies on food consumption and nutrition in three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana. (1981). [BESTES ALIMENTAIRES] [MEURTRE NUTRITIVE] [NUTRIMENTS] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [FAO] [OPS] [OMS]

ORDINATEURS
AG 10-299 Grant agreement (systems analyst) between Caribbean Development Bank and LIAT (1974). Limited; dated: November 18, 1981. (1981). [ANALYSE DE SYSTEMES] [CONCEPTION DE SYSTEMES] [ORDINATEURS] [BCD+] [ACCORDS ECONOMIQUES]

GY 10-376 Guyana Industrial Consultancy Unit; terminal report of data processing consultant. (1982). [SYSTEME D'INFORMATION DE GESTION] [ORDINATEURS] [GESTION INDUSTRIELLE] [PROJETS INDUSTRIELS]

ORDURES MENAGERES
JM 10-345 Soil waste resource recovery. (1980). [ORDURES MENAGERES] [RECUPEATION] [RESSOURCES RENOUVELABLES]

ORGANISATION DE L'ENTREPRISE
DO 10-217 Breve historia del Banco de Reservas de la Republica Dominicana. 1941-1981. (1982). [BANQUES COMMERCIALES] [HISTOIRE ECONOMIQUE] [LEGISLATION] [ORGANISATION DE L'ENTREPRISE] [ACTIVITE BANCAIRE]

ORGANISATIONS DE JEUNESSE

ORGANISATIONS FEMENINES
CU 10-049 Cuban women: 1975-1979. (1980). [FEMMES] [EDUCATION DES FEMMES] [MAIN D'OEUVE FEMININE] [SERVICES DE SANTE] [PARTICIPATION POLITIQUE] [STATUT JURIDIQUE] [MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION DE MASSE] [ZONES RURALES] [ORGANISATIONS FEMENINES]

JM 10-075 Role of women in the development process: Jamaica (with special reference to the role of rural women). (1980). [LEGISLATION] [MAIN D'OEUVE FEMININE] [RURAL] [FEMMES] [ORGANISATIONS FEMENINES] [DROITS DE LA FEMME]


OUTILS A MAIN
XI 10-350 Study on regional industrial programming in the CARICOM countries: opportunity studies. (1980). [TRAITEMENT DE PRODUITS AGRICOLES] [CONTREPLAQUE] [INDUSTRIES DES MATERIES PLASTIQUES] [INDUSTRIE TEXTILE] [INDUSTRIE DE LA CHAUSSEE] [OUTILS A MAIN] [PROMOTION DE L'ARTISANAT]

OUVRIERS INDUSTRIELS
HT 10-209 Resultats de l'enquete sur l'emploi industriel realise a Port-au-Prince et l'aire metropolitaine, Janvier - Fevrier 1981. (1981). [ENTREPRISES INDUSTRIELLES] [OUVRIERS INDUSTRIELS] [STATISTIQUES INDUSTRIELLES] [CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL]

PAYS EN DEVELOPPEMENT
GY 10-375 Operation of the Sanata Textile Mill, Guyana. (1980). [INDUSTRIES TEXTILES] [OUVRIERS INDUSTRIELS] [STATISTIQUES INDUSTRIELLES] [CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL]

XZ 10-205 Address. (1981). [TRANSFERT DE TECHNOLOGIE] [PAYS EN DEVELOPPEMENT]
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L'ÉDUCATION [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA SANTÉ] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DE L'ÉDUCATION] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

JM 10-517 Manpower demand projections and techniques; "a case study of the Technical University of Jamaica". (1980). [ÉDUCATION] [BESOINS DE MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

JM 10-155 Manpower planning. (1982). [ÉDUCATION] [BESOINS DE MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [REPRISE ÉCONOMIQUE] [RESSOURCES HUMAINES]


PLANIFICATION DE LA SANTE

CU 10-054 Report on observation tour of planning in Cuba by National Planning Agency delegation. (1980). [PLANNING DE LA SANTE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE]


XI 10-370 Proposed CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy for the 1980’s - summary and overview. (1981). [POLITIQUE NUTRITIONNELLE] [NUTRITION] [PLANIFICATION DE LA SANTE] [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [ENSEIGNEMENT AGRICOLE] [CARICOM] [STRATEGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

PLANIFICATION DE PROGRAMME

JM 10-355 Jamaica road improvement and maintenance project stage III; inception report. (1982). [ENTRETIEN ET REPARATION] [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNIQUE] [RUTES]

XI 10-277 Food policy and programme planning. (1981). [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [NUTRITION] [PLANIFICATION DE PROGRAMME]

PLANIFICATION DES EXPORTATIONS

TT 10-250 Prime Ministers export awards brochure 12th anniversary. (1980). [PROMOTION DES EXPORTATIONS] [PLANIFICATION DES EXPORTATIONS] [COMMERCCE EXTERIEUR]

PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS

JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

TT 10-413 Statement in the House of Representatives on Friday 11th September 1981 - Piarco International and Crown Point Airports to be re-developed. (1981). [AEROPORTS] [TRANSPORT AERIEN] [INFRASTRUCTURE DE TRANSPORT] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS]

XI 10-473 Bibliography on transport. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [TRANSPORT] [INFRASTRUCTURE DE TRANSPORT] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [POLITIQUE DES TRANSPORTS]


PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT

CU 10-054 Report on observation tour of planning in Cuba by National Planning Agency delegation. (1980). [PLANS NATIONAUX] [PLANS REGIONAUX] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

JM 10-365 Technical proposal: data for planning (1981). [ASSEMBLAGE DES DONNEES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE]

TT 10-249 1982 budget speech. (1982). [BUDGET DE L’ETAT] [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE FISCALE]

TT 10-276 Recall the budget. (1981). [BUDGET DE L’ETAT] [POLITIQUE FISCALE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

PLANIFICATION ECONOMIQUE

JM 10-240 Measures to safeguard the economy. (1983). [PLANIFICATION ECONOMIQUE] [ADMINISTRATION FISCALE] [DISPONIBILITES MONETAIRES]

PLANIFICATION NATIONALE


JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [MÉTHODES DE PLANIFICATION] [RAPPORT DE REUNION]

PLANIFICATION REGIONALE

CU 10-054 Report on observation tour of planning in Cuba by National Planning Agency delegation. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE L’ÉDUCATION] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]


JM 10-227 Professional image of planning in Jamaica. (1980). [PLANIFICATIONS NATIONALES] [PLANIFICATIONS REGIONALES] [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

JM 10-365 Technical proposal: data for planning (1981). [ASSEMBLAGE DES DONNEES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE]

TT 10-249 1982 budget speech. (1982). [BUDGET DE L’ETAT] [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE FISCALE]

TT 10-276 Recall the budget. (1981). [BUDGET DE L’ETAT] [POLITIQUE FISCALE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

PLANIFICATION ECONOMIQUE

JM 10-240 Measures to safeguard the economy. (1983). [PLANIFICATION ECONOMIQUE] [ADMINISTRATION FISCALE] [DISPONIBILITES MONETAIRES]

PLANIFICATION NATIONALE


JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [MÉTHODES DE PLANIFICATION] [RAPPORT DE REUNION]

PLANIFICATION REGIONALE

CU 10-054 Report on observation tour of planning in Cuba by National Planning Agency delegation. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE L’ÉDUCATION] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]


HT 10-289 Les sols. (1980). [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA MAIN D’ŒUVRE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

HT 10-383 Rapport final. (1980). [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [STRAIGHT DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL]
JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean.  [SOCIENCE ET TECHNOLOGIE DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [METHODE DE PLANIFICATION] [RAPPORT DE REUNION]

XI 10-470 Select bibliography on coastal area development and environmental, physical and regional planning in the Caribbean region.  [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [ZONES LITTORALES] [RESOURCES DE LA MER] [GESTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE]

PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT

GY 10-284 Linden physical development plan: action programmes; squatter areas, transportation, institutional framework.  [1980]. [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN]

GY 10-283 Linden physical development plan: analysis of existing conditions.  [1980]. [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

GY 10-282 Linden physical development plan; summary of problems, proposals and recommendations.  [1980]. [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [PLANIFICATION DU LOGEMENT] [PLANIFICATION DE LA SANTE]

HT 10-288 Plan global plan quinquennal.  [1981]. [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE SOCIALE]

SR 10-164 Een toekomst voor Boskamp: Suriname-voorstel voor de ontwikkeling van een voedselplantage in Suriname.  [1981]. [DEVELOPPEMENT DES PECHE] [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL]

TT 10-291 Estimates of expenditure development programme 1981.  [1981]. [BUDGET DE L'ETAT] [DEPENSES PUBLIQUES] [PLANS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

PLANS DE RETRAITE


JM 10-449 History of social security in Jamaica: colonial period to 1981.  [1981]. [PLANS DE RETRAITE] [SECURITE SOCIALE] [INDUSTRIE DU SUCRE]

PLANS NATIONAUX

JM 10-227 Professional image of planning in Jamaica.  [1980]. [PLANS NATIONAUX] [PLANIFICATION URBAIN] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

JM 10-490 Towards a national information system for Jamaica: with special reference to the Science and Technology Information Network (STIN) and the Socio-Economic Information Network (SEIN).  [1980]. [INFORMATION] [SYSTEMES D'INFORMATION] [PLANS NATIONAUX]

PLANS REGIONAUX

JM 10-227 Professional image of planning in Jamaica.  [1980]. [PLANS REGIONAUX] [AMENAGEMENT URBAIN] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

PLANTES-RACINES

JM 10-079 Agricultural planning project: domestic crop production and acreage January - June 1981.  [1981]. [CEREALES] [CONSUMMATION INTERIEURE] [FRUITS]

[PLANTES-RACINES] [EPICES] [LEGUMES] [BIBLIOGRAPHIE]

PLATEFORMES CONTINENTALES

XI 10-333 The Commonwealth Caribbean and the development of the area: an overview.  [1980]. [DROIT DE LA MER] [LEGISLATION] [EAUX TERRITORIALES] [PLATEFORMES CONTINENTALES] [DROITS DE PECHE]

PLUIE

JM 10-010 December 4, 1979 flood rains; preliminary report.  [1980]. [INONDATIONS] [PLUIE] [CONDITIONS ATMOSHERIQUES]

JM 10-011 Rainfall analysis for January-September 1979: a comparison.  [1980]. [INONDATIONS] [PLUIE] [DONNEES STATISTIQUES]

PLURALISME CULTUREL

HT 10-059 Cultura oprimida.  [1981]. [STRUCTURE SOCIALE] [CLASSES SOCIALES] [ANALYSE SOCIOLOGIQUE] [PLURALISME CULTUREL] [CULTURE]

PNUD

JM 10-290 Third country programme for Jamaica: UNDP assistance requested by the government of Jamaica for the period 1982-1986.  [1982]. [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE] [PNUD]

POLITIQUE

TT 10-092 Solomon: an autobiography.  [1981]. [POLITIQUE] [PARTIS POLITIQUES] [MOUVEMENTS OUVRIERS] [INDEPENDANCE]

POLITIQUE AGRICOLE

JM 10-230 Policy and programme for the development of the livestock industry.  [1982]. [VIANDE DE BOEUF] [PRODUITS LATITIERS] [CHEPTEL] [COMMERCIALISATION] [VIANDE DE PORC] [VIANDE DE VOLAILLE] [PRIX] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE]

XI 10-178 A programme for agriculture in island plantation economies.  [1980]. [AGRICULTURE] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE] [RATIONALISATION]

XI 10-031 Basic facts on CARICOM.  [1983]. [CARICOM] [COORDINATION REGIONALE] [RELATIONS COMMERCIALES] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE]

POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE

TT 10-089 Food price and subsidy policies and nutrition: experiences in Trinidad and Tobago.  [1980]. [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [SUBVENTION] [CONTROLE DES PRIX] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-420 Executive Management Seminar on Management Techniques for Strategic Planning.  [1980]. [PLANIFICATION ALIMENTAIRE] [NUTRITION] [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE]

XI 10-277 Food policy and programme planning.  [1981]. [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [NUTRITION] [PLANIFICATION DE PROGRAMME]

XI 10-370 Proposed CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy for the 1980's - summary and overview.  [1981]. [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [NUTRITION] [PLANCHES DE LA SANTE] [POLITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE]
POLITIQUE D'INVESTISSEMENT
[PROMOTION DES INVESTISSEMENTS] [STIMULANTS FISCAUX] [POLITIQUE D'INVESTISSEMENT]

JM 10-225 Public sector investment programme. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [CIMEN] [ENERGIE] [LOGEMENT] [POLITIQUE D'INVESTISSEMENT] [PRODUCTION D'ENERGIE] [SECTEUR PUBLIC] [SERVICES PUBLICS]

POLITIQUE DE DEVELOPPEMENT
CU 10-051 Socialist Cuba and the intermediate regimes of Jamaica and Guyana. (1981). [DEVELOPPEMENT POLITIQUE] [STABILITE POLITIQUE] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [BESOINS FONDAMENTAUX]

POLITIQUE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT
GY 10-142 Rural urban transition and the environment: proceedings of a Seminar. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT D'INFORMATION] [SERVICES D'INFORMATION] [POLITIQUE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [ETABLISSEMENTS HUMAINS]

XI 10-172 Factors to be considered in the design of policies for development of information infrastructure in the Caribbean. (1981). [POLITIQUE DE L'INFORMATION] [DIFFUSION DE L'INFORMATION]

XI 10-184 Present status of information infrastructure in the Caribbean libraries, archives and documentation centres; background paper. (1980). [BESOINS D'INFORMATION] [SERVICES D'INFORMATION] [POLITIQUE DE L'INFORMATION] [OBSTACLES AU DEVELOPPEMENT]

POLITIQUE DEMOGRAPHIQUE
JM 10-243 National population policy. (1983). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [POLITIQUE DEMOGRAPHIQUE]


POLITIQUE DES PRIX
CU 10-046 Los precios y su funcion redistributiva en la economia socialista. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [PAYS SOCIALISTES]


JM 10-066 Problems in implementing programmes to control or stabilize staple food prices in Jamaica. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-107 Food price policies and nutrition in Latin America. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [ALIMENTS] [NUTRITION]

XI 10-278 Regional commodity pricing policies. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [PRIX AGRICOLES] [CARICOM]

POLITIQUE DES REVENUS
BB 10-044 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Barbados. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIEMENTS] [DETTE EXTERIEURE] [POLITIQUE DES REVENUS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [POLITIQUE FISCALE] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]

POLITIQUE DES TRANSPORTS
XI 10-473 Bibliographie on transport. (1982). [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [TRANSPORT] [INFRASTRUCTURE DE TRANSPORT] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [POLITIQUE DES TRANSPORTS]

POLITIQUE DU CREDIT
DO 10-215 Curso de cartas de credito. (1981). [BANQUES COMMERCIALES] [POLITIQUE DU CREDIT]

DO 10-216 Curso de prestamos y garantie. (1982). [PRETS] [BANQUES COMMERCIALES] [POLITIQUE DU CREDIT]

TT 10-438 Monetary management in Trinidad and Tobago; a chronology. (1981). [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE] [POLITIQUE DU CREDIT] [CONTROLE DES CHANGES] [TAXES D'INTERET] [BANQUES COMMERCIALES]

POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT
GY 10-274 Rural housing through cooperatives: the Guyana experience. (1980). [POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT] [COOPERATIVES]


XI 10-261 Housing: sector policy paper. (1981). [BCD+] [PRETS] [HYPOTHEQUES] [POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT]

POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE
CU 10-051 Socialist Cuba and the intermediate regimes of Jamaica and Guyana. (1981). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE] [PLANIFICATION ECONOMIQUE] [BESOINS FONDAMENTAUX]

JM 10-072 Jamaica: development issues and economic aspects. (1982). [STRATEGIE DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [BESOINS ECONOMIQUES] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [REPRISE ECONOMIQUE]

JM 10-072 Jamaica: development issues and economic aspects. (1982). [STRATEGIE DU DEVELPPEMENT] [BESOINS ECONOMIQUES] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [REPRISE ECONOMIQUE]

SR 10-248 Beleidsnota Ministerie van Economische Zaken (1982). [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE GOUVERNEMENTALE]

SR 10-086 Economic development profile. (1983). [STRATEGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES]

TT 10-252 Address made on Saturday May 9. (1981). [PARTIS POLITIQUES] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [ADMINISTRATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ETRANGERE]

XI 10-100 Trends in the world economy and their implications for developing countries with special reference to small island economies in the Caribbean. (1982). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [ENDETTEMENT]

POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE
BB 10-044 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Barbados. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [BANQUES COMMERCIALES] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIEMENTS] [DETTE EXTERIEURE] [POLITIQUE DES REVENUS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [POLITIQUE FISCALE] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]


XZ 10-477 Select bibliography on energy. (1981). [ECONOMIQUES] [D'ENERGIE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [BIBLIOGRAPHIE]

POLITIQUE ETRANGERE

JM 10-226 Second year. (1982). [AGRICULTURE] [BAUXITE] [INDUSTRIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION] [ENERGIE] [POLITIQUE ETRANGERE] [RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES] [SERVICES PUBLICS] [TOURISME]

TT 10-252 Address made on Saturday May 9, 1981. (1981). [PARTIS POLITIQUES] [POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE] [ADMINISTRATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE ETRANGERE]

POLITIQUE FISCALE

BB 10-044 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Barbados. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]

GD 10-057 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Grenada. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE FISCAL] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]

TT 10-249 1981 budget speech. (1982). [BUDGET DE L'ETAT] [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [POLITIQUE FISCAL]

TT 10-276 Recall the budget. (1981). [BUDGET DE L'ETAT] [POLITIQUE FISCAL] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT]


XI 10-040 Trends and growth of tax revenues in the Caribbean. (1980). [IMPOSTS] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [RECETTES FISCALES] [POLITIQUE FISCAL]

POLITIQUE FORESTIERE

XL 10-273 Remarks...to members of the Board of Trustees of the Caribbean/Central American Action April 9, 1980. (1980). [RELATIONS EXTERIEURES] [POLITIQUE FORESTIERE]

POLITIQUE GOVERNEMENTALE

GY 10-221 Report of the preparation mission: Guyane agricultural development II. (1982). [DEPENSES PUBLIQUES] [REPRISE ECONOMIQUE] [RIZ] [POLITIQUE GOVERNEMENTALE]

GY 10-220 State paper on the reorganization of the local government system in Guyana. (1981). [ADMINISTRATION LOCALE] [POLITIQUE GOVERNEMENTALE] [ASPECTS ADMINISTRATIFS] [SOCIALISME]

JM 10-228 Jamaica: a striking turnaround. (1982). [RECONSTRUCTION ECONOMIQUE] [FMI] [POLITIQUE GOVERNEMENTALE]

JM 10-223 Manual for development. (1982). [LOGEMENT] [RECATALIGEMENTS] [ELABORATION DE PROJET] [GESTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [POLITIQUE GOVERNEMENTALE]


POLITIQUE MONETAIRE

BB 10-044 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Barbados. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIMENTS] [DETTE EXTERIERE] [POLITIQUE DES REVENUS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [INFLATION] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]

GD 10-057 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Grenada. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIMENTS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [INFLATION] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]


TT 10-438 Monetary management in Trinidad and Tobago: a chronology. (1981). [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE] [POLITIQUE DU CREDIT] [CONTROLE DES CHANGES] [TAUX D'INTERET] [BANQUES COMMERCIALES]

POLITIQUE NATIONALE

GD 10-219 United States policy towards Grenada: hearing before the Subcommittee on Interamerican Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. (1982). [IDEOLOGIES POLITIQUES] [STABILITE] [POLITIQUE DE L'ETAT] [SOURCES D'ENERGIE] [BIBLIOGRAPHIE]


POLITIQUE NUTRITIONNELLE

XI 10-279 Nutrition policy and planning. (1981). [SANTE] [CONSERVATION ALIMENTAIRE] [POLITIQUE NUTRITIONNELLE]

XI 10-294 Objectives of the proposed UWI training programme. (1981). [FORMATION] [PLANIFICATION] [ALIMENTAIRE] [POLITIQUE NUTRITIONNELLE] [PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION]

XI 10-370 Proposed CARICOM regional food and nutrition strategy for the 1980's - summary and overview. (1981). [POLITIQUE NUTRITIONNELLE] [PLANIFICATION DE LA SANTE] [POLEITIQUE ALIMENTAIRE] [ENSEIGNEMENT AGRICOLE] [CARICOM] [STRATEGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

POLITIQUE SANITAIRE

GY 10-207 The community health worker: social factors related to the selection, training, renumeration and effectiveness; report on Bush Lot Community, Corentyne Coast.. (1981). [SANTE] [POLITIQUE SANITAIRE] [ENQUETES SOCIALES] [SERVICES DE SANTE]

GY 10-208 The community health worker: social factors related to the selection, training, renumeration and
effectiveness: report on Corriverton Community, Region Six, East Berbice, (1981). [SANTE PUBLIQUE] [SERVICES DE SANTE] [POLITIQUE SANITAIRE] [EQUIPEMENT SANITAIRE]

JM 10-428

MINISTRY OF HEALTH ANNUAL REPORT 1979-1980. (1980). [ADMINISTRATION DE LA SANTE] [POLITIQUE SANITAIRE] [APPRECIATION DE PROJET] [FILAGE] [SANTE] [SERVICES DE SANTE] [EQUIPEMENT SANITAIRE]

POLITIQUE SCIENTIFIQUE

GY 10-448 Technology and the society: 5 public lectures delivered under the aegis of the Technology Transfer (Policy) Unit. (1983). [TECHNOLOGIE] [TRANSFERT DE TECHNOLOGIE] [POLITIQUE SCIENTIFIQUE]

GY 10-140 Technology transfer problems and developments in Guyana. (1981). [TRANSFERT DE TECHNOLOGIE] [POLITIQUE SCIENTIFIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL]


POLITIQUE SOCIALE

CU 10-047 Cuba: estilo de desarrollo y politicas sociales. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL] [POLITIQUE SOCIALE] [EDUCATION] [SERVICES DE SANTE] [LOGEMENT] [AGRICULTURE]


POLUTION DE L' AIR

JM 10-392 Proceedings of the symposium on environmental studies in Jamaica. (1980). [POLLUTION DE L' AIR] [GESTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [POLLUTION DU SOL] [RECYCLAGE DES DECHETS]

POLUTION DU SOL

JM 10-392 Proceedings of the symposium on environmental studies in Jamaica. (1980). [POLLUTION DE L' AIR] [GESTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT] [POLLUTION DU SOL] [RECYCLAGE DES DECHETS]

POLYESTER

JM 10-343 Assessment of the re-appraisal report on the cotton polyester textile plant, Old Harbour. (1980). [COTON] [POLYESTER] [APPRÉCIATION DE PROJET] [FILAGE] [TISSAGE]


POULATION

CU 10-004 Estadisticas quinquenales de Cuba 1965-1980. (1982). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [COMMERCHE] [COMMUNICATION] [BATIMENTS] [EDUCATION] [INDUSTRIE] [INVESTISSEMENTS] [POPULATION] [SANTE PUBLIQUE] [AGRICULTURE] [TRANSPORT]

TT 10-027 1980 population and housing census: non institutional population, 1980 population and housing census, preliminary count by country/area, ward/parish, village and enumeration district. (1981) [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [POPULATION] [MENAGE]

XI 10-115 Demographic analysis of the CARICOM Region. (1981). [POPULATION] [ANALYSE DÉMOGRAPHIQUE] [PRODUCTION AGRICOLE] [CARICOM]


XL 10-033 Compendio estadístico de America Latina. (1982). [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES] [SECTEUR AGRICOLE] [TRANSPORT] [INDUSTRIE] [POPULATION] [COMMUNICATION] [BESOINS DE LA SANTE] [COMMERCE EXTERIEUR] [INDICATEURS ÉCONOMIQUES]

POLITIQUE ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL

JM 10-013 Census of pig farmers in Jamaica.. (1980). [PORCS] [AGRÍCULTURE] [STATISTIQUES AGRICOLES]

POUR TENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT

JM 10-342 Assessment of mineral resources exploration and development needs. (1980). [RESSOURCES MINERALES] [MINES] [EXPLOITATION DE CARRIERES] [POUR TENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

XI 10-180 Economic study on production of, and markets for, spices, essential oils and oleorines; final report. (1980). [ESPICES] [HUILES ESSENTIELLES] [POUR TENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [MARCHE INTERNATIONAL] [COMMERCIALISATION]

XI 10-182 Essential oils and oleorines. (1980). [HUILES ESSENTIELLES] [POUR TENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [MARCHE INTERNATIONAL]

XI 10-113 The role of tourism in Caribbean development. (1980). [TOURISME] [POUR TENTIEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

PREMIERE DECEENNE DU DEVELOPPEMENT

XI 10-175 Report of survey on six CDCC countries regarding the development of the timber industry at the sub-regional level. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT FORESTIER] [INDUSTRIE FORESTIERE] [BOIS DE CONSTRUCTION] [PREMIERE DECEENNE DU DEVELOPPEMENT]

PRETS


BB 10-302 The loan agreement (Portvale Sugar Factor Project) between the Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados Sugar Factories Ltd. dated Nov.12, 1981. (1981). [PRETS] [INDUSTRIE DU SUCRE] [BCD+] [BOIS DE CONSTRUCTION]

BB 10-303 Loan agreement (Power Project) between Caribbean Development Bank and Barbados Light and Power Company Ltd., dated November 9, 1981. (1981). [PRETS] [CENTRALES ELECTRIQUES] [BCD+]

DM 10-304 Grant agreement (post-hurricane programme for Windward Islands Banana Industry to (1) increase soil fertility and crop yield and (2) control disease and pests) between Caribbean Development Bank and Windward Islands Growers’ Association. (1981). [PRETS] [BCD+]


GY 10-306 Loan agreement (Corn, Soya Bean Region 1 Project Guyana) between Caribbean Development Bank and Government of Guyana, St. Kitts/Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago and CARICOM Corn and Soya bean Limited; dated August 18, 1981. (1981). [PRESTS] [CEREALES] [PRODUCTION] [COMMERCIALISATION] [BCD*]


LC 10-309 Loan Agreement (agricultural development) between Caribbean Development Bank and Dennery Farm Co. Limited; dated November 3, 1981.. (1981). [PRESTS] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE] [SYSTEMES D'IRRIGATION] [PRETS] [PROJECTS AGRICOLES] [ACCORDS ECONOMIQUES]

LC 10-310 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit-AIC/FIC/SIC) between the Caribbean Development Bank and St. Lucia Development Bank; October 23, 1981. (1981). [PRETS] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL] [TOURISME] [BCD*] [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [ACCORDS ECONOMIQUES]


VG 10-312 Loan agreement (Consolidated Line of Credit-AIC/FIC/SIC) between the Caribbean Development Bank and the Development Bank of the Virgin Islands; dated December 16, 1981. (1981). [PRESTS] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL] [TOURISME] [SECTEUR TERTIAIRE]

VG 10-313 Loan agreement (Pre-Investment Study) (Expansion of electricity supply services) between the Caribbean Development Bank and the British Virgin Islands; August 21, 1981. (1981). [PRETS] [CENTRALES ELECTRIQUES] [BCD*] [ACCORDS ECONOMIQUES]


XI 10-259 Development finance corporations: sector policy paper. (1981) [BCD*] [PRETS] [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [BANQUES AGRICOLES] [BANQUES INDUSTRIELLES]

XI 10-260 Electric power. (1981). [BCD*] [PRETS] [ENERGIE] [ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE]

XI 10-261 Housing: sector policy paper. (1981) [PRETS] [HYPOTHEQUES] [POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT]

XI 10-262 Industry and tourism; sector policy paper. (1981) [BCD*] [INDUSTRIE] [TOURISME] [PRETS] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

XI 10-316 Loan agreement (WISCO Project) between Caribbean Development Bank and West Indies Shipping Corporation, dated 5th January 1982. (1982). [PRETS] [TRANSPORT MARITIME] [NAVIERES DE CHARGE] [BCD*]

XI 10-266 Water and sewage: sector policy paper. (1981). [BCD*] [PRETS] [SERVICES DE VOIRIE] [ALIMENTATION EN EAU]

PREVISIONS


JM 10-516 Manpower projections: their uses and multiplied effects. (1981). [PREVISIONS] [BESOINS DE MAIN D'OEUVR]

PREVISIONS ECONOMIQUES


PRIX

CU 10-046 Los precios y su funcion redistributiva en la economia socialista. (1980). [PRIX] [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [PAYS SOCIALISTES]

JM 10-016 Jamaica in figures. (1982). [ACTIVITE ECONOMIQUES] [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [INFLATION]

JM 10-230 Policy and programme for the development of the livestock industry. (1982) [VIANDE DE BŒUF] [PRODUITS LATTIERS] [CHEPETEL] [COMMERCIALISATION] [VIANDE DE PORC] [POULAILE] [PRIX] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE]


LC 10-162 Report of mission to St. Lucia. (1980). [PRETS] [COMMERCIALISATION] [DISTRIBUTION] [PRIX] [COMPORTEMENT DU CONSOMMATEUR]

PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION

BB 10-044 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Barbados. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [POLITIQUE ENERGETIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIEMENTS] [DETTE EXTERIEURE] [POLITIQUE DES REVENUS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [POLITIQUE FISCALE] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE]

GD 10-057 Economic survey of Latin America 1980: Grenada. (1981). [CONDITIONS ECONOMIQUES] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [BALANCE DES PAIEMENTS] [PRIX A LA CONSOMMATION] [INFLATION] [POLITIQUE MONETAIRE] [POLITIQUE FISCALE]

PRIX AGRICOLES

XI 10-278 Regional commodity pricing policies. (1980). [POLITIQUE DES PRIX] [PRIX AGRICOLES] [CARICOM]

PRIX DES PRODUITS DE BASE


PROBLEMES POLITIQUES

XI 10-106 Caribbean security. (1980). [PROBLEMES POLITIQUES] [RELATIONS EXTERIEURES]

PRODUCTION

CU 10-509 Modelo economico-matematico para la planificacion del desarrollo del complejo azucarero. (1982). [MODELES MATHEMATIQUES] [INDUSTRIE DU SUCRE] [PRODUCTION]

GY 10-305 Agreement amending loan agreement (Regional Grain Production - Guyana) between the Caribbean Development Bank and Guyana, Saint Christopher and Nevis and Trinidad and Tobago
PRODUIT INTERIEUR BRUT

PRODUCTION D'ENERGIE

PRODUCTION AGRICOLE

PRODUCTION ALIMENTAIRE

PRODUCTION ET COMMERCE 1981-82.

PRODUITS DE BOIS

PRODUITS MANUFACTURES

PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION

PROGRAMMES DE PLANIFICATION FAMILIAL
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LC 10-309 Loan Agreement (agricultural development) between Caribbean Development Bank and Denmany Farm Co. Limited: dated November 3, 1981. (1981). [PRETS] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE] [SYSTEMES DIRRIGATION] [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [CONSTRUCTION NAVALE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]


PMDEV

BS 10-336 Staff appraisal report: Bahamas urban project. (1980). [LOGEMENT] [BIRD] [PROMOTION INDUSTRIE] [RENOVATION URBINAINE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

BZ 10-337 Marketing study and selection of crop and livestock enterprises. (1981). [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [CULTURES VIVIERES] [CHEPTEL]


HT 10-384 Agriculture et élevage. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT REGIONAL] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AGRICULTURE] [ELEVAGE]

HT 10-385 Développement industriel. (1980). [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [INDUSTRIE] [AGROINDUSTRIE]


HT 10-353 Hydrometologie et ressources en eau. (1980). [HYDROLOGIE] [METEOROLOGIE] [RESSOURCES EN EAU] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT]

HT 10-352 Irrigation. (1980). [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [IRRIGATION] [DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE]

HT 10-289 Les sols. (1980). [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [AMENAGEMENT RURAL] [CONSERVATION DU SOL] [CONSERVATION DE LA FORET] [ENSUE]

HT 10-362 Plan d'opération pour le programme de développement régional intégré de Petit-Goave et de Petit-Trou-de-Nippou; phase intermédiaire. (1981). [ELABORATION DE PROJET] [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [DEVELOPPEMENT INTEGRE]

HT 10-383 Rapport final. (1980). [PROJETS DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [STRATEGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [CREDIT AGRICOLE] [CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE] [DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL]


HT 10-341 Transport et réseau routier. (1981). [TRANSPORT] [TRANSPORT ROUTIER] [ROUTES] [RESEAU ROUTIER]

[FORMATION INDUSTRIELLE] [MISE A L'ETUDEVUE] [BIBLIOGRAPHIE] [RAPPORT DE RECHERCHE]

RAPPORT DE REUNION
JM 10-390 Summary report of the first meeting of planning officials in the Caribbean. (1980). [PLANIFICATION DE LA COMMUNICATION] [PLANIFICATION DES TRANSPORTS] [PLANIFICATION NATIONALE] [PLANIFICATION REGIONALE] [METHODES DE PREPARATION] [RAPPORT DE REUNION]


XI 10-265 Minutes of the Sixty-Ninth Meeting of the Board of Directors. (1981). [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [BCD+][RAPPORT DE REUNION] [BUDGET]

XI 10-264 Minutes of the Sixth-Seventh Meeting of the Board of Directors . (1981). [BANQUES DE DEVELOPPEMENT] [BCD+][RAPPORT DE REUNION] [OBLIGATIONS]

RASSEMBLEMENT DES DONNEES
JM 10-365 Technical progress data for planning policy. (1981). [RASSEMBLEMENT DES DONNEES] [PLANIFICATION DU DEVELOPPEMENT] [ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE]


RATIONNALISATION
XI 10-178 A programme for agriculture in island plantation economies. (1980). [AGRICULTURE] [POLITIQUE AGRICOLE] [RATIONNALISATION]

READAPTATION
GY 10-141 Selective placement service for the disabled; technical memorandum to the Government of Guyana. (1982). [HANDICAPES] [INVALIDITE] [REAPATATION] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES]

GY 10-141 Selective placement service for the disabled; technical memorandum to the Government of Guyana. (1982). [HANDICAPES] [INVALIDITE] [REAPATATION] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES]

RECENSEMENTS AGRICOLES

JM 10-013 Census of pig farmers in Jamaica. (1980). [PORCS] [AGRIEXPLOITATION] [RECENSEMENTS AGRICOLES] [STATISTIQUES AGRICOLES]

RECENSEMENTS DE POPULATION

JM 10-393 Report on the mission to the government of Jamaica in matters relating to the census of population and housing and the development of a policies and producers manual (Aug. 8. thru Nov. 2. 1980). [RECENSEMENTS DE POPULATION] [CONCEPTION DE SYSTEMES] [MANUEL] [RECENSEMENTS DE LOGEMENTS]

RECENSEMENTS DE LOGEMENTS

JM 10-393 Report on the mission to the government of Jamaica in matters relating to the census of population and housing and the development of a policies and producers manual (Aug. 8. thru Nov. 2. 1980). [RECENSEMENTS DE POPULATION] [CONCEPTION DE SYSTEMES] [MANUEL] [RECENSEMENTS DE LOGEMENTS]

RECHERCHE
GY 10-460 Analysis of research and expenditure in the fields of science, technology and the environment during the decade 1970-. (1982). [RECHERCHE] [SCIENCE] [TECHNOLOGIE]

XI 10-176 Research and information support systems. (1980). [SYSTEMES D'INFORMATION] [SCIENCES SOCIALES] [RECHERCHE]

RECHERCHE AGRICOLE
GY 10-487 Sharing agricultural documentation and information resources in Guyana. (1981). [SERVICES D'INFORMATION] [ENSEIGNEMENT AGRICOLE] [RECHERCHE AGRICOLE] [ADMINISTRATION AGRICOLE] [TABLEAUX STATISTIQUES]


TT 10-466 Origin and mode of transmission of Cedros wilt disease of coconuts. (1981). [NOIX DE COCO] [TRANSMISSION DE MALADIE] [RECHERCHE AGRICOLE]


RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEMENT
XI 10-297 Evaluation for the proposed UWI postgraduate training programme by workshop participants: a report. (1981). [EVALUATION DE PROJET] [PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION] [RECHERCHE NUTRITIONNELLE] [ALIMENTS] [RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEMENT]
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